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DEFINITIONS
Videotex

The term videotex meansdifferent things in different countries. Correctly, and as defined by the
CCITT, videotex is the generic term for both a broadcast and an interactive text and graphic communication standard. They are respectively called

broadcast (or one-way) videotex and interactive (or

two-way) videotex. In the UK they are called teletext
and viewdata; in France, Antiope and Télétel; in
West Germany they are known as Videotext and

Bildschirmtext, and in the US as teletext and

videotex.

In this report, and in all the earlier reports in the
Videotex Report Series, we have adopted the
nomenclature used in the US, because, while it may
differ from local usage in Europe, it is universally
understood. So we use the term videotex to mean
two-way, interactive videotex
in other words

viewdata, Télétel or Bildschirmtext.

The first videotex systems in Europe wereinstalled
by the national PTTs and were designed to provide
services for amass residential and business market.
They came to be known aspublic videotex systems.
Later, in 1979/80, smaller versions of these systems
were acquired andinstalled by other organisations,

Butler Cox & Partners Limited
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usually for private, in-house use. They were called
private videotex systems.
Since then, public and private systems have tended
to converge. Some PTTsare offering identical services to those available from independent computer
bureaux running private videotex systems. And

many private in-house systems are accessed by
residential and business users outside the system
operators organisations, sometimes via gateways
from public videotex systems, but often directly over
the dialled telephone network.

In this report we use the term
private videotex
system tomeana videotex system that is not runby
a national PTT. The report does not, however, confine itself purely to consideration of these systems. It
also addresses related products and services, such
as terminals and networking services, that have a
direct bearing on the market for, and operation of,
private videotex systems.
Europe
This report is written for a West European readership and describes the market for videotex in
Western Europe. Weinclude the following countries
within Western Europe:
Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany(F.R.), Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Norway,

Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom.

BUTLER COX
Butler Cox has specialised in researching and
analysing developmentsin information technology
since 1977. It includes the fields of computing,
telecommunications andoffice automation within its
areas ofinterest.

Businessactivities

Butler Cox s main business activities are:

Consultancy for individual information technology users and suppliers. This consultancyis generally of a strategic, management and marketing
nature, rather than a technical nature.

Multiclient research and analysis. This activity
involves undertaking major projects for several
organisations who sharethe costs and results of
the projects. The number of organisations may
be fewer than 100 (as was the casefor a major
research project into the market for office
technology, conducted in 1980/81) or more than
100 as is the case with the Butler Cox Report
Series.

The Butler Cox Foundation and the Strategic
Studies Programme. These are ongoing programmes of research and analysis for information
technology users and Suppliers respectively.
They are funded ona subscription basis and are
jointly managed by Butler Cox and the members
of the programme.

Videotex activities

Butler Cox has had an active and continuing
involvement in videotex since 1977 when it ran
the first
public conferences on videotex in conjunction
with
British Telecom.

In 1978, Butler Cox conducted a major
multiclient
research project to analyse the market
for videotex
in North America. The following year
it completed

a similar study in Europe.

The Butler Cox Report Series was launc
hedin 1980.
The original Series consisted of eleven
videotex
reports, produced during 1980 and 1981.
It was
followed by another Seriesof five reports
(the Videotex Report Series 82) producedin 1982.
In 1984,
Butler Cox issued its landmark study, Priva
te Video-

tex Systems

their Selection, Use and Future

Prospects which hashad significant impact on the
industry s perception of videotex andits future role
in the information technology market.

This report is the latest report in the Series, which
has covered almost all aspects of videotex; from

display standards to ergonomics, from telecommuni-

cations to access methods, and from applications
to market forecasts. A brief description of all the

reports in the Butler Cox Report Series can be found
at the end of this report on page 140.

In addition to researching and producing its videotex reports, Butler Cox has undertaken confidential
consultancy assignments for users and suppliers;

for example to identify the likely applications of

videotex in an organisation, or to advise suppliers
on product design, market potential and marketing

methods.
Offices

Butler Cox hasoffices in the UK, France, Belgium,
and the US, and agencies in Italy and Scandinavia.

The addresses ofits offices are:

Butler Cox & Partners Limited,
1243 Bloomsbury Square,
London WC1A 2LL
UK.
Tel: (01) 831 0101
SA Butler Cox NV,

Avenue Louise-479-Louizalaan,
Bte 47 Bus,
Bruxelles 1050 Brussels,
Belgium.

Tel: (02) 647 15 53

Butler Cox SARL,
Tour Akzo,

164 Rue Ambroise Croizat,
92304 St Denis
Cedex 1,
France.

Tel: (1) 820 61 64

The Omni Group Limited,
115 East 57th Street,
New York 10022,

USA.
Tel: (212) 486 1760
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INTRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION
This report is concerned with the current status of
and outlook for videotex in Western Europe. It is written primarily with European readers in mind butit will
also be ofvalue to organisations outside Europe with
an interest in videotex. It is a report intended for the
non-technical reader but assumesa basic familiarity
with computing and videotex terminology.
The report concentrates on describing the current
status and future outlookfor the videotex industry for
the five-year time span 1984 to 1988. Most of our
research was carried out between June and September 1984 and, unless otherwise indicated, our
analyses refer to the status of videotex applying at
that time. Our market forecasts and supplier market
shares, however, are estimated for year ends to
enable year-on-year comparisons to be made.
This report complements, rather than supersedes,

Butler Cox s earlier report Private Videotex Systems

their Selection, Use and Future Prospects . It
updates and extends the factual information, and
includes information on public videotex services and
greater country-by-country analysis, but it does not
reproducethe strategic insights relating to the nature
of the videotex industry, its future evolution, and the
forces underlying and predetermining that evolution.

Research methodology

Butler Cox has been researching videotex developments onaninternational basis since 1978 and has
amassed a considerable library of material and a
body of knowledge about videotex worldwide.

To ensure a comprehensive andfactually up-to-date
report we carried out an extensive programmeof
specific research between June and September
1984. We mailed over 300 detailed questionnaires to
suppliers of videotex products and services throughout Western Europe. Many of these, and especially
the larger well-established ones, were also interviewed on the telephone or face-to-face. National
PTTsof each country also answered questionnaires
or were interviewed face-to-face or by telephone. Our
research of users of videotex is based on a number

Butler Cox & Partners Limited
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of sources. We mailed a questionnaire to 200 organisations throughout Europe whoexploit the technology
either as private system operators or as major service providers in their country. We received 52

usable replies in time to be included in our analysis.

In addition, some 25 private videotex system users
were interviewed by telephone to supplement data
collected from PTTs and suppliers in the different
countries. We selected a further nine organisations
to feature as detailed case histories.
Wealso attended videotex conferences, seminars

and exhibitions and obtained information from local

contacts, including national videotex industry associations.

As a result of our research we have the namesof

some 400 organisations on file that have private
videotex systems installed. This represents nearly a
third of all private videotex systems estimated to be
installed in Western Europe at the end of 1984. Of
these about 280arelisted in Appendix 2 (for confidentiality reasons we cannotreveal all the namesof private videotex system operators known to us).
Structure of the report

In addition to this Introduction and Management Summary, a short Concluding Comments section and four
appendices, this report has five chapters.
In Chapter 1 we provide a description and analysis

of the current status of videotex in Europe including

individual country summaries. The report covers the
following West European countries:
Austria.

Belgium.

Denmark.

Finland.
France.

Germany(FR).

lreland.

ltaly.

INTRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT SUMMARY
Netherlands.
Norway.
Spain.

Sweden.

Switzerland.

United Kingdom.

For each country we provide brief historical perspective and a description of the current status of
videotex, followed by an analysis of the key issues
and outlook for the industry. Statistical information
such as the number of terminals, private systems and
the principal features of the supply industry are also

given.

In Chapter 2 we examine key North American
developmentsin the videotex field and how thesewill,
in our opinion, affect the nature and direction of videotex developments in Europe.

Chapter 3 is concerned with videotex suppliers and
their products and services. We describe key developmentsin thefield of terminals, private systems, public and independent bureaux and networks. The many
suppliers covered by our research are catalogued by
type of product or service in tabular form.

Chapter 4 addresses the marketplace, and the users
of videotex products and services. Wefirst present
the results of our survey of users. This includes an
analysis of their current and planned involvementin
videotex, expenditure levels, and the features and
characteristics of products and suppliers considered
important by our respondents. The chapter also provides detailed analyses of the experiences of nine
organisations selected as casehistories. A breakdownof the structure of the marketplace, in terms
of applications and industry sectors, is also presented.
Our market forecasts are provided in Chapter 5 and
cover the three principal types of videotex products:
terminals, private systems and independent and public videotex bureau services. Geographic breakdowns
of these forecasts are included. We conclude the
report with an analysis of the changing nature of the

industry in terms of its main revenue sources.

The four appendices provide:

The namesand addresses of European videotex
product suppliers and their agents.

The namesof about 280 users of private videotex
systems, with details about their country and industry, and the system used wherethis is known.

The namesand addressesof the videotex indus-

try associations in those European countries that
have associations.

The names and addressesof PTTs operating public videotex services.

MANAGEMENT SUMMARY
This management summary highlights the most
important findings and issues raised in this report.
It is written for senior managers with little direct
involvementin videotex and contains only as much
hard fact as is required to give clarity and credibility to the issues discussed. References to the
main body of the report are provided to facilitate

selective reading.

Overview of European videotex developments
By mid 1984, PTT-operated videotex services were

available or being developed in every European
country covered by our report, with the exception
of Ireland. By mid 1984 the total number of videotex terminals installed in Western Europe was
around 300,000 (Figure 1.1 on page 7) andis estimated to reach some 520,000 by the end of 1984.
The vast majority of terminals installed are in
France, followed by the UK, West Germany and
the Netherlands.

Two countries, West Germany and Switzerland,
have implemented the CEPT standard during 1984.
They are expected to bejoined by Austria, Italy and
Spain by 1985 or 1986. Norway and Belgium are
in the course of developing their full commer
cial
systems, and both envisage offering multiple
standards, including CEPT. The remaining countr
ies
are in principle committed to introducing the
CEPT
Standard but this is unlikely to be carried
out until
the endof the 1980s. Franceis expected to continue
with its Antiope standard for the foreseeable future,
and the UK is heavily committed to the Prestel

standard.

Videotex developmentsin Austria have been
dominated by the locally developed micr
ocomputer
based terminal, the Mupid. The uncertain
regulatory position concerning home shopping
and home
banking are likely to be a major handicap
for the
future growth of videotex in Austria
until it is
resolved.

Belgium has for many years been one
of the few
countries in Western Europe not
to have a PTT-

Tun videotex service. But in 1984, the
RTT (the

Belgian PTT) awarded the contract
for a networkoriented public service to BTM, ITT
s Belgian subsidiary.

Butler Cox 8 Partners Limited
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INTRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT SUMMARY
The Danish videotex service

Teledata

changed

from trial service to full commercial service in Spring

1984. The announcementhasstirred a lot of interest
in Denmark, and Teledata is now being expanded to

cater for the increase in users and external computer
connections expected.

In Finland, the development of videotex has been
influenced by the existence of many independent
local telephone companies. Videotex services operated by private companiesin conjunction with these
telephone companies werethe first to be introduced
in Finland. More recently, the Finnish PTT has also

established its own videotex service.

France has long been one of the major playersin the
international videotex scene. But the growth of videotex within France over the last 18 to 24 months has
been spectacular by any standard. By mid 1984,
monthly shipments of terminals had reached between
25,000 and 35,000, and by the end of the year some
400,000 terminals are expected to be installed in
France. Nearly all of these are of the Minitel type
the Minitel being a low-cost basic videotex terminal with integral monochrome screen
used to

accessthe PTT s electronic telephone directory ser-

vice as well as private videotex systems. The policy
to supply these cheap terminals (with heavy subsidies) is one of the cornerstones of the French
approachto videotex. Another is to use a distributed
network approach, with external computers accessible to users over the public packet-switched
network.
The West German videotex scene over the last two
or three years has been dominated by the creation
of a newvideotex infrastructure to accommodate the
change from the Prestel standard, used during the
trial of the public service, to the CEPT standard. The
new CEPTservice wasofficially opened in June 1984
but the transition is not expected to be complete
before Spring 1985. Despite many delays, the Bundespost(the German PTT) remains confident that subscriber numberswill rise rapidly once these problems

have been overcome.

Ireland does not have a PTT-operated videotex ser-

vice, but bureaux play an important role in the Irish
videotex scene.

In Italy, SIP (a national telecommunications agency)
has been conductinga trial of its Videotel public service since late 1982. By mid 1986, it is expected to

moveto a full commercial service, which will involve

changing from the present Prestel standard to the
CEPTstandard. The private videotex market has been
hamperedin its developmentby the prohibition ofprivate systems unless connected to the Videotel

network.

Butler Cox & Partners Limited
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In the Netherlands, videotex has developed fast com-

pared to most other countries. Terminal penetration
is relatively high and the private videotex system market is maturing rapidly.
In Norway, after an initial limited trial, the Norwegian
PTT has decidedto introduce a full commercial service by the end of 1985. The service is network
oriented and will include an electronic directory
service.
The Spanish PTT has been operating a trial since
1982 using its own standard, incompatible with all
others. In early 1985 it plans to introduce a new service using the CEPT standard.
Switzerland became the second country in Europe
after Germany to adopt the CEPT standard in 1984:
But the new system will continue to have the status
of an operational test until 1985 or even 1986 when
governmental sanction of the new service is
expected.
The United Kingdom is the country where videotex
originated in the early 1970s. Early market forecasts
proved to be grossly unrealistic and, in 1980, attention was switched from the domestic to the business
market. The private videotex industry has grown
rapidly in the UK and continues to be a major
if
not the major
force in the development of the
market.
The North American influence

Videotex developments in North America havetraditionally lagged a few years behind Europe, although
ASCil-based services such as Compuserve, The
Source and the Dow Jonesservice have experienced

phenomenal growth in the US.

By mid 1984, an estimated 300,000 home microcomputers were accessing these ASCII public services,
though ASCII is not yet widely considered as a video-

tex standard.

North America has adoptedits own videotex standard

NAPLPS, ratified in 1984 by ANSI and OSI, the

main standards bodies in the US. By mid 1984 there

were under 10,000 terminals accessing NAPLPSbased services. There are also trials and services

using European videotex standards. Private systems
have become more important since the early 1980s.
In 1983 IBM enhancedits SVS/1 private videotex system to support NAPLPS and began to promoteits
immensely successful PC business microcomputer

as a videotex terminal. DEC introduced private system in 1984, and AT&T awarded a contract to Aregon International to develop onefor its own range of
minicomputers. In the US, microcomputersare widely

recognised as the basis for videotex terminals.

INTRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT SUMMARY
The US videotex market is expected to grow very
rapidly, creating opportunities for European software
suppliers but also leading to US products being marketed in Europe. We believe that, as a by-productof
these developments, NAPLPS-standard deviceswill
appear in Europe over the next few years.

Suppliers and products

The private videotex system market has expanded
steadily over the last twelve months. There are now
more suppliers than ever before and the major suppliers, such as IBM, ICL, CAP-Gemini-Sogeti and Aregon International, are increasingly tending to dominate the market. We have reviewed 88 products on
the market, compared to 50 twelve months ago.
(Refer to Figure 3.1 on page 42).Of the products avail-

able, 53 are minicomputer-based, 28 are for main-

frames and nine are for microcomputers (some
products are available for both minicomputers and
mainframes). A large increase in sales andinstallations by IBM in 1984 makesit the leading videotex
system supplier for the first time. (Figure 3.4 on page
63 shows supplier market shares byinstalled base.)
Further important developmentsare the entry of DEC
into the videotex industry as a software supplier and
AT&T s agreement with Aregon to jointly develop and
market a new private videotex productto be called

IVS-5.

The videotex terminal market has also seen many
changes in Europeduring the last twelve months. We
review the terminals offered by nearly 100 suppliers
in Western Europe(refer to Figure 3.9 on page 67).
The UK still has the largest number of suppliers of
videotex terminal equipment, with an estimated 32%
of European suppliers by number. The number of
West German suppliers has increased considerably
and now represents some 21%of the total number
of European suppliers. The French market, however,
is still dominated by a relatively small number of suppliers, despite the very large numbers of terminals
being sold.
Therapid increase in the number ofinstalled terminals in France, to an estimated 400,000 by the end
of 1984, is one of the most noteworthy developments
in the European terminal market during 1984. Other
important developmentsare the increasing availability
and use of microcomputer terminals (Figure 3.13 on
page 76lists some of the microcomputers for which
editing software and adaptors are available) and the
growing number of CEPTterminal suppliers. (Figure
3.10 on page 72 showsa breakdownofterminal suppliers by display standard.)
The number of independent videotex bureaux in

Europe hasalso increased substantially during the
last year; rising from 65 to 125 and continuing to grow
at a fast rate. In addition to these, there are 13 PTTrun videotex bureau services(listed in Figure 3.15 on

page 82). (Figure 3.14 on page 79lists independent
bureaux.) Independent bureaux are especially impor-

tant in France where there is no PTT-run videotex
bureau service.
Videotex networking services vary widely from one
European country to another, dependinglargely on
the PTTs philosophy towards videotex and the regulatory position. In most European countries, the national
PTTs have a statutory monopoly over the provision

of all telecommunications network services. In the

UK, becauseof the government s policy to deregulate telecommunications, commercial organisations

are now allowedto offer value-added network ser-

vices (VANS)in competition with British Telecom, the
national PTT. Of these, the most publicised are the
networksoffered by Baric (the computer bureau subsidiary of ICL) andIstel (the computer services arm
of British Leyland). (Refer to Figure 3.18 on page 86
for a list of organisations in the UK that have announced VANS.) In general, however, it is the PTTs
that offer videotex network services, except where
PTTs permit the provision of servicesto third parties
by a bureau or private network operator. (Figure 3.22
on page 89lists the main networking services available in Western Europe.)

Users and the marketplace

Our survey of Europeanprivate videotex system operators and major information providers(I Ps) produced
somestriking results. Around 15% of our respondents already derived more tangible benefits from
videotex than they were spending. Average annual
spend on videotex was running at $210,000 per
organisation during 1984. (Figure 4.2 on Page 92 provides a detailed breakdown of present and planne
d
expenditure levels.)

Our respondents also answered questions on
a whole
range of issues concerning practices, prefe
rences
and motivations when buying and using
videotex
products and services. Our survey showedtha
t the
average port capacity per private videotex
system
was just under 30 ports in 1984 and respo
ndents
expected it to increase to 133 by 1988.
The most
important feature of private videotex syste
ms in the
future is considered by our respondent
s to be system and transmission security. (Figure
4.3 on page
93 lists the features of private systems
considered
important by our respondents, in order
of importance.)
As regards the characteristics
and marketing
methodsof suppliers, the most impor
tant one over-

all was considered to be the ability of a
supplier to

demonstrate his ability to provide techn
ical support
following a sale. (Figure 4.4 on
Page 94 lists the
Characteristics of suppliers considered
to be important by respondents.)

As regards terminals, our respondents
expected a

substantial increase in the Proportion of
micro-
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INTRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT SUMMARY
computer-based terminals. Amongst our respondents,
microcomputer-based terminals constituted just over
1 in 10 ofall installed terminals in 1984, and were
expected to reach nearly 7 out of 10 in 1988.
The nine casehistories of videotexusersillustrate the
different motivations and approachesto videotex and
the interesting range of applications being developed.
The companies reviewed as casehistories are:
Gruner + Jahr (West Germany).

Bavarian State Ministry for Agriculture (West
Germany).
Air France (France).

Barclays Bank (France).

AGB/Fishnet (UK).

Export Credit Guarantees Department (Uk).

Jetair (Belgium).

Neckermann Amsterdam (Netherlands).
ESCO Reisen (Switzerland).

Although these casehistories illustrate some of the
problemsthat can result from the application of videotex, they clearly identify the importanceofinteractive
user-oriented servicesin the identification of successful applications for the technology.

rise from 345,000 in 1984, to over 2.5 million in 1988,
representing a value of $112.1 million and $633.8 mil-

lion respectively. In 1984 most (around 78%) of Europeanterminal shipments were in France. By 1988this
proportion will decline, but will still be dominant at
57%. (Refer to Figure 5.4 on page 111 for a geographic breakdown of annual terminal shipments and
value.) CEPT terminals comprise only around 7%of

terminals shipped in 1984, but this proportionwill rise

to 27% by 1988, by which time a significant number
of terminals with alphageometric capabilities will also
be shipped. (Refer to Figure 5.6 on page 111 for forecasts of market shares of terminals of different videotex standards.) Microcomputerswill be increasingly
important as videotex terminals and, by 1988, nearly
half of all videotex terminals shipped will be microcomputer based. (Refer to Figure 5.7 on page 112
for our forecasts of market shares of terminals of
different types.)
Weforecast that the number of installed private
videotex systems will grow from 1,240 in 1984, to
3,840 in 1988. In 1984 nearly a third ofinstalled private systems were in the UK, but by end 1985 we
envisage that France will overtake the UK in terms
of the installed base of private systems. In West Germanythe installed base of private systemswill begin
to grow significantly from 1986. (Refer to Figure 5.10
on page 113 for a country-by-country breakdown of
our forecast for the installed base of private systems.)

Market forecasts

The annual number of systems shippedwill rise from
around 580 in 1984, to 1,170 in 1988, while port

market
comprising spending on terminals, private
systems and public and independent bureaux
amounts to just over $200 million in 1984 rising to
nearly $1,300 million by 1988. (Refer to Figure 5.16
on page 115 for the market breakdown by product
and service type.)

to 84,150 in 1988. The value represented by these
shipments will grow from $55.3 million in 1984, to
$166.3 million in 1988, including hardware andsoftware. (Refer to Figures 5.12 and 5.13 on pages 113
and 114 for a geographic breakdown of annual shipment volumes and values.)

Terminal numbers in Western Europe will, we estimate, rise from an installed base of 520,000 at the
end of 1984 to over 7.3 million by 1988. The installed
base will grow most dramatically in France until 1986,
when the market-saturation point will begin to be
reached, But terminal numbers will also grow rapidly
in the Netherlands, Belgium and the UK. (Refer to
Figure 5.2 on page 110 for a country-by-country

We forecast that spend on bureaux (both independent and public) will increase from $34.1 million in
1984, to $482.4 million in 1988. Spend on indepen-

Weestimate that the annual value of the videotex

breakdown of market forecasts for installed terminals.) The number of terminals shipped each year will
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capacity shipped will increase from 11,640 in 1984,

dent bureaux will rise from $6.8 million in 1984, to

$96.5 million in 1988. Spend on public (PTT) bureaux
will grow from $27.3 million in 1984, to $385.9 million
in 1988. (Refer to Figures 5.14 and 5.16 on pages 114

and 115 for the breakdown of bureau revenues by
residential/business subscribers and by country,
respectively.)

CHAPTER 1

THE STATUS OF VIDEOTEX IN EUROPE

Since videotex was invented over a decade ago,
every major country in Europe has adopted and
begun to exploit the technology. Yet in every one of
these countries videotex has developed along differentlines. Although technological considerations, such
as display standards and communicationsprotocols,
appear on the surface to have dominated the development of videotex in many countries, the key forces
that have determined the direction and speed of
developments lie much deeper. They constitute a
complex web of interacting influences within each
country. The technology chosen is usually a consequenceof this interplay, and not the reverse. Political, regulatory, cultural, demographic and economic
conditions vary greatly from one country to another.
There is, therefore, no single factor governing the
introduction, progress and ultimate successof videotex in any one country, let alone for Europe as a
whole.

Becausethere is (despite thetitle of our report and
the international standards-setting efforts of the
CEPT*) no such single thing as videotex in Europe ,
this chapter is structured on a country-by-country
basis, preceded by a brief European overview.

The overview summarises the position of the PTToperated videotex services, the installed base of terminals, and the videotex standards position in each
country. It also discussesthe potential for, and implications of, possible future interconnections between
national videotex networks.
Each country summary is accompanied by a table
providing statistical information andlists the main
product suppliers. The country-by-country reviews
cover in some depth the issues facing the majority
of industry participants, particularly those involved
with the PTT-run public videotex service. In almost

all countries these services continue to dominate the

direction of the industry, even though private videotex system operators and suppliers are playing an
increasingly importantrole.
*CEPT

cations

Comité Européen des Postes et Télécommunioneofthe important European standard-setting

bodies that has been active in the field of videotex

standards.

EUROPEAN OVERVIEW
By mid 1984, PTT operated videotex services were
available or being developed in every West European
country covered bythis report exceptIreland. Figure

1.1 lists the PTT services and videotex standards, and
showsthe number ofinstalled terminals in each coun-

try. The total number of videotex terminals in Europe
wasaround 300,000in mid 1984, of which two thirds
were installed in France. By the end of 1984 the total
is expected to reach some 520,000, due especially
to the exceptionally high growth of terminals in

France. In terms of terminal numbers, the UK is

is placed second with some 20% ofall terminals in
Europe, West Germany is third and the Netherlands

and Sweden arefourth andfifth respectively. These
five countries accountfor 95%of the installed base

of videotex terminals in Europe, and over 90% of the
worldwide videotex terminal population.*

Our research confirms the widely held view that at
least three videotex standards will dominate in Europe

for much of the rest of the 1980s. These are the
British-developed Prestel standard, the French

Antiope standard and the standard drawn up by the
CEPT, the European club of PTTs, usually referred
to as CEPT-level three , or more simply, the CEPT
standard.

Twocountries, West Germany and Switzerland, have
implemented the CEPT standard, replacing the previously-used Prestel standard. Others, such as Austria, Italy and Spain, plan to introduce CEPT shortly.
Norway and Belgium are in the course of developing
their full commercial systems. Both countries Ppub-

lic videotex services will be in the Prestel standard
until 1985 when CEPTis planned to be introduced

(though multiple-standard Operation is envisag
ed
beyond that date). Although committed in principle
to adopting the CEPT standard, France is unlikely
to
change from its Antiope standard for the foreseeable
future, given the large number of Antiope-standard

terminals already installed and being shipped. The

* This excludes ASCII terminals accessing such USser
vices as Dow Jones NewsRetrieval, CompuServe and
The
Source. If these are taken into account, the shareattribut
ableto the top five European countriesfalls to around
55%.
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remaining countries (Denmark, Finland, Ireland, the
Netherlands, Sweden and the UK) are also committed in principle to introducing CEPT, but this is not
likely to take place much before the end of the 1980s.

The CEPTstandardis inherently more expensive than
either Prestel or Antiope, and the PTTs are tending
to wait to see how successful CEPT is in Germany
before introducing it.
This co-existence of different standards has important implications for any future interconnectionof the

different national videotex services. Interconnection

has been the subject of inter-PTT discussion for a
Figure 1.1

Summary of videotex standards, PTT services
and installed terminals in Western Europe
Total number

PTT system

Standard of

PTT system

at mid-1984?

Austria

Bildschirmtext

1,300.

Belgium

RTT system
(nameto be
announced)

Prestel (CEPT
imminent)

Prestel (CEPT
eventually)

750

Country

Denmark

name

Teledata

Prestel (CEPT
and Antiope
shortly)

200

|Prestel (CEPT

2,000

Finland

PTT system plus

12 private Telset

eventually)

France

Teletel

Antiope

Ireland

No PTT system

No standard

companies

Germany (F.R.)

|Bildschirmtext

of terminals

CEPT

announced. Most

200,000

14,000
200

private systems

Italy

Videotel

Netherlands

Viditel

Norway

Teledata

Spain

Ibertex

Sweden

Datavision

Switzerland

Videotex

United Kingdom Prestel

use Prestel
standard

Prestel (CEPT

1,500,

Prestel (CEPT
eventually)

10,000

shortly)

Prestel (CEPT
shortly)

300-400

Spanish standard
thatis similar to

500

Prestel
(enhanced)(CEPT

6,000-7,000

Prestel (CEPT
imminent)
eventually)

CEPT

Prestel (CEPT
eventually)

500-700
60,000

Total: Approximately 300,000

Notes: ' CEPT imminent means CEPTis planned to be introduced before
mid-1985; CEPT shortly means CEPT is planned to beintroduced
during late 1985 or 1986; CEPT eventually meansthe introduction of
the CEPT standardis notlikely before 1987 and nofirm plans have yet

been made.
?The terminal numbersreferto the total number of videotex terminals

in a particular country in July 1984. This may or maynot coincide with
the number of terminals registered on any one country s PTT system.
Referto individual country summariesfor details

>Theinstalled terminals figure for France is growing very rapidly and
is expected to reach 400,000 by end 1984.
Significant number of Prestel standard devicesarestill installed,
resulting from earlier trial services using the Prestel standard.
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number of years. Plans to achieve interconnection

are being prepared in West Germany, Austria, the

Netherlands, Switzerland, the UK and Belgium, and
in parts of Scandinavia direct access to information
held on the British Prestel system has already been
implemented.
The CEPT standards committee conceived a videotex standard comprising five levels; with devices
designed to the higher levels being able to access
services conforming to the lower levels. In theory, the
three European standards should already be compatible with each other, as both Prestel and Antiope are
CEPT downwards-compatible standards. In practice,
however, this is not the case. The German CEPT
implementation uses 8-bit coding whereas both the
other systems use 7-bit coding (with noparity bit)*.
Nonetheless, such differences at the technical level
could be overcomerelatively easily (but not cheaply),
for example, by modifying terminals.
A further drawback is the networking and operational
difference between national PTT systems. Unlike
many PTT services in Europe that are modelled on
the centralised British Prestel service, the French
Teletel service is almost totally decentralised. The
PTT does not perform any central billing on behalf of
service providers, and the concept of a videotex
frame as a basis for levying charges does not exist.

And almostall the databases and services accessed

are held on remote independent computer systems.

(The French PTT has been accusedof running a ghost
service. Whether this accusation is fair or not, it is

likely that Teletel s success has been noted, perhaps
with some embarrassment, by other less successful
PTT administrations.) In addition to the problems of
compatible standards and operational procedures,
the regulatory position governing such issues as
copyright, data protection and consumer protection

will need to be addressed at an international level

before full interconnection of the different services
becomesa reality.

The three existing European videotex standards are

unlikely to remain unchallenged. Thereis a clear trend
among private system suppliers and some PTTs to

focus attention on the North American alphageo-

metric standard, NAPLPS, and with integrated services digital networks being implemented in many
parts of Europe over the next ten years, the acceptance of alphaphotographic videotexis a distinct possibility. (Both the UK and France have developedthis
*The West Germans have been accusedof creating their
own standard to protect their indigenous videotex industry. In our view this accusation carrieslittle weight since

the main beneficiary of German developments are IBM who
have developed the PTT service, and Mullard, a Philips subsidiary, who are manufacturing the key terminal com-

ponents.
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technology and intendtotestit in the market during

1985 or 1986.)

Although, the standards issue is by no means
resolved, the harsh commercial realities are forcing
videotex operators and the PTTs to re-examine their
priorities. Increasingly, there is a re-direction of
resources away from technology issues and towards
developing key applications that attract users and
usage. Several of the PTTs (usually those with a number of years of videotex experience) have stopped
measuring their success in terms of the number of
frames held on their databases, or the number of
service providers, or even the number of terminals
registered. Instead their objective is to develop a high
quality service leading to sustained and regular use
and, in the long term, to commercial success.

sally Programmable Intelligent Decoder) whichis sup-

plied by the Austrian PTT to users. It is a micro-

computer-based terminal (described in moredetail in

Chapter 3) capable of down-loading and running a var-

iety of programs accessible over the PTT service. Of

these, one of the mostinteresting is text-editing (word
processing) software, used to compose letters or
messages which are then distributed using the PTT s
central print-out and mailing service. Every user is

able to rent a few frames from the PTT in order to

AUSTRIA

The chief characteristics of the videotex situation in
Austria result from three main factors. Thefirst is Austria s proximity to, and co-operation with, its Germanspeaking neighbours, West Germanyand Switzerland.
The secondfactor is Austria s owntechnical developments in the videotexfield. The third is the wayin
whichit is approaching and solving the legal and regulatory issues surrounding the introduction of videotex.

Austria has decided to follow its German-speaking
neighboursbyintroducing the CEPTstandardin
the
course of the changeover fromits trial service toits
full commercial service. It is also placing great
emphasis on telesoftware and the locally-developed
microcomputer-basedvideotex terminal (the MUPID )
which incorporates alphageometric Capabilities. On
the regulatory front, the Austrian position is surpri
singly and uniquelyrestrictive, inhibiting the developmentof such transaction-based videotex applications
as home shopping and home banking, which are
generally recognised as beingcritical to the long-term
success of videotex in the residential market.

Historical perspective and current status

Videotex started in Austria in 1981 when the Austrian
PTT introduced trial service
called Bildschirmtext as in neighbouring West Germany
using the
Prestel standard and GEC hardware. The original configuration was based on a single videotex centre

located in Vienna that was accessible at local-call

rates from all over Austria. At first the system was
designed to cope with 300 terminals(it had 29 ports)
but this capacity soon proved to be inadequate and
the system was enhancedto 41 ports in 1983.

Sensing that the

cations (and especially telesoftware) that the Austrians believed to be important, they began developing their own microcomputer-based terminalin 1981.
The Austrian Federal Ministry for Science provided
substantial funds for the developmentofthis terminal which wasjointly undertaken bytheInstitute for
Information Processing atthe University of Graz and
the Austrian Computer Society. The results of their
work was the MUPID terminal (Multipurpose Univer-

dumb videotex terminals, which

were andlargely remain prevalent in other countries,
had comparativelylittle potential for the type of appli-

use this electronic mail service. Thus every user is
a de facto information provider (IP).

The MUPID terminal is undoubtedly a major techni
-

cal innovation, all the more remarkable becauseit

wasdevelopedat a time when the potential benefi
ts
of using microcomputers as videotex terminals had
only just begun to be perceived in Europe. The MUPI
D

terminal accounts for well over 90%of the videotex

terminals installed in Austria and it is distri
buted,
under its own or other names, in several Europ
ean
countries.

In parallel with the developmentof the MUPI
D terminal, the Austrian PTT Preparedthe plansfor
the country s changeover from trial to a commercial
service.

The hardwarefor the newservice will continue
to be

supplied by GEC, with the software devel
oped bySiemensAustria. The plan envisaged an imple
mentation
in six stages. The first of these was sched
uled for
early 1984 and wasintended to coinc
ide with an

announcementof a full commercial service.
How-

ever, the unsolved regulatory issue
s surrounding
videotex (which are discussed below) led
the Austrian
PTT to postpone the official Start of
the commercial
service. Despite this, the technical
side of the sixstage plan is being implemented. Stage
1 involved the
installation of a dual-computer syste
m in Vienna and
a further increase in port and stora
ge Capacity.
Stages 2 and involved the introduction
of videotex
centres in Salzburg and Klagenfurt
and a further
increase in Capacity. Stage 4, curre
ntly planned for
late 1984 or early 1985, includes
the changeover to

the CEPT standard. Thisis expected
to incorporate

an alphageometric Capability. Beca
use of the high
proportion of MUPID terminals insta
lled in Austria that
already have an alphageometric
Capability, this facility will be easier to implement in
Austria than in any
other European country. Stages 5
and 6, plannedfor
1985 and 1986 respectively, will
further extend the
system's capacity and add new facilit
ies.
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The six stages are closely related to the typesofterminal connection that the system can support, and
the data transmission speeds at which the terminals
can operate. During stage 1, user terminals use the
established videotex connection, operating at 1200/75
bits per second in asynchronous mode. Later stages
will see the introduction of 1200/1200bits per second
transmission speed in full duplex*.
The principal reason for this planned introduction of

higher transmission speeds derives from the need of

MUPID-usersfor faster transfers of large volumesof
data. This renders the usual 75 bits per second return
channel too slow for many users information and
telesoftware applications.

Principal issues and outlook

Although on the technical front, Austrian videotex is

now set for a relatively rapid development, the key
factors retarding market and application development
arise from the unsolved regulatory situation governing videotex. At present, home banking and home
shopping are specifically prohibited and the regulations require that users of electronic media are
guaranteed anonymity, a condition that is clearly
incompatible with the provision of many transactional
services, and with any information services based on
the sale of information, other than on a subscription
basis.
These seemingly archaic, if well intentioned, regulations arise from consumer and data protection laws
which the Austrians are well aware need to be

amendedbefore the videotex market can achieve

rapid growth. A revised law governing new mediawill
begin to be drafted towards the end of 1984 butit
will no doubt take some time before it is passed.
Although webelieve that liberalisation of the laws
governing transaction-based videotex applications is
likely, this is by no meanscertain. It remains possible that the regulatory conditions relating to such
applications as teleshopping and telebanking could

still restrict their market appeal.

Austrian legislators are also insisting that videotex
systems must be designed to prevent system operators having access to information concerning the

identity of users on the system. This problem arises

from the fact that the videotex system used for the
market trial incorporated log-on and log-off proce* Asynchronous operation meansthat information is trans-

mitted a character at a time. Full-duplex operation means
that data can be transmitted both to and from the terminal
simultaneously. 1200/75 bits per second transmission
meansthat information can be transmitted to a terminal
at about 120 characters a second, but can only be trans-

mitted from the terminal at 7 to 8 characters a second. This

latter speed is too slow wheretext is being prepared at a
terminal and then transmitted once ready to be sent.
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Figure 1.2

THE STATUS OF VIDEOTEX IN EUROPE
Summary of the status of videotex in Austria

Videotex standards:

Prestel, CEPT by 1985?

Number of terminals:

1,300, all registered on the PTT
system, split approximately

PTT system:

Numberof information

Bildschirmtext

50/50 between business and
domestic subscribers

providers:

275

accessible from the PTT
service:

30

Number of external computers

Number of private systems:

30-35

Main private system suppliers:

IBM and Siemens

Main terminal suppliers:

Main videotex bureaux:

Notes:

Status as at July 1984.

MUPID, Loewe and Philips
None known

?Alphageometric capability is available on the MUPID intelligent
terminal, and will be catered for in the CEPT implementation
adopted.

dures designed to enable the system operator to
charge users on the basis of connect-time and frame
accesses. This meantthat the system had the capability to collect data that could be used toidentify the
personal characteristics and habits of users from the
services that they accessed. The six-stage plan
described aboveincludes changesto the system that
will protect the anonymity of users.
This restrictive regulatory environment, and the consequent lack of experience of interactive videotex
applications (other than those relating to the use of
telesoftware), should cause the Austrian PTT s forecasts of installed terminals to be viewed with some
scepticism. At the time of writing, the PTT wasforecasting 12,000 users by the end of 1985, and 100,000
by the end of 1987. The MUPID terminal, in its CEPT
version, is expected to remain the dominant terminal, andits flexibility should make the changeover to

the CEPT standard somewhatlessdifficult in Austria

than it has been in West Germany. However, Austria
needs to match its technical achievements with a
moreliberal regulatory environment and genuine market experience before the Austrian videotex industry
can hope to achieve rapid growth.

BELGIUM
For many years, Belgium has been one of the few
countries in Western Europe not to have a PTT-run

videotex service, even on trial basis. Other factors

inhibiting the developmentof videotex were the PTT s
reluctance until very recently to make anypolicy
statement, andits refusal to allow low-cost videotex

CHAPTER 1
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modems to be attachedto the public telephone network. But the PTT has now announcedits plans to
implementa public videotex service, and Belgium is
in a goodposition to exploit the lessons learnt by the
videotexindustry in other countries over the pastfive

years.

Historical perspective and current status

Until the middle of 1984, and with the only exception
of Ireland, Belgium wasthe only country in Western
Europe covered by our report that had not implemented, or announced plans to implement, a PTToperated videotex service of any kind. The resulting
videotex-vacuum wasfilled by a small number of
independent videotex bureaux of which thefirst was
BTM(Bell Telephone Manufacturing Company
an
ITT subsidiary), which has offered a full bureau service from 1981, based on GEC hardware and Prestel
software. Other bureaux began offering services
shortly afterwards.

In 1982 the RTT (the Belgian PTT) issuedinvitations
to tender for a public videotex system, but the system specification proved to be so complex that none
of the prospective suppliers felt able to comply with
it. A revised invitation to tender was issued in 1983,

Figure 1.3

Summary of the status of videotex in
Belgium

Videotex standards:

Prestel in 1984, CEPT and

Antiope in 1985 and/or 1986

PTT system:

Name of RTT operated system

to be announced

Number of terminals:

200 (on non-RTT systems)

50 expected on RTT system by

end 1984

Number of information
providers:

Number of external computers
accessible from the PTT
service:

20 expected on RTT system by
end 1984?

A few expected on RTT system
by end 1984, and 15 by end
1985

Number ofprivate systems:

About 12-15

Main private system suppliers:

BTM (Softplan), Modcomp,
Aregon International and CAPGemini-Sogeti

Main terminal suppliers:

Main videotex bureaux:

Barco and Philips

BTM, Orda-B and Telemedia

Notes: Status applies to July 1984 except where otherwise stated.
?Approximately 30 information providers are using bureauservices.

and in July 1984 the contract wasfinally awarded to

BTM, in stiff competition with several other suppliers
including SAIT (offering the Modcomp system) and
Telemedia(offering the Aregon system). The UK company Microscope, acting as a subcontractor to BTM,
will supply the videotex accesspoints for the new network. The contract is reported to be worth $2 million

to BTM.

The new Belgian public videotex service (at the time
of writing it did not yet have a name) will be based
on DEC VAX minicomputers and Oy Softplan s Mistel software which BTM has been distributing in Belgium and elsewhere as a private videotex system
since 1981. The new system is being introduced in
stages, starting with a capacity of 72 ports and three
videotex centres in 1984, rising to 204 ports and eight
videotex centres by March 1985. Initially the service
will be based on the Prestel standard, but accessfor
CEPT and Antiope-standard terminals is planned. By
1985, 85%of Belgian userswill be able to access
the RTT videotex networkatlocal call charges.
The RTT seesits role as providing the communications infrastructure and regulatory control mechanismsfelt to be necessary for the successful developmentof videotex services. It will not be concerning
itself directly with service operation. The service will
be heavily network oriented and modelled more on
the French PTTs decentralised gateway strategy
than the centralised architectures prevalent in the
UK, the Netherlands and several other European
countries. However, the system will provide central
billing, statistics, routeing and indexing services. BTM
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will provide consultancy, software development and
training services, andit will have its own service computer connectedto the network as a videotex bureau
service.

Principal issues and outlook

The key issue now confronting the videotex industry
in Belgium is the extent to which the introduction of

the RTT service will stimulate the market.

The RTT plan envisages an extension of the
system
to 300 ports by the end of 1985, by which
time it
expects about 1,000 to 2,000 users and 15
external
computers to be connected to the system.
The RTT
has plansfor the international interconnection
ofits
service, particularly with the French, Briti
sh, Netherlands and Germansystems, but these aresti
ll subject to the achievement of agreement on
standards,
inter-networking and tariffing.

The Belgium experience indicates that
PTT commitment to videotex is a necessary (alt
hough not the
only) prerequisite for videotex to develop
beyond the
embryonic stage ina country. Although vide
otex services became available in Belgium relat
ively early
through bureaux and a handful of priva
te system
Operators, the market has not been abl
e to develop

as quickly asit might have done, giventhe uncer
tainty

over the RTT s plans. Now that these plan
s have been
laid, the Belgian videotex marketis at
last in a position to achieve sustained growth.
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CHAPTER 1
DENMARK
During the spring of 1984, the Danish public videotex service formally changed from thetrial stage to
a full commercial service. The transition was smooth,
mainly because the system operators decided to
switch to the commercial service using the technology and infrastructure developed during the
preceding two-year trial, rather than to introduce radical changes. The market is now expected to develop
morerapidly, building on and expanding applications
developed during the trial phase.
Historical perspective and current status

The Danish videotex service
Teledata
started
as a trial in March 1982 and was developedin four
stages over a two-year period. The Prestel standard
wasadoptedfor the trial, 200 terminals were placed
with specially selected users, and 200 information
providers were invited to participate, although rather
fewer did in fact take part. Usage waslowinitially but
it increased as new services were developed. Three
servicesin particular proved to be the key to developing interest among users: the telephone directory
enquiry service provided by the Danish telephone
companies, the telebanking service offered by Handelsbanken, and the legal databases available from
the Datacentralen database. Other industries, including the motor, travel and real-estate trades, have now
begun to show keen interestin videotex. By mid 1984,
the number of users had reached over 700, mostly

in the business sector.

Teledata is based on two videotex centres, one in
Copenhagen and one in Aarhus. The centres use

Christian Rovsing CR80D computers and software.
Each computer has 256k bytes of main memory and
600M bytes of disc storage. At the end of 1984, port
capacity was increased from 72 to 104 ports with a
further increase to 144 ports planned for 1985.

Principal issues and outlook

Now that Teledata is a commercial service, the
achievement of rapid market development, and a
decision on future videotex standards are the key
issues requiring to be faced.

The principal issue concerning videotex in Denmark
is how best to develop the additional applications
needed to attract some 3,000 new terminal users by

the end of 1985. Telebanking applications, along the
lines of the pioneering Handelsbanken service, are

likely to be amongst the most important applications,
together with other transaction-based services,
mainly for travel agents and the motor trade (especially for second-hand car dealers). There are a small
number of private systems in Denmark
about six
in total
some of which maylink their systems to

Teledata over its gateway connections. So far Tele-
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Figure 1.4

THE STATUS OF VIDEOTEX IN EUROPE
Summary ofthe status of videotex in
Denmark

Videotex standards:

PTT? system:

Number of terminals:

Numberof information

Prestel, CEPT in the long term

Teledata

750, over 90% in business

providers:

100

Number of private systems:

About 6

Main private system suppliers:

Christian Rovsing? and Aregon
International

Number of external computers
accessible from the PTT
service:
Main terminal suppliers:

Main videotex bureaux:
Notes:

3

Bang & Olufsen, Tandata and
Luxor

None known

Status applies to July 1984.
*Teledata is jointly run by the Danish PTT and the four regional
telephone companies.
Christian Rovsing wentinto liquidation in late 1984. At the time of
writing its future remains unclear, though it is unlikely, given the
PTT's commitmentto its videotex system, that its videotex interests
will be totally lost.

data can only offer users access to three external
computers. The Danish regional telephone companies, covering the Copenhagenarea, Northern Jutland, Funen and Southern Jutland, which run the
Teledata service in conjunction with the Danish PTT,
offer consultancy and frame-creation services to prospective information providers and operators of private systems connected to Teledata.
Like many other European countries, Denmark carried out its videotex trial using the Prestel standard,
and although it has decided to keepto this standard
for the commercial service, a decision on how and

whento introduce CEPTwill needto be taken at some

stage, since the Danish PTT is formally committed
to do so. Opinion amongst Danish industry observers
is that CEPT will be introduced later rather than
sooner, because the key priority is now market
development, rather than refining the technical infrastructure. 1988 has been suggested asthe earliest
date for the introduction of the CEPT standard, by
which time the Danishvideotex industry will have had
four years to develop the market, and the technology
should by then be well established in countries such
as Germany that have adopted the CEPT standard,
with terminals in volume production.

FINLAND

The development of videotex in Finland has been
influenced by the existence of many small local telephone companies offering communications services

in particular towns and districts. As a result, video-
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tex has developed in an unrestrained but fragmented
way, with private companies taking the lead in videotex developments rather than the national PTT, which
has responsibility for providing long distance(interconnect) services, and data networks. Recently, however, the Finnish PTT (the General Directorate of Post
and Telecommunications) has decided to be more
directly involved in the provision of videotex services.

Historical perspective and current status

Videotex services, operated by publishing groups in
conjunction with the local telephone companies, were
the first to be introducedin Finland. The PTT was not
involved. The first service, called Helsinki Telset, was
introduced by Sanoma Corporation (a major publisher) in 1978 and was accessible in the telephone
area operated by the Helsinki Telephone Company.
Full commercial operationsstarted in 1980. The service is operated by joint-venture company owned
by Sanoma, Nokia Electronics and the Helsinki Telephone Company. Helsinki Telset has been followed
by other local Telset videotex operations, reaching
a total of 12 by mid 1984. All the Telset companies
use DEC hardware andMistel software developed by
Oy Softplan, a Nokia subsidiary. The 12 Telset services are local operations, with no physical telecommunication links between them. Although the Telset
system operators have been negotiating with the PTT
to install such links for several years, the PTT did not

at least until its own videotex service had been

developed
feel in a position to permit the services
to interconnect. This lack of networking capability has
caused problems, such as the duplication of databases and multiple commercial relations with information providers. But the mostsignificant problem
is that (with the possible exception of the Helsinki
Telephone area) the size of the potential market
covered by any one telephone companyis not large
enough for a videotex operation to achieve profitability rapidly. This has proved to be the case despite
the fact that all the Telset videotex operations concentrate onservicing the business sector. As a result,
some of the smaller Telset companies are experien-

cing financial difficulties and there seems a strong
possibility that two out of the 12 will shut down their

videotex operations shortly.

While the Telset companies were pioneering the
videotex service market, the Finnish PTT had been
developing and implementing its own videotex system, based on a networked gatewayarchitecture. The
PTT s system was developed by the Finnish State
Research Centre and uses Hewlett-Packard hardware. It is offered as a commercial servicebutis, in
reality, still in an experimental stage of development.
The intention is that it should provide the communications infrastructure, both for the Telset services,
and for the two dozen or soprivate videotex systems
operating in Finland. Gateway connections to the
Swedish Datavision and the British Prestel service are

2

also available. In addition to gateway accessto external computers, the PTT also offers space on its own
databaseto information providers. As is the case with
the Telset companies, almostall of the PTT s videotex users (numbering some 200) are business users.
This is despite the fact that domestic users are

offered special tariffs for access to the system during off-peak hours.

Both the PTT and Telset systems usethe Prestel stan-

dard. It is intended to introduce CEPT, but no date
has as yet been fixed. More immediate issues than
the adoption of the CEPT standard confrontthe Finnish videotex industry in the short term.

Principal issues and outlook

The most urgent problem facing the Telset system

operatorsis the needtorationalise and integrate the

many different systems now operating independently.
Although the Finnish PTT s system can provide the
technical basis to achievethis, there are regulatory
problemsinvolved in permitting the different telephone companiesto co-operate with each other and
the PTT, and thesestill need to be resolved. The possible withdrawal of two Telset videotex services is one

indication that the situation is reaching critical point.
In addition, the rumouredintention of Nokia and the

Helsinki Telephone Company to withdraw from the
Helsinki Telset joint venture may leave Sanoma as
the sole operator of the Telset videotex services.

Figure 1.5

Summary ofthe status of videotex in Finland!

Videotex standards:

Prestel, CEPT in the long term

PTT system:

Finnish PTT plus 12 private
Telset systems?

Number of terminals:

200 on the PTT system plus

1,600-2,000 on Telset and

Private systems. Over 95% of

terminals are installed in

businesses

Number of information
providers:

More than 50

Number of external computers

A few on Telset systems (but
not Helsinki Telset). Gateways
on the PTT system are awaiting
implementation

connected to Telset and PTT
services:

Number of private systems:

20-25 in addition to Telset

Main terminal suppliers:

Salora, Lohja, Nokia, Philips
and Sony

companies

Main private system suppliers:

Main videotex bureaux:

Softplan, PG-Yhtiot and the
State Research Centre (VTT)

Notes: Status applies to July 1984.

Telset and PG-Yhtiot

*Although the Telset services are not PTT-run
, they have historically

fulfilled the role of systems run by PTTsin other Europe
an countries.
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FRANCE
France has been oneof the major playersin the international videotex scene since the 1970s. While maintaining a heavy commitment to developing overseas

markets for French videotex technology, during the

last two to three years the PTT has concentrated on
stimulating the growth of videotex in France. The
results of this effort are spectacular by any standard.
The growth in the number of Teletel terminals and
external service computers connected to the PTT s
videotex network has risen dramatically since mid
1983. Three quarters of all videotex terminals in

Europe are installed in France, and the number of

operational private videotex systems is second only

to the UK.

Historical perspective and current status

French videotex technology for both interactive and
broadcastservices (teletext) wasfirst developed by
the CCETT (Centre Commun d'Etudes de Telediffusion et des Telecommunications) in 1973. Acommon
standard
Antiope
emerged. As a result of a
specially commissioned market report, it was decided
in 1978 to proceed with two principal experiments
using the new technology:
TheTeletel 3Vtrial just outside Paris was designed
to give information providers experience with the

new medium and to establish the regulatory and

commercial environment under which a full commercial service could operate. The trial ran from
June 1981 to December 1982, butthetrial system
wasin fact not closed until July 1984, by which
time the PTT had implementedits videotex network
in the area. Thetrial is reported to have cost FF150

million ($17 million).

TheTelephone Directory project at Ile-et-Vilaine
was designed to explore the useof videotex to give
access to electronic telephone directories using
cheapterminals. This trial ran from August 1980
to February 1983.

The decision to proceed with a national networked

videotex service was announced in October 1982.
The twotrials had confirmed the French PTT s view

that, if the market wereto take off rapidly, two requirements neededto be met: very low cost terminals, and

THE STATUS OF VIDEOTEX IN EUROPE

Minitel terminals are manufactured in very large
quantities for the French PTT, which issues them free
to domestic subscribers(instead of paper telephone
directories) in those regions where the telephone
directory service is available. Business users, and
telephone subscribers in other areas, can rent Minitel

terminals from the PTT for FF70 ($7.50) a month. The

very low terminal costs are a result of the 100,000plus unit manufacturing runs that the programme
allows. By summer 1984, six regions, including the
Paris region, were included in the programme. (Although the PTT-supplied Minitel terminal is a basic
device, Minitels with enhanced features, TV adaptors
and microcomputers emulating or interfacing to
Minitels can be purchased directly from private suppliers or, in some cases, rented from the PTT.)
The second major element in the French approach
to videotex is a national Teletel networktolink Minitel

users to distributed videotex databases and trans-

actional services. These are held on separate external service computers run by information providers
or independent computer bureaux. The PTT does not
hold any databasesof its own (except the electronic
telephone directory databases), nor doesit handle
servicebilling, except for use of its network. The hardwarefor the electronic telephone directory (Annuaire
Electronique) is based on Bull Mini-6 computers frontended by TRT CP8 communication processors. The
retrieval software is very complex, yetit is simple to
use. It permits text searching, and a number of userfriendly features have been incorporated to help inexperienced users. These include spelling checks, synonym choices and prompts.

All other videotex services are held on non-PTToperated external computers which the users request
over the PTT s videotex network. When a user wishes

to access databases held on external service com-

puters a separate user identification and password
is required for each computer he wishes ta access.
To establish the connection to the service computer,
he uses the public switched telephone network
(PSTN) to accessa local videotex accesspoint (called
a Service d Acces Teletel or SAT) on the public
packet-switched network, Transpac, which provides
him with an index of the databases accessible via the

network. Once the user has madehis selection, he

a large number of information services, must be
provided.

is then routed to the computer of his choice. Alternatively, users can have direct access to service
computers via the PSTN.

These two key requirements have governed the PTT s
approach to the developmentof videotex in France.
The cheap-terminal policy has resulted in the develop-

Another feature of the French approachis that Teletel
does not charge for database access or undertake
anyinvoicing for IPs. The PTT charges only for use

mentof the Minitel terminal, a basic videotex terminal with an integral monochrome screen intended

for business and domestic use, that can be used to
access both the electronic directory and private
videotex services over a national Teletel network. The
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of charging options. Some users payonly for the local

call to the Teletel access point and the service
provider pays the packet-switched network charges.
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In other cases the user pays both charges. Alternatively the service provider paysfor all charges. Service providers may charge for access to their services, but every service provider is responsible for
billing his own clients.
To overcomethe complications, administrative costs
and confusion resulting from this multiplicity of tariffing and billing procedures, a French company, Fastel,
has recently been established to offer a billing and
subscription service to Teletel service providers. This
service enables users to access a number ofTeletel
services with a single subscriber contract and a
single password, andreceive a single bill. Fastel also

takes responsibility for all debt collection on behalf

of its client organisations.

Principal issues and outlook

During 1984, the French videotex industry has
experienced the most remarkable success and
growth. By mid 1984, the French PTT had ordered
over 1 million Minitels of which over 200,000 were
in place. By September this number had increased
to 300,000. Shipments to users were reported to be
running at 25,000 to 35,000 a month. Some 200 external computers were connectedto the Teletel network
by mid 1984, offering 400 to 500 different services.
Newservices are reported as being added at a rate
of five a week on average. The number ofinstalled
private videotex systems has more than doubled during 1984, evidenceof the stimulus that the Minitel distribution programme has provided for the whole
French videotex industry.

The PTT has committeditself to install 3 million videotex terminals by the end of 1986. Current forecasts
are that, by the end of 1984, some 400,000 terminals
will be installed and, if the currentinstallation rate can
be maintained, this figure appears achievable. There
are, however, suggestions* that the French PTT has
cut its orders of Minitels. If this is true, it could be
for one or several reasons. It could mean that
demandis slowing and that market saturation is being
reachedearlier than the PTT expected. On the other
hand it could mean that the PTT is cutting backits
scale of investment in terminal shipments, until the

provision of services catches up with available

demand, or that a more sophisticated terminal is to
be introduced in 1985, or simply thatit is concentrat-

ing on meeting business demand from which it earns

rental revenue, while slowing shipments of free ter-

minals to residential users.

Regarding the adoption of the CEPT standard, the

French PTT s view is that almostall the information
that users require is text based and that there is very
*Suggestions which the PTT has neither corroborated nor

denied.
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Figure 1.6

Summary of the status of videotex in France!

Videotex standards:

Antiope

Teletel network and electronic

PTT system:

telephone directory

Number of terminals:

200,000 of which 50,000 are in

businesses. Mostare Minitel
terminals.

Numberof information
providers:

Number of external computers

connectedto the Teletel

400

network:

200

Main terminal suppliers:

Matra, Telic and
Radiotechnique

Number of private systems:

280

Main private system suppliers:

Main videotex bureaux:
Note:

CAP-Gemini-Sogeti, Stéria,
Télésystémes and IBM

CAP-Gemini-Sogeti, CGI, CTL
(over 50 bureaux in total)

Status applies to July 1984 but the number of terminals is increasing
rapidly and is expected to reach 400,000 by the end of 1984. The
number of private systems and service providers is also increasing
rapidly.

little demand for better graphics than are currently
provided. It therefore considers the Antiope standard
and simple monochrome terminals to be adequate
for most applications. It feels thatits cheap-terminal
policy has been proved correct, as evidenced by the
large number of terminals already installed and the
numbers being shipped every month. For these reasons and the massive investment already made by
the PTT in Antiope-standard equipment, it seems
unlikely that the PTT will introduce CEPTfor the foreseeable future, and certainly not before the late

1980s, if at all.

To cope with demand for better graphics by some
business users, the PTT is exploring the possibility
of linking videotex to videodisc. It is also examining
alphageometric and alphaphotographic display technologies which should become practicable and commercially viable by 1986 when the French digital
telephone network is planned for introduction.

Another major innovation that the PTT is invest
ing
heavily in is the smart card . The smart card (carte
a mémoire)is a credit-card-sized plastic card
incor-

porating an embedded microprocessor. It was used

commercially and in large numbersfirst in
1983 as
a telephone credit card. A multi-service payme
nt
card is now being developed and tested. This
multiservice card is seen asvital in the videotex contex
t
asit facilitates teleshopping and telebanking.
From
1985, the French PTT plansto offer an optional smartcard reader on the Minitel terminal. The multi-servic
e
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CHAPTER 1
card is being tested in the town of Blois during 1984
using 1,000 prototype Minitel smart-card readers.

GERMANY(FEDERAL REPUBLIC)

The West German videotex scene over the last two

or three years has been almosttotally dominated by
the creation of a new videotex infrastructure to
accommodate the change from the Prestel standard,
used for the initial videotex trial, to the CEPT standard. The transition has taken much longer, and has
been more costly and painful to the industry, than
even the most pessimistic local observers and participants had anticipated. It hasled, in effect, to a twoyear moratorium in the developmentof the videotex
market, even though the number of equipment and
software suppliers and information providers has
increased substantially over that period. The new PTT
service is now Officially launched, but the complete
changeover from the old service is not likely to be
complete before early 1985. Despite these delays and
problems, the Bundespost(the German PTT) remains
confident that subscriber numberswill rise rapidly,
and that a mass videotex market will be created
before the end of the 1980s.
Historical perspective and current status

Videotex, called Bildschirmtext in West Germany, was
first introduced by the Bundespostas trial service

in 1980. The system was based on GEC computers

and Prestel software from the UK. The Bundespost

commissioned a number of changes to the software,

of which the mostsignificant was the facility to provide access to external computers from the PTT service over gateway links. The trial involved nearly
6,000 terminals, 3,000 in each of the twotrial areas
of Dusseldorf and Berlin.

The trial was considered a major successby virtually all participants and, in 1981, after a competitive

bid, the Bundespost awarded the contract for the

developmentof the new CEPT-based system to IBM.
A number offactors, of which the size and sophistication of the new system werenotthe least, led to
development delays. The original launch timing of
Autumn 1983 was not fully met. From September
1983, the old GEC and the new IBM system have,
therefore, been running in parallel, while development
work andtesting continued on the new system. The
Prestel-based system wasthe only one practically
available until June 1984, when the IBM system was
officially made available. (The Prestel computer is
expected to continue to operate until early 1985, by
which time the transfer of terminals and external

computersto the new system is scheduled to be complete.) IBM is reported to have madesignificant
penalty payments for the delays. Some observers

estimate that the cost to IBM has beenat least double
its original contract value of $20 million.
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The new Bildschirmtext system
The design of the new Bildschirmtext system is based
on the principle that only a small proportion of the
total information contained in a database
typically
10%
will be accessed frequently. A system configuration based on a dynamically-distributed and networked databaseis theoretically the most efficient
in terms of communications, processing and storage
resources. The new system has, therefore, been
designed so that the 200,000 frames most frequently
accessed are held in local videotex centres, based
on IBM Series 1 minicomputers, with a capacity to
handle up to 100 simultaneous calls. If a frame that
is requested by a user is not held at the local videotex centre, the request is automatically routed to the
nearest regional videotex centre, equipped with more
powerful IBM 4341 mainframe computers. If the
requestis still unsuccessful at this level it is routed
to the central videotex control computer, located in
Ulm, that contains the whole database. The Deutsche
Bundespost expects that the central control computer
will be required to handle no more than 2%of frame

access requests.

The Bundespost has always placed great emphasis
on gatewayfacilities to give access to external computers. In the new system, external computers are
not connectedto the local videotex centres butlink
in to the control centre in Ulm. The links will be
effected over X.25 interfaces to the national Datex-P
packet-switched network, using communicationsprotocols (called EHKP in Germany) that enable the
transfer of data between different types of computer.
The new gateway-interface standards specified by the
Bundespost are very complex, and system suppliers
wishing to offer a gateway interface arelikely to need
to invest $200,000 or more in the development ofthe
interface software. This has inevitably delayed the
availability of gateway interface systems.
The delayin introducing the new system wasnotthe
only problem the West German videotex industry has
had to face. Even had the system been available on
schedule, delays in producing CEPT decoders for terminals would have meant that few users could have
accessedit, since theinstalled Prestel terminals and
software were incompatible with the new system.
(Although the Prestel standard is in principle a subset of CEPT, the German CEPT implementation, using
8-bit character coding, renders the 7-bit Prestel terminals incompatible.) By mid 1984, the new CEPTstandard terminals were beginning to reach the market. They are, however, still expensive, and add
1,000DM to 1,500DM ($300-$450)to the cost of a TV
receiver. The consensusofopinion is that they should

add no more than 250DM to 300DM ($75-$90)to the
price of a colour television, if extensive penetration

of the residential market is to be achieved. A new
VLSI chip
the EUROM
is being produced by
VALVO and Mullard, the Philips companies, and this
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chip is expected to reduce costs significantly. Butit
is likely that it will be 1986 or even 1987 before
decoder prices fall to the levels required. Not withstanding these disappointments, limited mass production of decoders is underway and the new terminals
are planned to reach the market before Christmas
1984. Adapted microcomputersare likely to become
increasingly important as videotex terminals, but this

developmentis also dependenton either the avail-

ability of CEPT decoders or the development of special CEPT software for microcomputers. This software
will, however, be more difficult and expensive to
develop than Prestel-standard microcomputer software. Further, the Bundespost s approval procedures
are reported to be especially stringent for videotexadapted microcomputers.

The impacton installed private videotex systems
The delay in implementing the new Bildschirmtext
system has also meanta delayin the development
in the market for private videotex systems. In Germany,virtually all private systems are accessed over
the Bildschirmtext network via gateway connections.
This is because of the Bundespost s policy of only
allowing users to rent modems at favourable tariffs
wherethe terminal is used to accessa videotex system connectedto the Bildschirmtext network*. The
old GEC system had a maximum capacity of 120
gateways, which in effect set an upper limit to the
number of private systems. (Bureau services and
other shared gateway connections solved the capac-

ity problem in someinstances.) Gateway connections

to the new system are now gradually being implemented and, by mid 1984, 12 systems were connected.
Each connection must beindividually approved by the
Bundespost before it can become operational. The
new gatewaysoftware from private system suppliers,
including IBM s proprietary software, is only just
becomingavailable. As a consequence, the majority
of external computers connected to the Ulm computer centre are those for which the system operator has written his own gateway software. But with
off-the-shelf software now becoming available, the
Bundespost expects the transfer of external com-

puters from the trial to the new system to be complete by Spring 1985.

Principal issues and outlook

Until mid 1985 at the earliest, the West German video-

tex industry will continue to be preoccupied by the
technical and organisational requirements and

problemsassociated with the introduction of the new
Bildschirmtext system. Beyond that date, however,
it is hoped that the development of the marketwill
proceed rapidly.
*It has recently been reported that the Bundespostis relax-

ing this restriction. From late 1984it has been possible to
connectvideotex terminalsdirectly to private systems over

the PSTN, withoutincurring cost penalties for modem rental.
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Figure 1.7

Summary of the status of videotex in West
Germany

Videotex standard:

CEPT

Number ofterminals:

14,000

Bildschirmtext

PTT system:

Number of information

providers:

3500-4000

Number of external computers

connected to the PTT s

120, of which 12 are on the
new system

Number ofprivate systems:

170

gateway network:

Main terminal suppliers:

Main private system suppliers:
Main videotex bureaux:

Note: 'Status applies to July 1984.

Loewe, Blaupunkt, Telefunken,
Philips, plus many suppliers of
editing terminals

IBM, Siemens, IDO (Nova) and
AregonInternational
Compas, Siemens and IBM

In many ways the opening of the new system has

merely meantthe endofonesetof problems and the

beginning of another. Much of the equipment and
software, originally developed for the trial, cannot now
be used without considerable and expensive modifi-

cations. In addition, the new CEPTstandard presents

special problems of creating and editing information,
especially for frames containing graphics. The more
complex graphics frames may take up to two man-

days to create, and conventional editing aids, even

graphics tablets, are ofrelativelylittle help. In addition, there is a temporary shortage of CEPT editing
skills that may last for a year or more. The industry
is learning to cope with these problems and the more
sophisticated editing workstations now reaching the
market incorporate special software and digitising
cameras to help with the editing process. These are,
however, too expensive for many of the smaller information providers andit is likely that specialist
agencies (the so called Umbrella IPs ) and bureaux
will
play an increasingly important role. As well
as the
problems associated with editing CEPT frames,
the
industry is learning that good graphics alone
do not
create a viable and profitable videotex market.
Finally,
to use the more advanced CEPT graphics facilitie
s
requires that a special character set* must be
transmitted to the terminal before the graphics can
bedisplayed. This can take several seconds, a delay
that
someusers feel is unacceptable. Some industry
participants are beginning to question whether
all the
delay, inconvenience and expense associated
with
the change to the new CEPT system has been
worth-

*Dynamically Redefinable Character Set (DRCS
). This

character set temporarily replaces the stand
ard graphics

character set built into the terminal.
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while. Much of the valuable information available is
textual anyway, and few potential users arelikely to

buy terminals just because of the more attractive
graphics.

Despite the delays and problems already (and still to
be) experienced, the Bundespost expects a rapid
increasein installed terminals. It anticipates that three

million terminals will have been installed by 1990. (The

Bundespost had originally hoped to reach this num-

ber by 1986.) The Bundespostis taking a number of
major steps to accelerate terminal growth:

Accessatlocal call tariffs will be available throughout Germany by mid 1985.

MostBildschirmtexttariffs will be waived until mid
1985 and only half the tariffs will be charged during the first half of 1986.

Anelectronic telephone directory service is scheduled to become operational by 1986.

lInterfaces to the telex and teletex systems are
planned.

Provision for terminals operating at 2400/2400is
planned.

lInterconnection of Bildschirmtext with other
national videotex systems, especially those of the

German-speaking countries of Switzerland and

Austria, is also being considered.

The Bundespostis insisting that, from 1985, all videotex equipment and software used in conjunction with
Bildschirmtext must be to the CEPT standard. It has
adopted a policy that in effect prevents other types
of system from being used cost effectively. This
policy, combined with heavy subsidies for CEPT
modems, is one way of encouraging the development
of a single, high-standard, nationwide videotex system. But some industry participants are becoming
increasingly concerned about the power of the Bundespost to enforce a technology and implementation
strategy in which they are having increasing doubts.
Despite these doubts, it is widely acknowledgedthat
the Bundespost has provided the German videotex
industry with the most sophisticated videotexinfrastructure in the world. It is now up to the industry to
exploit it by developing the applications needed to
attract a mass user market. The rate of adoption of
the CEPT standard throughout Europe hinges, to a
considerable extent, upon the German videotex industry s ability to rise to this challenge.

IRELAND
The development of videotex in the Republic of
Ireland has been primarily influenced by twofactors.

Butler Cox & Partners Limited
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The first is its small size. In terms of its population,
Ireland is the smallest country coveredin this report.
The second factor is the country s geographic proximity and linguistic and communicationlinks with the
UK. Largely as a consequence of these two factors
there is no PTT-operated videotexservice in Ireland,
and the demand for videotex services is being met
by bureaux and private system operators using videotex technology imported mostly from the UK.
Historical perspective and current status

Videotex was evaluated in the late 1970sbythe Irish
PTT and a group of semi-state agencies, including the
Confederation of Irish Industry andthe Irish Institute
for Industrial Research. The latter ran a videotex
bureau service on trial basis for the participants in
the evaluation. This service has now effectively

ceased operating. The PTT decidedthat it would not

develop and run its own videotex system becauseit
felt that the small size of the country did not warrant
it. The PTT does, however, encourage independent
system operators to offer videotex services using the
lrish packet-switchedservice, Eirpac, as the networking medium.
As a consequence of the PTT s policy notto involve
itself directly in the provision of videotex services, the
Irish videotex industry in 1984 comprises only a few
private systems and twoprincipal bureau services.
The private system operators are developing sectorspecific applications, principally in the fields of
agriculture, transport and library information systems.
The two bureaux, Patric Videotex and Cognotec, offer
generally-available videotex services, fulfilling, in
effect, the role adopted by the PTTs in other countries.
Patric Videotex began offering videotex services in
1980 using videotex hardware and software supplied
by Rediffusion computers. Subsequently, Patric
Videotex enhanced the software to introduce new features demandedbyits clients, especially messaging.

Patric Videotex also makes terminals available to its

clients. These are mostly Tandata and Plessey Vutel
terminals, but the use of adapted microcomputersis
increasing. In mid 1984, around 60 users wereregis-

tered with Patric Videotex and the company expects

continuing steady growth into the future. It is exploring the possible introduction of the CEPT standard,
but is unlikely to take this step for the foreseeable

future.

Cognotec is owned partly by the Confederation of
Irish Industry (Cll) and partly by a number of private
shareholders. Given the involvementof the Cll, it is
perhaps to be expected that the Cognotec bureau
concentrates on providing financial information services. The Cll provides information such as economic
indicators. Banks and financial institutions act as IPs
andinput informationdirectly onto the system. Their
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THE STATUS OF VIDEOTEX IN EUROPE
Summary of the status of videotex in Ireland!

Videotex standards:
PTT system:

None specified by PTT. Most
private systems use Prestel
None

Number ofterminals:

200

providers:

N/A

Number of private systems:

5

Number of information
Number of external computers:

N/A

Main terminal suppliers:

Tandata, Sony, Philips

Main videotex bureaux:

Patric Videotex, Cognotec

Main private system suppliers:

Note: Status applies to July 1984.

Rediffusion and DISC
International

applications include foreign exchange, company
information and tax advice. The Cognotec system is

based on DEC VAX hardware and Mistel software.

In mid 1984, the bureau had 80 subscribers. Sony
user terminals and Philips editing terminals are the
most commonly used.

Principal issues and outlook

Becauseof its traditional businesslinks with the UK,
the Irish market has tended to be served by UK-based
videotex suppliers. This is likely to continue. The small
population and mainly agricultural economyof Ireland
inevitably meansthat few, if any, large videotex systems arelikely to be justified in the short term. Slow
but steady growth in the market for bureaux, terminals and small private systems can, however, reasonably be anticipated.

ITALY
Political and regulatory confusion and ambiguities
have characterised the developmentof videotex in
Italy to date. These are coupled with uncertainty

about the future role of the CEPT standard. Despite

this confusion and uncertainty, a videotextrial is being

conducted andthere is considerableinterestin the
potential of videotex. The country is now gearingitself
up to begin to exploit videotex seriously from 1985

or 1986.

Historical perspective and current status

After a series of small-scale experiments from early
1981, the Italian national videotex service operated
by SIP, the telephone authority responsible for local
telephone services, was officially introduced in

November 1982 on trial basis. The trial service,
known as Videotel, was scheduled to run for two

years and to involve 1,000 participants (20% in the

18

domestic sector and 80%in the business sector) in

the cities of Milan, Rome, Turin, Bologna, Naples and
Venice. The Videotel centre is based in Milan and

usesPresitel software and GEC hardwarewith a capacity of 208 ports. Provision for the connection of external computers via gateway links was made from the

start of the service.

The number of usersin the trial was increased in 1983
by a further 1,000, in order to provide a better user

basefor the research group studying the trial. These
users were mostly drawnfrom the business sector.
The original capacity of eight gateway connections
is likely to be extended to cope with anticipated
demand. At the time of writing, however, only six gate-

way connections had been implemented. Of these the

best established were the external computers of the

Agenzia Giornalistica Italia (a publishing group also

offering bureau servicesto theItalian national state
bodies of the ENI group), SEAT-Sarin (another bureau
service) and SITEL-FARMAVIDEOTEL (offering services to the chemical and pharmaceutical industries).

Thetrial wasoriginally scheduled to continue for two
years, endingin late 1984. It is now likely to continue
as a pre-service stage until the first half of 1986.
(The openingof the commercial service is scheduled
for June 1986.) The expectation is that the CEPT standard will be introduced during the pre-service stage
towardsthe end of 1985 or early 1986. However, the
industry is monitoring the experience with CEPTin
other countries, especially West Germany, before formally committing itself to implementing CEPT.

In 1984 Videotel was available in the six telephone
districts covered bythetrial at localcall charges. During 1985 local call access will becomeavailable in
a further ten towns (enabling 60%ofItalian telephone
subscribers to accessthe serviceat local call rates).
Figure 1.9

Summary ofthe status of videotex in Italy!

Videotex standards:
PTT system:

Number of terminals:

Number ofinformation

providers:

Number of external computers
accessed via Videotel:

Number of private systems:

Main terminal suppliers:

Main private system suppliers:
Main videotex bureaux:
Note:

Prestel, CEPT shortly

Videotel

1,500 (85% business)

170
8

10 to 15

Olivetti, Philips, Zanussi and
Italtel

Italtel, Enidata, IBM and Philips

AGI, SEAT and Philips

Status applies to July 1984.
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The Videotel trial is being run by SIP (Societa Italiana
per l Esercizio Telefonico). However, in Italy the
telecommunications monopolyis distributed amongst
a number of organisations, each responsible for
different types of telecommunications services. SIP
is responsible for local telephone communications

and other telecommunications authorities are respon-

sible for inland long-distance communications, inter-

national links, radio communications, and other

telecommunication services. The situation has led in
the past to a certain degree of confusion as regards

the respective responsibilities for operating the
national videotex network, which may re-emerge if
and when Videotel is connected to other national
videotex systems.

Principal issues and outlook

The change from the trial to a commercial service
is one of the key events thatwill give the Italian videotex industry the opportunity to develop further. Thus,
one factor retarding the developmentof the industry
in Italy is the regulatory position, which includes a
legislative ban onall private videotex systems, except
those accessed over the public videotex gateway
links available on the Videotel system.
The legislation, which currently makesall independent private videotex systems illegal, is difficult to
enforce in practice and a small number ofprivate sys-

tems have been installed despite it. Pressures to abolish this legislation have been mounting andit is hoped
that this will happen during 1985. The repeal of these
lawsis crucial to a rapid developmentof the private

videotex market.

Notwithstanding the uncertainties, interest in videotex is high amongstinformation providers and users
and SIP is expecting an increase in the number of
subscribers to between 5,000 and 7,000 in 1985. As
one of the larger countries in Europe, Italy has the
population and businessinfrastructure to create a viable videotex industry fairly rapidly oncethe restraining factors are overcome and SIP launchesits full
commercial service.

THE NETHERLANDS

The Netherlands was one of the first countries in
Europe to introduce videotex. After careful
experimentation and a market trial, the PTT service

called Viditel

was launched as a commercial

service in 1981. Since then the PTT has changedits
Viditel marketing approach. It has abandoned its
earlier common-carrier role, and is placing greater
emphasis on promoting its services to specific targetmarket groups. The PTT is adopting a wait-and-see
attitude with regard to the possible introduction of the

CEPT standard.
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Historical perspective and current status

An experimental videotex service wasfirst introduced
in the Netherlands in 1978. A market trial was not,
however, formally begun until 1980. It ran officially
for one year. Selected subscribers from both the business and the domestic sector participated. Based on
the encouraging results of this markettrial, the Dutch
government was advised to sanction the official continuation of the service, but it was not until late spring
of 1984 that the governmentfinally authorisedits full
introduction. Despite this delay in obtaining legislative approval for the service, Viditel has in effect operated as a commercial service since the end of 1981,
and subscriber numbers and available services have
increased slowly but steadily.
The 1980/81 field trial demonstrated, amongstother
things, that there wasrelativelylittle interest in videotex amongstresidential subscribers and that the key
to the successofViditel would lie with business users,
at least for the first few years.

AS a consequence, a greater emphasis has been
placed on the Viditel gateway facility (Vidipoort), and
a marketing approach designed to exploit key business applications in targeted sectors features
strongly in the Dutch PTT s marketing policies. In this,
as well as in a number of other technical respects
andhistorical experience, the Dutch situation is very
similar to that of the UK.

The specific industry sectors at which Viditel is now
targeted are:
Travel: The plan is that by the end of 1984 all travel
agents should have access to Viditel.

Transport: By early 1985it is planned that most
transport companies, and especially freight forwarders should be connected to Viditel.

Medical: Videotex services for the medical sector
are under trial now and are expected to become
operational by 1985.

Agriculture: Penetration of this sector is planned,
but not until problems associated with managing
a multiplicity of information services are overcome.

Finance/banking: The finance and banking sector
is recognised to be important in the development
of videotex, and a number of major banks have
been involved in Viditel and several have private
systems accessed over Vidipoort. Interest in videotex among banksis, however, likely to remain relatively low so long as the PTT pursuesa policy of
addressing the business market before attacking
the residential market.

Professions and education: Another recent

developmentis a telesoftware service (though so

far only available for the Philips P200T microcomputer) targeted at professional and educational

users.
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THE STATUS OF VIDEOTEX IN EUROPE
Summary of the status of videotex in the
Netherlands!

Videotex standards:
PTT system:

Numberof terminals:
Number of information
providers:

Number of external computers
connected via Vidipoort:

Prestel, CEPT eventually

Viditel

10,000 on Viditel plus a few

hundred on other systems

750 (including 600 sub-IPs)
8

Number of private systems:

About 40-50

Main private system suppliers:

Perkin Elmer, Nova and
Modcomp

Main terminal suppliers:

Main videotex bureaux:

Note: 'Status applies to July 1984.

Philips

AAAA and Central Beheer

nesssectors hasled to a sharper focus for new videotex activities, although manyof these sectorsarestill
far from fully developed. The current forecast by the

Dutch PTT is for 60,000 terminals to be connected

to Viditel by the end of 1985, though, with only 10,000
terminals installed by mid 1984, this appears a very
ambitious target.

The PTT is reserving its position on the possible
introduction of CEPT.Officially,it plans to incorporate
the CEPT standard at some pointin the future, but
it is still monitoring the introduction of CEPT in West
Germanyand other countries before making final
decision. The PTT considers display standards to be
of secondary importance compared to the need to
develop the market, and sees no needfor an urgent
decision. A more important issue is the future networking philosophy that it should adopt. It feels that
a more decentralised service, possibly alongthe lines
of the French Teletel service, could in many ways be
more attractive than the centralised system on which

Viditel is now based. The PTT would like to attract

The PTT network is based on two videotex centres
equipped with GEC minicomputers, one in Amsterdam covering the northern half of the Netherlands
and one in The Hagueserving the south. A separate
editing-only centre for database creation and maintenance is to beinstalled in The Hague by October
1984. Originally, the PTT supplied all modems, which
had to be external to the terminal, but in 1983 terminals with built-in modems, were authorised. These
can be purchased direct from terminal suppliers.

Principal issues and outlook

Although formal approval for the Viditel commercial
service by the Dutch government was not granted
until 1984, the Dutch videotex industry has made
steady progressin the three years since the formal
end of the markettrial. One reasonis that Viditel has
been relatively unencumbered by onerous regulatory
problems. Indeed, the Dutch government decided
that there would be no needfor separate regulatory
provisions governing the use of videotex, although
information providers are bound by the existing advertising code, their contract with the PTT (which

governsIP practices), and various codes of conduct

drawn up by the Dutch association of information
providers. Another reasonfor the continuing progress
is the decision by the Dutch PTT to continue with the
existing Prestel software and GEC hardwarefor the
time being, rather than to introduce a completely new
system infrastructure. This could have disrupted the
relatively well developed Dutch videotex industry and
could have led to a temporary standstill in market

developmentsuch ashas occurred in West Germany.
Finally, the PTT s emphasis on developing key busi-
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more private videotex systems to Viditel by offering
a more comprehensive service. Achieving this goal
is high on their priority list.

As the Viditel service grows, legal and regulatory
issues are likely to become more important. In par-

ticular, the problems of information ownership, copyright and data protection will need to be addressed.

NORWAY
After an initial limited trial, the Norwegian PTT
has

decidedto introduce a full commercial service dur-

ing 1985 and 1986. The contract for the imple
mentation of the full service has been award
ed to the
French systems and software house CAP-G
emini-

Sogeti andits partner in the tender for the contra
ct,

Tandem Computers.

Historical perspective and current stat
us
The trial videotex service in Norway

Teledata

called

started in 1979 and has involved only a

few hundred terminals and no gateway
connections.
Nevertheless, a relatively large number
of information providers
around 130
have experimented

with the service. Thetrial service was base
d on DEChardware and software developed
by AU-Systems.

In August 1984, having gone to comp
etitive tende

r,
the Norwegian PTT awarded the contractf
orits com-

mercial videotex service to the French
company CAPGemini-Sogeti (CGS), through its
Norwegian subsidiary Data Logic, and the minicomp
uter supplier,
Tandem Computers. The software
is a specially

adaptedversion of CAP-Gemini-Sogeti s
Private videotex system, Multitel. The CGS/T.an
dem bid was
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awarded in competition with several others, including IBM Germany and Steria/Bull. The contract is
reported to be split roughly 50:50 between CGS and
Tandem. (The award has given a boost to the French
videotex export industry as this is the first time that
a French companyhas been responsible for develop-

ing a European national videotex service outside
France.)

The new system will initially (for the first few months)

use the Prestel version of CAP-Gemini-Sogeti s Multitel software, modified to suit Tandem s computers

and the Norwegian PTTs specification. The CEPT
standard will, however, be adopted for the commercial service (scheduled to open at the end of 1985),

although the Prestel standard will continue to be avail-

able, and the Antiope standard will be added. However, the full technical specification will not be complete before the end of 1984.
The whole implementation is scheduled to take 15
months, with a service for the business community
launched in October 1985, and accessby residential users is scheduled for 1986. A capacity to handle 200 simultaneous users is planned.
The architecture specified envisages a network of
external computers connectedvia intelligent PADs
(Packet Assemblers/ Disassemblers) on the Norwegian packet-switched network, Datapak, and will
provide gateway accessto other Scandinavian countries in 1986, and to other countries in 1987. The Norwegian PTT will also run its own service computers
on the system offering database capacity to information providers on a bureau basis. The PTT will also
be responsible for central billing and indexing, and

Figure 1.11

Summary of the status of videotex in

Norway!

Videotex standards:

Prestel. CEPT shortly.

PTT system:

Teledata

Numberof information

130

Number of terminals:

providers:

Number of external computers
connected to Teledata system:

Numberof private systems:
Main terminal suppliers:

Main private system suppliers:

Main videotex bureaux:

Note: 'Status applies to July 1984.
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300-400 (including terminals
registered on bureaux and
private systems)

None

About 4

Philips, Barco, Luxor and

Salora

Softplan, Aregon International
and AU-Systems

Norsk Centre for Informatics
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it is planning to offer an electronic telephone directory service.

Principal issues and outlook

The key issue in the short term is the implementation of the new system according to schedule. For
prestige as well as contractual reasons, CAP-GeminiSogeti and Tandem are expected to makeeveryeffort
to ensure that the agreed schedule is met. On this
assumption, the Norwegian PTT is forecasting around
1,200 terminals connected to the new system by the
end of 1985, with the terminal base increasing to
25,000 by the end of the 1980s, and 40,000 by 1993.
This would appear to be an achievable target. The
residential market will be addressed from 1986 but
initially the PTT s emphasis will be on developing the
business market for videotex services. The electronic
telephone directory is planned for 1986 and home
banking servicesfor late 1985 or 1986. Telesoftware
services will be considered, but the PTT as yet has
no plansfor its introduction. Until 1985, charges for
both users and information providers have been
waived.

SPAIN
After some years of experimentation with videotex,
which include the development and trial use of
Spain s own videotex standard, the Spanish PTT has

now decidedto follow the pattern of several other

West European countries and introduce a public
videotex service
Ibertex
using the CEPT

standard.

Historical perspective and current status

The Spanish national telephone authority (CTNECompajiia Telefonica Nacional de Espafia) began
experimenting with videotex in 1978. By 1981 it had
developedits own videotex system, including a unique
standard that is incompatible with other European
standards(although it shares certain characteristics
with both Prestel and Antiope). Using this standard,

CTNE ran a trial that started during the 1982 World

Cup football games in Spain. Almost all the 500 terminals currently installed conform to the Spanish
standard, though there are a few terminals connected
to private systems that use other standards.
Following a number of surveys and a specially commissioned market study, CTNE decided to introduce
a new service from the end of 1984, called Ibertex.
This will use the CEPT standard. The networking
philosophy to be adopted will be a decentralised system, similar to that in France. Initially, however, CTNE
will also provide a central database, partly for promotional purposes, and partly to get the service off the
ground faster. The services will be targeted exclusively at the business market for the foreseeable
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future. National coverage will be provided via the Iberpac Spanish packet-switchedservice. The service will
operate asa trial until the spring of 1985, when it is
scheduled to be launched as full commercial service. Industry observers expect that the CEPT system and the original trial system using the Spanish
standard will initially be run in parallel.

It is likely that CEPT terminals will initially be imported
from Germanyuntil local production builds up. CTNE
believes in an open and competitive market for
terminals but it expects to develop and market a business terminal itself in competition with other suppliers.
Principal issues and outlook

The two key issues the Spanish videotex industry is
concerned about are the suitability of Iberpac for
videotex services, and the CTNE s delay in announcing tariffs for the Ibertex service.

It is CTNE s policy to encourage use of the packetswitched network for videotex services. To makeits
policy effective, CTNE will charge those users wishing to use the Iberpac network only $30 a month for
modem rental, compared to $80 a month for modems
that use the telephone networkfor videotex transmission. Local industry observers donot believe that Iberpacis suitable for videotex, and the Spanish association of information providers is lobbying CTNE to
abandonthis policy.

The other issue confronting Spanish industry participants is the matter of Ibertex tariffs. CTNE is not planning to publish its service tariffs until October 1984.
Industry participants consider this to be too late for
service providers to make commercial decisions
abouttheir participation before the service starts. This
Figure 1.12

Summary of the status of videotex in Spain!

Videotex standards:
PTT system:

Spanish standard. CEPT shortly.

SomePrestel terminals
installed.
Ibertex

Number of terminals:

500

providers:

100

Number of private systems:

About 5

Main private system suppliers:

Modcomp and Aregon

Number of information
Number of external computers:
Main terminal suppliers:

Main videotex bureaux:

Note: Status applies to July 1984.

None

CECSA (Spanish standard);
Philips and Bishopsgate (other
standards)

International

Prysesa and Visualdata

is likely to result in delays in the provision of services,
and hence in the growth in the number ofinstalled
terminals.

SWEDEN
The videotex industry in Sweden has developed
steadily since the Swedish PTT s videotex service
Datavision
became a full commercial operation
in 1982. The market is very active and the PTT and
local observers expect a rapid increasein available
services and terminals over the next few years.

Historical perspective and current status

In Sweden, videotex started with two separate services: a service introduced by Televerket, the Swed-

ish telecommunications administration, and a second

service run asa pilot system by Philips Swedish subsidiary.

The telecommunications and postal administrations
in Sweden are run as separate enterprises: Televerket and Postverket respectively. Televerket introduceda trial videotex service in 1980/1981. The service, called Datavision, came into full commercial
operation in Spring 1982. In parallel with the PTT
initiative, Svenska Philips set up its own pilot trial system. This resulted in the formation of a separate company, Viewdata AB, in which Datema (a large Swedish systems house) took a controlling interest. In

1983, Viewdata AB was acquired by Postverket, the

postal administration. Some of the information held
on the Postverket system wastransferred to the
Datavision service and today, Postverket s services,
called
Postel, are the most important on Datavision. Postel
now also markets Systel software and runs
a Systel
bureau on Perkin-Elmer hardware.

Umbrella information providers play an import
antrole
on Datavision. In addition to Postel, promi
nent
umbrella information providers are Telebild
(a joint
venture between Svenska Dagbladet, a
major newsPaper publisher, and Ericsson), Esselte, the
paper and
publishing group, and the Dagus Nyhet
er, another

newspaper group.

Televerket has adopted a variant of the Prest
el standard which it calls Prestel Plus. Datav
ision runs on
Eclipse minicomputers and uses softw
are developed
by Ericsson (Avi-Net). It is available
throughout
Sweden atlocal call charges. The syst
em only supports a very basic gateway architectu re,
and this has
proved to be unsatisfactory for many
Prospective
Operators of external databases. This
dissatisfaction
is the main reason whyonly three gate
way connections had been implemented by mid
1984, although
a further 12 or so are Planned by
the year end.
Televerket has plans to make substantia
l changesto
Datavision s gatewayarchitecture but
these changes
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Figure 1.13

Summary of the status of videotex in
Sweden'

Videotex standard:
PTT system:

Numberof terminals:

Number of information
providers:

Number of external computers

Enhanced version of Prestel.

CEPT eventually

Datavision

6,000-7,000

400 umbrella information
providers

connected to Datavision:

3

Main terminal supplier:

Luxor

Number of private systems:

Main private system suppliers:
Main videotex bureaux:

Note:

Status applies to July 1984.

25-30

Ericsson, Softplan and IBM
Postel and Liber

are unlikely to be introduced before 1987. The currentinability of Datavision to cater adequately for the
requirements of external computers is one reason
why the number of bureaux and independentprivate
videotex systems is increasing in Sweden.
Principal issues and outlook

Although the Swedish videotex industry is relatively
healthy and active in the market, this level of activity
will need to be maintained if current installed termi-

nal forecasts are to be achieved. A decision on the

implementation of the CEPT standard will also need
to be made.

The Swedish videotex market has showna lot of
activity over the last two years and major applications
are being developed. The market is seen as being
almost exclusively business, and the financial and
automobile sectors arelikely to be the most important over the next few years. For example, Postver-

ket already has a directprivate-ine link to the commodities and financial information database held by
ICV in London. Links to the Stockholm and Oslo stock
exchangesare planned. Another link that has been
implementedis to the state vehicle licensing centre,
so that second-hand car dealers can have accessto

the history and ownership details of vehiclesfor sale.

The travel business is seen as less promising than
in some other countries because mosttravel agents
are already using (non-videotex) online availability and
reservation systems. Although the main emphasis is
on the business market, the increasing numbersof
home computers in Sweden has created consider-

ableinterestin the provisionof telesoftware services.
These are expected to become available before the
end of 1984.

Teieverket anticipates a five-fold growth in the number of terminals by the end of 1985, to around 30,000.
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Local observers are sceptical about this forecast and
believe that 20,000 is a morerealistic, though still
challenging, target.
Televerket has agreed in principle that the CEPT standard should be implemented, but no date for its
introduction has yet been set. Some of the private
and bureau systems are, however, expected to begin
offering CEPT in parallel with the existing standards

in 1985.

SWITZERLAND
After a careful evaluation of videotex, which included
a pilot trial over a number of years, the Swiss PTT
inaugurated a 3,000-user operational test of its service
called Videotex
in late 1983, although in
effect it only started in 1984, whenthe pilot trial ended
formally. The operational-test system uses the CEPT
standard. A final governmental decision relating to the
role of the service is not expected before 1985. In
the interim, the Swiss videotex industry, and suppliers
and service providers from other countries, will be
developing the equipment, software and application
services necessary to attract subscribers.

Historical perspective and current status

Videotex services in Switzerland have been developed gradually, methodically and with great care
over the past eight years. The first demonstrations
of videotex took place in 1976, and in 1978 the Swiss
PTT commissioned a pilot system.
The pilot system wasa first step towards a full, commercial service. Based on Prestel, the pilot system
became operational in the autumn of 1979, but was
only available to business organisations, not private
households. The objective of the pilot trial was to
obtain basic experience of the technology, andof the
problems and opportunities associated with videotex.
Some 200 companieswereproviding information services on the pilot system. The pilot trial officially
ended on 30 September 1984.

An operational-test system, the second step towards
a full service, wasinitiated in September 1983. The
system is based on the CEPT standard. The operational test is planned to support about 3,000 private

and businessusers. 2,000 of the users will be in the

regions around Zurich and Lausanne, and the remaining 1,000 will be drawn from anywherein Switzerland.
Although the operational test was inaugurated in September 1983, by August 1984 only about 500 users

had been connected. However, the Swiss videotex
industry hopesthat almost 2,000 userswill be online
by the end of 1984.

A study report, based on the results of the operational

test, is expected to be available in the autumn of
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1985. The study will be one of the inputs to the decision on whether to take the third andfinal step to a
full commercial public videotex service. This decision
will be made by the Swiss government.
The operational test has been developed by Standard
Telephone and Radio AG (STR), a subsidiary of ITT,
with assistance from Infomart, the largest Canadian
videotex system supplier and service operator. The

first videotex centre wasinstalled in Bern, and it was

operational by March 1984. A second centre is being
tested in Zurich, and STR plansto handit over to the
PTT in autumn 1984. The videotex centres are based

on dual VAX 11/780 minicomputers. It is planned that

they should be able to support up to 192 ports, of
which 24are for information providers. STR believe
they can significantly increase this capacity as
demand increases, by interconnecting three VAX
minicomputersandbyinstalling front-end processors.

The system architecture reflects the statutory role of
the Swiss PTT, which is only responsible for transmission services, whereas the service providers are
responsible forall the information on the videotex system. The PTT runs both the communications network,
based on Telepac (the Swiss packet-switched network) and the public telephone network, and the
videotex centres. Users connect to local videotex
centres using the public switched telephone network
and are then routed via Telepac to databases held
on external host computers. The main task of the
videotex centresis to support the videotex network.
No information is stored at the centres, although
users Can accessservice providers indexesto their
services.

The numberof information providers (IPs) in the operational test has been growing steadily since the videotex centre at Bern wasintroduced in March 1984. At
present, mostof the organisations involved arein the
German-speaking part of Switzerland, andit is feared
that there may be a shortage ofinformation relevant
to the French andItalian speaking areas. This may
impact the study findings and delay the government
decision on the future of the service.
Although the operational-test system is designed
primarily to support connected external computers,
someorganisations may not wish to operate their own
private videotex systems. A number of co-operative
ventures and bureau services are appearing to cater
for these organisations. One example of such a service organisation is Radio-Schweiz AG (RSAG). The
Swiss PTT has commissioned RSAG to operate an
external computer as a videotex bureau. The purpose
of this agreementis to increase the range of information available during the operational test by including organisations that cannot afford to operate a computer or do not wish to do so until the Swiss
governmentauthorisesa full public videotex system.
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Figure 1.14

Summary of the status of videotex in
Switzerland

Videotex standards:

CEPT. Some Prestel-standard
devices installed

PTT system:

Videotex

Numberof information

200 onpilot system, 25 on
external computers using
gatewaylinks on the

Number of terminals:

500-700

providers:

Number of external computers:
Number of private systems:

Main terminal suppliers:

Main private system suppliers:

Main videotex bureaux:
Note: Status applies to July 1984.

operational test system

10

1215

Loewe, Autronic, Autophon

STR, Nova, Siemens, IBM and
NCR
Radio-Schweiz and Agentur
1818 (Ringier)

A variety of information is already available or is
planned on the operational-test system. Althou
gh
manyIPs have confined themselves to general information, others have targetedtheir services at more
clearly definable user groups. These include an appli-

cation for booksellers run on the RSAG computer and

applications planned for doctors. Home bankin
g is
seen as another promising application, butits introduction is being delayed because of concerns
over
data security.

The needfor videotex to be clearly targeted
is being
increasingly recognised, and a programme
called
market basket (Marktkorb) has been defined.
This
programme aims to identify specific mark
et seciors,
such as insurance and retailing, and bring
together
information from many service providers
in one unified and consistent basket of informatio
n relevant

to each sector.

Principal issues and outlook

The problems facedby the videotex indus
try in Swit-

zerland are nodifferent from those being
faced in

other countries. The key problem is how to
reach critical mass : IPs need users to whom they
can sell
information before they can afford to
provide that
information, and users need a rangeof releva
ntinformation to choose from before theywill invest
in ter-

minals. In Switzerland, the situation is compl
icated

by two other factors. These are:

Uncertainty over whether the government will
give

the go-ahead for the full commercial servi
ce in
1985.

A relatively small and multi-cultural natio
nal population, which makes it harder for IPs
to achieve
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commercial success from selling information to
the general public.

Many potential users and information providers are

waiting to see how the market develops. This wait-

and-seeattitude may makeit difficult to attract sufficient participants for the operational test within the
necessary timescales. The government s decision on

the future of the public videotex service may therefore be delayed until late 1985 or even 1986. Any
delay increases the uncertainty surrounding videotex
and further compoundsthe problems currently being

experienced. It is still too early in the operationaltest

to predictits outcome. However, it does seem clear
that the public videotex system faces an uphill
struggle.
There are several successful private videotex systems using Prestel-based software in Switzerland,
running similar applications as in other countries.
Although not directly affected by the problems facing the PTT and public service providers, private system operators are indirectly affected. They will need
to decide whether, and when, to convert their Prestelbased systems to CEPT. Some private operators,
such as Telekurs, may wish to offer some of their
information over the public network. Other operators,
such as the tour operator ESCOthat runs a service
for travel agents, mayfind that its competitors offer
CEPT-based services, and that it may need to do the
same for competitive reasons.

THE UNITED KINGDOM
Videotex originated in the United Kingdom and much
experience with the technology has been accumulated
often the hard way. Early market forecasts
provedto be grossly unrealistic and, by 1980, atten-

tion had switched from the domestic to the business
market. As a consequence, the role of the public PTTrun Prestel service underwenta radical reappraisal

by both British Telecom and service providers. The

marketing emphasis today is on exploiting selected
and promising market sectors and on offering applications that trigger terminalinstallations and increase
demand for services. The private videotex system

industry has grownrapidly in the UK and continues
to be a major
if not the major
force in the
development of the market.

Historical perspective and current status

Videotex was invented in the research laboratories
of British Telecom in the early 1970s. Much interest
and enthusiasm greeted the new technology and,
after experimentation andtrials, the British public
videotex service
Prestel
wasofficially launched

in late 1979. Conceived as a mass market medium,

some forecasters produced what have subsequently
turned out to be wildly optimistic market forecasts
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half a million terminals installed by 1983, and two million terminals by 1985.*
Prestel has been unable to attract a mass residen-

tial market. There are a number of reasons for this.

The first is cost. Terminal prices and usage costs are
too high for most domestic consumers, andthe tariff
structure was, and to some extentstill is, too complex and confusing (thoughit has been drastically simplified). Secondly, the rapid penetration of teletext,
with around 2 million units installed in homes by the

end of 1984, has absorbed the most immediate

demand for electronic information services in the

home. Also, teletext set and service costs are well

below those of videotex services. The crux of the
problem is that Prestel offers verylittle that domestic consumersreally want, and much of whatit does
offer can be obtained elsewhere more cheaply, and
usually more easily.
In early 1980, British Telecom (BT) decided to change
Prestel s marketing direction fundamentally. First, it
redirected its marketing effort towards the business
market and abandonedall attempts to penetrate the
residential market, until it could offer unique and valuable services such as telesoftware, home banking
and teleshopping, that it felt would appeal to home

consumers. Second, it abandonedits traditional

laissez-faire common-carrier policy, in favour of one
involving the creation of total-package services aimed
at key target user populations. BT s original role was

that of acommon carrier; it was only responsible for

storing and transmitting information, but tooklittle
direct part in the provision of the information itself,
or in marketing andselling it. The changed approach
has yielded impressive results. It has resulted in some
noticeable improvementsin the quality of the services

on offer, and during 1984, new-user registrations
were running at between 1,000 and 2,000 a month.

The targeted marketing approach adoptedby Prestel
usually takes the form of joint ventures with organisations able to offer both attractive service packages
for specialised sectors, and also the necessary
investment to get the services successfully launched.
By 1984 the principal specialised services offered by
BT andits joint-venture partners, were:

Financial: The CitiService ventureis the result of
co-operation between the London Stock Exchange,
ICV Information Systems and British Telecom. It

offers three levels of service, positioned and priced
according to the needs of specific user groups.

The most basic level of service is aimed at the
*It is interesting to note that, even with the benefit of hindsight, the Deutsche Bundespost is making broadly comparable forecasts for its CEPT-based Bildschirmtext service in
West Germany.
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general business community and comprises
mainly company information. The secondlevel is
targeted at private investors, in the form of a
closed user group, and comprises a database of
share-price information updatedfive times a day.
Thethird level provides continuously updated stock
and share price information and is aimed at
brokers and other investment professionals.

Travel: The travel and tourist business wasthe first
industry sector to take videotex seriously in the UK.
Today most UK travel agents have accessto travel
information offered by tour operators andairlines,
though notall the private videotex systems that
hold much of this information are connected to
Prestel.

Farming: Specialised information services for the
farming community were launched on Prestel in
1984. Called Farmlink , this service provides
farmers with information to assistin efficient farm
management. The service is provided by a number of organisations, including the Ministry of
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, the Meat and
Livestock Commission and the Meteorological
Office. There is also link to CitiService to provide farm commodity prices.

Banking: Homelink is a banking service offering
homebankingfacilities. It is provided as a joint ven-

ture between the Nottingham Building Society, the

Bank of Scotland andBritish Telecom. Subscribers
are issued with free or subsidised terminals. By
mid 1984, Homelink had around 3,000 subscribers. Although 100,000 Homelink subscribers
by the end of 1986 wereoriginally forecastat the
time ofits launch, it now seemsunlikely that this
target will be met. (This is generally attributed to
the loyalty of the banking public to its traditional
high-street banking services.)

Telesoftware/Home computing: Telesoftware has
been the major application encouraging growthin

the number of domestic subscribers to Prestel.

Micronet was the pioneer telesoftware service
launched by EMAPandBritish Telecom, andit has
provedsufficiently successful to attract other infor-

Summary of the status of videotex in the

United Kingdom

Videotex standards:

Prestel. Picture Prestel service
available from 1985. CEPTin

PTT system:

Prestel

1987/88 as well as Prestel

Number of terminals:

47,000 on PTT system (60%
business, 40% domestic) plus
10,000-15,000 on private

systems

Number of information
providers on Prestel:

1,200 (including sub-IPs)

Number of external computers
accessed over the Prestel

17, plus an estimated 6 using
other videotex networks

Number of private systems:

375

gateway:

Main terminal suppliers:

Philips, Sony, Tandata and

Prism

Main private system suppliers:

Aregon International,

Main videotex bureaux:

Baric, Istel, IBM and Datasolve

Note: 'Status applies to July 1984.

Rediffusion, IBM and ICL

services, the more general database on Prestel is
also being developed. The general database is, however, likely to be used significantly only once subscribers are attracted onto the system by the specialised
services.

In terms of Prestel s technical development, BT has
introduced a number of improvementsover the last
two years, and GEC was awarded a contract to
upgradePrestel s computers. By mid 1984 there were
six regional computers supporting user access and
one database-update centre. The network had also
been extended and over 90% of UK telephone subscribers were able to access Prestel at local call
charges.

loped for a variety of sectors including estate agents,

In parallel with the growth of British Telecom s Prestel
service, the number ofprivate systems in the UK has
growndramatically since 1980. In 1984, with around
400 installed systems, there were more private systemsin the UK than in any other country in the world.
A fewof these systems are connected via a gateway
link to Prestel but the majority are accessed directly
over the public telephone system or Private data networks. A relatively high proportion of terminals in the

ments. Prestel s user-to-user messageservice called
Mailbox , whichincludes aninterface to the telex system, has also proved successful. Messages sent from

Principal issues and outlook

mation providers. Despite Micronet s initial suc-

it now has over 10,000
cess and rapid growth
it is reported to be experiencing difficulusers
ties in sustaining its early growth rate.

Other specialised videotex services are being deve-

doctors, insurance brokers and educational establishvideotex terminals can be delivered as normal telex
messages at their destination.

In parallel with the development of these specialised
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Figure 1.15

UK
some 20%to 25%
Prestel service.

do not use the public

The UK videotex industry is now relatively matur
e:
Prestel s policies are understood and are delivering
results; and many organisations now recognise the
role for private videotex systems.
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One key issue concerning videotex in the UK is the
increasingly competitive communications environment resulting from the British government's policy
to liberalise the UK telecommunication industry. This
policy allows other organisations to exploit a market

that has traditionally been the exclusive preserve of
British Telecom. A number of major computer

bureaux are already offering videotex network ser-

vices in competition with BT s Prestel gateway.

Another issue is the growth of Prestel. British Telecom is under pressureto bring its Prestel service into
profit, and its revised marketing approach appears
to be payingoff, despite some inevitable disappointments. But increasing competition from private videotex systems and independent bureaux and network
services will ensure that the next few yearswill not
be easy for Prestel.
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BT will be introducing a photographic videotex system during 1985, by which time the integrated services digital network (ISDN) will start to becomeavailable. (The ISDN is virtually a prerequisite for photovideotex, becauseit can support the very high transmission speeds required before photovideotex
becomesan acceptable technology.) Photovideotex
terminals will consist of adapted IBM personal computers, and although only monochrome displays will
be offered initially, colour displays will be available

later.

BT is committed to introduce the CEPT standard but
this is unlikely to be before 1987 or 1988. By that time,
accessto Prestel over residential cable television systems, and an increasing use of interactive videodiscs
in conjunction with videotex servicesare likely to be
other important developments.
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CHAPTER 2

THE NORTH AMERICAN EXPERIENCE
AND ITS INFLUENCE ON EUROPE

Videotex is the way that the majority of Americans
will first put their hands on and use computer-related
devices, both at home and at work. Therefore, videotex will represent a major behavioural and cultural
changein our society, andit will become a very, very
large industry *.
These words, published in April 1984, are remarkable notfor their originality but for their source: William W. Seelinger, Manager of Videotex Market
Developmentfor IBM Corporation, White Plains, New
York. They represent a clear and public endorsement
of videotex by IBM; an endorsement that American
Telephone and Telegraph (AT&T) made in 1982 when
it presented its videotex Presentation Level Protocol
(PLP) for adoption as the North American videotex
Standard. (This standard was formally accepted in
1984 as the North American Presentation Level Protocol Syntax
NAPLPS**.)

These two corporations between them accountfor
over 80% of the North American telecommunications
and computing industry. Their clear commitment to
videotex will have profound long term implications for
the developmentof videotex, both in North America
and Western Europe. It is for this reason that we
present a brief review of the state of the videotex
industry in North America: its overall perspective; the
main issues facing the industry; the market andits
prospects; the main players; and the implications of
developments in North America for the European
videotex industry.

NORTH AMERICAN VIDEOTEX IN PERSPECTIVE

Videotex emerged in North America some five years
after it appeared in Europe: Prestel, Europe s first
videotex standard, was defined in the early 1970s,
whereas Telidon (the Canadian forerunner to
NAPLPS) wasfirst proposed in the late 1970s; and
the first public videotex conferences in Europe and

North America were held in 1977 and 1982 respec-

** Videotex in the United States , W M_ Seelinger,
Telephony, April 1984
** Pronounced
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tively. In some respects, the videotex industry in
North America is still four or five years behind that
in Europe, despite the opportunities for technology
and expertise to flow from Europe to North America.

The reasonsfor this are both basic and complex, and
are addressedin this section.
Historical perspective

The adoption of Telidon as the Canadian videotex
standard in 1979 can be taken as the starting date
for videotex in North America. The next three years
represented a period of intense activity in Canada:
in the developmentof trials aimed initially at the
residential market; and later, when the problemsof
residential market penetration became Clear, of
services for targeted user groups, such as farmers
and

tourists. In the US, the focus of attention was on the

establishment of an accepted videotex standard. The
Canadian, British and French videotex industries,
led

by their telecommunication authorities, attempted to

persuade the market and the Federal Commu
nication Commission (FCC) to adopt their respec
tive
videotex standards. At the same time, intense
lobbying was conducted, primarily by US
newspaper
interests, to ensure that AT&T s potential to
dominate
the US videotex market was adequately restra
ined
by regulatory mechanisms. These activities
culminated in the FCC refusing to rule ona single
standard,
and AT&Tbeing restricted, until mid 1989,
from being

ableto offer a full range of services over its
telecom-

munication network.

Since 1982, activity in Canada has been
more muted.
This has resulted from a reduction
in the level of
Governmentfinancial Support for the
industry, and

the uncertainties over the short-term commerci
alvia-

bility of videotex in a marketthe size of
Canada. The
centre of activity has shifted to
the US. AT&T
announced its PLP standard in 1982,
and by 1984 this
standard (renamed NAPLPS) had been
ratified by

ANSI and OSI, the main standards bodiesin
the US.

AT&T participated in a residential mark
et trial in
Florida in conjunction with Knight-Rid
der, a major
newspaper publisher. AT&T supplied
the hardware

and software for thetrial and Knight-Ridder
managed
the information services, local marketing and
system
operation. Thetrial proved sufficiently prom
ising for
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a full commercial service to be launched in October
1983. AT&T has also been active in developing hard-

ware and software to support its videotex standard,

especially frame creation and user access devices.

Other public trials aimed predominantly at a residential user population, especially Times Mirrors trial in
Los Angeles, were conducted by publishers, and a
number of banks, notably Chemical Bank in New York
and Bank of America in California, launched home
banking services, precededbytrials, though these
were mainly based in ASCII* protocols, not NAPLPS.
Other ASCll-based public services that were
predominantly targeted at home microcomputer
users, especially Dow Jones NewsRetrieval, Com-

puserve and The Source, experienced very rapid

growth as microcomputer sales accelerated. By mid
1984, an estimated 300,000 home microcomputer
users were accessing these ASCII public services,
compared to under 10,000 accessing NAPLPS-based
services. There have been manyother initiatives,

trials and services, some based on ASCII, some on

NAPLPS and some on European videotex standards.
But none, even the potentially very significant Trintex joint venture between IBM, CBS and Sears Roe-

buck, have clearly demonstrated the direction videotex will take over the next five years.

The in-house use of videotex systems by major US
corporations was pioneered by UK and French sup-

pliers, especially Aregon

International and

Telesystemes. By 1982, IBM had introduced its UKdeveloped SVS/1 private system. All these systems
used European videotex display standards, and this
has emerged as factor slowing the developmentof
the private system market; the main problem being
the unavailability of suitable terminals from credible
suppliers. In 1983, IBM enhanced SVS/1 to support
NAPLPS, and began to promoteits immensely suc-

cessful PC business microcomputer as a videotexterminal. These moves emphasised the importance of
NAPLPSand microcomputersin the North American
videotex market. In 1984, Digital Equipment (DEC),
Sperry and Honeywell announcedprivate videotex
systems in the US. This has inevitably stimulated the
market further.

In conclusion, the last five years have seen videotex
in North America movefrom its early trial phases to

first commercial implementations, though compared
to the situation in muchof Europe, the industry is still
confused, confusing and immature.

*ASCIl can legitimately be viewed as a videotex standard
in so far as (especially in the context of the US market)it

is used to address similar audiences. Thatit lacks colour

and graphicsis, to most observers, a superficial difference.
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Differences and similarities between videotex in

North America and Europe

Superficially, videotex in North America and Europe
has pursued a different development path. Underneath these superficial differences, however, are
underlying trends and forces that showstrikingly similar patterns. In the rest of this section we analyse the
main differences under the headingsof:
Government involvement and commercial motivation.
Public and private videotex systems.

Local, targeted and financial public services.
Videotex standards.
Videotex terminals.

Telecommunications infrastructure.
Wethen go on to focus on some of the morestriking
similarities.
Government involvement and commercial
motivation
The moststriking difference between the developmentof videotex in North America and Europeis that
government involvement and regulation has been
almost totally absent in North America (with the
exception of limited pump-priming funding by the
Canadian government). The sole motivation for the
developmentof videotex has been profit. As a result,
publishers, especially newspaper groups, have
emerged as the main system operators of public
videotex services. Their dominant motivations have
been fear
of the potential loss of advertising
revenue
and long-term commercial gain from
adding electronic publishing and advertising to their
paper-based activities. Although telephone companies, especially AT&T, have played an important enabling role, their involvement has been relatively low
key.
This is in direct contrast to the situation in Europe,
where the PTTs have almost universally been the
main instigators of public videotex services, and pub-

lishers have tended to adoptrelatively cautious wait-

and-see tactics. Perhaps the main reasonsfor this
are that advertising is considered of less importance
in Europe than in North America: it is morestrictly
regulated in Europe, and the European alphamosaic

videotex standards are considered muchless suitable
for advertising than NAPLPS.

Public and private videotex systems

Another clear difference is the preponderance of
services aimed at the residential user, compared to
those targeted at business users. Whereasin Europe

the ratio of business to residential services is now
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approaching 100:1, in North Americait is nearer 2:1.
This can be explained by a number offactors:

Onlineinformation services for the businessuser,
based on conventional computer technology, were
well established in North America before the arrival
of videotex. For example, even in 1980, almostall
US travel agents had ASCII terminals that could
accessairline reservation systems. This was not
the situation in Europe.

Videotex was(and to a large extentstill is) seen
as a new advertising medium, rather than an
information-dissemination medium. By contrast to
the potential of the residential advertising market,
the business marketis relatively insignificant. In
Europe, advertising is still considered relatively
unimportant for the success of videotex.

Theretail banking business is, arguably, much
more competitive and dynamic in the US than in
Europe. A high proportion of early US videotex systems were electronic banking systems aimed at
home microcomputer users. In Europe, the banking industry has, with some notable exceptions,
been much more cautious about offering home
banking services.

The explosive growth in business microcomputer
sales started in the early 1980s in the US. This
focused corporate data processing managers
attention away from investment in videotex.
Microcomputers were(andwill be for the foreseeable future) a much more important innovation
than videotex in the business market. In Europe,
the microcomputer boom started only after videotex had becomerelatively well established in the
business environment.

Local, targeted and financial public services
In Europe, public as well as many private videotex
services are aimed at a national market. In North
America, however, most services are designed to
meetthe needsofa single city, or a narrowly defined
target population, such as farmers.
This is both a reflection of the difference in size and

population between the US and European countries,

andthe differences betweenthe laws andregulations

in different states. With the main emphasis on exploit-

ing videotex as an advertising medium, and with local

newspapers and local banks acting as the most

important system operators, it is understandable that
services generally have a strong local content. Ser-

vices aimedat farmers also need to meet local needs:

the needsof farmersin the fruit-growing San Joaquin

valley of California bear little resemblance to those

of farmers in Canada s mid-west. With some excep-

tions, the only videotex services that have addressed
a national market are the specialist services, offered

on Dow Jones NewsRetrieval, Compuserve and The
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Source, such asfinancial news, electronic mail, services for computer hobbyists, CompuCard s brandedgoodsteleshopping service, and the Official Airlines
Guide. Even these services are increasingly being
delivered over local videotex services via gateway
links. It should be borne in mind, however, that many
US states have populations exceeding all but the
larger European countries, and that the potential market represented by largecity in North America may
exceedthat in one of the smaller European countries.

Videotex standards

The videotex standards adopted in North America
also differ radically from those adopted in Europe.
Whereas European videotex systems use alpha-

mosaic videotex standards, those in North America

use either ASCII (a basic monochrometext-only standard) or NAPLPS, with its sophisticated alphageometric high-resolution displays. The European standards
tend to fall between these two extremes, combining
the cheapness of ASCII with some of the colour and
graphic capabilities of NAPLPS. In hindsight, it is clear
that the European standards would have been largely
inappropriate for the North American videotex market: ASCII was already well established by 1980 and
adequately met the needfor low-cost text-only information services and, with the arrival of a volume market for microcomputers capable of supporting
NAPLPS at a small incremental cost
usually

around $300for the full* NAPLPS implementation, but

under $100 for a workable subset for home microcomputers such as the Commodore 64
NAPLPS
Could beoffered at affordable prices, at least to those
likely to be early adopters of videotex. Although a
small market still exists for systems based on European videotex standards it is likely to disappear over
the next two years.
Videotex terminals
The early North American videotex terminals
such
as those produced by Norpak, Electrohome and EAL
Microtel in Canada, and AT&T s Spectre
werepur-

pose built dumb videotex terminals or TV set adap-

tors similar to those available in Europe. The high
costs of these early terminals encouraged the
development of services, such as Informart s Tele-

guide, based on the use of public-access terminals.

Many ASCII terminals, for example DEC s VT100,
are
also low-cost dumb devices. The trend, however,
is
strongly towards the use of microcomputers
enhanced with modems (and special software
and
colour boards in the case of NAPLPS) as the
stan-

dard videotex terminals of the future. Indeed, the
three large ASCll-based public videotex services
and
homebanking services owetheir success largely
to

*Defined as the Standard Reference Model (SRM)
for
NAPLPS. The lower-cost subsets lack some of the SRM

colour choices and graphic display options and can distor
t

displays of frames constructed to the SRM standard.
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the penetration of microcomputers into hornes and
businesses. IBM is gearing itself up to exploit videotex aggressively as a vehicle to sell its PC and

PCjunior microcomputers, and AT&T acknowledges

that future versions of its Sceptre videotex terminal
will be microcomputer-based. Few videotex industry

participants believe that dumb videotex terminals

have a significant role to play beyond the next two

years.

Telecommunications infrastructure

Finally, the telecommunication infrastructure in North
America differs greatly from that in Europe. Telephone companies, although strictly regulated, are not
government-owned monopolies, and havelittle part
to play in achieving the economic or social objectives
of the government, as many PTTs have in Europe.
They can, within the limits of the regulatory controls,
engage in a wide range of commercial telecommunication activities. They are also required to generate an adequate return to their shareholders, and
most telephone companies would be reluctant to
engage in the level of investmentin videotex (given
the inherentrisks) that have been undertaken by the
European PTTs. They are also restricted from some
activities more severely than their European counterparts; for example AT&T was forced to abandon
its plans to launch an electronic telephone directory
service that was broadly similar to that now offered
by the French PTT. Another difference is the prevalence forfree or flat-rate local-call telephone charges*
This has enabled the development of local advertising servicesthat are free or low-costto users. By contrast, long-distance telephonetariffs tend to be higher
than in Europe, though the more widespread availability of packet-switched data networks, such as
Tymnet and Telenet, goes some wayto reduce the
costs of providing access to remote services. Both
these factors have reinforced the arguments in favour
of the provision of local videotex services, especially

those that are advertising-based, that minimise
access costs for residential users.

Similarities between Europe and North America
Underlying these striking differences between the
North American and European videotex markets are
a number of fundamental similarities. The reactions

of residential users to videotex, and the profiles of
early residential adopters of videotex are very simi-

lar. Residential users on both sides of the Atlantic

the
respond enthusiastically to the concept
same
the
show
then
and
videotex,
of
promise
reluctance to spend more than $10 to $15 a month
on terminals and to accessservices. Trial users react
in essentially the same way: they use the services
often on accessheavily for the first three months
*There are, however, strong economic pressures forcing
local telephone companies to abandonthese localcall pric-

ing policies.
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ing games
then their usage falls away markedly.
They demandservices that meettheir personal needs
and can deliver tangible, useful benefits in terms of
lifestyle improvement, enjoyment and cost saving.
Early adopters tend to be affluent young married
couples who set a premium on their leisure time.
The problem of overcoming critical mass
both of
users and services
is equally acute in North
America and Europe. No public system operator on
either side of the Atlantic has yet achieved profitability, and few yet know the scale of investment
required to reach the break-even point with any certainty. Nevertheless, the long term promiseof videotex is such that new entrants feel obliged to test the
market, despite a growing number offalse starts and
failures.

Theinability of most suppliers and system operators
to learn from the mistakes and successesof others
is as prevalent in North America as in Europe. Given
the four to five year lag between videotex in the two
continents, North American participants have an
invaluable opportunity to study the application of the
technology in Europe, notwithstanding differences
between the respective environments and technologies. Perhaps nowhere is this more striking than in
the market for private videotex systems. The opportunities for US computer manufacturers and systems
houses that might have been grasped if the lessons
of the European market had been learnt are far from
insignificant. Had IBM or DEC in the US been faster
to learn from, and act on, the successesoftheir European subsidiaries they would each, by mid 1984,
almost certainly be able to claim aninstalled base
of many hundreds of systems, instead of 20 or 30.
The four leading European suppliers have all sold
more systems in Europe than have been sold in the
whole North American market, and over 20 suppliers
have sold more systems in Europe than either DEC
or IBM in the US.

Finally (and this is shown schematically in Figure 2.1),

the overall pattern of learning about videotexin the
two continents shows striking parallels. Although

there are inevitably differencesin timing, the similarities far outweigh these differences. This points to the

probability that the future developmentof the videotex market in North Americawill follow a broadly similar pattern to that of Europe. Given the greater dyna-

mism of the North American market, however, it is

certain that the gap will narrow until, by the late 1980s

or early 1990s, the profiles of the videotex markets
in both continents will converge.

THE MAIN ISSUES FACING THE NORTH
AMERICAN VIDEOTEX INDUSTRY

Although confidence in, and commitmentto, videotex is a characteristic of the North American indus-
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The Videotex Learning Curvein Europe and North America
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Clarity over the roles of AT&T and IBM.

Anunderstanding of the roles of NAPLPS and
ASCII in the development of videotex.
Understanding the importance ofprivate videotex

systems.

Establishing the commercial viability of advertisingbased services.

Learning how to achieve high penetration of the
home market.
Each issue is reviewed in greater detail below.

The roles of AT&T and IBM

Although both AT&T and IBM appear to have made
tactical mistakesin the past (and will inevitably continue to do so in future), few would doubt their commitment to videotex as a technology that has long

term strategic importance, nor their determination to
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try, many important issues remain to be resolved
before it achieves the same level of maturity as exists
in Europe. These include:
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achieve the dominant position in the videotex market. Both are positioning themselves to provide a
range of products and services that cover all aspects
of the industry. Both are seeking joint venture partners to complementtheir respective strengths and
weaknesses and to commit important allies to their
cause. Both are investing tens of millions of dollars
annually, and are prepared to continue to do so and
to increase their investments as they become more
confident about market opportunities. Both are taking long term views about market prospects, and
both, understandably, have national and international
aspirations.

No one yet knowswhatroles and Objectives eachis
seeking, nor when they will begin to reveal their
Strategies, though itis likely to be over the next two
years. Theywill undoubtedly shapethe future develo
p-

mentof the industry in North America. Although IBM

would appear to be best placed to emerge the more
successful participant, at least over the next five
years, it is probablyoflittle real importance to most
other industry participants as to which compa
ny
becomes dominantin the long term. Between them
they will almost certainly dwarf all other participants.
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The roles of NAPLPS and ASCII

To many industry participants, ASCII and NAPLPS
appear to be competing, rather than complementary,
display technologies. So far ASCII has proved to be

by far the most successful, measured in termsofits

user base. But ASCII has been an established protocol since the mid 1960s (and showsits age in its
lack of colour and graphics); whereas NAPLPS has
only just been ratified. ASCII terminals are cheap; and
NAPLPSterminals arestill relatively expensive. There
will be a very large market for ASCll-based services
for the foreseeable future; but, with the inevitable
improvementin the price/performance of microcomputers over time andits inherently greater attractiveness andversatility, NAPLPS is a standard that can
only grow in importance. Indeed, it is possible that
NAPLPSwill become the de facto microcomputer

graphics standard, provided it is aggressively

promoted as such by IBM. (There are someindications that IBM may promote NAPLPSin this capacity from late 1984 or early 1985.) Once the most popular business microcomputer packages (such as Lotus
1-2-3) offer a NAPLPS graphics capability, and
NAPLPSstarts being used for home computer games
programs, it is guaranteed widespread penetration of
the microcomputer market in businesses and homes.
The importanceof private videotex systems

Although in one senseall videotex systemsin North
America are private
in the sensethat they are not
run by public (state-owned) corporations
the use
of videotex systems by organisations to provide services to their staff, agents and existing customersis
still in its infancy. (There were almost five times as
manyprivate videotex systems ofthis type installed

in the UK in 1984 than there were in North America,
although the latter has a population five times as
large.)

It has becomeclear from our research that few North

American system suppliers yet fully understand the

market for these systems, nor their importancein the
development of the videotex market. Those that
appear to understand it best (such as Aregon International, Videodial, DISC International and DEC) are

either subsidiaries of European companies or have
worked closely with European suppliers in North

America over several years. Most suppliers are two
to three years behind their European equivalents in
their understanding of the application of private videotex systems, which suggests that volume shipments
of systems are unlikely to occur much before late

1985.

The commercialviability of advertising services
In our view andthat of someother industry observers,

advertising services accessed from terminals in pub-

lic places appear to have a greater chancefor achiev-
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ing early profitability than services based on terminals in the home. They require a smaller investment
in terminal hardware, and in some respects are more
complementary to the advertising activities of local
newspapers than the residential videotex services.
Theyalso fulfil an important role in educating the mar-

ket. Once established and commercially viable, they

can then provide the basis for services offered in the
home.
With the exception of videotex systems accessed
from terminals in public places, thereis still great
uncertainty over when, even whether, videotex will
become a commercially viable residential advertising medium. The subscription price for Times Mirror s
Gateway and Knight-Ridder s Viewtron is around $30
to $40 a month*. This appears to many observers on
both sides of the Atlantic to be too high a charge to
attract a large enough audienceto justify multi-million
dollar advertising revenues. These substantial

revenuesare required to allow subscription costs to

be cut fast enough to generate an upward market
penetration spiral. But the case is not yet proven one
wayor the other, and the major system operators are
likely to have the financial commitment to weather
the lean years
just as the European PTTs have
been forced to do.
Penetration of the home market

Thefinal issue we have identified concernsthe optimum strategy to achieve home penetration. The
experience to date in Europe (whichis broadly cor-

roborated by experience in North America)is that

there are only** three viable strategies:

Toprovide attractive services to home microcomputer owners, such aselectronic mail, home banking and shopping, financial services, telesoftware
and high-interest personal information (for example for hobbyists and other enthusiasts).
Toprovide high-value services for home-based
business people, such as farmers and independent
sales agents.

Togive videotex terminals awayfree, or sell them
at subsidised prices (sometimesjustified as being
in the interests of employers that their employees
should have terminals in their homes).

The first strategy has been adopted successfully in

North America by the three large ASClI-based public services, as well as some 20 to 25 home banking
*Theprice includes a NAPLPSadaptor, service accessfor

a limited but not ungenerous time and, in the case of Viewtron, also the local telephone call .

**This does not meanthatother viable alternatives do not
exist
only that they have not yet been discovered.
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services, and the second by Infomart with its Grass-

roots service for farmers. The third strategy is likely
to be dependent on the developmentof the private
videotex system market beforeit has any significant
impact on home penetration.
In our view, the first strategy is likely to be the most
important over the next five years. If we are correct
in this judgement, then the penetration of NAPLPS
terminals into the home may depend more on the success of microcomputer and software vendorsin positioning NAPLPSasa viable microcomputer graphics
standard, than on the providers of NAPLPS advertising and information services. There is as yet no clear
evidence that services using NAPLPSjustify the
added terminal cost over ASCll-based servicesin the
minds of users.

THE OUTLOOK FOR THE NORTH AMERICAN
VIDEOTEX MARKET
The videotex market in North America is going
through a period of reappraisal and change, and 1985
is likely to be a watershed year. Before 1984, most
participants saw videotex exclusively as a meansof
unlocking the mass residential advertising, transactional and electronic publishing market.
This is now perceived as being difficult and expensive (but not impossible) using the strategies,
products and services applied before 1984. Service
providers are reconsidering their strategies, their
options and their available resources. Questions are
being asked about the respective merits of ASCII and
NAPLPS, and about dumb and microcomputer-based

videotex terminals.

1984 was also the year when the industry began to
commit substantial resources to the developmentof
the business videotex market. The main players, such
as AT&T and IBM, acknowledgethat the long term

to cover all aspects of the market s size and shape,

and focus on the numbers of systems and terminals

likely to be installed in different market sectors.

The size of the North American videotex market

in 1984

To all intents and purposesit is reasonable (if grossly
unfair given the contribution Canada has made to
videotex in North America) to state that the Canadian
marketconsists of 2,000 NAPLPSterminals and two
major and successful services, Grassroots andTeleguide. Other services do exist in Canada, but they are
small and generally experimental. A few private videotex systems havealso been installed, and this number will inevitably grow.
For simplicity, the US market can be subdivided as

is shownin Figure 2.2. The ASCll-based residential

services (which also serve business users) dominate
the market. They support some 300,000 users and
are continuing to growrapidly, by between 60,000 and
80,000 users a year. By way of comparison, the
NAPLPS-based residential services support some
4,000 users.
The public-access market has yet to be realised in
terms of operational systems.
The targeted services segment, which at present consists mainly of farming and telebanking services, is
almost exclusively in the ASCIl-based services group,
though one Grassroots-based service has now gone
live. It has been estimated that there were 48,000
users of home banking services in mid-1984.
The only sector where videotex systems have sold
in relatively large numbersis the private system secFigure 2.2

potential of the residential market far exceeds the

potential for selling private videotex systems, software and microcomputer-adaptors to Fortune 1000
corporations. But that market is available now and
can be exploited over the next five years to help fund
the investment needed to break into the larger, more

ephemeral, residential market.

To a European observer, this period of reappraisal
is very understandable. The European videotex industry went through exactly the same phase in 1980/
1981, and emerged both stronger and with a clearer
sense of direction and purpose.
In this section we chart the approximate size of the
North American videotex industry in late 1984, and
make some tentative predictions about its rate of
growth over the next ten years. We do not attempt
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A classification of the US videotex market
ASCII-

Residential
services

based

The Source

Gateway

Dow Jones
NewsRetrieval
Compuserve

Public-access None

services

Targeted
services
Private

systems

NAPLPS-

based

Knight-Ridder s
Viewtron
Times Mirror's
Noneyet but

many planned by

Videotex America
and Chicago
Tribune

Prestel/

Antiope-based
None

None

About 15 services| Videotex
One service
aimed at farmers.| America s
using Antiope
About 25 teleGrassroots-based for telebanking
banking systems

services

About 30 systems] About 50 systems| About 20trial
sold by DEC (can| sold by DEC,
also support
IBM, AT&T and
NAPLPS)
Videodial

systems in
total: most
using Prestel

Note: The figures relate to the end-1984 installed bases.
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tor. Around 100 to 120 systemsareinstalled (one estimate puts it as high as 150 systems), split between
ASCII, NAPLPS and European-standard systems. All

are experimental and almostall are for in-house use.

The ASCll-based systems are supplied mainly by
DEC, and most of these also support NAPLPS. The
NAPLPS-based systems are primarily from IBM and
DEC, and are estimated to support no more than
4,000 NAPLPSterminals. The European-standard systems arelikely to be upgraded to support NAPLPS

during 1985.

Industry observers in the US expectthat rapid growth
will take place in the private system sector from mid
to late 1985. It has been estimated that by 1988 there
will be around 1,700 systems installed, and by 1993
this figure is likely to have increased tenfold.
The targeted services sector will also experience
rapid growth. Oneestimateis that, by 1991, 75%of

all commercial banks will be offering home banking

services and that they will support 10 million users.
The public-access services marketis likely to start
growing rapidly from 1986 onwards, and by 1990 it
is estimated that at least 50 cities will have operational public-access services, supporting 50,000 terminals in public places and perhapstwice that num-

ber in hotel bedrooms.

puters, then it is unlikely that home penetration will
exceed one million users.)
Assuming the above analysis to be valid, there will
be at least 14 million home computer users who have
ASCII communication facilities
at least twice the
number that support NAPLPS. This ratio appearsintuitively correct given the large numbers of ASCII
devices already installed, the lower cost of ASCII
communication facilities and the large number of
applications that require no graphics capability. Our

conclusion, therefore, must be that ASCII will remain

an essential standard for all successful videotex system operators for the foreseeable future, and that
ASCll-based residential videotex serviceswill be considerably more successful than those based on

NAPLPS.

THE MAIN PLAYERSIN THE VIDEOTEX MARKET
The main players in the North American videotex market are AT&T and IBM (including Trintex). Other important players are Times Mirror and Infomart (including their joint venture, Videotex America), Digital
Equipment, Dow Jones and Knight-Ridder, as well as
other organisations. In this section, we review their
main productofferings and possible future direction.

The roll-out of NAPLPS-basedresidential services is
likely to be relatively slow. One estimate is for one
new service in 1985, two new services in 1986 and
ten new services in 1987, giving a total number of
about 20 services five years after the start of the
Viewtrontrial in 1982.

AT&T

Examining forecasts for systems can only be meaningful in the light of likely US user numbers. Link
Resources Corporation* has estimated an installed
base of 37.5 million home computers by 1987, which
represents just under 40% home penetration. It fur-

ation systems(FCS)for $32,900, user terminal adaptors (Sceptre) for $600 to $900, and a 16-port micro-

ther estimates that 50% of home computerswill have

modems, giving 21 million communicating home com-

puters. If a third of these support NAPLPSit means

a potential market of 7 million terminals, representing 7% home penetration. Webelieve that this rate
of penetration is achievable provided NAPLPSis positioned to meet the needs of the home computer user,
for example, if it is used to produce computergenerated graphics rather than simply to access
remote services such as telebanking and teleshopping. (If accessing NAPLPS-based servicesis the only

motive for home users to upgrade their microcom-

* Impact of Microcomputers on Videotex: Information
Providers, System Operators, Users , Link Resources Corporation, New York, November 1983.
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Since 1980, AT&T has beeninvesting heavily and consistently in videotex, and clearly has its sights set on
the mass business and residential market. As well as
being the main advocate of NAPLPS, it has developed
the necessary hardware and software to allow
NAPLPSto be implemented. This includes framecre-

computer-based private videotex system (VIS) sold as
a bundled package, including the frame creation system and 10 Sceptre terminals, for $140,000. AT&T
is developing a private videotex system to run onits
3B5 and 3B20 Unix-based minicomputers, and a
NAPLPSboardfor its Safari business microcomputer
(whichis manufactured by Olivetti). Both products will
becomeavailable during 1985. AT&T has also agreed
to market a NAPLPS-based version of Aregon International s private videotex system, initially on DEC
hardware but later on its own minicomputers. AT&T

has beenheavily involved in Knight-Ridder s Viewtron
trial and the commercial service launched in October
1983, and it has developed a packet-switched data
network and processors to reduce telecommunica-

tions costs for local videotex services. This system
is called Local Area Data Transport (LADT) and is
used in Florida at present, though other localtelephone companies have shown some interest in using

it.
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Finally, AT&T has recently launched a real estate
service, Realtex, which makes use of manyofits
product offerings. Realtex consists of a real estate
databaserun by AT&Tina local area, but maintained
by local estate agents. The importance ofthe service
is primarily thatit is the first clear indication of how
AT&Tis likely to adopt a system-operator role within
the regulatory constraints imposed on it until 1989.

So long as AT&Trelies onthird parties to provide the

information andoffers a local service, using localtelephone companylines and the long distance data networksof such independent operators as Telenet and
Tymnet (as opposed to the AT&T trunk network), it
is free to exploit any opportunities it considers appropriate, and to replicate successful services through-

out the US.

IBM

IBM's first visible involvement in videotex in North

America wasits announcementin 1982thatit would

market its UK-developed SVS/1 private videotex system running on Series 1 minicomputers. At the time
of its launch, this system only supported the Prestel
standard, and terminals (mainly Wolfdata s PC adaptor board and software) were not supplied by IBM.
In 1983, IBM announced that SVS/1 had been enhanced to support NAPLPS andthat a major order
for 50 systems had been placed by Anacomp, a systemshouse specialising in the banking market*. IBM
is marketing its private videotex system through its
general salesforce and had installed an estimated 30
systems by mid-1984. IBM has developed NAPLPS
software and boards, costing between $200 and
$250,for its PC, PCXT and PCjunior microcomputers.
These products were launchedin late 1984. US industry observers believe that IBM is developing a
mainframe-basedprivate videotex system for launch
in 1985 (though IBM doesnot confirm this) andit is
expectedthatits main marketing push will commence
in that year.
Ofequal significanceis IBM s involvementin Trintex,
a joint-venture company formed with CBS and Sears
Roebuck with an initial phase 1 investment of $250
million. Trintex aims to provide highly-targeted

national electronic transactional and distribution servicesfor both businessandresidential markets, starting in 1986 or 1987. Telesoftware distribution is
expected to feature as an early service. Although
formedonly in 1984, Trintex employs over 100staff
and hasidentified a large number of specialist market sectors thatit could address. It is currently undertaking the research necessary to prioritise these sectors and develop the necessary infrastructure to

exploit its chosen markets. It believes that trials are
an inappropriate market entry vehicle, becausealter-

*Anacompexperiencedfinancial difficulties in 1984 andit

is unclear whether the full order will be taken up.
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native ways to test the market exist that offer less

competitive exposure.

IBM is, like AT&T, seeking a very wide involvement
in videotex and is not confining its activities to the

supply of private videotex hardware, software and ter-

minals to its existing corporate customers. It may
seek to establish NAPLPS as the graphics standard
for personal computers. Given the dominantposition

that IBM now hasin the business microcomputer
market, the level of marketing and R&D resources
committed to maintaining that position, and its com-

mitment and investment in videotex products and

service, it is likely to be able to achieve this objective over the next few years, should it decide to do
so. This would certainly have very profound and
beneficial consequences for the development of the

North American videotex market.

Infomart and Times Mirror

Infomart is Canada s leading videotex software and
service provider, andits two main service products,
Grassroots and Teleguide, have been well received
in Canada*. Teleguide is an information and advertising service based on public-access terminals
placed in hotels, shopping malls and other public
places. It was originally installed in Toronto. Grass-

roots is an information and transactional videotex
service for farmers. The Canadian Grassroots service is based in Winnipeg. Its involvement in the US

is channeled through Videotex America whichit jointly
owns with Times Mirror.

Informart s NAPLPS videotex system ITSSis the basis
for all its products. It is used for Times Mirror s Gatewayresidential videotex service in Los Angeles. This
service aims to earn $2 million in advertising revenue
in 1985 (TimesMirror claims that over $1 million has
already been committed), and Times Mirror recog-

nises thatit will need to attract some 25,000 users
before it has a truly viable business. This number

represents under 5%of the target early adopters
user market at which TimesMirror is directing its marketing, and can be achieved with less than 2% household penetration.

In its earlier trial of the service, Times Mirror
experimented with both telephone and cable
delivery
of its services. It concluded that telephone
delivery

wascertain to bebyfar the most important delive
ry
medium over the next five years, mainly
because of
the technical limitations of cable delivery.
It also
believes that the key to successful marketing
into the
home is with a no-fuss, no-risk, bundled
offering
involving terminals and service access, for
a $30

*Both Teleguide and Grassroots are described as
casehistories in Butler Cox's Videotex Series Report
Videotex

Applications and the Market Response , Decem
ber 1982.
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monthly fee (though this priceis likely to fall as terminal prices drop and user volumesincrease).

Videotex America is marketing Informat s Teleguide
and Grassroots servicesin the US. Teleguide is being

sold to local newspaper groups, and by mid 1984
three sales had been made, to:

The San Francisco Chronicle.

The Phoenix Republican Gazette.
The Sacramento Bee.

Negotiations are underway with 15 other newspaper

groups. Videotex America is providing a national

advertising salesforce to support these services, as
well as Grassroots and Gateway, in return for a share
of local advertising revenues.
Grassroots is being sold on a different basis. Joint
venture companies are being established with
regional agricultural co-operatives, with Videotex
America retaining a minority shareholding. The cooperatives include Agway, Cenex and Southern
States Co-operative, with the first service starting in
August 1984 north of Washington D.C. These services
will be offered in the North East, the South East, and
Northern mid-West states, and a fourth, starting in
early 1985, in the San Joaquin valley in California. This
last service also involves local newspaper groups as

shareholders.

Digital Equipment Corporation

Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) hastraditionally
been the main beneficiary from the spread ofprivate
videotex systems, since the majority of systems(estimated at 60% worldwide in 1983) are based on DEC
minicomputers. In North America, both Informart s

ITSS and Aregon International s IVS videotex sys-

tems, which between them accountfor almost 50%
of the installed base of videotex systems, run on DEC
VAX minicomputers. In April 1984, DEC launchedits
own private videotex system, VTX (which bears a
close resemblanceto IVS in termsof features), using
a radical, multi-standard (ASCII and NAPLPS) distributed architecture based on Decnet. It has posi-

tioned VTX as a part ofits integrated All-in-One office

automation system. DEC shipped 20 VTX systems in
the first four months after its launch and, by the end
of 1984, it expects to have moreprivate videotex sys-

temsinstalled than any other supplier. DEC launched

its system.in Europe in September 1984. It supported

ASCII, NAPLPSand Prestel at the timeofits launch,
with Antiope supported before the end of the year,

and CEPT during 1985.

It remains to be seen whether DEC can maintain its
leading position through 1985, if and when IBM
launches a mainframe-based system. DEC software
is modular and competitively priced ($25,000 for the
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full software suite); DEC has a sound grasp of the
market for private videotex systems andis investing
heavily in training its salesforce; it is marketing VTX
as partof its office systems strategy; and it can configure the system to run on anything from a single
MicroVAX microprocessor to a cluster of 18 top-ofthe-range VAX minicomputers. Butit lacks IBM s marketing muscle, its immensely loyal customer base and
its domination of the business microcomputer and
mainframe markets.
Dow Jones NewsRetrieval

Dow Jones News Retrieval Service is the leading
national ASCll-based public videotex service in the
US*. It has more than 150,000 subscribers andthis
number is growing at around 2,000 a month. It is
oriented towardsthe provision of business andfinancial news and information for microcomputer users.
It is significantly larger than its main competitors,
CompuServe and The Source, and has abouthalf the
market for services of this type.

Dow Jones objective is to provide valuable services
to those who already have microcomputersor terminals, thereby avoiding the need to achieve terminal

penetration. It uses a variety of telecommunication

channels to reach its subscriber base, including telephone, packet-switched and cable networks, and it
is investing in the developmentof its own national net-

work to reduce the cost to subscribers, and to
increaseits share of total subscriber spend. Although

mostofits subscribers use ASCII devices, Dow Jones

is not committed to any one standard. As and when
large numbersof users adoptalternative standards,

Dow Joneswill adaptits services to meettheir needs.

It has, for example, started to offer its services to

Viewtron subscribers with NAPLPSterminals. As the

proportion of the total market using NAPLPS
increases, Dow Jonesis well placed to capture a
major share of this market.

Knight-Ridder

Knight-Ridder s Florida-based Viewtron service was

the first local residential text-and-graphic videotex

service in the US. Working closely with AT&T over
the past seven years, Knight-Ridder has invested $20
million, has pioneered new services andhas, inevitably, suffered many of the pains and problems asso-

ciated with beinga pioneer. Its commercial Viewtron
service was launched in October 1983, and has
attracted over 2,000 local subscribers, somewhat

fewer than wasanticipated. Knight-Ridder hopes that
bundling the cost of the Spectre terminal, telephone-

call and access charges into a single $40 a month

*Reviewedin detail as a casehistory in the Videotex Report
Series report,
Videotex Applications and the Market
Response , December 1982.
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charge will overcomethis problem, but many observers in the US remain sceptical. Knight-Ridder is laying plansto introduce its videotex service in other
large cities, in association with local publishing
groups, starting, in all probability, in 1985 or 1986.
It has already negotiated joint-venture agreements
with publishers in 17 cities and plans to offer Viewtron in a further five cities where it owns the local

newspaper.

The US videotexindustry will undoubtedly be watching closely a new public-access advertising service,
called Videoguide, to be introduced shortly in Florida
by a subsidiary of the ChicagoTribune. It will be the
first instance when both public-access and residential services are offered in the same area, andwill
demonstrate the relative commercial merits of the
two approaches to entering the advertising-based
videotex services market.

Other players

This short review of the main players clearlyfails to
dojustice to the many other important organisations
and servicesactive in both the US and Canada. Companies such as CompuServe, The Source, Keycom,
Honeywell, Sperry, Videodial, Aregon International,
Disc International and manylarge service-provider
organisations arelikely to be successful contenders
for a share of a rapidly growing and intensely competitive market.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE EUROPEANVIDEOTEX
INDUSTRY
Videotex in North America has, to a large extent,
evolved quite independently from videotex in Europe,
and the impactof participants in each continent upon
the other has been marginal. The British and especially the French PTTs haveboth invested millions of
dollars in attempting to influence the US videotex
industry, largely without success, and only a handful
of European terminal and system suppliers have

established viable market bases in the US.

In Europe, NAPLPShasbeen rejected as a serious
videotex standard by all but a few far-sighted suppliers and system operators. And with the European
subsidiaries of US computer companiesusually four
to five years ahead oftheir US parents in their understanding of videotex, they have generally been left
to develop their own products and approachesto the
market.
Over the next two years, however, we anticipate that
this situation will change:
The US market is growing more rapidly than
before, creating opportunities for European soft-
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ware suppliers and to a lesser extent service
providers.

Products developed in the US, and in Europe to

serve the US market, will start to be marketedin
Europe, and the US-derived policies of the parents
of US subsidiaries in Europe will start to be applied.

NAPLPSwill, as a by-productofthe first two factors, appear in Europe.
It is still too early to predict with confidence howfar
and howfast these influenceswill change the nature

of the European videotex market. By the 1990s, how-

ever, it is likely that the changes will be significant.

We examine each of the three main directions of
change in greater detail below.

Opportunities in the North American market for

European suppliers

By 1990, the US videotex market will be approximately the same size as the European market. By
1987 or 1988, US vendors will have come to understand the application of videotex as well asit is understood in Europe, and the range of products on the
market will be adequate to meet the market's needs.
European suppliers now only have a window of
opportunity of two years to become established in
North America. Once that window closes, new
entrants either will be forced to invest heavily to break
into a maturing market, or will achieve entrance only
by specialising in small niche markets.

The main opportunity for European suppliersis in the
provisionof private videotex system software. Of the
European suppliers, Aregon International and Telesystemes have been mostsuccessful to date. In early
1984, Aregon International had captured an estimated
30%of the US private videotex system market (by
volume) and by the middle of the same year had concluded a multi-million dollar deal with AT&T to supply videotex software to support AT&T s marketing
efforts. Télésystémes, through its US subsidiary

Videodial, had concluded a major deal with Honey-

well Information Systems to supply its TS'V5000pri
vate videotex software for Honeywell and IBM main-

frames, and ASCil-standard Minitel terminals. It had

also sold the same system to a number of major
organisations. Other European system suppliers
such
as DISC International, Torch Computers, SDL,
CAPGemini-Sogeti and Stéria have established a foothol
d

in the market and havea realistic chance of becom-

ing successful over the next two years. Theyall
have
innovative and proven products, they have time
to
adapt them to the needs of the US market and
are

Starting to build the marketing links necessary to

achieve credibility and volume sales.

A minority of service providers (as opposedto
system suppliers) will find opportunities in the
US,
provided they operate services for which there
isa
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real market in North America. For example, the
London Stock Exchange s TOPIC system is likely to
be well received in the US, European travel and
tourist reservation systems are also likely to be

example IBM, to offer the same systems in Europe
as in the US, so that it can genuinely claim to be able
to meet the needsof its multinational customers on

as Prestel s Micronet 800, are equally applicable in

Successful service providers in the US are likely to

Finally, the US is likely to provide an attractive job
market for Europeans with a thorough graspof videotex service development.

done in the UK. This will increase the range of services on the market, thereby stimulating terminal
penetration. It will also spur European organisations
to offer competing services and, where services
already exist in Europe, will compete with them.

accessed, and European telesoftware services such
the US and in Europe.

The impact of US products on the European
market

Before 1984, the only North American products sold
in the European videotex market were the computer
systems, mainly minicomputers from DEC and IBM,
needed to run European-developed videotex software*. The launch of DEC s VIX software in 1984
marks the arrival in Europeof the first US developed

system, involving US hardware, software and terminals, and designed to support NAPLPS as well as
European standards in a multi-standard operating
environment.

Aregon International, Télésystémes, DISC International and some other European private system vendors already have, or are developing, systems that
support NAPLPS(as well as European videotex stan-dards) in order to penetrate the US market. US
microcomputer software suppliers have NAPLPS
adaptors for microcomputers that are popular in
Europe, such as the IBM PC, Apple Ile and Commodore 64. IBM has US-developedprivate videotex systems(that could be marketed in Europe if and when
IBM felt it was expedient to do so), andit will very
shortly have its own videotex software for the PC.

AT&T owns a 25% share of Olivetti and has concluded a deal with Aregon International to develop

and market videotex systems worldwide. Inevitably,

more and more products developed for the US market will begin to win market share from European suppliers, especially private videotex system suppliers.

Another important influencewill be the policy directives of US multinationals upon their European subsidiaries. Major system users in the US will decide
to adopt videotex and will wish their European sub-

sidiaries to do the same. This will both stimulate the
market and influence the types of systems purchased. If a US companydecides to standardise, for
example on NAPLPS and DEC s VTX,it maybedifficult for its European subsidiaries to argue that they
should implementa different standard on a different
supplier's system. It will also influence suppliers, for

* Exceptions include Poulter Compuvision s Genesys sys-

tem developedin Canada, Infomart s design influence on
the Swiss PTT s videotex service, and the alphageometric
facility available from Oy Softplan AB and Nokia Electronics.
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a worldwide basis.

offer their services in Europe, as CompuCard has

Adoption of NAPLPSin Europe

The most visible manifestation of the development of
videotexin the US will be the adoption of the NAPLPS
standard in Europe. In our view, this will be an inevitable consequenceofthe traditional flow of computer
technology from the US to Europethat will be welcomed by manyparticipants in the industry.
Our reasonsfor this view are as follows:
Private videotex system suppliers who support
NAPLPSas well as European standards will offer
this standard as an option, becauseit gives them

a competitive advantage. Provided the suppliers

are reputable and their prices are reasonable, their
customerswill prefer to buy systems that support
NAPLPSasan option. They will value and use the
added graphics capability, for example for presenting managementinformation, for sales presentations and for special applications requiring complex graphics. If systems offering NAPLPS are
seen to sell, then other system suppliers will be
forced to support this standard.

As microcomputers replace dumb terminals as the
most common videotex terminal over the nextfive
years, the cost differential between different protocols will narrow and eventually disappear. The
NAPLPSstandard is a viable and attractive standard that is superior to European alphamosaic
standards for many applications requiring
graphics, especially for computer-generated business graphics such as complex histograms, pie
charts and graphs. We havepostulated earlier in
this chapter that NAPLPS could become the
graphics standard for business and home microcomputers in North America, andthat applications
softwarewill be developed to exploit the colour and
graphics facilities offered. If we are right, then
NAPLPS will enter Europe whether or not the
microcomputers using it are accessing remote
videotex services. How fast this will happen will
largely depend onIBM. If IBM decides to promote
NAPLPS onits PC and to offer this facility in
Europe, NAPLPScould arrive very rapidly, even as
early as the end of 1985.
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Asdiscussed earlier, US multinationals operating

in Europe will want to give access to their USbased NAPLPS systems from Europe and will
prefer to buy from suppliers who support NAPLPS
in Europe as well as the US.

Some European governments and PTTs maywish to
resist the arrival of NAPLPS, partly because North
America and AT&T rejected European videotex standards, and partly because of their heavy investment
in services based on existing standards. But they cannotrealistically prevent NAPLPSbeing used on freestanding microcomputers and cannot prevent these
microcomputers accessing in-house systemsand private computer bureaux using approved modems,
even the same modems that support European videotex standards or ASCII protocols.
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One possible exception to this is in West Germany.

The German Bundesposthashistorically adopted a
videotex modempricing policy that effectively forces
all videotex users to use the Bildschirmtext gateway
to access videotex systems. The Bundespostcould,
therefore, prevent NAPLPS from being used costeffectively in a communications environment. However, the continuance of such policy in the face of
strong market demand would belikely to provoke
charges that the Bundespostwas infringing the EEC s

free competition rules. We do not believe it would be

in the Bundespost s interest to let such a situation
arise. We conclude from our analysis thatit is only

a matter of time before NAPLPS becomesone of
Europe s de facto videotex standards.
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CHAPTER 3
VIDEOTEX PRODUCTS AND SUPPLIERS

The structure of the videotex supply industry is chan-

ging rapidly. So are the number andtype of products
and services available on the market. This chapter

discusses the nature and extent of these changes,

lists suppliers in Europe, and describes their products

and services as well as their market shares.

The chapter comprises four sections each addressing a major type of videotex product or service:
Private videotex systems.
Videotex terminals.

Videotex bureau services.
Videotex networking.

The data contained in this chapter is the result of a
most extensive international research effort undertaken amongst suppliers, including the mailing of
detailed questionnaires to over 300 suppliers followed
up by telephone and face-to-face interviews.

PRIVATE VIDEOTEX SYSTEMS

The private videotex system market has expanded
steadily over the past twelve months. The French
market has been particularly buoyant becauseof the

encouragementprovided by the PTT s Miniteldistri-

bution programme. In Germany, and in some other
European countries, PTT activity is stimulating the
developmentof the private videotex system market.

For the software suppliers, however, competition is

becoming fiercer. There are now moresuppliers than
ever before and, importantly, the major suppliers such
as IBM, ICL and CAP-Gemini-Sogeti are increasingly
tending to dominate the marketplace. Some suppliers

of minicomputer-based systems, such as Rediffusion

Computers and Aregon International have seen their

share of the European market decline.

In this section we review the videotex software industry: the suppliers, the products and the marketplace.
Wefocus on the following important developments:

tThelarge increase of sales andinstallations by
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IBM in 1984, making it the leading videotex system supplier.

Theentry of DEC and AT&T into the videotex industry as software suppliers.

The DISC/Microdata deal by which purchasersof
Microdata computers automatically receive videotex software.
The expansion of the French videotex market.

Theuse of alternative networks for videotex.

The practical problems for users and suppliers
caused by the developmentof the new European

videotex standards.

Suppliers of private videotex system software

The suppliers and their products included in this
year s survey are shownin Figure 3.1 (overleaf). The

table in this figure has been compiled from interviews

and questionnaires and is, we believe, the most upto-date and comprehensive review of suppliers of private systemsandtheir offerings. Of course, the industry changesrapidly andthe table can, therefore, not
be totally comprehensive. It does however, include
all the major suppliers of videotex software, together
with manyof their agents, and these account forwell
over 90% ofinstalled systems.
New entrants and withdrawals from the industry

A number of new suppliers have entered the videotex system software market in the past year, of which
the most notable is Digital Equipment Corp (DEC),
whobegan marketing its videotex software product
in Europe in September 1984.

The main implications of DEC s moveinto the European videotex market are:
lIn the past, the majority of private videotex systems ran on DEC hardware. But DEC had never
supplied videotex system software directly. DEC
only supplies software whereit believes there is
a significant and strategic market for a particular
product.

tThe effect of DEC s entry into the marketwill
undoubtedly have a significant impact on some,
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The company formerly known as ComputexLimited is now called Viewtext Limited.

Nova Automationis now an agentfor Vicorp, the company which supplies the Betex
software formerly known as Nova 3000.

Continued on next page
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VIDEOTEX PRODUCTS AND SUPPLIERS
Private videotex system suppliers in Europe (continued)
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.
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claimed in Western Europe

VIDEOTEX PRODUCTS AND SUPPLIERS

CCN (UK), LAC (UK)

Comments

For details see Aregon.
Sold as a separate unit. Requires

specially written applicationsoftware
on mainframe.

Antiope

For Burroughs CP9500 orfront end to
85925-87900 running APPLITEL

Menu,

Keyword,

user own

D,E,T

Fordetails see AU-Systems.

ele

Stand-alone system.

programming

38)

French PTT, La
Redoute (France), CDC
lnsttute (West

|Germany)

ele

Allsystems=X25,
IBM, Honeywell
Transpac, Btx gateway,
Tymnet, Telenet

Protocol converter for host.

Antiope,
Menu,
D.E,T
CEPT,Prestel Keyword,
user own
programming

ele

IBM, Honeywell

D,E,T

ele

1BM

Mainframesoftware

Menu,
Keyword,

D.E,T

ele

18M

Messaging, diary management

Menu,
Keyword,
user own

O,E,T

e

IBM

Stand-alone,front end.

Keyword

_|D,E,T

Facilities of Multitel 10 and 20
SNAaccesspoint

user own

programming
programming

Teledata (Denmark)

Prestel,
Menu,
CEPT('85), Keyword
NAPLPS ( 85)

D,E,7,B

Prestel

DE

Menu

Fordetails see Computer Automation.
@

@

© |C,P,SWELL PSTN, X25, X.21
(system
(DanishandGerman
programming gateways '85)
language)

IBM:2780, 3270, BSC, |V,M
SNA

© |BAssembler PSTN, X.25

IBM: 3270, SNA

P,CUG

ICL: C02, C03, TC500

ICL: C03

Christian Rovsing were taken over in
November 1984 by ITT. Because of
Christian Rovsing's commitment to
videotexitis likely that this software
will continueto be available.

V.M,C

Pp

A communications system including

videotex andvoice response.

For details see Aregon

Continued on next page
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VIDEOTEX PRODUCTS AND SUPPLIERS

Figure 3.1

Private videotex system suppliers in Europe (continued)
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UNIX
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micros running UNIX.
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Tandem,
Philips,
Nixdort

|

UK

Mini

Turnkey System
23

Maintenance
extra

Onceoff
Licence:
1810.24

Needs
hardware
microcode,
for Tandem
40

Data General

DEC
(PDP-11,
VAX,

VMS

Micro's)

Microscope Netherlands Micro front- Microscope
(agentfor
end
Microscope) processor
DISC
UK, Europe, Mini
Microdata PICK
International |USA and
Mainframe (Reality and
elsewhere
Sequoia)
D.M.
England

Onceoff
Licence:
3to4
151027

Onceoft
Licence: 25

20

65

100 Jincludedin Software
VAX
price is
reduced by
80% for

Micro VAX

Onceoif
26
Licence:6 to
31 (eg for 32

6

156 Variable

|Nomonthly |32
rental
available.
Maintenance
extra

24

130

326 |1to10

Norental
options.
Price:
dependent

"1

ports 10)

operating
system
environment
Prime
PRIMOS, Once-off
23
(80series)_|RT-11,RSX, Licence: 3 to
DEC
RSTS, VMS |26
(POP-11,

Dornier Btx- |Dornier
Zentrale

West
Mini
Germany,
Switzerland

Dornier

|

11

on host

processor

On
application

50

and
operating
system.

Footnotes see page 42
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VIDEOTEX PRODUCTS AND SUPPLIERS
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V,M,D

Comments

$5

=s

ss

c

IBM: BSC, SNA

>%

ss

s

=
PSTN, X.25

§
=e
ge

85

P

32

Available from Computer Automation

companiesin manycountries, alsoin

Spain from C.E.0.1. and in Italy from
H.H. Sarl

Fordetails see MGS.
For details see Microscope.

Antiope
Philips, CAS, Daten,

Zeda (West Germany)

CEPT,Prestel

Menu,

Keyword,

user own

DET

e

X25

ole

Gateway

M

A rangeof modules(20in all).

Standard

Dabit is a gateway software package.

programming

Bull

application
software for

homebanking
and home
shopping is
available

Fordetails see Augur.
For details see CAP-Gemini-Sogeti.

Prestel,
NAPLPS,

Antiope and
CEPT under
development.

Menu

DE

ele

PSTN, X.25, DECNET

ASCIL

Debenhams, British
Home Stores (UK),

University of Surrey,
Services

Commission,

Datasoive (UK)

IBM: BSC, SNA.

coc
(Burroughs)

P,CUG

Fordetails see Microscope.

Prestel,
NAPLPS,
ASCII

Menu,
Keyword,
user own

DE

Prestel

Menu

DEB

CEPT,

Menu,

DET.G

ej}

e|B

PSTN

IBM: 2780, 3780, 3270 |V,M,TP

||P

programming

Prestel, ASCII | Keyword,

user own
programming

Now also supplied by Microdata.
Suitable for a range of computers with
the PICKsoftware. Multi-standard
systems can be supported.

PSTN,Prestel gateway

|ele

X.25,Btx gateway

18M

Stand-alone orfront end, modular

design. Capableof being used in very

large systems. Also supports telex and
teietex.

Continued on next page
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Figure 3.1

VIDEOTEX PRODUCTS AND SUPPLIERS
Private videotex system suppliers in Europe (continued)
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Bull(Level 6) GCOS 400

GEC (4000
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Dss
|GECOS
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|

|

|
|
|

Onceoff
Licence:33
1058

GECOs
4000

18

26
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46

46 |Included in
software
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Prices based |6
on smallest
processor
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4

no.of ports.

application.

Hardware
prices based

|

|
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17 installed 15
2onorder
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eee

Comment:

28
=
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.

3s

P,CUG

Micro version planned.
For details see Langton.

|

For full details see Aregon.
For details see MGS.

|

|

Fordetails see Aregon.

|

For details see Microscope.
Ericsson systemsoftware described
under AU-Systems
Anumberof different modules for such
facilities as Keyword search, tree
search, mail, etc.

|
|
|
| [Bpontcreits
Prestel, CEPT Menu,
Guarantee Department (under
Keyword
(UK)
development), Alphageometric

(Mupid)

Bish Telecom,
Prestel,
Telecom Australia, JTM AlphaMalaysia
geometric,
(Mupid)

Menu,
Keyword

D,E,.B
User update
frames

@| @/F,B.C,P
ALGOL,
APLG

DEB

NIA

|PSTN,X.25

IBM 3270,Prestel
gateway

V.M,D
P,CUG
Calculation |Bar-coded
frames report input

PSTN, X.25

IBM 3270, BSC

VM
generator

Empire Savings (US)

Basic videotex software.

NAPLPS and Antiope access can be
supported by modifications made to
order

P,CUG

An alphageometric system, used in UK

for graphic design.(Poulters are UK
agents).

Fordetails see Computer Automation.

Kreditkassen (Sweden),
Svenka Handelsbanken|
Stockholm (Sweden),
Geta (Holland)

Prestel,
CEPT,
Antiope,
ASCII

Associated Dairies,

Prestel

Stathelyde Regional

{Council (Uk)
|

Prestel

C,F.and
others

Menu,

Keyword,

user own

DETA

programming
Menu
DE

|ele

PSTN, X.25 (Prestel,
Teletel and Btx
gateways)

PSTN

Fordetails on Dabit and Mistel, see
Danet and Softplan respectively.

Honeywell, IBM, ICL
Honeywell, IBM

Small low-costsystem

For details see CAP-GeminiSogeti.
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CHAPTER 3
Figure 3.1

VIDEOTEX PRODUCTS AND SUPPLIERS
Private videotex system suppliers in Europe (continued)
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VIDEOTEX PRODUCTS AND SUPPLIERS

Not a full videotex software package.
Applications require specially written
software.

IBM

A gateway software package requires
specially written software for
applications.

Thesetwo productstogether allow

videotex terminals to connect to IBM
mainframes.
PSTN, X.25, Prestel and IBM: 3270
Viditel gateways
ICL: DBS

ele

German gateway,
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ele
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For details see Vicorp.
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Figure 3.1

Private videotex system suppliers in Europe (continued)
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Figure 3.1

VIDEOTEX PRODUCTS AND SUPPLIERS
_

Private videotex system suppliers in Europe (continued)
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Private videotex system suppliers in Europe (continued)
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Figure 3.1

VIDEOTEX PRODUCTS AND SUPPLIERS
Private videotex system suppliers in Europe (continued)
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if not all, of the many videotex software suppliers,
listed in Figure 3.2, whose products run on DEC
equipment.

It is too early to tell how successful DEC will be in
the European videotex industry. Suppliers of videotex software havefoundthat, in order to remain com-

petitive, they have beenforced continually to enhance

their products. DEC s system was developedin the
US and the company mayfind that it will need to
invest heavily to adapt and enhanceits product for
the European market, which may take some time.

DEC s salesforce also need to learn the skills asso-

ciated with selling videotex systems.

Data General (Germany)and Microdata have entered
into agreements to market the systems developed by

two software houses. In the case of Data General the

arrangement is with the German-based company

Figure 3.2

Private videotex software suppliers whose
products operate on DEC computers
Aregon International

CTL

D. M. England
Danet
Genesys
Infomart

Philips

Softplan
Stéria
STR

SDL

Telefonbau und Normaizeit
Telemachus
Viewtext
Note: Suppliers agents are not included.
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Augur who markets the software in conjunction with

Data General. Microdata, on the other hand, has an
agreement with the UK-based company, DISC.

The Microdata/DISC arrangement is of particular
importance. DISC has, for sometime, been marketing its VIEWBASE private videotex system which runs
on, among other computers, Microdata Reality and
Sequoia minicomputers. Now Microdata will market

the VIEWBASE product toits existing customers and
will also provide the software free, as standard system software, to all new customers. The immediate

effect of this arrangementwillbe to increase rapidly
the number of computer systems supporting videotex. It is likely to be several years before all
Microdata s customers with this videotex capability
are using it effectively. DISC has also licenced its
videotex system to selected other suppliers of PICK

operating system hardware suppliers.
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V,M,D,

PSTN

telesoftware
in 1985

P,CUG

Designed for public systems up to 500

ports. Available through Assyst in UK
and RAET in the Netherlands.

Fordetails see Aregon.

AT&T has entered into an agreement with Aregon

International*, the UK-based supplier of IVS-3 and
other private videotex systems. The two companies
will jointly develop a new product based on IVS-3, to
be called IVS-5. AT&T will be paying $3 million to Are-

gon International, for research and development and

as an advanceonroyalties. The new productwill support the NAPLPSpresentation standard. The system,
which will initially run on DEC VAX 11/750s or 11/780s
but later on AT&T s ownrange of minicomputers, will
be marketed by AT&Tin the US. Elsewhere, the product will be marketed by AregonInternational.

The entry of AT&T into the private videotex system
software market is important for the following

reasons:

*As this report goes to print another major agreement
involving Aregon was announced. The dealwith Mitsubishi
of Japan is reported to be worth over $3,000,000.
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ATA&Tis the largest companyin the computer and
telecommunications industry, and the only organisation of comparable size to IBM in the industry.
It indicates AT&T s commitmentto videotex as a
business tool as well as a vehicle to reach the
mass residential market.

ATA8Twill now bein direct competition with DEC
and IBM in the US.
The productwill support both NAPLPSandPrestel
and, eventually, CEPT presentation standards.

Another, potentially important entrant to the French

market is Burroughs, whose product

Burrotel

is

available on a number of its computers. Burroughs
has not yet announcedthatit will market Burrotel in
other countries.
In September 1984, it was announcedthat Christian
Rovsing had filed for bankruptcy. It now seems
unlikely that the companywill be allowedto flounder,
but it remains unclear whether parts of the company
will be sold to other computer manufacturers*. Christian Rovsing was Denmark's largest computer manufacturer, and supplied the system for the Danish
PTT s videotex service, Teledata.

Some major contracts

The most valuable and prestigeous contracts for
videotex software suppliers remain those placed by
the national PTTs. The following important PTT contracts were awarded during 1984:
Thecontract for the Norwegian PTT system was
placed with the French company CAP-GeminiSogeti and Tandem Computers.
VIATEL, the Australian national system, is to be
based on Prestel software and hardware supplied
by GEC.

A contract for the South African PTT system was
awarded to the UK company, SDL.

BTMwasawardedthe contract to develop the Belgian PTT s videotex network and services. BTM is
using videotex communications equipment supplied by UK-based Microscope, and will be running
Oy Softplan s videotex software, Mistel.

The changing industry profile

Over the past 12 months, we have observed two
related trends:

The increasing use of agents by software suppliers.

The move towardsexploiting international marketing opportunities.

*Asthis report goesto print, ITT s acquisition of Christian

Rovsing s minicomputer division has been announced.

In this year s survey we haveidentified 43 indepen-

dent local suppliers of videotex software that are act-

ing as agents for the companies that developed the

software. This figure compares with 20 agents identified in our survey conducted a year ago.
It is clear that an increasing number of suppliers have
realised that:
There are valuable international opportunities for

the sale of videotex technology.

Thevideotex standards adopted by national PTTs,
and other technical standards (such as gateway
protocols), have a major bearing on the ease with
which individual suppliers can enter a market.
The mosteffective way to gain a rapid entry into
an overseas videotex market is to use an agent
who is familiar with the marketin the country con-

cerned.

Of course, some suppliers, such as DEC, IBM, ICL
and Computer Automation already haveoffices ina

number of countries, and generally use these offices

to market their products internationally.

Private videotex systems on the market

Figure 3.1 presents in tabular form the features and
characteristics of the videotex software products
available in Europe.
The figure showsthat:
There are 88 products on the market, compared
to 56 twelve months ago.

Of the products available, 53 are minicomputerbased products, 28 are for mainframes and nine
are for microcomputers. (Some productsare available for both minicomputers and mainframes.) Last
year there were only 12 products for mainframes,
so the share of available systems that are

mainframe-based hasincreased from around 20%
to 30%.

In addition to the above, there are suppliers of
videotex networking equipment, such as protocol
converters, cluster controllers and concentrators.
Wenow review the characteristics of the different
types of products, namely:
Minicomputer-based private videotex systems.
Mainframe-basedprivate videotex systems.

Microcomputer-basedprivate videotex systems.
Videotex networking products.

Wegoon to consider the features andfacilities of
the products which are presented in Figure 3.1.
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Minicomputer-basedprivate videotex systems
Minicomputer-based private videotex systemsstill

dominate the market in terms of the number of products available, and in terms of the installed base of
systems. Webelieve that the advantages of minicomputer-based systems will continue to make them

successful in the market over the next five years.

These advantages are:

Low-cost and powerful hardware.

Ease of implementation and installation.

Several software products are available for the
most popular makes of computers, particularly
DEC minicomputers.
While minicomputer-based systems will continue to
be successful, their share of the installed base will
decrease because:
The systems based on small, low-cost minicomputers lack processing capability.

On marginal-cost basis, it is usually cheaper to
add videotex software to an existing mainframe
than to install a minicomputer system with its

associated hardware and software.

The increasing availability of mainframe-based
will
particularly for IBM mainframes
products
give system operators greater choice.

Videotex is being used increasingly as a means of
accessing traditional DP programs andfiles. This
increases the attractiveness of mainframe-based
systems.

Stand-alone videotex systems, for which minicomputers are more cost effective than mainframes,
are being seen as less important as the industry
matures.

Microcomputer-based systems will become more
competitive.

Mainframe-based private videotex systems

More mainframe-based systems are becoming avail-

able. Manyof the products onoffer are not, however,

full-function videotex software packages, but are systemsthat facilitate access to non-videotex files from
videotex terminals. Such partial implementations
will, we believe, increase in number because of:

Theincreased use of gatewaysto provide telecommunication facilities, especially in France and
Germany.
The high degree of involvement of data processing staff and customised software in these
of
implementations ensures that more control

videotex developments in user organisations is

kept within the data processing unit. (This is obviously attractive to the management services

|
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managers who are generally responsible for
selecting videotex systems.)

Improvements in the products available.

Partial implementation does, however, lack the flexibility of fullfunction videotex systems. It is, therefore,
likely that many userswill wish to migrate from their
initial partial implementations to the use of full-

function software.

Microcomputer-based private videotex systems
More microcomputer-based systems are becoming
available and, as we discuss in the section dealing
with terminals, many editing systems based on microcomputersare, in effect, small private videotex systems. The technology of microcomputer-based videotex systems was reviewed in depth in the report we
issuedlast year. It is however, worth stressing that,
as microcomputers become more powerful and more
widely used generally over the next five years, the
number of worthwhile and cost-effective applications
for microcomputer-based videotex systems will increase dramatically.

Videotex networking products

Figure 3.1 includes details of a number of products
that are, in fact, not videotex software packages, but
are videotex networking devices. A list of manufacturers of such productsis given in Figure 3.23(in the
section on videotex networks on page xx).

These products are used in a number of ways:

Asterminal handlers, usually on mainframe-based
videotex systems.

Asprotocolconverters, allowing videotex terminals
to accessexisting applications programs andfiles.

As communication concentrators, allowing several
terminals to use a single communicationslink to
a videotex system.

As network nodes, providing access points to
videotex networks that are based, for example, on
X.25 protocols.

In most casesthe devices will perform more than one
of these functions, and occasionally all of them.

The main reasons for using such devicesare that:

Theyallow mainframe computers to handle large
numbers of asynchronous videotex terminals (an
operation for which few are designed).

Access canbegiven to mainframe files from videotex terminals without the need to purchasevideotex software packages.

Communications costs can be reduced by locating network devices closeto clusters of users, and
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bylinking the devices using leasedlines, X.25 or
other networking options.

Features of private systems

Over the past few years the number offacilities and
applications available on private videotex systems
has increased considerably. Prospective system
operators are now presented with an impressive,
even bewildering, array of system options andfacilities, and system suppliers are constantly enhancing
their products as new videotex applications are found
and to increase the competitiveness of their products.
Manyfacilities are now taken for granted. Basic facilities that are demanded as prerequisites by many system operators include an editing facility, a tree- .
structured database, window facilities and security
features based on user passwords and closed user
groups (CUGs). Most software packages, however,
now provide many morefacilities and it is useful for
both users and suppliers to analyse the importance
of these functions and their applications.

Display standards
Each European country has its preferred videotex
standard. In most countries this is the Prestel standard; though in France the Antiope standard prevails,
as does the CEPT standard in West Germany.In other
countries two or more standards may be acceptable
and supported by the PTT. In the future, CEPT will
be used more widely aswill, we believe, the North
American standard NAPLPS.

An analysis of Figure 3.1 showsthat 17 suppliers are
now offering CEPT as a display standard. This number is likely to increase as the German market is
showing considerable activity.

Database access methods

A keyword-search facility is now offered by many system suppliers. One common complaint from users
whosesystems donot havethis facility concerns the
time taken to find particular items of information on
the database using menu-type access methods. Keyword search, and other more sophisticated search
facilities will, in the near future, become a standard
feature on videotex systems.
Editing options
Manyvideotex systems provide the facility to create
frames manually from remote terminals.

Experience has shown, however, that many success-

ful private videotex systems use automatic methods
of frame creation. There are two main methodsfor
automatically creating frames:
The use of specially-written software within the
videotex system.

The useof a reformatting package, such as Lang-

ton s PREVIEW.
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Two of the implementations described as casehistories in Chapter 4
the Export Credit Guarantees
Department and Fishnet
are good examplesof
the use of these two approaches. As users become
more experienced in the applications of videotex they
will, we believe, expect systems to support automatic

frame-creation facilities, as well as manualediting

facilities.

Window facilities

Windowfacilities allow system operatorsto write their
own software and embed this in the videotex system. Many window applications concern access to
existing DP files and non-videotex systems. A window
facility is an essential feature of private videotex systems. In selecting systems, users should be concerned about:
The number of programsthat can be implemented

using the windowfacility.

The ease of implementation of the user exit
needed to use or access non-videotex programs
andfiles.

For suppliers of minicomputer-based systems the
ability to offer a product that can access a wide range
of different mainframe computers (but especially IBM
mainframes) is extremely important.

Networking

There are now a number of waysin which terminal
users can be linked to a private videotex system. The
main options are:

Public and/or private telephone networks.
Gateways to a public videotex system.

Packet-switched networks with videotex access
points (X.25).

Leased-line network.

Non-PTT value added networks.

These options are shown diagrammatically in Figure
3.3. The use of both public and private packetswitched networks for videotex accessis likely to
increase. An X.25 capability, together with gateway
software, is an important feature for private videotex systems.

Although the existence of international standards has
always been one ofthe strengths of videotex technology, there are areas whereinternational standards
do not yet exist. One such area is gatewayprotocols,
and the protocols used for gateway access to the PTT
videotex networksare differentin virtually every country. Even within a country, changing gatewayspecifiCations can cause major problems. Until international
standards are agreed, the position on gateway protocols is likely to get worse over time rather than
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better, and this will cause major problems for both
users and suppliers.

Other facilities

Of the other facilities which appear on Figure 3.1, the
following are worthy of note:
User-to-user messaging is now seen by users as
an important facility on videotex systems. Useful
messaging facilities include distribution lists and
personal-message files.

Billing and statistics facilities are often provided
by suppliers, and are particularly important when
a system is in its trial stage, or has been imple-

mented to market an information service.

User-update frames

are provided on some sys-

tems. These frames can be edited by the user without the need to usethe full editing facilities. This
is increasingly becoming recognised as a valuable
feature.

VIDEOTEX PRODUCTS AND SUPPLIERS

Although the UK is the country with the largest
number of private videotex systems, the UK s
share of the European private videotex marketis

decreasing. We estimate that by the end of 1984

the UK will account for 32% of Europeaninstalled
systems.

Thesize of the French marketis increasing rapidly.
Weestimate that nearly one third of the private
videotex systemsinstalled in Europe by the end
of 1984 will be in France.
Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show our estimates of the market shares of the leading videotex suppliers in terms
of systemsinstalled and shipped. In this section we

Figure 3.4

Private videotex system supplier market
shares by total numberof systemsinstalled at
end 1984

Supplier market shares

Vicorp 3%
Siemens 4%

IBM 18%

An analysis of our 1984 survey shows:

Automation 5%

Theprivate videotex system suppliers covered in
our survey claim that they have supplied 1,182
videotex systems installed worldwide by mid 1984.

Our bestestimate is that there were 1,050 videotex systemsinstalled in Western Europe in mid
1984 reaching 1,240 by end 1984. This represents
an increase of over 70%since 1983.

The videotex software market, in terms of the
installed base of systems, remains dominated by
IBM, CAP-Gemini-Sogeti, ICL, Rediffusion and Aregon International, although the market shares of
these companies have changedsignificantly in the
last year.

Figure 3.3

Different networking arrangementsfor private
videotex systems

PSTN
Leased line
Concentrator

Private
Niiacton

system

Concentrator

PSTN

J
PSTN
Public.
videotex

system

Stéria 5%
Viewtext 5%
Others 17%

Aregon

International 8%

CAP-Gemini-Sogeti 11%
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ICL 10%
Rediffusion 10%

Total numberof installed systems in Western Europe = 1,240

Figure 3.5

Supplier market shares in Western Europe by
numbers ofprivate videotex systems shipped
in 1984
Others 11%

Telésystémes 3%
Viewtext 3%

Softplan 3%

IBM 35%

Vicorp 3%

Siemens 3%
Aregon 5%

CAP-Gemini-Sogeti 13%
OD = User.

Télésystemes 4%
Computer

ICL 21%

Total number of systems shipped in Western Europe = 582
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analyse the changesin the marketposition focusing
on the most important changes which have taken
place over the last year, and assessing the factors
which have affected suppliers market positions.

tThe growth in the German market and the move

dominance of the market. These three companies are

The trend towards the use of mainframe-based
videotex systems, another area of IBM strength.

had a 35% share of the shipments in 1984 compared
with a 15%share in 1983. IBM has been particularly
successful in France and Germanybut significantly
less successful in the UK. By contrast, ICL has been
especially successful in the UK. We estimate that
85% of the systems shipped by ICL in 1984 were

A comparison of shipment market sharesin 1984 and
1983 (published in our earlier report) showsthe vola-

Figures 3.4 and 3.5 illustrate the way in which IBM,
ICL and CAP-Gemini-Sogeti, are increasing their

increasing their market share of both the installed

base and of the numbers of systems shipped. IBM

installed in the UK.

An analysis of Figure 3.4 and a comparison of our
market share estimates for last year with thoseofthis
year s reveal that:

IBM nowhas, for the first time (and as weforecast last year) the largest share of the videotex
market in Europe in termsofinstalled base (as well
as shipments). Our estimate is that IBM has 18%
of the market by number ofinstalled systems (compared to 11% last year).

ICL s market share of the installed base has
increased from 6% in 1983 to 10% in 1984.

Rediffusion Computer's shareof the installed base
has fallen from 16% in 1983 to 10%in 1984*.
Unless Rediffusion can achieve a dramatic
increasein its share of 1985 shipments, its share
of the installed base will continue tofall.
The marketshares of the other major suppliers by
numbersof installed systems are: CAP-GeminiSogeti 11% (10%), Aregon 8% (9%) and Steria
5% (7%). (Figures in brackets are 1983 market
shares.)

CAP-Gemini-Sogeti, while only increasing its overall
European share of the installed base marginally,
has achievedits gain almost exclusively in France,
whereit has a dominant
around 35%
market share.

IBM s increased market share has resulted from a
number of factors:
The rapid growth of the French videotex market,
where IBM is well placed.
*It should be pointed out that Rediffusion achieved an early,

and very dramatic, dominantposition in the private videotex market, in the period 1980 to 1982. At one stage we
estimate that half the systemsinstalled in Europe were sup-

plied by Rediffusion. Given this early lead, it was almost

inevitable that Rediffusion would lose market share.
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from Prestel to CEPT display standards. As the

supplier of the system used for the public video-

tex service, Bildschirmtext, IBM wasparticularly
well placedto sell into the private videotex system

market.

tility of the private videotex system market: while IBM

and ICL have achieved impressive gains in market
share, and CAP-Gemini-Sogeti, Aregon International
and Softplan have broadly maintained their share,

other suppliers have lost market share. For example,
Telésystémes has fallen from an 11% shareto just

over 3%, while Rediffusion Computers share has
fallen from 11% to under 3%(included under others
in Figure 3.5).

Private videotex system developmentsin the

major countries

Very rapid market growth of private systemsis being

maintained in France and the rest of Europe , com-

pared with a relatively slower growth in the UK and
West Germany. By the end of 1985 we expect that
the number ofinstalled systemsin France will exceed

those in the UK.

United Kingdom

Thesize of the UK market by number ofinstalled systems, was around 375 in mid 1984 increasing to an
estimated 400 by the end ofthe year. Many established systems have been considerably enhanced and
some systems have been replaced completely.
Because of the growth in the other European countries only 32%of the systems installed in Europe are
in the UK in 1984 compared with over 40%in 1983.
The main effect of the declining relative importance
of the UK market has been to encourage UK manufacturers to market their products throughout Europe
(to, it must be said, varying degrees of success).

Figure 3.6 showsour estimates of suppliers market
shares in the UK by number ofinstalled systems. This

figure, and our analysis of this years survey return
s,

has producedthe following information on the UK

market:

ICLis nowthe leading supplier of videotex systems
in the UK, with a 23% share of the UK market by
number ofinstalled systems.

Rediffusion Computers has a 21% share of the
UK
market by numbersof installed systems, butits
share hasfallen over the last two years as a num-

ber of organisations have been replacing their
Rediffusion systems with larger computers.
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Figure 3.6

Private videotex system supplier market

shares in the UK by number of systems

installed at end 1984

Figure 3.7

VIDEOTEX PRODUCTS AND SUPPLIERS
Private videotex system supplier market
shares in France by numberof systems
installed at end 1984

Others 17%

Others 10%
ICL 23%

Radio
Rentals
Contracts 4%

CAP-Gemini-Sogeti 35%
Télésystémes 15%

DISC 4%

MGS 5%

Computer
Automation 5%

Rediffusion 21%

Viewtext 5%
IBM 7%

Stéria 19%

Aregon 9%

Aregon International still remains a major supplier
in the UK although other markets are becoming
increasingly important to the company. Aregon has
been particularly fast to recognise and exploit
opportunities in developing European markets
such as Spain andItaly, as well as the US, Aus-

tralia, South Africa and Japan.

IBM 21%

IBM, which has now developedspecific products
for the French market, has a 21% share by number of installed systems.

Stéria and Télésystémes have, respectively, a
19% and 15%share of the market by number of
installed systems.

IBM has a 7% market share in the UK by number
of installed systems. This share is well below its
share in Germany and France, largely becauseits
products are best suited to gateway and other
national networked systems. British Telecom s
gatewaypricing policy has been one factor contributing to IBM s relatively poor performancein

The wayin which videotex has developed in France
favours certain types of videotex products. Many system operators in France do notuse the type of private videotex system favoured in mostother parts of
Europe, but simply give access from videotex terminals to existing data processing systems and services. Thus, the types of products which are successful in France are those which:

The UK market remains particularly competitive. We
estimate that there are over 20 suppliers of private
videotex systems in the UK. It is clear that the market cannot support this number of suppliersprofitably.
It is therefore of particular importance that prospective system operators choosetheir system suppliers
with great care.

Allow access from videotex terminals using the
standards and networking protocols unique to

the UK.

France
The number of videotex systemsin Francehasrisen
rapidly over the past 12 months. We estimate that
there were 280 systemsinstalled in mid 1984, reach-

ing 350 by end 1984.

France.

Canbeeasily integrated with existing DP systems.

Provide value-added facilities (such as indexing,
messaging and keyword search) as optional

extras.

IBM and CAP-Gemini-Sogeti s products, primarily
mainframe-based systems supplied in a number of
modules, are particularly suited to this market.

Our estimates of the market shares of the videotex

We expect the domination of the French market by
a small number of suppliers to continue over the next
few years.

CAP-Gemini-Sogeti dominates the French market

West Germany
Weestimate that there were 170 systemsinstalled
in West Germany in mid 1984 reaching 200 by the
end of 1984. Our estimates for the private system

system suppliers by number of installed systems is

shownin Figure 3.7. This figure showsthat:

with an estimated 35% share by number of
installed systems.
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suppliers market shares in West Germany are shown
in Figure 3.8.
The West German market is dominated by IBM and
Siemens. IBM has been particularly successful in
West Germany, and now has a 44% share of the market. Siemens has a 25% share of the market by number of installed systems.

There are a number of reasons why IBM has been
so successful in West Germany:

It is responsible for developing the new CEPT public videotex service.

It has been an enthusiastic and energetic advocate of videotex since the early 1980s.

lIt has a particularly large share of the computer
market.
Manyof the early usersof the Bildschirmtexttrial
gateway service were IBM customers, so IBM has
had four years to learn how to marketin a videotex gateway environment.

Rest of Europe
Weestimate that around 290 systems wereinstalled
in countries outside of the UK, France and West Germany by the end of 1984. The number ofprivate systems wasincreasing especially fast in 1984 as more
PTTs announcedplansfor the future of videotex in

several countries. The private videotex systems market is more mature in Finland, Sweden and the

Netherlands than in most of the other smaller

countries.

Webelieve that, over the next few years, competition amongst suppliers of private systems in these
Figure 3.8

Private videotex system supplier market
shares in West Germany by numberof
systemsinstalled at end 1984
Own software
and others 7%
Aregon

International 6%
IDO 6%

IBM 44%

CAP-Gemini-Sogeti 6%.

internationally-successful products recruit agentsin

these countries. The smaller suppliers, especially

those with weakinternational marketinglinks, will find

it difficult to maintain their market shares.
VIDEOTEX TERMINALS

The past year has seen many changesin the video-

tex terminal supply industry. These changesapply to
the products themselves, the number of suppliers and
the nature of the market. Many of the changes are
related to the situations whichexist in particular countries. The following trends are, perhaps, of particular
importance:
The rapid increase in the number ofinstalled
Minitel terminals in France to 200,000in mid 1984,

and to an estimated 400,000 at the end of 1984.

This represents almost 80%of the total installed
base of videotex terminals in Europe.

Thegrowth in the number of suppliers producing
terminals that conform to the CEPT display standard: from nine in 1983, to 24 in 1984.

The rapid growth in the market for television set

adaptors and the growing number of suppliers of
microcomputer adaptors.

The suppliers
ticular:

offerings are also changing, in par-

Anincreasing number offacilities are now being

incorporated into terminals, thus complicating the
terminal selection process for users.

Thereis a growing interestin integrating videotex
terminals with other products such as microcomputers and videodiscs.

Photovideotex systems for displaying full-frame or
part-frame colour images have been developed.

Theywill be commercially available from mid 1985.

In conducting the research for this report, we
reviewed 95 Europeansuppliers and their products.
In this section we analyse the markets for videotex
terminals, the numbers of suppliers serving the market, and the evolving situation in different European

countries. Our review considers the overall position
in Europe, before focusing on the markets in the lar-

gest countries: those in France, the UK and Germany.

Danet 6%

Suppliers of videotex terminals

Siemens 25%

66

countries will increase sharply as more suppliers of

The suppliers and the products surveyed in
our
research are presented in Figure 3.9. While thelist
is not exhaustive, we estimate thatit contains some
90%of European suppliers and presents an accurate
picture of the range of productsavailable in Europe.
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VIDEOTEX PRODUCTS AND SUPPLIERS

Videotex terminal suppliers?

Videotex
standards

Typical
price!

Comments

Adaptorsfor
microcomputers

Prestel

$6,700

Based on Luxor Abc 80 micro

Adaptor for
IBM-PC

Prestel

Adaptor for
microcomputer

Prestel

Editing terminal

CEPT

Supplier
name

Primary
markets

Principal
products

Abc Data

Netherlands

Abc adaptors

AU System
Network A.B.

Sweden, Denmark | Aviterm

Applied Computer
Techniques

UK

Augur

Germany

Argus

Autophon A.G.

Switzerland

Dornier terminals

Agents for Dornier

Autronic

Switzerland

Mupid terminals

Agents for Mupid

ANS.

France

Devionics

Agents for Devionics

Ayr Viewdata

UK, USA.

Bang & Olufsen

Scandinavia,
Netherlands

Barcolndustries

Europe

ACTadaptors

Type

Distributed by Ericsson, Panasonic
and IBM-PC dealers
$190

disc

$25,500

terminals

Ayr adaptors

Adaptorsfor

televisions

Popular terminals in Denmark

Computer terminal | Prestel

with videotex

$1,300-$2,090

Teletype and 80-column display

$920-$1,020

The terminal comes complete with

capability

Baumann

Electronic

Germany

BT-UT10

User terminal with CEPT

BT-UT14

capability

BT-UT12
BT-VT10

BT-VT10C.

|

|UK

Bishopsgate
Terminals

UK, Europe, South BTL 14/16/20
|AVT
Africa, Australia,
USA

Blaupunkt

Germany

|

|
|
|

|

BOD

Datensysteme

BIM

CAP-Gemini-

Germany

ccs

France

Complex

Terminals

$1,565-$1,700

A briefcase terminalwith integrated

Adaptor for
microcomputers

Prestel

One-off $3,900.
Bulk sale $1,300

The adaptoris suitable for a range of
}|microcomputers

Range of business| Prestel
terminals, editing |CEPT
terminals

$920-$2,614

cassette drive and acoustic coupler

t
.
M
Supply a range of terminals, including
custom-built terminals with particular
features for specialised applications

DC 32

Editing terminal

CEPT.

$1,190

Asimple editing terminal, screens

User terminals

Footnotes see page 71
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CCS 7369

DevionicsVSGT

$680-$850

and keyboard costextra

CEPT

$5,100

Amodular editing workstation

Editing

CEPT

$11,900

Asophisticated editing workstation

[CEPT

$510-$680

The system is based on the Loewe

workstation
workstation

for
microcomputers

Editel

CEPT

Editing

Biltex-Btx software] Editing software

UK

Butler Cox & Partners Limited

|CEPT

$340-$510

France, West

Germany, USA

facility does not include DRCS

Portable terminal

CEPT

Belgium

Sogeti

high resolution screen. The editing

Adaptors

CIS 300

IVC Editor

|

capability

CI/CES 300

VC Editor

|

|

BEE 8040T

Bee Systems Ltd.

basic editing

Acomplete editing workstation,
including hardware, software and
furniture. The system also comes.
completewith a digitising camera

Prestel

Businessandresi- |Prestel
dential terminals

CVv33

The adaptor is designed for the
Apricot computer. Facilities include
automatic downloading of pages onto

Business and
residential user
terminals

Editing software

for

microcomputers

Decoder

Adaptorfor

microcomputers

basedon the Apple II microcomputer

BBTO14 andSirius | microcomputer.
Available in a range of

implementations

Prestel

Supplies ITT and Nokia terminals

Antiope

The software can be used with the
following: CDC 110, NCR

Prestel

Antiope
Prestel

Decisionmate5, Basis 108, Kontron,

$740

$785-$1 045

Munro 8820, Intertechnique 55

The adaptor can be used with the

following: DEC Rainbow,IBM PC,
Apple II, BBC Micro

Continued on next page
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Videotex terminal suppliers? (continued)

Supplier
name

Primary
markets

Richard Cumming

Principal
products

|UK

Type

MULTICOM

Videotex
standards

Adaptorfor

Typical
price

Prestel

$295-$360

C.W.Cameron

UK

Devionics and

Datakompass

Norway/Denmark |Tandata Adaptors

and Associates

UK and elsewhere Deccafax

Destel

France

Digitek Computer
Systems

Holland

Direction Générale] France

cations (DGT)

Minitel Couleur

EDT 800

Tandata Adaptors
Minitel

,
Business
terminals

Prestel

Decoder

Antiope

Antiope

Residential and

Antiope

$7.50permonth

business terminals

|CEPT

$2,040-$18,700

Easydata

UK (also sold in
France and
Belgium)

Elf

Portable
multifunction
terminal

Prestel

One-off $720

Prestel, CEPT

$1,010

Future Technology| UK

Viewcom

Wilhelm Geiger
GmbH

WGIl

Systems

[Germany

P16 range
PADXX range

P22 VA3
Grundig

Germany,

Hamilton Rentals

|UK

Switzerland

Hello Informatique| France

HIS

UK, Netherlands,
Austria, West
Germany, Sweden,
US, South Africa

IBM

Worldwide

Italtel Telematica

Portable business
terminal

|Antiope

Adaptorsfor

Prestel

microcomputers

Germany
Italy

BT2002

AppleTell

IBM PCWvideotex

Infotool
Omega 1000

$1,790
$195

(expected price)

Microcomputers
with inbuilt

|CEPT/Prestel

Business

Prestel

Adaptors for TV

$560-$615

Prestel

$220-$360

videotex capability

Granada TV Rental} UK

Infotesys

Adaptor for TV

terminals

receivers
Residential
terminals

One-off:
$1,870-$5,100
Bulk sale:

$1,310-$3,570

Prestel

$415

Microcomputers

|CEPT

$10,200

Adaptors for
microcomputers

Prestel

with inbuilt
videotex capability

Adaptorsfor

microcomputers

|Teletel

Public access
terminals

Prestel, Antiope

$325

Editing and

$2,380-$5,100

application

software

CEPT, Prestel

Business terminal |Prestel, Antiope

The DO912 seriesis a range of
editing terminals from the very simple
to the very sophisticated
A desktopterminal capable of
displaying 40 and 80 column
videotex, and other protocols

DRCSis available as an optional
feature

Aportable terminal with a 13cm
monochrome display
Announced September 1984,

operates on the Future Technology
Microcomputer

The computer supports both 40 and
80 column videotex as well as other
protocols

The system is based on the Grundig
microcomputer

$660

Videotex adaptors
for IBM-PC
Telidon, NAPLPS,

Prestel, CEPT

|DGTis the government department

responsible for the distribution of

Minitel terminals

Editing terminals/_
workstations

Valisé

Agents for Tandata

Agentsfor Tandata

DO912 series

400

Devionics

$730

Germany,
Switzerland

France

Agentsfor BarcoIndustries and

$1,010

Dornier

FIET

Prices include modem; suitable for

the following microcomputers: IBM
PC, Olivetti PC, ACT Sirius, ACT

Apricot and Osborne Keypro

Barco terminals

Decca

de Télécommuni-

microcomputers

Comments

Adaptorsconsistof interface boards

and software

Theterminal also has an ASCII
capability

Footnotes see page 71
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Videotex terminal suppliers? (continued)

Supplier
name

Primary
markets

Principal
products

{TCU

UK

ITCU adaptors

iT

Europe

ITT 3920

Kienzle Apparate
GmbH

|Germany

9008

Loewe Opta

Germany,

izeriang

Switzerl

DBT 01

BBT O14

BBT 1014
BBT 914
BBT 010

Lohja

Finland,

Luxor

Scandinavia,

Matra-Temat

|

Adaptor for BBC
microcomputer

Videotex
Standards

Typical
price!

Prestel

$235,

Public access

CEPT, Prestel

Multifunction
business terminal

CEPT

Simple editing

CEPT,

terminal

terminals
Simple editing
terminal
Simple editing
terminal

Distribution is restricted to ITEC
centres in UK

Public accessterminal with full
alphanumeric keyboard

The terminal is due for launch in
1985. It is capable of text and data
processing aswell as Teletex and

Bildschirmtext

Prestel
CEPT,
Prestel
CEPT,
Prestel

$2,310-82,790
$1,360

The terminal has a 10 flat colour
screen

$950

Adaptors and

Prestel

$650-$900

Runs on Luxor ABC 80 micro

Range of
integrated
telephone/

Antiope

$505-$1,410

The TTEA 31 Ois the standard Minitel
terminal

editing software
for
microcomputers

TTEA 315
TTEA 620
TTEA 820

Comments

_|Prestel

business terminals

Netherlands, West
Germany
France

Type

Residentialand

Scandinavia

TTEA 310
|

VIDEOTEX PRODUCTS AND SUPPLIERS

videotex terminal
products

mbp

Germany

mbp-Btx software

Software for
microcomputers

CEPT, Prestel,
|Antiope

Méta Videotex

France

Station Locale,
Videotex, ( Visitel
software)

Adaptorfor
microcomputer

Antiope

$535

Metrotel

UK, Europe and
elsewhere

Metrotel IPT (also
agents for
Videotex Systems
Inc.)

Intelligent editing
system

|Prestel(CEPT
in 1985)

$6,400

The system includesa local videotex
database and database management
software. Based on Torch or Apricot
microcomputers.

Micronet

UK

Micronetadaptors Adaptorsfor
microcomputers

Prestel

$140-$240

Supply a range of adaptorsfor home
and business microcomputers

Mupid Computer
Gesellschaft mbH

|West Germany,
Austria, Switzer-

Mupid 320

|Prestel,
alphageometric

$735-$1300

The terminals have a wide range of
facilities for manipulating text and

|

land, Italy, Sweden, | Mupid C2D

SouthAfrica
NCR

Nixdorf

Switzerland,

DecisionmateV

Germany,

88ED

Germany, Netherlands, Belgium
Switzerland

BTO1
886X

8870 Btx
Nokia

Finland, Sweden,
Belgium, Norway,

Northern Telecom

UK, Europe,

Displayphone

Europe

Deviotex

N.V. Devionics

UK,Austria

North America

Footnotes see page 71
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Microcomputers
with inbuilt

videotex capability |CEPT,

alphageometric

Microcomputer

with inbuilt
videotex capability
Editing

workstation

Prestel, CEPT

$2,590-$3,660

Basedon Nixdorf PC

CEPT

Displayphonewith CEPT
videotex capability
Videotex editing

software

|CEPT

Businessterminals| Prestel,
alphageometric

imagesandfor frame creation

Videotex editing software for use on

Nixdorf s standard office workstations

$1,500-$3,000

Integrated

Prestel

$2,120

A multifunction terminal capable of

Adaptorfor
microcomputer

Prestel, Antiope

$1,325

Suitable for IBM and ICL PCs

business terminal
with videotex
capability

operating on a rangeof protocols
including 3270, VT100 and PSS

Continued on next page
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Videotex terminal suppliers (continued)

Supplier

name

Olivetti

Owl Micro-

communications

Primary

markets

Italy, Germany
UK, Scandinavia,

|USA

Principal

products

|OWL EDITEL
OWLTEL

Philips Business

Systems

Prestel

$5,230

Adaptor for

Prestel

$710

Business, user or

Prestel

$1,130

Prestel, CEPT

microcomputer

HCS110
HCS 400

Business
terminal

P2000T
P3500

Adaptorsfor
microcomputers

Patric Videotex

Eire

PlesseyOffice

UK

Prism
Microproducts

UK

Radio Rentals
Contracts

UK

RadiotechniqueTRT

France

Rafi (Eurokey)

Germany,

Rediffusion
Computers

Sophisticated

editing terminal

Europe

Switzerland

UK

2730

Plesseyterminals,

CEPT

Prestel

Agents for Tandata and Plessey

Prism Viewdata
andcommunications system

Adaptorsfor
|microcomputers

Prestel

$160-$340

0943/4
6144

Dumbterminal
Domestic terminal

Prestel
|Prestel

$720
$970

6154

Business terminal

|Prestel (CEPT

$980

Sematel 75XX
series

Range ofbusiness |Antiope/Prestel
and domestic

$400-$885

TRTare now oneof the major
suppliers of videotex terminals in

C14

Editing terminal

Screen: $1,430-

Can support both 40 and 80 column

Sematel 4030

under
development)

terminals

CEPT,Prestel

Teleputer 3

SEL

Germany

1420 PK

Microcomputer
with videotex
capability inbuilt

T3220
T3210 Bitel

T3310

Skala Television
(3 suppliers)

Belgium,
Netherlands, Spain

Salora OY

Finland, Denmark, |Salora VTX 2000

$4,700

$750

Business user
terminal

$945
$750

Prestel

Editing terminal

Prestel (CEPT
future option)

Editing station

Prestel, CEPT

$780-$1,460

Public terminal

Prestel, CEPT

$3,400

Business terminal
Displayphone

Editing terminal

Prestel, CEPT

|CEPT
Prestel, CEPT

Prestel, CEPT,

alphageometric

The 6154 terminal has a numberof
specialfacilities including 28k RAM for

application programming, and an autoanswer modem.

France

|
Can support a range of
communication protocols: ASCII,
3270, CO3, VT109, as well as 40 and

80 column videotex

i
|

$1,330
$910

Agents for Mupid

|

Rental only. Thorn EMI subsidiary

I

70

|

$2,275

Prestel

$75 a month

User terminal

Prestel, CEPT

$740-$1,145

Germany
Footnotes see page 71

|

$440

Business and
residential

terminals

Radio Rentals Contracts are agents
for Sony and Philips as well as
marketing their own products

$150-$220

Decoder for editing CEPT, Prestel

terminal

Adaptor
Mupid terminals

Prestel

Adaptors are supplied for the following
microcomputers: IBM PC, Apricot,
Sirius and AppleII

$2,040 (depending display format
on resolution)
Keyboard:

1402 PK
1403 PK

Sweden, West

Facilities include on line editing and

television reception

$800

Netherlands

UK,Italy, Norway,

frameson disc

Adaptor for Apple microcomputers

Prestel

Schoonderbeck
Elektro B.V.

Germany

Editing facilities include word

Processing and storing 200-4,500

Displayphone

DC2000

Italy

Editing terminal

e

M20 PC and includesa high resolution
colour monitor

Vutel

Germany

Siemens

editing terminal

Comments

Theterminalis based onthe Olivetti

Tandata adaptors

SABA

Seleco

Typical

price

|Prestel, CEPT

3607(BIT 2)

Holland

Videotex

Standards

Business terminal

UK and Italy

Germany

Systems

Type

Continued on next page
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Videotex terminal suppliers (conclusion)

Supplier

Primary

Sony

UK, West Germany KTX 9000

name

markets

Principal

Videotex

Typical

products

Type

standards

price!

KTX 1400

VDX 100

Businessterminal

Adaptor for RGB

|Prestel

$860

communications

UK, USA and

elsewhere

Displayphone

Integrated business

|Prestel

$1,630

Tandata

UK, Europe and
elsewhere

Td 1100, 1404,
1616

Tele-Control

Austria

Tele-Datasoft

Tele-Datasoft

Germany(Finland,
Austria)

BTX-micro software

sTCTele-

Telefunken

Germany

Telefusion

UK

Td 2616

adaptors

FZ 650

Distributor for Sony,
Decca, Tandata, ITT,

Businessterminal

monitor

terminalincluding
videotexfacility

|Prestel

|Prestel

Adaptors/terminals| Prestel
residential/ousiness _|(CEPT-mid '85)

Business terminal

Adaptorfor
microcomputer

Decoder

Prestel

Prestel, CEPT

$629-$1,020

Thomson Tele-

France

Torch Computers

UK

Vector Marketing

UK

Video Electronics

UK

Videotex Systems
Inc.

|USA, agentsin UK,
Europe

|PC-Prestel

Software package
for IBM-PCs

Prestel

Visionhire

UK

Agents for Philips,
Decca, Sony and
others

_|Rangeofresidential
and business
terminals (see
manufacturers)

|Prestel

communications

Tele-Datasoft
adaptors

$370-$785

VDT 3V 107

User terminal

Antiope

$1,345

Editing software for the 107 modelis

Torchtel

Adaptorfor
microcomputer

Prestel
$150

Adaptorfor BBC microcomputers

$200

The software package together with the
microcomputer could be used as a small
stand-alone system.

Adaptor for

microcomputer

Europe

Zycor

UK, Europe and
elsewhere

Prestel

Alcatel are the main suppliersof videotex
terminals in France

available at $220

Camerainput device| Prestel

$400

Editing workstation

|CEPT

$10,200

Microcomputer
with inbuilt videotex
capability

Prestel

$3,140

Wordprocessors

Prestel

$390 for

Adaptorfor
microcomputer

Antiope

Prestel

$2,500-$3,500

Adaptorsfor TVs,
microcomputers,

Prestel

$350-$1,250

PC 100 adaptor

for HP150 and DEC

Astra 2001
Wordplex personal
computer

Xtel

Teledek series

See relevant manufacturers for details

|Prestel

HP 300 adaptor DEC] Videotex emulators

80 series

Xyllyx

Agents for Dornier

Antiope

UK

France

Adaptor for DEC microcomputers

Alcatel VB250series Rangeof user
terminals, many of
the Minitel type

WegnerTechnologie Germany

Xcom

monitor ($653)

Agents for Tele-Datasoft

Dornier terminals

TT TechnologyInc. Europe

Wordplex

Designedfor use with the Sony Profeel

See appropriate suppliers for details

Philips and others

Switzerland

colour screen

Agentsfor Tele-Datasoft

CEPT

Téléphonie SA

Compactbusinessterminal with 9"

One-off: $490

Bulk sale: $360

Finland

France

$460

(CEPT-mid '85)

Tele-Hansa

Telic-Alcatel

$1,110

Comments

PC100

microcomputers

with videotex
capability

Public access
terminals

portable terminals

$300

Theproduct is sold as a package

including a diskette, modem and user

manual

Peripherals available include a digitising

camera

software

1 st August 1984, as published by
Notes: *Allprices are quoted in US dollars. These prices have been converted from European currenciesaccordingto the rates on

The Financial Times in London.
we
2Thereis a small number of further suppliers of terminals which wehavenotincludedprincipally because of their low profile in Western Europe. However,
estimatethat the table contains some 90%of the European suppliers in mid-1 984.
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An analysis of Figure 3.9 showsthat:
The UK still has the largest number of suppliers
of videotex terminal equipment with an estimated
32% of European suppliers by number.

The number of suppliers in Germany has
increased: Germany now hasan estimated 21%

of the total number of European suppliers.

The French marketis still dominated bya relatively
small number of suppliers, despite the very large
numbersof terminals being sold.
Figure 3.10 shows a breakdownof the number ofterminal suppliers according to the display standard of
their products. In our last videotex report produced
12 months ago*, weidentified nine suppliers who
were planning to introduce CEPT-based products.
This year, we have identified 28 suppliers offering
CEPTterminals (although a number of these werestill
awaiting either components, such as the Mullard/
Valvo EUROM chip, or PTT approval, or both).
Figure 3.10

Analysis of European videotex terminal
suppliers by the display standards of their
products

Display
standards

Prestel
Antiope
CEPT
NAPLPS

Numberof
suppliers

67
16
35
1

Percentage of
total number
of suppliers

1%
17%
37%
1%

Note: Suppliers offering products with more than one display standard are
included more than once. Manufacturers who plan to offer CEPT
terminals but have not yet commercially launched their products have

been included under CEPT.

Philips remains the major supplier of videotex terminals in Europe outside France with 16% of this

market. If the sales of TRT in Franceare taken into
account(TRTis a Philips subsidiary), Philips holds
14%of the total European market.

Philips subsidiaries or companiesassociated with
Philips continue to dominate in particular markets
outside France. In mid 1984, Loewe had 90%of
the German CEPT market by volume although this
share was somewhatartificial as other suppliers
products were awaiting approval for connection by

the German PTT. Mullard and Valvo, which are

owned byPhilips, supply the majority of decoders

for Prestel and CEPT terminals.

ITT andits national subsidiaries holds 3% of the
European market.

Sony, whose videotex products are manufactured
in the UK, have a 3% share of the market.

Tandata Marketing now holds 5%of the total European market by volume. Tandata, which markets
videotex adaptors/controllers, is particularly important in the UK with a 20% share by volume. More-

over, Tandata has increasedits share of the European television set adaptor market to over 50%

in 1984.

87suppliers (those included under other in Figure

3.11) are fighting for the remaining 12% of the

market. This represents some 62,500 terminals in
1984, an average of just over 600 terminals per
supplier. Most of these will have been supplied by
the more important suppliers such as Nokia,
Rediffusion, Siemens, Solara and Thorn-EMI. However, many of the suppliers in the other category
are specialised (for example, some supply only
editing terminals).

Figure 3.11

Supplier market shares

Terminal manufacturers market shares by
numberofterminals installed in Europeat
end 1984

Figure 3.11 showsour estimate of the market shares
of the major videotex terminal suppliers. Our estimates indicate the following:
Telic Alcatel remains the major supplier of French
Minitel terminals and holds a European market
share by volume of 55%, somewhat morethanlast
year when it was 50%.

The two other major suppliers of Minitel terminals,
TRT and Matra, who were awarded PTT contracts
in 1984, each hold 10%of the total European market by volume.

*"Private videotex systems
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Others 12%
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Over the next four years we expect that:

Telic Alcatel s share of the market will decrease

as moreof the terminals manufactured by TRT and
Matra for the French PTT comeonto the market.
Although the three major French suppliers also
manufacture Prestel-standard and ASCII terminals,
and are starting to market them more aggressively
outside France, sales of these products will be
overshadowedby shipments of Antiope-standard
terminals in France.

Philips, which is developing a number of new
products for the German, UK and Netherlands
marketsin particular, will continue to maintain its
overall market position in Europe, though its share
is likely to decline in some countries.

Theother major manufacturers of integrated business terminals will find it increasingly difficult to
maintain their share of the market, as a result of
growing competition from manufacturers producing adaptors for television sets and microcomputers.

Figure 3.12 shows our assessment of the European
market for terminals categorised by terminal type in
terms of the installed base for 1984. As weanticipated last year, the share of the market of the French
Minitel terminals has increased substantially from
55% at the end of 1983, to 75% by the end of 1984.
Of the remaining terminals, we estimate that 13%
of the total are integrated business terminals, 6%are
external TV set adaptors, 4%are adapted microcomputers, 1.5% are residential terminals and 0.5%are
editing terminals.
This represents a reduction in overall market share
for all types of terminal except Minitel terminals; a
Figure 3.12

European terminal market share by type of
terminal (volume) at end 1984

Adapted
microcomputers,

20,000 units, 4%

TV set adaptors,

32,000units, 6%

Integrated

Residential
terminals,
8,000 units, 1% %
Editing terminals,
3,000 units, %%

business
terminals,
66,000 units, 13%

French Minitel
terminals,
approximately
390,000 units, 75%
Total number ofinstalled terminals = 520,000
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reduction due almost entirely to the growth of the
Minitel terminal population in France. It is interesting to note that the modest growth in market share
that we anticipated last year for microcomputer adaptors has not materialised yet. Their success in 1983
was largely accounted for by the rapid penetration
of Prestel s Micronet telesoftware service into the UK
residential market. This early success has not been
maintained in 1984, mainly becauseof the difficulty
experiencedin selling adaptors to users of very lowcost home computers, such as the Sinclair Spectrum.
It has proved much harder to persuade buyers of
these $120 devices to spend a similar sum for a
videotex adaptor, than it wasto sell to owners of such
computers as the BBC Acorn that cost around $400$500. Prism, the main UK supplier of microcomputer
adaptors hasstarted to diversify its marketing into
the business and non-UK sectors, and to reduceits
dependence on Micronet.
Country-by-country review

Differences in PTT policies and the needs of the markets have resulted in different types of products being
marketedin different European countries. In this section, we briefly analyse the state of the marketin the
major European countries.

France

1984 has seen the Minitel distribution programmeof
the French PTT achieve volume shipments. By October 1984, the installed population of Minitels was
330,000 (more than the total European terminal population in July), with 80,000 of these units being rented
by businesses for $7.50 a month. The rate of installation was then running at 25,000 to 35,000 units a
month, more than four times the rate ofinstallation
of all other videotex terminals in Europe.

Virtually all of these terminals are monochrome, but

there are signs that some business users are beginning to demandcolour displays. Some manufacturers
are offering terminals of the Minitel type but with
enhancedfacilities, and adaptors have been developed to allow a wide range of popular microcomputersto interface to Minitel terminals. These terminals do not form part of the Minitel distribution
programme, and are purchaseddirect from the manufacturer, rather than being rented from the PTT.
The PTT has, over the past year, granted terminal
supply contracts to manufacturers other than Telic
Alcatel particularly to Matra and TRT. We expectthis
purchasing pattern by the PTT to continue, both to
avoid excessive dependence on Telic Alcatel, and to
develop a competitive, high volume supplier indus-

try. We therefore expect that Matra and TRT will

increase their share of the market at the expenseof
Telic Alcatel. Many different types of terminalwill also
becomeavailable from suppliers not directly involved
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in the Minitel programmeto satisfy the market's need
for enhancedfacilities. We believe, however, that this
will remain a small share for the foreseeable future.

It should be noted that the PTT s targetis to install

three million Minitel terminals by the end of 1986. It
installed nearly 300,000 in 1984, and has to ship a
further 2.6 million over the next two years to achieve
its target. To achievethis will not be easy. It will need
to increaseits installation rate from 25,000 a month
to an average of around 110,000 a month over the
next two years. This can only be achieved gradually,
Soitis likely that, towards the end of 1986, manufacturing output may be as high as 300,000 units a month
if the target is to be met. This will present the PTT
with major logistics and policy problems. To market
andinstall terminals at this rate will represent a major
(if not unprecedented) task. And the DGT will need
to consider what to do after 1986. If it takes steps
(such as charging for terminals) to reduce its rate of
investment this is likely to reduce demand, andthis
will cause serious problems for suppliers (and political problemsfor the PTT). Webelieve it is likely, therefore, that the PTT will deliberately seek to undershoot
its 1986 target, thatit will continue the Minitel distribution programme well beyond 1986, and that French
suppliers will seek to penetrate markets outside
France over the next two years. Given the large production volumes required to satisfy the PTT s needs,
Telic Alcatel, Matra and TRT will have a significant
competitive advantage over other European suppliers.
United Kingdom
Although the UK ranks second to France in terms of
the number ofinstalled videotex terminals, it remains
the best served in termsof the number of suppliers
and types of products.

Philips and Sony are the major manufacturers serving the business market and our research indicates
that Sony may be increasing its market share at
Philips expense. It has a wider product range, and
Philips new business terminal, designed in the
Netherlands, may not fully reflect the needs of the
UK market.

Weestimate that the numbers of adaptors being sold

for both TV sets and microcomputersis increasing.
These adaptors dominate the residential market, and
are increasing their share of the UK business market. They will be of growing importance during the

second half of the 1980s.

Weenvisage no major changesin the UK market for
videotex terminals in the next year, apart from evolutionary product enhancements, mainly involving the
addition of greater intelligence in devices. The steady
trend towardsan increasing useof adaptors is, however, likely to continue, with greater emphasis being
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placed on adaptors for popular business microcom-

puters, such as the IBM PC, ACT s Apricot andSirius,

and Apple Ils.

Germany
The German videotex terminal industry is growing,
both in terms of numbers of suppliers and the numbers of CEPT-basedterminals, despite the difficulties
resulting from the continuing delays in the operation
of the new Bildschirmtext service. The suppliers are
faced with other problems: the slow production of
chip sets for CEPT decoders, and the lack of experience of how the CEPT standard mayaffect user reactions and needs.

Loewe, is the major videotex terminal supplier in Germany, followed by Blaupunkt, Grundig and Telefunken. As part of its takeover of the Grundig group,
Philips wasobliged, for legal reasons, to sell its holding in Loewe, and Grundig is likely to introduce a
range of terminals that compete with Loewe s
products.
Manysuppliers, aware that CEPT frames are more
difficult to prepare and edit than Prestel or Teletel
frames and that there is a needto build up a large

CEPT database before the mass market for terminals

will emerge, are producing sophisticated (and expen-

sive) editing workstations. Some of these workstations

include digitising cameras and graphicstablets to aid
the production of complex graphics. It remains to be
seen whether information providers will find these
workstations necessary. We expect that the CEPT
standard, and the added complexity of creating
graphics, will accelerate users growing awareness
that text is more important than expensively produced
graphics. A further effect of the more complex CEPT
display standardis the use of high resolution screens
in many of the CEPT terminals, thus further increasing costs.

Another early market opportunitylies in the conver-

sion of the Prestel-standard terminals used for the

Bildschirmtext trial to the CEPT standard. This is
largely being funded by a programme of subsidies by
the Bundespost.

Despite the problemsinherent in the conversion from
the Prestel to the CEPT standard, the Bundespost
remains confident that there will be a rapid growth
in the number of terminals connected to the system.
Our research amongstsuppliers would indicate that
this optimism is, however, not necessarily shared by
all of them. The developmentof the German market
over the next few years will be watched closely by
terminal suppliers, both in Germany, and in other
countries planning to use the CEPT standardin future.
The success of CEPTin Germanyis critical to their

plans. Only when German suppliers can achieve

production volumes of around 100,000 units a year
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will CEPT terminal prices begin to fall to the levels

already achieved for Prestel-standard devices.

Suppliers offerings and the technologyof videotex terminals

In this section we highlight some of our main conclusions on terminal developments and market issues

that relate to different types of terminals. The types
reviewed are:

Adaptors for television sets.

Residential terminals.

Integrated business terminals.

Editing terminals and editing software for micro-

computers.

Adaptors for microcomputers.

Multistandard terminals.

Other types of terminals.

The section closes with a brief review of the growing
interest in enhancing interactive videodisc systems
to support videotex display and communication standards.
Adaptors for television sets
Webelieve that the market for television set adaptors for both domestic and business use will grow
over the next two years. This increase in the use of

adaptors has been, and will continue to be, dependent on improvements in the technology. We have
already seen, in 1984, the production of adaptors with

full alphanumeric keyboards and with infra-red remote

control. The infra-red remote control facility, a feature of many of the early residential videotex terminals, which has also been used by IBM for its
PCjunior, improves the ergonomicsof terminals con-

nected to the master TV set in homes, and reduces

the terminal footprint

on the business executive's

desk. Adaptor developments may be important in

another respect. They may pave the wayfor the convergence of videotex adaptors and portable com-

puters. The addition of a liquid crystal display window,

batteries, and a microcomputer to these adaptors
would produce a newand potentially important generation of devices. And portable microcomputer suppliers are starting to add videotex interfaces to their
devices. These products would appeal to one particularly important user sector for both videotex terminals and portable computers: salesmen working out

of their homes.

Residential terminals
The future sales of integrated residential terminals

remains uncertain and will, to a large extent, be
dependent on whether or not the adaptor manufacturers can produce low-cost, small and reliable tele-
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vision adaptors. Another factor affecting the future
of the integrated residential terminal will be the sales
of teletext receivers. The new generation ofteletext
integrated circuits are microprocessor based and are,

therefore, more flexible than the previous generation.
Wereview these factors below.

The advantages of videotex television adaptors are
that they can be used in both business and home
environments, they require less storage space and
they have a longer marketlife than TV sets which
require regular styling changes to appeal to fashion

and status-conscious consumers. This has obvious

appeal for TV retailers and home computer retailers.
They also lend themselves to mail-order marketing
techniques. Integrated residential videotex terminals
have noneof these advantages, and as long as the
residential videotex market remains a small one, it
is unlikely that the inherent cost advantagesof builtin videotex facilities can be realised. As has been
demonstrated in the past, the developmentofintegrated residential videotex terminals represents a
major investment and high risk venture for TV set
manufacturers.
The development of more sophisticated teletext systems represents both a threat and an opportunity. The
threat arises from the fact that these systems will significantly improve the quality and scope for broadcast teletext services, thereby allowing teletext to
compete moreeffectively with videotex. On the other
hand, the incorporation of increased microprocessor
capability into teletext sets reduces the costof adding
a videotex capability.
It is still unclear what impact these two factorswill
have on the marketfor integrated residential videotex terminals. This is likely to become clear in West
Germanyover the next two years. The Bundespost
and Germanterminal suppliers are relying ona rapid
emergence of a residential videotex market and are
building terminals designed to respondto this need.
Integrated business terminals
A number of improvements are being made to business terminals to meet the needs of increasingly
sophisticated users. These improvements include the
provision of more sophisticated autodiallers, and
increased local storage and processing capability.
In France, many Miniteltype terminals are being
produced with multiple-number autodiallers; an
improvementon the first generation of sets. In the
UK,terminals such as the Philips 3607 have the capa-

bility of storing up to 12 telephone numbers in
memory.This is of particular value in the travel-trade
where manytravel principals and tour operators run
their own private videotex systems, and travel agents
need rapid access to many of them.

(5
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tex applications.

One example is the Thorn-EMI 6154 terminal which
includes 28K bytes of RAM memory and an auto-

answer modem. The terminal can be used to run

short programs and store data as well as to store
videotex frames. It also allows the terminal to receive
information from a computer or other users at any
time andis particularly useful for messaging. It is also

useful as a data-entry devicein retail outlets. A day's

sales information can be entered and stored on the
terminal for overnight access via a telephone call
from a computer at the retailer's head office.

Terminals with a processing capability can also be
used in other industries, for example insurance
brokers. Currentpolicy rates can be downloaded into
the terminal s memory from a remote videotex system. These rates can then be used, together with an
application program, to calculate policy details for
clients.

Webelieve that the incorporation of increased processing and storage capability is the single most
important innovation for suppliers of business videotex terminals. Suppliers thatfail to incorporate these
facilities into their future products will face severe
competition, both from terminal suppliers that do and
from videotex-adapted microcomputers. Andif, as we
expect, the manufacturers of Minitel terminals start
to market their products aggressively outside France,
then any cost savings resulting from not incorporating enhancedfacilities will be far outweighed by the
volume-manufacturing economies achievable by the
Minitel terminal manufacturers.
Editing terminals and editing software for
microcomputers
In most cases wherefiles are large or data needsfrequentupdating, it is preferable to generate a videotex database automatically, either by reformatting
existing computer files, or by using software to provide a pass-through facility to software andfiles resident on another computer. Furthermore, whenever
any significant amount of manual editing is required
then intelligent editing terminals will be required for
the reasons given below:
Efficient manual editing requires word processing
facilities.

A large local storage capacity is required to
minimise the frequency of connection to the data-

base computer.
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suming.

Severaltypesofintelligent editing terminal equipment
are nowavailable. In the UK, Owl and Metrotel provide microcomputer-based editing systems which
operate on Apple and Torch computers respectively.
In Germany, systems are available from, among
others, Dornier, BOD Daten-Systeme and Blaupunkt.
In France, CAP-Gemini-Sogeti and others supply editing software for a range of microcomputers. Figure

3.13 lists some of the microcomputers for which edit-

ing software and adaptors are available.

Asthese editing packages have become more sophisticated, and have enabled the user to store many
more pages of information, they have tended to
evolve into small, microcomputer-basedprivate videotex systems. It is, therefore, becoming increasingly
difficult (and perhaps meaningless) to distinguish
between sophisticated editing systems and microcomputer-based private videotex systems.

The market for editing terminals has remained strong

in Europeover the past twelve months. It is, however,
small and accounts for less than one percentof the
total terminal market. The markets strength results

from the fact that videotex is still in that phaseof its

development where there is a need to create the
databases and services to support a mass user market. This is particularly true in France, West Germany

and Scandinavia. We do, however, detect a marked
Figure 3.13

Microcomputers supporting videotex adaptors
and editing software
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shift in the market away from basic editing terminals
with limited storage capability (typically only a few

frames), towardsthe use of standard microcomputers
with special editing software.

Adaptors for microcomputers
Someof the adaptors for microcomputers now available include software, special adaptor boards for
microcomputers and modems, while others consist
only of software and users are required to purchase
modems from a different supplier. Care should be
taken when selecting microcomputer adaptors. Some
microcomputers are difficult to adapt, and many
products do not give the user full accessto all the
normal videotex functions. For example, some
Prestel-standard adaptorsfor the IBM PC donotdisplay double-height text or a full range of colours.
Despite these cautionary observations, and the fact

that the marketfor videotex-adapted microcomputers

has grownless rapidly in 1984 than we had anticipated, we remain convincedthat this remains a major
growth market, and onethat will come to dominate
the videotex business terminal market (and perhaps
the residential market as well) during the second half
of the 1980s and beyond. With the continuing rapid
fall in the cost of microcomputers, more supplierswill

be including modems in their products to maintain

their value-added content, and more users will wish
to access remote databases from their microcomputers. And in most European countries, the PTTs
have already, or are likely to, adopt videotex modempricing policies that favour videotex as a communication protocol.

Multistandard terminals

Multistandard videotex terminals are still relatively
expensive and are provided by only a few manufacturers. For example, Barco provides a product which
candisplay both Prestel and Teletel frames, and most

of Loewe s range of CEPT terminals have a CEPT/
Prestel switch so that the user can access either type
of system.

It is likely that multistandard terminals will become
more widely available. This increased availability is
the result of a number of factors:

The EUROM CEPT chip can operate as both a
CEPT and Prestel decoder.

PTTsare giving a low priority to the development
of network gateways that can perform videotex
protocol conversion.

No private videotex systems (as far as we are
aware) can allow a databasecreated for one videotex standard to be accessed from a terminal of
another standard without some loss of information
or graphics.
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Thereis a small but growing demand from users
wishing to access videotex systems in different
European countries.

The use of adapted microcomputers as videotex
terminals greatly reduces the cost of providing a
multistandard capability.

Finally, it is likely that an increasing number of videotex terminals, particularly adapted microcomputers
and integrated business terminals, will be able to support non-videotex communication protocols, particularly ASCII and IBM s 3270 protocols.
Other types of terminals
In this section we briefly review public-access videotex terminals, displayphones(telephoneswith a builtin keyboard and screen) supporting videotex protocols, and photovideotex terminals.
Noneof these types of terminal has proved popular
in Europe to date, though it is likely that they will
become more widely used as the available products
and the market matures.
Public-access terminals, which may be either coinoperated or free, are designed to be located in public places, such ashotels, airports, stations, libraries
and shopping malls. A small number have been
installed in Europe and have usually proved acceptable to users. They also perform a useful function in
increasing awarenessof videotex and in generating
high database accesses from relatively small investmentin terminals. Evidence from North America corroborates the experience in Europe. In our view, PTTs
and service providers should not ignore the potential opportunities from using public-accessterminals
as a part of their overall marketing plans.
The displayphone market has been slowto take off,
both in Europe and the US. It is essentially a business market and displayphones are usually more
expensive than a separate telephone and low-costterminal. Another factor is the popularity of business
microcomputers that can offer more useful facilities
to users than displayphones. They do, however, have
a smaller footprint than alternatives, and may also
appeal to the status-conscious executive. Videotex
displayphonesare available from a number of suppliers, including Northern Telecom, Plessey, STC, Siemensand Alcatel, and their popularity will undoubtedly increase as more advanceddigital PABXs are
installed (some have so manyfeaturesthat a display
screen is needed to help users exploit them effectively), and as more senior managers become users
of videotex.
Prototype photovideotex terminals have been available in the UK and elsewheresince the early 1980s.
They have, however, failed to attract real market
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interest largely becauseof their high cost and slow

picture build-up rates. Both of these objectionswill

be overcome during the late 1980s and 1990s as the
price of memory chips falls
it has historically
halved every four years
and as telephone networks
are digitised, thereby permitting a 50-fold increase in
data-transmission speeds over the telephone net-

work.

During 1985, British Telecom will launch Europe s first
commercial photovideotex service, using a terminal
based on the IBM PC and communicating over its
ISDN (public digital network) service. But both terminal and communication costswill be high
and for the typical user will probably be only slightly under
$10,000 a year per terminalinstalled. Early applications are expected to beeither very specialised or
experimental.

Interactive videodisc and videotex

videotex market (30%for public PTT bureaux and
8% for independent bureaux).
Videotex bureau services are provided in many countries by both the PTTs (generally called public videotex services) and independentprivate commercial
organisations, usually, but not exclusively, the larger
timesharing bureaux.
In the late 1970s and early 1980sit was appropriate

to distinguish between the PTT-run bureaux and net-

worksand the services offered by independentorganisations. The PTT-run services were then of such overwhelming dominance (and in some countriesstill are)
that they required to be treated independently in any
analysis of the European videotex market. This situation is changing. The dominationof the videotex market by the public services has begun to weaken in
most countries. While no single independent videotex service has yet grownto belarger than the pub-

While it is beyond the scopeofthis report to examine
this combination of technologies in any depth*, there
iS a growing interestin interactive videodisc technology, and videotex is frequently adopted as the display and communications standard for the text and
data that is used in conjunction with the pictures
stored on the videodisc player. A number oftrial applicationsin the hotel, holiday, mail order, educational,
retail and automobile industries have already been
implemented, and the early results look very promising. We believe that the convergence of videodisc,
microcomputing and videotex technology is one that
will be of major significance to a wide range of industries, primarily in a marketing environment, and that
the marketfor interactive videodisc systems will grow
rapidly over the next five years.

selection.

VIDEOTEX BUREAU SERVICES

The numberof videotex bureaux in Europe

Videotex bureaux are a relatively small but very
important part of the European videotex industry. In
total, they accounted for only around 16%oftotal
spending on videotex products and services in
Europe, compared to about 56% for terminals and
28%for private videotex system hardware andsoftware. Thisrelatively small share of the market understates their real importance:
Bureaux provide a relatively low-cost and
minimum-risk path into the videotex industry for
small organisations, or organisations with little or
no experience or videotex.
In future, as the videotex industry grows and

matures, spending on bureau services will

*It is however reviewed in greater detail in Butler Cox's
report Information Technology:Its Impact on Marketing
andSelling . It also forms a part of the ESCOcasehistory

in this report.
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increase. By 1988, we estimate that spending on

bureaux will account for 38% of the European

lic services in the countries in which they operate,
the combined size and marketing effort of the many

bureau services that operate in Europe means that
they now representa significant force in the market.
They can and do competeeffectively with the public
PTT-run services in a number of countries.

In this section, we analyse the videotex bureaux on
offer in Europe. Weinclude in our review both public and independent services, the typesof services
on offer, and list some of the more important bureaux.
Finally we provide some insight and guidance for
potential users of these services, to assist in their

Therehas been an increase in the number of independent videotex bureaux over the past 12 months. In
this year s survey, we have identified 87 videotex
bureaux as compared with 65 in 1983 and weestimate that there are a further 40 in existence, mainly
in France. These bureaux are listed in Figure 3.14.
In addition to these there are 13 public PTT-run videotex systems in Europe. Mostof the public systems,
which are listed in Figure 3.15 offer a full range of
bureau services.

Public PTT bureaux

The European PTTs have chosen to implement their
videotexservicesin three different ways. Theseare:

Centralised systems, with information held on, and
servicesoffered from, powerful central computers.
Examples include Viditel and Videotel in the

Netherlands andItaly, respectively. (The Prestel
service in the UK can be treated as a centralised
system, because IPsonly use a central computer,
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Independentprivate videotex bureaux in Europe

Bureau name

Country

System configuration

Comments

Netherlands

Systel on Perkin-Elmer 3230,

ADP Network Services

UK, Netherlands,
France, others

|IGS-1 on DEC VAX

Applications include: transport, book ordering, sales
accounting IPs pay $1670p.a. for every 1,000 framesstored

AGI

Italy

Aregon

Aircall Computer Services

|UK

Betex 3000 on HP 3000

Allen Computer Services

|UK

Computex

Services

UK

CVSon Rediffusion hardware

ARIEL

France

ARCOM andassociated products on

AVS-Intext

UK

Mistel on Systime hardware

AAAA

Alldata Service GmbH
Anglia Time-sharing

Baric Computer Services

West Germany

|UK

240 MB discstorage

Applications nowoffered are specifically targeted at the

automotive industry. A general videotexfacility is no longer being
marketed by ADP.
Bureau for ENI group of companies

IBM 38

Bulletin on 2 x ICL 2966, 20 MB main

Baric offers a range of videotex services; system design

store and 2,000 MB disc store on each} consultancy, etc. In particular, services are offered to the following
industries: travel, medicine, pharmaceuticals, finance and
property. Standard chargesare $0.07/minute connecttime for

users andfor IPs $6.30 per frame p.a.

Beaufort Computer Services| UK

Thorntel on ICL hardware

Bell Telephone

Belgium

Mistel on DEC hardware

BTX Partner

West Germany

Ownsoftware (BTX-KOS) on DEC VAX Based in Hamburg. Access via BTX-gateway, Datex-P or PSTN. Clients
in banking, transport, tourism, manufacturing and import/export

Manufacturing Co.

CAP-Sogeti-Logiciel

France

CAS

West Germany

Own software + Dabit on IBM 3033

Central Beheer

Netherlands

IVS-3 on DEC hardware

CGI

France

Centrefile

Multitel 20 on Bull hardware

UK

CVS on Rediffusion hardware

Cognotec

Ireland

Mistel on DEC hardware

Compas

West Germany

IVS-3 on DEC hardware

CTL

France

HP 9000

Control Data

West Germany

Datasolve

UK

Didot Bottin-Duplex

France

Datema
DISC

Editel

IBM

CAP-Gemini-Sogeti

Sweden

Systel on Perkin-Elmer hardware

UK

Viewbase on Microdata hardware

Belgium

Servicesinclude consultancy andapplication development

IVS-3 on DEC VAX 11/780

This service, which uses Telemedia, offers access to a stock

access available on PSTN, also Transpac, Tymnet, Telenet and

France

Télésystémes on HB 66/40

Finsbury Data Services

UK

IVS-3 on DEC hardware

GAD

West Germany

Gateway on IBM hardware

GCAM-Artemis

France

BRS on 2x IBM 370/158

GEC Computers

UK

Viewdata 4000 on GEC hardware

UK

See Thorn-EMI

Multitel 20 on IBM 4341

Eurodial (Telésystémes)

Geest Computers

Provides a formatting service, networking via BTX gateway,
database managementand consultancy

exchange information database. Annual subscription is $1,445

uronet

Particular applications in banking and agriculture. BTX-gateway
access provided

A rangeofservices are provided. Access from PSTNor Transpac,
Euronet, Tymnet, Telenetor Telex

Bulletin on ICL hardware

Continued on next page
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Figure 3.14

Independentprivate videotex bureauxin Europe (continued)

Bureau name

GEISCO

GFl-Télésource

Country

France
France

"

Telesource software on HB Mini 6

GSI-CATI

France

Hanger Lane Computing

UK

Howson Algraphy

UK

Incotel on Honeywell

UK, France,

Own software on IBM

IBM Deutschland

IBM-Information Network

Services

West Germany
Netherlands,

Belgium

IBM Schweiz

Switzerland

IDO

West Germany

ICL

Institute for Industrial
Research

Netherlands
Ireland

Intercom Data System Ltd. |UK
ISTEL-Viewshare

UK

Kommunales

West Germany

Liber

Sweden

Mannheimer Morgen

West Germany

NCC

UK

Gebietrechenzentrum

Rechenzentrum

NCR Datacentre

NMPP

Switzerland
France

NOB Wegtransport Holding Netherlands
BV-Tradicom

Norsk Centre for
Information-Teledata

Norway

Nova Automation AG

IBM software and hardware

Bulletin on ICL hardware
Betex software

See also Baric (UK)

IVS-3/IVS-100 on 2 x PDP 11/70,
2x VAX 11/750, 4 x VAX 11/780

Bespoke application developmentavailable, including consultancy
and software development. Application packagesare available for

company shares

the travel industry and sales order entry

IBM

NCR Videotex
Megaview on Perkin-Elmer

Consultancy, software development and frame editing services are
available. Applications include information on roads and freight
markets

Mistel on PDP-11, 1 MB main memory, Consultancy, software
development and frameediting services
126 MB disc storage
can be provided. A particular application areais the Datafreight
service for the transport industry. IPs pay an annual fee
of $240
and $3,000 p.a. for 200 pages. Users are charged $3 per month

Betex 3000 on HP 3000, 1 MB of main Consultancy, software developme
nt and frame editing areall
memory

provided. Particular application areas include employmen
t and the

Rediffusion

Finland

Systel on Perkin-Elmer

Radio Schweiz

provided. Accessvia PSTN or via IBM s network

Consultancy, development and support servicesare offered.
Accessvia Prestel gateway. Applications include teleordering of

Ireland

Questel

Consultancy, from application design to implementation, can be

Mistel on DEC (3 x VAX 11/750)
500 MB disc storage

Patric Videotex

Prysesa

A range of banking andoffice communications services are provided

IVS-3 on DEC hardware

Mistel on DEC VAX 750, 4 MB main
memory, 800 MB disc storage

Postel

network

IBM software and hardware

Belgium

Philips

GEISCO providefull consultancy services: project analysis, design

and implementation. Access via PSTN, Transpacor the GEISCO

IVS-3 on DEC, PIll on IBM

Orda-B

PG Group/Tietovoima

80

System configuration

Gateway on Bull hardware

Italy

Sweden

Spain

France

Switzerland

Systel on Perkin-Elmer

Modcomp

Telésystémes

car market

Software developmentand frame editing is offered. Particular
application areasinclude insurance, medicine, estate
agents,

architects

Consultancy, development and training are offered

Consultancy and software developmentis supplied, also
database

creation and management. Facilities include advanced messaging,

keyword search. Terminals are supplied

Specialisesin travel sector

Butler Cox & Partners Limited
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Independentprivate videotex bureaux in Europe(continued)

Bureau name

Country

System configuration

Ringier/Agentur 1818

Switzerland

STRsoftware

Resource Computing

RZ Slidwest

Scicon

UK

West Germany
UK

Vision 32 on Perkin-Elmer hardware

IVS-100 on DEC VAX 11/750

SEAT

Italy

SGIP

France

Intertechnique, Bull Mini 6,
DEC VAX 750

SGZ

France

SIE

France

Multitel on Bull DP 58 and
IBM 30XX, 43XX

SLIGOS

France

SERPEA

Siemens AG

France

West Germany

Teledataservice
Rechenzentrum

West Germany

Telemedia

Belgium

Telset (12 services)

Finland

Consultancy and application developmentservices are provided. One
particular application is videotex accessto bibliographic databases

The bureau runs INFOTEX software allowing telesearch, messaging,
etc., as well as access to CICS applications

Siemens

IVX-3 on DEC, PDP 11/44 + VAX

Mistel on DEC,

Database creation and maintenance services are provided

Accessto the bureau is via Prestel gateway. Applications include a
holiday reservations system and a booksellers ordering system
( Reservision and Teleordering )

Systel on Perkin-Elmer

Thomson

France

Thorn-EMl, Datasolve

UK

IBM gatewaysoftware
IBM 3033 + Amdahl V6

UCSL

UK

IGS-1 on DEC hardware

Verlagswesen

West Germany

France

Stéria on Bull hardware

Visualdata

Spain

Aregon

Videotel

Comments

Note: This list is not exhaustive. It excludes system suppliers who mayoffertrial facilities to prospective purchasersof their software, and suppliers of single application

information services.

Weestimatethatthere are a further 40 bureauxin existence, of which approximately 30 are in France.

even though the data base is replicated on distributed computers for user access.)
Network systems, whereby the PTT supplies a
general networkfacility with terminal handlers and
nodes, through which users can accessinforma-

tion and services on independent external com-

puters, though one or more of these computers
may be usedby the PTT to offer bureau services.
Examples include the new services under develop-

ment in Belgium and Norway, as well as the
French Teletel network.

Combinations of the above approaches providing

a networkfor external computers but also providing, as an integrated feature of the network design,
information and services. The best exampleis the
Bundespost s Bildschirmtext service in Germany.

Although the ways the PTTs have chosen to imple-
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ment their videotex services has differed, they all
have three features that distinguish them from
independent videotex bureaux:
The majority (if not all) of users in a countrywill
be registered onto the PTT-run service.

Theability to provide local-call access to a large

geographical area, and usually to over 60%of the
population of a country over a network run by the
bureau operator.

Theability to deal with a very large number of concurrent users, and high system reliability and

access response times.

These are important system characteristics for many
bureau clients andit is not surprising that the PTT

bureau services have many more information

providers than independent bureaux in most European countries.
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Videotex systems operated by the PTTs

System name

Country

System configuration

Comments

Bildschirmtext

Austria

Siemens software running on GEC

A bureau service is offered

Bildschirmtext

West Germany

IBM developed software and
hardware. The trial service using

A bureau serviceis offered

computers

Prestel software and running on GEC
computersis still operational but
Datavision

Sweden!

Ibertex

Spain

Prestel

scheduled to be withdrawn in 1985

Software from AU-Systems, running
on Ericsson computers

|A bureau service is offered

UK

Network of seven GEC 4000
computers. 490 MB Filestore

PTT System + Telset
(12 services) companies

Finland

RTT System

Videotex 1000 (VTT)
Packard

Consultancy andframeediting services available. Facilities include
messaging, telesoftware, home banking, closed user group
services and many others

Belgium

Teledata

Denmark

Mistel 3 on DEC, VAX 11/750 456 MB
disc storage

Teledata

Norway

Telétel

France

Videotel

Italy

Videotex

Switzerland

Viditel

Netherlands

The Spanish PTT has developed its
own software

on Hewlett

2x Christian Rovsing CR 800, each

For the new CEPT system, a bureau service will be offered, but the
servicewill otherwise follow the French Teletel model

Public servicesin Finland are operated by the PTT as well as the
12 Telset companies which act as independent bureaux

|Consultancy andsoftware developmentavailable. The bureau
service is offered by Bell Telephone Manufacturing

A bureau service is offered. Consultancy and frameediting

with 256 KB main store, 2x 300 MB
disc

services availble. Establishing fee = $3,800. Quarterly
fee = $1,425. System use $4.75/minute

Network based on Télésystémes
TSL 230s

The system cannotbe considered as a bureau service. Only a
network is provided

AviNet on Data General. During
A bureau serviceis offered
1985-86 a newservice based on CAPGemini-Sogeti s Multitel software and
Tandem Computerswill be offered

Prestel software on GEC computers

A bureauserviceis offered

STR and Infomart software on
DEC VAX computers

The PTT offers only a data transmission network

Prestel software

gateways, databasecreation all available. Users fees = $3 per

GEC 4000 computers running modified] A bureau service is offered. Consultancy, software support for

month, $0.03 per minute. IPs $3,000p.a. plus $3 per frame p.a.

Note: 'The Swedish Post Office operate a system called Postel . This bureauis listed in Figure 5.1.

The main weaknessesof the PTT-run services compared to independent bureaux are:
A lack of flexibility in terms of system features,
services offered and commercial terms.

A generally bureaucratic approach to customer
liaison and support, resulting, in some cases, in
lower service levels.

Fewer system features, for example in terms of
transaction-processing capability, databaseaccess options and access-security features.

The majority of European PTTs have decided, as a
matter of policy, not to provide information services
themselves, other than those directly related to the
business of the PTT (such as a telephone directory
service) and those necessary for the successful operation of the bureau and network, such as indexes to
the information services offered by their bureau
clients and on external computers connected totheir
network. There are, however, exceptions of which the
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most notable is Prestel. British Telecom (BT) has
established a number of joint-venture information
services, in conjunction with independentinformation
providers. Not only does BT see this as a potential
source of long-term revenue, but as a crucialfeature
of its videotex business activity. Without these services, BT believes it would be unable to stimulate the
market, nor wouldit be in full control of its own market direction and future growth. Inevitably, this policy
hasled BTinto direct competition with some important information providers in the UK.

Independent videotex bureaux

There are now more than 100 independent videotex
bureau services operating in Europe. They represent
the single largest sector of the private videotex market, accounting for around 15%of the private systems market, and are running virtually all the different types of private videotex systemsavailable in

Europe. They constitute an important marketing force
and have made a considerable contribution to the
success of videotex in Europe.

Butler Cox & Partners Lirnited
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The reasons why organisations might wish to use an

independentprivate videotex bureau were extensively

discussed in our earlier videotex report on private
videotex systems. These reasons are summarised

Figure 3.16

They makeprivate videotex system facilities available to organisations which might otherwise be
unable to afford to install their own systems.

They usually provide a full range of support services, including consultancy, software development, frame design and database creation.

systems.

They may offer turnkey or facilities management
services to their clients wantingto install private
videotex systems.

In this section we present an overview of the different types of bureau servicesavailable in Europe. We
also review four videotex bureaux as casehistories,
and consider their offerings and the different ways
in which they have chosen to position themselves in
the marketplace.

Overview of bureau services available in Europe

France has many more independent videotex
around 42% of
bureaux than any other country
all bureaux in Europe. The distribution of bureaux by
country is shown in Figure 3.16. The reasons for
France s dominance of the European videotex bureau
industry are:

France has traditionally had a strong bureau
industry.

The French PTT doesnot offer its own public videotex bureau service and has actively encouraged
the establishment of bureaux.

The Minitel terminal distribution programme has
created greater awarenessof videotex in France
than exists in other European countries.

Videotex bureaux have been established for a number of different reasons, including:

To promotethe use of a private videotex system.

These. bureaux are frequently run by a videotex
hardware or software supplier, or their agents.
Examples include GEC and AVS-Intext.

Butler Cox& Partners Limited
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bureaux' in Europe by country

Benelux 8%

Europe 5%

Scandinavia? 11%

France 42%

West

Germany 16%

Theywill, where mutually beneficial, establish jointventures with their clients to exploit the market.

They maybe able to offer packaged systemsfor
certain applications, thereby saving their clients
the cost of developing their own interactive

The distribution of independent videotex
Rest of

below:

Private bureaux allow organisations that are new
to videotex to gain experience of using private
videotex systems at low risk and cost.

VIDEOTEX PRODUCTS AND SUPPLIERS

UK 18%
Note: 'Weinclude the 40 bureaux in addition to those listed in Figure 5.1.

2Includes 12 Telset bureaux in Finland which constitute 80% of the
bureaux in Scandinavia.

To add a videotex accessfacility to an existing

bureau or network service. Examples include
GEISCO and ADP Network Services.

To earn bureau revenue using the same computer
facilities and skills required to offer a publiclyaccessible database service. (This is especially
commonin France.)

Toexploit the videotex bureau market opportunity

per se.

Manybureaux, rather than simply offering a generalised videotex service capability, target their services
at particular markets. Examples include:
Banking (GF Telesource).

Freight/Transport (NOB Wegtransport).

Holiday reservation (Datasolve, Istel, Baric).

Pharmaceuticals (Baric).

Motor industry (ADP, Nova).

Over the next few years, we expect the European
videotex bureau market to develop strongly. In particular, we expect:
That the number of bureaux will increase, especially in countries where public videotex services
are just becoming established, and in France and
Germany.

That the most successful videotex bureauxwill be
thosethat offer applications targeted at a specific
industry or market sector.
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In the following sections we review four bureaux as
casehistories. They are broadly representative of the
many services available in Europe. The bureaux we
have chosen to review are:

Ringier AG (Agentur 1818) in Switzerland.
Orda-B in Belgium.

ADP Network Services in the UK.

Istel in the UK.

Two of these bureaux, Orda-B and ADP, were
reviewed in our last report and it is instructive to track
their progress over the last year.

Ringier AG

Agentur 1818

Ringier is a major Swiss printing and publishing company with some 3,000 employees and an annual turnover of about SF500 million ($210 million). Ringier first
started working with videotex in 1979 when its German subsidiary took part in the German PTT s Bildschirmtext trial. When the videotextrials started in
Switzerland, Ringier becameinvolved in that country as well. Early in 1984, Ringier s Swiss videotex
division began to trade under the name of Agentur
1818. By 1985, Agentur 1818 hopes for revenues in
excess of SF500,000 ($210,000).

The activities of Agentur 1818 cover consultancy,
design, implementation and operation of videotex
applications, mainly running on its own bureau
system.
Agentur 1818 s videotex system runs on a Digital

Equipment VAX 11/750. The videotex software was

produced by Standard Telefon and Radio, based on
the system developed by Infomart of Canada. (STR
were also responsible for setting up the public videotex operational trial in Switzerland.)

The main aim of Agentur 1818 is to offer Ringier s

advertisers a complete marketing and distribution service, through both videotex andtraditional printed

media. Agentur 1818 also offers some information on
behalf of Ringier in the book publishing area.

The majority of applications on Agentur 1818 s external computer are aimed at the generalpublic. There
is already a range of applications, three of which are
outlined below:
For a mail order company, Agentur 1818 runs an
application for requesting catalogues, and for

ordering a limited range of goods and services.

For a tour operator, Agentur 1818 offers a holiday
catalogue orderingfacility. In the future, this may
be extendedto allow tours to be booked. The system is aimed at the general public, rather than
travel agents, and it remains to be seen to what
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extent the public will use an online tour-booking

facility.

For a bank, Agentur 1818 operates a small application through which VISA application forms can
be requested. This system could be expanded in
a number of ways, for example to offer investment
advice.
At present, Agentur 1818 is making lossonits videotex operation though it hopesto bein profit within a
few years. Agentur 1818 obtains its revenues from
the advertisers and information providers. It designs
and implements videotex applications for a fee, and
also charges for running the applications on its
system.
The customers of Agentur 1818 hope to earn
revenuesfrom using videotex as a new marketing and
distribution channel for their products and services.
Agentur 1818 doesnotbelieve that its customers will
derive significant revenues from selling information
per se: the number ofend users, and the value of the
information offered, are generally too low to make the
sale of information by videotex commercially viable
for the foreseeable future.

Agentur 1818 sees its future prospects as being

uncertain. The decision on thefull public videotex system in Switzerland hasyet to be taken, andboth information providers and terminal users will be cautious

until the decision is taken. To some extent this uncer-

tainty favours Agentur 1818 because its clients are
unlikely to invest in their own private videotex systems. It does, however, present serious problems in
attracting newclients. If the public videotex system
gets the go-ahead, andif terminal prices fall sufficiently, then, Agentur 1818 believes, end users will
buy videotex-compatible televisions in volume and a
mass market may emerge. Should this happen, many
information providers will move away from the bureau
environment and will set up their own systems to
interface directly with the public videotex network.

Orda-B

Orda-B, one of a handful of bureaux in Belgium, was
described as a case history in our report on private
videotex systems. At that time, however, it had only
oneclient. It is interesting, therefore, to examine how
this bureau has developed over the past year.

Orda-B now has 12 organisations offering services

using the bureau. In addition, there are around 100
clients (sub-IPs or advertisers) using the services
provided by the 12 main Operators. Their clients
include organisations in the following sectors:
Property.

Architects/construction industry.

Medicine.
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Publishing.
Insurance.

Distribution.

Orda-B s videotex system, which usesthe Mistel software package, runs on a 32-port VAX 11/750 and system users have access to an IBM 3033 mainframe
computer to run conventional DP applications. There

are plans to introduce a second VAX minicomputer
during 1984.
In common with some other videotex bureau operators, Orda-B alsosells videotex software. In this way,
it believes it can capitalise on the opportunity to

migrate its bureau clients onto their own private

videotex systems in due course.

ADP Network Services

ADP is a US multinational computer bureau, the largest in the world. In the UK, ADP has been involved
in Videotex since July 1982. Its activities include the
marketing of the |GS-1 and IVS-3 videotex software
packages developed by Aregon as well as offering
bureau services.

VIDEOTEX PRODUCTS AND SUPPLIERS

Motor dealers will be provided with microcomputers
with a videotex capability and specially-written software. They will then be able to use these microcomputers and ADP s videotex services for a range of
applications including:
@ Administration:

Submission of stock orders to suppliers.
Submission of warranties to suppliers.

Reporting financial results to head offices.

@ Sales:

Vehicle stock location.

Provision of finance, loans etc.

Istel
Istel, a systems house, bureau and network operator based in the UK, is a wholly ownedsubsidiary of
British Leyland. Istel offers a range of services including a value added network (VAN), electronic mail,
timesharing, financial and engineering systems and
a videotex bureau.

Transport.

The videotex bureau called Viewshare uses the Aregon IVS-3/IVS-100 package running on two DEC PDP
11/70s, two VAX 11/750s and four VAX 11/780s.
Users have accessto a rangeof facilities including
sales order-entry and travel systems which may use
a link to an IBM 4033 mainframe.

Brewing.

The bureau now has30service providers on its system in a range of industries including:

In 1983 ADP wastargeting its videotex offerings at

five industries:

Pharmaceuticals.

Insurance.
Automobile manufacturing.

During 1984, however, a reorganisation at ADP has
caused the companyto rethink its plans*. Although
it will be continuing to service all existing videotex

clients, and is still able to offer a range of videotex

services, including the provision of microcomputers,
ADP hasdecided to focusits future marketing activity
exclusively at the automobile industry, and is developing a range of products and servicesfor this sector
of the market.
A number of different types of organisation are being
approached. They include:
Motor manufacturers.

Finance houses.
Motor dealers.

*This reorganisation has had major significance for ADP

and hasresulted in a substantial cut backin its videotex

operations and ambitious plans. The reorganisation s
primary objective was to bring the operation into profit.
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Automobile industry.

Travel.

Agriculture.

Chemicals.

The use of Istel s value added network, called
Infotrac, together with the videotex bureau is an
attractive package to organisations with a large number of users spread over a wide geographical area.
Through the use of the VAN, the ability to access the
system atlocal call tariffs is provided to many areas
in the UK. This facility can greatly reduce the telecommunications cost to the user. Organisations can also
connect their own computers to Infotrac.

VIDEOTEX NETWORKING
A network is an electronic communication system
that links terminal devices (including the ubiquitous
telephone) to each other and/or to computers. In the
case of videotex, networks are required to give video-
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tex terminals access to the computers holding the
information or offering the processing services that
terminal users wish to access.

This section starts with a generaldiscussionof different types of networks before reviewing the alternative videotex networking options available to system
operators and users. It then lists the most important
videotex network suppliers in Europe, including both
PTT and independentsuppliers, and goes on to examine the scope for implementing private and international data networks. The section closes with some
basic rules-of-thumb for selecting between networking alternatives.
Network types

There are manydifferent types of network but they
can beclassified according to whether they are
designedprimarily to support voiceor datatraffic, and
whether they are basic or value-added networks
(VANs). (Basic networks simply transport information
between two points on the network: value-added networks perform additional functions that are of value
to network users, such as allowing incompatible
devices to communicate with each other.) Figure 3.17
illustrates this classification and gives some examples of different types of networks.
A useful distinction can also be made between the
public networks offered by the PTTs, and private
networks used in-house by large organisations, or
offered to third parties by commercial bureaux. In all
European countries except the UK (and in certain
respects some Scandinavian countries), the national
PTTs have a statutory monopoly over the provision
of network services. Commercial organisations are
usually not able to offer services that compete
directly with the PTT. (For example, computer
bureaux are permitted to provide network services
to give their customers accessto the bureaux computers. They are not usually permitted to offer ser-

vices that allow their customers to communicate

between one another, or to access computers that
are not operated by the bureaux.) The PTTs have, in
special situations, allowed the development of
independent shared networks. The best known networksof this type in Europe are the SWIFT network,

Figure 3.17

Basic
Value added
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Examplesof different types of network
Voice

The public
telephone network

A voice messaging
service

Data

An in-house leased
|line data network

|A videotex gateway
network

used to handle international banking transactions, and
the airlines SITA reservation system network.
The situation in the UK is different. The British
Governmentdecidedin the early 1980sthatit would
be in the national interest to deregulate telecommunications. As a result, it has granted a number of
licences to commercial organisations to offer valueadded network services in competition with British
Telecom, the national PTT. Some of these networks
support videotex, the most widely publicised being the
networksoffered by Baric (the computer bureau subsidiary of ICL) and Istel (the computer services arm
of British Leyland). Figure 3.18 lists organisations in
the UK that have announced VANs.

Figure 3.18

VANsoperators in the UK

Company

Service

ADP Network Services

Category of VANS

Mailbox
Videotex

AVSIntext

Context

Holidaymaster

Automaticticket

BT Audioconferencing

Audioconferencing

Conference calls

DaromeInternational

The Darome Connection |Conferencecalls

Datec

Envoy

Baric Computing

Services

Business Switchboard
and Cable andSatellite
Telecommunications

Datavision Telesystems

IBM

Istel
Kensington Datacom

Mailbox

Viewbase

|Commonbasestation
INS

Comet
Viewshare

|One to One

MDS Computer Systems WINC.

NomuraInternational

Ocean Transport and
Trading

Prestel

Capital

Prestel

Seeboard

Credit and load

Telecom Gold

Telecom Gold

Telecom Tan

Telephone Broad-

casting Systems

Management system

Telephone marketing

Videotex

Videotex

Mailbox
Videotex
Mailbox

Mailbox

Videotex
Mailbox

Telemessaging

Telemarketing

Ticketmaster

Ticketmaster

Travicom

Travicom

Vitel Group of Companies

reservation andissuing

Videotex

Digital Paging Systems Paging system

Essex
Telecommunications

Videotex

Automatic ticket
reservation and issuing

Automatic ticket

reservation andissuing

Videotex

Source: Communication Management, September 1984.
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Videotex networking options

The videotex networking options mostlikely* to be

VIDEOTEX PRODUCTS AND SUPPLIERS

sible to use the public telephone system to access
a distant videotex system directly.

used by videotex users and systems operators are:

lIn France, the PTT has opted to provide videotex

The public telephone network, to access a videotex computer system directly.

no separate videotex gateway network option is
provided.

An in-house telephone network, to access an
organisation s own videotex system.

The public telephone network, to access a data

network (whether basic or value-added) that sup-

ports videotex protocols and provides access to
the required videotex system. The data networks
are typically the public packet-switched network
or a private data network.

Thepublic telephone network, to access a special
videotex value-added network (such as a public
gateway service) and then, optionally, via another
data network to the videotex system required.
These options are shown schematically in Figure
3.19, and the main advantages and disadvantages of
each network option are listed in Figure 3.20.
In some European countries, not all of these options
may be available or economically viable. For
example:

accessto their public packet-switched network, so

Figure 3.20
Network
option

Advantages

Public
switched
telephone

near-100% market
coverage
immediately available

network

Private
telephone

networks

User
terminal

Public

telephone

network

Private
telephone

network

high transmission
error rate

required to connect
fast implementation
very low marginal

restricted to
in-house users.

little investment

modem regulations

in some countries

very low transmissionerror rates
distance-independent
charging
low usage cost
users only pay cost

of call to the
network
international
connections

network

Private data
networks

Special
videotex
gateway
networks

reverse-charge
(collect) calls possible

low transmissionerror rates

works. These are, however, so untypical that we do not consider them further in this report.

]
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high initial

investment
limited geographical
coverage in

most countries

requires heavy
usageto justify
fixed operating

costs

user unfriendly

(unless supported
by videotex PADs)

heavy investmentin

remote videotex

low marginal cost
where network
already exists and
and has surplus
capacity
can give a competitive
advantage

concentrators
required
high investmentif
network has to be
established, and
needs heavy
loading to be cost

user friendly
localcall access
buffer against peak
loads

heavy initial investment
in some countries
facilities controlled
by PTT (or VAN

switching capability
central user billing

marketing vehicle
to reach new
end users

*There are a few cases wherevideotex terminals have been
directly connected to data networks(thereby avoiding the
needto use the telephone network) or broadband cablenet-

inflexible

surplus capacity

gateway

Videotex
computer

notinstalled in all
organisations

gets round PTT

Videotex

OO. ©

distances

traffic and has

network

Private
data
network

high transmission
error rate
high cost over long

is justified for voice

packetswitched
networks

Public
packetswitched

flexible
international
connections

cost where network

Public

Videotex networking options

well understood
little investment

Disadvantages

required
fast implementation

lIn Belgium, the quality of the public telephonenetworkis such that in certain areas it may be imposFigure 3.19

Advantages and disadvantagesof different
networking options

users need only

pay for local call to
public service
information can be
held on public service

justified

provider)

cost of value-added

services may be too

high

needs heavy usage

to be costjustified
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The availability of the various videotex networking

high usage oftheir private videotex systems are

options is shownin Figure 3.21.

finding it more cost effective to run their own net-

works than use existing network suppliers, such

Videotex network suppliers

as the PTT-run videotex gateways.

In this section we list some of the more important
videotex network suppliers. They include the PTTs
running gateway networks and those providing
access to private videotex systems over public
packet-switched networks. They also include those
bureau and independent network vendors who offer
accessto third-party computer systems.

Private videotex system operators maybe able to

offer their users
ness customers

cation service over their own videotex network.
This can give them a competitive market
advantage.

The rapidly growing number of mainframe-based
private videotex systems require to be front-ended
by microcomputer-based videotex communications processors, to perform such functions as
port-access sharing and protocol conversion.
These communication processors can be located
at the mainframe or remotely. Increasingly, they
are being installed remote from the mainframe in
order to minimise communication costs.

Figure 3.22lists the main European videotex network
suppliers and provides an outline description of the
network services available.

Private videotex data networks

An increasing number of private videotex system
operators are choosing to develop their own videotex data networks to give accessto their systems.

Theyinclude commercial computer bureaux, such as
ADP, Baric, Istel, IBM, Datasolve and GFI, As well

as non-bureau organisations such as Thomas Cook,
CNN and Thomson Holidays. There are a number of

reasonsfor this:

lt is relatively inexpensive to convert an existing
data network to accept videotex access and, with
the low cost and increasing numbersof installed

videotex terminals, the commercial advantages of
attracting this terminal user base are increasing.

Organisations that already have oranticipate a
Figure 3.21

often their mainstream busi-

a better or cheaper communi-

The main suppliers of the communications equipment
neededto build a videotex network arelisted in Figure

3.23,

In the UK (though nowhere elsein Europeyet), organi-

sations that have created videotex data networks to

meettheir own requirements are ableto offer the use
of their networks to other system operators, although
they do needto obtain a value-added network service licence before they can do so. We expect that
the videotex network service market will grow very
rapidly over the nextfive years andthat the provision
of videotex networkingservices therefore represents

The availability of videotex networking options in Western Europe
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Notes: * Only access to the public videotex service is allowed. All private
systems must be accessed via the public service gateway.
? Unlikely to be an economically viable option.
* Only to access in-houseprivate videotex systems.
* Line quality may cause problemsin use.

* In all countries except the UK, private data networks are only allowed to give
access to the videotex system Operators own customersand staff.
* Trial services available.
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Videotex network suppliers in Europe

Network supplier

Type of network

Austria

Austrian ITT

Videotex
Standard

Videotex gateway

Prestel, CEPT Test service only. Commercial service under construction.

Belgium

RTT (Belgian PTT)
BTMprovide some value

Packet-switched network with Prestel, later
videotex interface
Antiope and
CEPT

Denmark

Danish PTT and regional
telephone companies

Videotex gateway

France

DGT(French PTT)

Packet-switched network with Antiope
videotex interface

Country

added services associated
with network

Prestel

Network description and comments
Value-addedservices include indexing andbilling

Value-added servicesincludeidentification, service index

and switching, mail box andbilling. Available end '84 with the
capacity to handle 72 simultaneous calls to 4 videotex
systems. Within a year it is planned to offer 300 simultaneous
users capacity, and access to 100 services on 15 computers
Test service onlylinking some 2,000 terminals to 5 videotex
computers. Value-added services include indexing, billing

and access to information

Limited value-added servicesincluding service identification

and switching. Built to support the electronic directory and
minitel terminal distribution programs, but all handles traffic

to private videotex systems. The DGTpioneered this type of
network architecture. The network can support over 2,000

Bundespost (German PTT)

Italy

SIP

Videotex gateway

Prestel

Netherlands

Netherlands PTT

Videotex gateway

Prestel

Norway

Norwegian PTT

Videotex gateway

CEPT

Germany

Videotex gateway trial service Prestel, later
CEPT
now, but will be replaced by

packet-switched network with
videotex adaptors

Swiss PTT

Videotex gateway

UK

British Telecom (UK PTT)

Videotex gateway

Baric Computing

Value-added data network with Prestel, ICL
protocols
videotex interfaces

UK and
elsewhere in
Europe

IBM Information Network
Services
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The Bundespost pioneered videotex gateway networksin the
early 1980s. The network doesnotyetprovide national
coverage butis being rolled out during 1985. A hierarchical
structure of communicating and service computers offering
such value-added services as indexing, routeing and billing.
No user charge for network usage, but service providers
mustbearthecosts oflinking to the videotex network over
the DATEX-P packet-switched network. 80 service providers
are attached to network. The Bildschirmtext gateway
interface is very complex
Identical to Prestel gatewayin the UK. The network offers
national local call access, and has 8 service computers
attached. It is the only network that can be usedlegally to
access private videotex systems
ResemblesPrestel gateway architecture though not
identical. No charge to users, but system operators
connected over network pay $3,250 pa plus DATANET|
packet-switched network usage cost. Around 10 service
computers attached, including IBM, Dataskil, Tyl Datapress
and several tour operators. The network can support around

80 simultaneouscalls

Limitedtrial service available with usual value-addedfacilities
associated with videotex gateways. Tendering for a
replacementnetwork which appears from the specification to
be architecturally similar to the Belgian network

Prestel, CEPT Prestel-standard service on trial system. Commercial service
will support CEPT and alphageometric displays

Switzerland

Istel

simultaneous calls

Prestel, ASCII

18 service providers connectedto Prestel gateway. 96%
local call coverage of UK. Value-addedservicesinclude
speed and protocol conversion, protocol support, service
directory, indexes, switching, security andbilling, electronic
mail and linksto the telex network. Service computers
connect over X25 packet-switched network

Network being extended to give 85% UK local call coverage

by end 85, and connection to Australia and South Africa.

Value-added servicesinclude protocol conversion, electronic
mail. Service computers can link to network using OSI, X25,
SNA, and ICL protocols. Network can support 112

simultaneous users

Value-added packet-switched

network with videotex
interfaces
Data network

Prestel, ASCII Originally built to service British Leyland s internal and

dealership communication needs, the service is now offered
to third parties. The network can support very large numbers

of simultaneous users

Currently only available as a network to access IBM bureau
Prestel,
Antiope, CEPT computers, butin early 85will be able to offer network to
(depends on
third parties in UK
country), 3270,

ASCII
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Suppliers of videotex networking equipment
Brown's Operating Systems

CAP-Gemini-Sogeti
IBM
ICL

Langton Electronic Publishing Systems

MicroScope
Radio Rentals Contracts
Sitintel
Stéria
Télésystémes

Note: Thislist includes suppliers of mainframe based videotex systems where
those systems use networking equipment.

a major commercial opportunity for those organisations, such as computer bureaux and large organisations with extensive networking experience, that
feel able to graspit. The deregulation of the telecommunications industry in the UK is being watched
closely in other European countries. If evidence
begins to emerge that the UK has benefited from
deregulation, then similar moves may be made elsewhere in Europe.
International videotex networks

There are few international networks that support
videotextraffic in Europe, apart from the international
telephone network. IBM s Information Network Service and GEISCO s networksare international, but
accessis limited to each bureau s own computers,
except where PTTs permit the provision of services
to third parties.
Accessto videotex systems in other European countries is complicated further by the adoption ofdifferent videotex standards by national PTTs*, and the
need to cater for the special characters usedin different European languages.
In the long term, the problemsof international videotex networking will undoubtedly be overcome, and
British Telecom, the Bundespost and the Netherlands
PTT, and the Scandinavian PTTs, have agreedtolink
their respective networks to provide international
access. It is clear, however, that this development
has a low priority for these PTTs at present, andit
will presumably continue to do sountil their respective services are better established in their national
markets.
In the short term, the only viable networking options
for system operators wishing to serve several European countries are:
*Although all the European PTTs are pledged to adopt the

CEPTlevel 3 standard, currently used in Germany, most

are being cautious over the timing of its adoption.
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To develop a private international network using
international leasedlines or international packetswitched services.

Toestablish links to public videotex gateway networks, and providefor the necessary videotexprotocol conversion at the private videotex system
host computer.

To usethe services of a bureau that providesinternational videotex networking services.

Selecting videotex networking options

Mostprivate videotex system operatorsarelikely to
use the public telephone network astheir primary networking option while accessto their systems is light
(for example, during early system trials), and as a
standby network option in the event that other net-

works become overloaded. Although the public tele-

phone networkis expensive over long distances and
suffers from high data transmission error rates, it is
ubiquitous and requires system operators to make

minimal early investments in networkfacilities.

It is less easy to choose which networking option to
implement, once it has become clear that the public
telephone network cannotbe retained as the primary
networking option. The most attractive networking
option to select will depend on the characteristics of
the videotex service offered, the geographical distribution of users, the actual and projected telecommunication traffic patterns and such commercial considerations as the use of the network to earn revenue
from third parties or to gain a competitive edgein the
market. To evaluate all these factors requires a

detailed examination of eachsituation andit is beyond

the scope of this report to provide guidelines and
advice on this activity. Nevertheless, it is possible to
provide some general and pragmatic rules-of-thumb
about selecting networking options:

Where surplus capacity exists on in-house voice
and data networks, it is clearly sensible to absorb
this capacity to meetthe requirements of internal,
and where appropriate external, users of the
system.

Public videotex networks (whether run by the PTT
or independentnetwork operators) should be used
once network traffic has grownto the point where
this option can becostjustified (but a privatelyrun data network cannot), and where terminal

users are widely and relatively evenly distributed
in the market.

Private data networks should be implemented
where data traffic is Particularly heavy, perhaps
from a single geographical location where there

is a high concentration of users. Major investments
in building data networks should not be made

unless the advantages are clearly demonstrable.
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CHAPTER 4

THE EXPERIENCES, MOTIVATIONS AND STRUCTURE OF THE
VIDEOTEX MARKETPLACE

The marketplace for videotex has matured considerably over the last eighteen months, in parallel with

the technology. Notonly are the user base, the range

of applications and the industry sectors using videotex expanding, but users are also becomingincreasingly aware and sophisticated. This chapter explores
some of the basic questions concerned with the
exploitation of videotex technology by users themselves: how do users perceive videotex, how are they
using it, and how do theyseeit developing over the
next five years?
In this context, our definition of a user is not one
of the several hundred thousand terminal users in
Western Europe. Rather it is the organisation using
the technology to provide services for and on behalf
of the end user. This means, in effect, the information providers (IPs) on public videotex services and
independent bureaux, and the private videotex system operators.

Werelied on the followingprincipal direct sources for
our research material:
A mailed questionnaire to 200 selected private system operators and major IPs throughout Europe.
Of these, 52 organisations returned usable questionnaires in time to be included in our analyses.
Several of these were followed up by telephone
interviews.

Ninedetailed case histories of selected videotex

users. We concentrated on private system operators for our case histories as most private operators are also IPs, and their experience can, there-

fore, provide a wider perspective on the relevant
issues.

The supplier questionnaires which form the basis
of our chapter on the supply position (Chapter 3).
All suppliers were asked to provide a breakdown
of their clients in terms of industry sectors and
applications.

25telephoneinterviews with selected users and
local industry observers to obtain current and local
information on each country.

In addition, we used datacollected during past Butler
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Cox research work, and several of the many market
surveys and studies carried out in each country,
usually during and after public trials. Attendance at
conferences and seminars provided further important
input.

The result of our research is structured, in this chapter, under four headings:
European videotex barometer : an analysis of the
overall perception of, and likely future importance
of, videotex, together with users current and
planned expenditure levels.

User requirements and motivations: feedback from
users on their requirements in terms of the features and characteristics of private videotex systems, terminals and bureau services.

Casehistories of videotex users: providing detailed

studies of the experiences of several selected
Europeanorganisations, that are broadly representative of videotex users in Europe.

Application and market sector breakdown: supplying an overview of how videotex is used and by
whom.

EUROPEAN VIDEOTEX

BAROMETER

To test users general perception of videotex in
Europe, we asked questionnaire respondents a series of questions designedto assesstheir experience
with videotex so far, and their perceptions about the
future. The results are shown in Figure 4.1.

There are a number of striking features about these
results. Firstly, two out of every three respondents
felt satisfied with their experience of videotex to date,
but nearly all respondents felt that videotex would be
important to their organisations over the next five

years.

Secondly, about 15% of our respondents were
already deriving larger tangible benefits from videotex than they were spending on service provision in
1984. However, 1986 or 1987 are seen asthe years
when mostof our respondents expectto achieve the
break-even point.

On
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Figure 4.1

European videotex barometer

Survey questions

In general terms, are you satisfied
with your experience of videotex to

Percentage of respondents
Yes
66%

No
27%

Undecided
7%

Do youthink that 1984 has been a
better or worse year for your

Better
N%

Worse
10%

Undecided
19%

Do you think videotex will be
important for your organisation over
the next five years?

Yes
92%

No
4%

Undecided
4%

Do you think that private videotex
systems will be more important for
your organisation than the PTT-run
public videotex service over the next

Yes
67%

No
29%

Undecided
4%

Do you consider that you will derive

Yes

No

Undecided

In what year do you estimate that
you well derive more benefit from

1984:
1985:

date?

videotex activities than 1983?

five years?

more direct tangible benefit from
videotex in 1984 than you are
spending in the year?

videotex than you are spending?

(Answer

1984

already true.)

or earlier if this is

15%

1986:

1987:

81%

4%

15%
15%

30%
14%

1988 and beyond: 18%
Never:
4%
Not sure:
4%

To put these perceptions and the answers to our
other questions in context we asked our respondents
to estimate how much moneytheyspenton videotexrelated activities, including all system, communication and human resources costs, in 1984. Forty
respondents were able to answer this question. From
their replies we wereableto establish that the average spend on videotex per organisation was running
at $210,000 a year. Slightly fewer respondents were
able to estimate their expenditure levels by 1988 but
from thosethat were able to answer this question we
calculate that average annual expenditure on videotex per organisation will rise by approximately a fac-

tor of three to $615,000 in 1988. Figure 4.2 provides

a more detailed breakdownof present and planned
expenditure levels. UK companies were the highest

spenders in 1984 in our survey, and the lowest
spenders wereItalian and Austrian companies. How-

ever, most companies
expenditure levels are
expected to increase, by as much asten-fold in some
Figure 4.2

User expenditure on videotex

Expenditure level in the year

Under $50,000

$50,000-$100,000

$100,000-$500,000
Over $500,000
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Percentage of respondents
1984

45%
20%
25%

10%

1988

20%

12%

44%

24%

instances. Only two of our respondents expected a
decrease in expenditure by 1988.

Inevitably, figures such as these needto be inter-

preted with some caution. Not only are there wide

countryvariations, but the organisations themselves
are at different levels of development as regards
videotex. In countries such as the UK, France, the
Netherlands and West Germany, where moreprivate

systems are being sold than in someother countries,
expenditure will naturally be higher than in countries
wherea greater proportion of organisationsoffer their
services via PTT or independent bureaux, asis still
the case in, for example, Switzerland, Austria and
Italy.

Our respondents were asked what developments in
the videotex field had been mostimportant to their

organisations in 1984. The answers reflect both

developmentsat a national level and advances in the
technology. Thus comments from West German and
Danish respondents referred to the opening of the
commercial services oftheir national public videotex
systems, as the most important developmentsduring 1984. But more widely applicable developments
also rated as important were the broadening base of
available hardware and software, the increasing
acceptanceof microcomputers as videotex terminals,

the use of videotex for telesoftware distribution, and

the positive market development and growth in
France, the UK and the US.

Concerning the future developments mostlikely to
impact their organisation s involvementin videotex,
the most frequently mentioned were:
Falling product prices, especially terminal prices.
Large growth in the number of available services.
Faster transmission speeds.
Development of a joint US/European standard.

Advent of newtechnologies: ISDN, smart cards,
voice input/output, videodisc and cable TV.
More mainframe systems for more sophisticated
applications.

Developmentsin the microcomputer field, including multi-standard adaptors.

Interconnection of national videotex services.

USER REQUIREMENTS AND MOTIVATIONS

Weasked our questionnaire respondents abouttheir

current and planned use of different types of videotex products andservices, and the types of produ
ct
developments they wouldlike (and expect) to see over
the next five years. We also asked a numberof quest-
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ions on attitudinal or motivational issues which
influence their choice of product or service. In this

section we discuss our findings in terms of the three
principal types of videotex products: private systems,
terminals and bureaux. We have concentrated on pri-

vate systems as issues here are more complex and
are frequently less-well understood than for the other
two.

Private videotex systems

54% of our respondents hadinstalled private videotex systems by 1984, and a further 21%were planning to do so by 1988. Mostof the private systems
in operation comprised only one or two separate hardware installations, but several system operators
planned to increase this to four or five systems by
1988. Average port capacity per system was just
under 30 in 1984, but existing system operators plan
to increase this substantially: to an average of 133
ports per system by 1988. Those organisations not
yet running private videotex systems, but which were
planning to do so within the nextfive years, envisaged
that the average number of ports per system would

be 16 at timeof installation. (This average excludes

one system which was planned to start with 500
ports.) Most of the new systemsthat our respondents
expect to introduce would be installed in 1985 or

1986.

Weasked existing operators of private systems how
theyrated their overall experience with such systems.
The answers reflect considerable realism amongst
our respondents. Nearly two thirds (62%) said their
experiencewith private systems was just as they had
expected, 31% found the experience better than they
had expected and only 7% were disappointed.
To understand the system features private operators
would expect in the future, we asked both present
and prospective system operators how important they
would consider certain features of private videotex
systems by 1988. The results are summarised in
Figure 4.3. System and transmission security and
error-free transmissionof software and data were the
mosthighly desired features. But the ability for ASCII
and VDU-standard terminals to access the system,
together with more sophisticated keyword search

facilities, were also mentioned frequently. There were

some notable variations by country in terms of

desired features. Thus access via cable television

systems wasconsidered relatively more important by
respondents from the smaller countries with high
cable penetration, such as the Netherlands and Fin-

land, and teletex access washighly rated amongst

German respondents.

System features is one of the mostimportantcriteria

leading users to choose a particular private videotex

system supplier. Butit is not the only one. The image
projected, and the marketing approach adopted, by

Butler Cox & Partners Limited
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Figure 4.3

Featuresof private videotex systems considered
essentialby 1988
Importance by 1988

(percentage of respondents)
Feature |
Unimportant
Transmission of data and
software to remote terminals
without transmission errors
2%

Transmission and system
access security comparable

Fairly

important

Very

important Essential

15%

34%

49%

to other computer systems

T%

18%

28%

49%

standard terminals (eg, IBM
3270)

18%

16%

33%

33%

16%

25%

30%

31%

18%

24%

24%

34%

16%

36%

25%

23%

Accessfrom typical VDU-

Sophisticated keyword
access

Access from ASCII terminals
(ie, teletype-like, VT100, etc.)
Multiple videotex standards
80-column display format
Teletex

Telex access

19%
17%

39%

Others: Faster transmission speeds

29%
51%

26%

A%

17%

11%

26%

15%

9%

Better interactive facilities/windowing
Identification of logical and physical users
Better facilities for user-own programming
Multi-protocol operation
Accessfor terminals with smart card readers
Videoframe with superimposed videotex

Industry-wide standards

Price improvements

Better text-handling
Better editing facilities

Integration with relational database systems

Ability to use more powerful database management systems
Interfaces to conventional database systems.

a supplier may beat least as important. We presented
our respondents, who were running or planning to run
private systems, with a list of 12 possible characteristics of suppliers and asked them to select up tofive

of these as the most important to them. By far the

mostfrequently indicated requirement wasfor a supplier to be able to demonstrate his post-sales technical support capability. But also important was his
reputation and experience as a supplier of videotex
systems. Systems compatible with the client s exist-

ing hardware was also important (but less so), and

only half of the respondents considered experience
as a supplier of computing systems per se to be of
prime importance. Least important overall seemed
to be the videotex knowledge of a supplier's sales
staff, and the quality of the supplier's general promotional literature (see Figure 4.4 overleaf).

Weasked our respondents what developments they
would like to see in the private system field. We
received numerous answers, many of these echoing
the requirementfor featureslisted in Figure 4.3. There
were, however, a series of further developments
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The mostimportant characteristics of private
videotex system suppliers

Evidence of technical supportfollowing sale

Percentage
of respondents
90%

Good reputation and experience as a videotex supplier

66%

hardware

63%

Ability to supply a system compatible with your present
Ability to demonstrate systems similar to that required
by you
Good system documentation

61%

55%

Ability to add new facilities to suit your own
requirements

55%

Good reputation and experience as a supplier of
computing systems

50%

Proven and long term commitment to videotex

55%

Ability to try the system on bureau basis before
committing to purchase

37%

Well informed salesstaff

11%

Ability to supply complete turnkey system including
terminals for your users

Goodpre-sales literature

11%
3%

Note: Respondents were asked to identify the five characteristics theyfelt
were most importantto their organisations.

required by users which were wider in scope than
simple features. The most frequently mentioned of
these developments were:
International standardisation.

Moreresilient communications protocols.

lIntegration of videotex with office management
systems.
Inter-system compatibility.

Availability of all standards, including Prestel,
CEPT and NAPLPS.
Integration of conventional DP with videotex.

Videotex terminals

The average number of terminals currently accessing the services of our questionnaire respondents was
255, but this was expectedto rise to nearly 2,000 by
1988, which represents an eight-fold increase. The
average use (weighted by terminal numbers for each
respondent) was 9.5 minutes a day. Our respondents
expect this to rise only slightly by 1988 to 11.5
minutes a day. In 1984, 14%of our respondents supplied terminals to their users. By 1988, 23% plan to

do so.

Most respondents expected a substantial increase in

the use of microcomputer-based terminals by 1988.
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In 1984 the weighted average ratio of dumb terminals to microcomputer-based terminals was 88:12.
By 1988 this ratio was expected to change to 32:68;
that is to say more than two outof every three terminals were expected to be based on microcomputers.

There were somevariations between respondents
from different countries, but the reversal in the rela-

tive importance of these two basic types of videotex
terminal is expected from our respondents throughout Europe.
Weasked our respondents what developments they
would like to see in terminals. The most frequently

mentioned types of development are summarisedin

Figure 4.5. They, too, reflect the expectation that the
role of microcomputers as videotex terminals would
increase at a rapid rate, and that this would fundamentally change the profile of the terminal-supply
industry.

Videotex bureaux

Perhaps not surprisingly, PTT-operated bureau services were the most commonly used by our respondents. In 1984, nearly half the respondents provided
information via a PTT bureau, comparedto the 15%
who used an independent bureau. These proportions
were expected to increaseslightly by 1988.

We asked our respondents using bureau facilities
(PTT or independent) what their most important rea-

sons were for choosing to use such services, by rank-

ordering the five most important reasons. The results
are shownin Figure 4.6. The most important reason
given wasthat using a videotex bureau involved lower

Figure 4.5

Principal developmentsin the videotex
terminal field requested by users

© Multifunctionality (use as PC, workstation, DP terminal,
cable TV access device, television, etc.)

© Multistandard support (including Prestel, CEPT, NAPLPS,
ASCII, alphaphotographic)

®@ Dual standard, 40/80 columns per line

Simple editing functions for user terminals and adopting
the alphanumeric keyboard as standard

Unsupervised data retrieval, more local storage capacity

More compact desktop and portable models

Incorporation of

smart card

readers

Standardised keyboard functions

Abandonmentof the videotex terminal per se in favour of
microcomputers

@ Higher-speed integral modems

Note: These requirements are notlisted in priority order.
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vices from the old GEC (Prestel) system to the new
IBM (CEPT) system, operated by the Bundespost.

Principal motivationsfor using a videotex
bureau

ia

Lowerinitial costs

Average

rank order

Immediate wide geographic coverage

Trying out videotex before moving on to own system
Less resources needed

Competitors use or are likely touse the bureauservice

2

2.2

2:5)

26
4.4

Note: Respondents were askedto rank their reasons for using a bureau,
using 1 to indicate the mostimportant, and 5 the least important

reason.

initial costs on the part of the service provider, but
the ability to cover a wide geographic area very
quickly came a close second. The profile of competitors on the videotex sceneis not seen as very important, which is surprising considering the numbers of
IPs that have flocked to becomeproviders on PTT
bureaux seemingly only because their competitors
were doing so.

CASE HISTORIES OF VIDEOTEX USERS
Wehave on our files the namesof nearly all information providers in Western Europe and several
hundred organisations that have installed private
videotex systems (of these, only some 280 arelisted
in Appendix 2 for confidentiality reasons).

From these names we have chosen to feature nine
case histories of organisations using videotex in
Western Europe. These complement those covered
in previous reports in the Videotex Report Series.*
For this report we haveselected a sample of organisations, representing different approaches in the way

in which they engage in videotexactivities and how

they solve both marketing and technical problems.

The organisations whose casehistories we describe
in this section are:

Gruner + Jahr, a large West German publishing

house, which is developing videotex applications

to complementits major magazine titles. Gruner
+ Jahr was one ofthe first private system operators in West Germany to transfer its gateway ser-

*Note: In past videotex reports we have featured the following organisations as case histories: La Redoute, Thomson Holidays, Rabobank, Neckermann (Germany), Deben-

hams, CCF, Grassroots, Datafreight, Talbot, Imperial

Brewing and Leisure, Cycles Peugeot, Distriphar, Allianz,

GIZ, Quelle, Bonair and Lloyd Anversois.
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The Bavarian State Ministry for Food, Agriculture
and Forestry in West Germany. The ministry has
developed a range of interesting applications for
farmers, including information on farming product
prices, pest control and fertilizers, as well as
encouraging the development of closed user
groups where applications are managed by cooperatives or service companies.

Air France, the national airline of France. Air
France s decision to get involved in videotex was
largely motivated by a desire to offer services
suitable for the general public, as well as services
for specialists in the travel industry. Competitive
pressures have also played an important part in
Air France s decision.

Barclays Bank SA-France, which is a subsidiary
of Barclays Bankin the UK, and whichoffers videotex services quite separately from its UK head
office.

AGB in the UK, which offers a range of regularly
updated information for the fishing trade, including prices, on its Fishnet system.

The UK Export Credits Guarantee Department
(ECGD), which introducedits videotex system as
part of a programmeof office automation pilot
projects sponsored by the Departmentof Trade
and Industry. The system incorporates a number
of interesting features, of which the integration of
videotex with other office systems is notthe least.

Jetair, a Belgian tour operator offering holiday
information and bookings to Belgian travel agents.

Neckermann Travel in the Netherlands, which is
implementing a system based on a link between
its Dutch Prestel-based system and the West
German CEPT system usedbyits parent company
in West Germany.

ESCOin Switzerland, which installed a highly successful system based on the use of videotex in
conjunction with videodisc for travel applications.

Gruner + Jahr

Gruner + Jahr is a large printing and publishing company, based in Hamburg, in West Germany. Its main
products are periodicals for the German market, but
over the past few years it has also expanded overseas. In 1983/84, the company s turnover in Germany
was around $460million, and its worldwide turnover

was around $800 million.

Gruner + Jahr targets its publications very carefully
at specific markets in socio-economic groups A and
B, andit aims to be the market leader in each ofits
targeted market areas. Its videotex activities are
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related to its major magazine titles. These include:

Stern; a weekly general-interest news magazine.

Capital; a monthly magazine aimed at senior

employees and management.

Impulse; a monthly magazine aimed at managers
and employees of small to medium-sized companies.
Brigitte; a fortnightly womens

magazine.

Geo; a monthly magazine similar to National Geographic (Geois also published in France).

Eltern; a monthly magazine for parents.

Prima; a monthly magazine for women published
in France.
Essen und Trinken; a monthly consumer magazine
specialising in food and drink.

In the late 1970s, Gruner + Jahr made strategic
decision to be actively involved with videotex as a
new medium for publishing and distributing information. It also decided thatit would need to get involved
with the new medium asearly as possible so as to
learn about the medium s possibilities and limitations.

During the pilot phase of Bildschirmtext (BTX)
the
German PTT s videotex system
Gruner + Jahr set
up four applications on their computer, and made
them available via a BTX gatewaylink. The applications were designed to complement individual magazines. The magazines, and the associated applications, were:

Essen and Trinken, which was supplemented by
a recipe system on BTX. The application allowed
the housewife to enter her requirements for the
type of meal, cost, and preparation time, and the
system responded with menu suggestions selected
from 300 pagesof information.

Prima, which was supplemented with a variety of
BTX telegames and telecompetitions.

Capital, which was supplementedbya car insurance application. This application gave quotations
for car insurance based on input details such as
the type of car and the driver s profession.

Impulse, for which the current issue s index was
made available on BTX, as well as abstracts of
some articles. Sample editions could also be
requested.

As a result of the trial, Gruner + Jahr reached a number of conclusions. In particular, they concluded that,
initially at least, videotex would mainly interest professional, rather than domestic, users. They also decided
that videotex and printed publications must complement each other.
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These conclusions haveinfluenced Gruner + Jahr s

plans for future videotex applications. The emphasis
has moved towards providing applications for Capital and Impulse readers (professionals who are most
likely to use videotex), and for readers of technical
magazines.

Gruner + Jahr hope to achieve greater synergy

between the magazines and videotexby relating the
videotex applications very closely to magazine articles. Examples of such applications are:

A salary information system, which asks the videotex user a variety of questions about his job, and
responds with average salaries for that type of job
throughout industry. This application relates
closely to articles in Capital concerning salary
structures, and a computerised salary survey
offered by Capital.
A second-hand computer exchange system, where
Prospective vendors can place advertisements for
computers they wish to sell. This application supports a campaign in Impulse, featuring related articles and a survey of second-hand computer
equipment.

Gruner + Jahr believe that the strength of magazines

lies in their ability to carry general journalistic
material, backgroundinformation and limited data,
while videotex is good at giving access to specific,
but limited amounts of data selected from a large
baseof information. Gruner + Jahr hope to combine
the two, to the benefit of both media. One potential
danger they perceive is that the customer will go
straight to the specific information on videotex without
bothering to buy the background magazinearticle.
Another application, related to Impulse, concerns
market research. It is aimed mainly at advertising cus-

tomers. The application gives some general market-

ing information, and allows users to order special
reports on the outlook for various market segments,
and computer listings of companiesin various industries. The information is drawn from Gruner + Jahr s
own internal data banks, and is sold, typically, at

prices in the order of $35.

Gruner + Jahr have considered other uses of video-

tex but these are not yet planned. They include the

distribution of software via videotex, and the creation

of a videotex closed-user-group newsletter containing up-to-date investment advice, and possibly replac-

ing a existing weekly newsletter associated with Cap-

ital. This newsletter would contain high-value
information, and the subscription to the closed user
group would bein the order of $35 a year.

Gruner + Jahr have successfully converted from the
Prestel standard used during the trial BTX phaseto
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the new CEPT system. Gruner + Jahr use HP 3000

hardware, and the Betex (Nova) system supplied by
IDO.

For Gruner + Jahr, videotex has notyet paid its way.

However, Gruner + Jahr believesthat it has a future
and that by the end of the decade its videotex activi-

ties should cover their costs

even when indirect

benefits such as any increased magazine circulation
are excluded. Gruner + Jahr s strategy for achiev-

above. The applications, and the associated data, are
publicly accessible. The second groupof applications
is based on closed user groups with individual
farmers and farming co-operatives managing the

information.

The first group includes simple information retrieval
applications on a database which comprises standard
farming information, for example:

ing this targetis to sell high-value information, through

Information on pests and diseases and on how
they can be controlled.

applications which Gruner + Jahr currently offer are

Summaries of how legislation affects farmers.

videotex frames and ancillary services, and tosell it
to a well-defined and carefully targeted marketplace
which is prepared to pay for such information. The
a first step in this direction.

The Bavarian State Ministry for Food, Agriculture
and Forestry

The Bavarian State Ministry for Food, Agriculture and
Forestry is responsible for, amongst many other
things, maintaining official advisory services which
give Bavarian farmers free advice on agricultural matters. In fulfilling this responsibility, the Ministry is aided
by various farmers self-help co-operatives, breeders
associations and industrial advisory services.
Computers were used early on to support the advisory functions. In 1972, the first steps were taken to
establish the Bavarian Agricultural Information System, called BALIS. By the early 1980s, BALIS had
developed into a series of databases running under
IBM s IMS database system. An interface to Bildschirmtext was built, and in July 1983, a first pilot
project, BALIS-BTX, wasinitiated. The pilot project
was carried out in collaboration with the Bavarian
Farmers Association and with BLV, a publisher
specialising in agriculture. The pilot project gave
about 20 farmers access to BALIS through a Bildschirmtext gateway. The project s aim wasto test
whether a videotex information system was acceptable to farmers. A second, nationwide, pilot project

started in March 1984.

The software for BALIS-BTX was produced by the
Ministry and runs on its IBM 3081 mainframe computer. The IBM computer was originally linked via

DATEX-P to the German PTT s (DBP s) Bildschirmtext

system in Dusseldorf to provide a Prestel-standard

service. The BALIS-BTX service is now being converted
sothatit can be accessed from the DBP s CEPT com-

puter in Ulm. Thelink will still be via DATEX-P. In-

house, and for editing CEPT screens, the Ministry

uses an IBM PC with a monitor running software
produced by CAP-Gemini-Sogeti.

Two different groups of application are available

through BALIS-BTX. Thefirst group of applicationsis

controlled and maintained mainly by the three
organisers of the pilot project which are mentioned
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Abstracts of articles in the trade press.

Summaries of the market pricesfor livestock and
agricultural produce.

Other applicationsin this first group are moreinteractive, giving responses that are dependent on
farmers specific circumstances, for example:

Advice on which fertilisers to use, and on how
much to use, based on the farmer s input of what
he wishes to plant, what was planted previously
on the land, and whatfertilisers were used
previously.

Personal nutrition and dietary advice, based on
data entered on height, age, sex, occupation and
lifestyle.

This type of interactive application is by far the most
popular, accounting for over half of the frame
accesses. The second most-popular applications
cover regionally-specific information, such as a
regionaldiary of farming events, or suggested periods
for planting or spraying. The generally available applications, and the utility programs and menus underlying them, are supported by about 8,000 different
frames of information, and attract the vast majority
of accesses.

The second group of applications is not publicly
accessible, and contains data that is private to
individual farms. The applications are based on only
a few dozen frames, and accountfor only a few per
cent of the total frame accesses. Nevertheless, this
group of applications is important.

Essentially, the Ministry is acting as a videotex
bureau. The information stored in these applications
is maintained by the individual farmers, while the
applications are co-ordinated by oneofthe self-help
co-operatives or a service company. The users effectively form a closed user group. Examples of this
group of applications are:

Recording andcontrolling the milk yields of dairy

cows.

Controlling pig and cattle breeding.
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Each farmer can record the information concerning
his ownlivestock andrecall it later to useit in managing his farm. The importance of this group of appliCationsis that it uses videotex not just to communiCate information, but also to give farmers accessto
data processing facilities.

The users of BALIS-BTX were drawn from three

sources:

Theoriginal BTX trial subscribers in Dusseldorf and

Berlin.

About20 farmers in three regions of Bavaria, who
have been using the system since July 1983.

About 100 farmers throughout Germany, who have
taken part in a country-widepilot Project since
March 1984.

The farmers taking part in the BALIS-BTX pilot trials
were chosen from volunteers, but with a view to
obtaining a mix of participants in terms ofcriteria

such as size of farm, location, mix of produce and

level of education.

The costs to the farmer of using BALIS-BTX are the

Bildschirmtext subscription charges and the telecommunications costs. No charge is made for the frames
maintained by the Ministry, and the terminals are

either on loan or weresold at the price of a standard

colour television set. The Ministry, however, does
charge for use of the individual farm data applications. The charges are based on the cost of the
machine resourcesused, and areinvoicedto the selfhelp organisations responsible for the applications.
Currently, these costs are met from the general membership revenues, though this may not be possible
if many more farmers join the scheme. The cost to
the farmer is, therefore, low, and it should not be a
large influence on the acceptability of BALIS-BTX in
the pilot phases.
It is too early to say how well the system is being
accepted by the farmers, although there are already
somepositive indicators. A study is still being carried out to determinethis andits results are expected

to be available towards the end of 1984.

The fact that farming areas are widely dispersed
meansthat new technologyis an ideal vehicle to distribute information, and mostfarmers already usetelephonesto get pre-recordedagricultural information.
The main strength of BALIS-BTX is thatit can offer

much of the information that a farmer needs from a
single source. Other videotex services, such as mail

order teleshopping, or telebanking, should also be
relevant to farmers. In theory, therefore, videotex
should be well accepted by farmers.

The main motivation of the Ministry and of the self-
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help organisations for using videotexis thatit helps
them in fulfilling their statutory duties to support

Bavarian agriculture, and it may reduce the administrative costs of providing this support. Some trade

associations may even reduce their membership fees
in future for farmers who use videotex. BALIS-BTX

will, therefore, not be judged on purely commercial
grounds.

The future development of BALIS-BTX will initially
revolve around making moreapplications available,
and making the system available to more farmers.
In the longer term, the second group of applications
described, those dealing with the farmers individual
data, may be better supported by a personal com-

puter in the farm. This computer would need to communicate with Bildschirmtext for the information dis-

tribution applications, and would also receive the

software for applications that are processed locally.

Air France

Air France is the premier international airline in
France. It is the fourth largestairline in the world, in
terms of international passenger-miles flown each
year, and third largest in termsof international freightmiles per year. Air France runs a fleet of 92 passenger aircraft and six cargo aircraft. The turnover
of the company in 1983 was FF24,145 million ($2,560
million) and it employed 34,400 people.

The company operates mainly in Europe, the US,

South America, the Middle East and North Africa.

Several subsidiary companies operate in related bus-

iness areas in mostof these countries. Their activi-

ties include hotels, tourism (package holidays and
charter flights) and in-flight and ground-based supply
and maintenance.

Air France comprises a number of corporate divisions

of which two

the Direction Commerciale and the

Direction Informatique have been jointly involved in
developing videotex services.

Air France s data processing is the responsibility of

the Direction Informatique. It is organisedinto five

departments: Valbonne, a computer centre employ
-

ing about 200 analysis and programming staff; Massy,
another centre of similar size; Telecommunications;
Etudes et Economies, a management departmentof

some 15 people; and a department that looks after
end-user computing issues. These departments have
all been involved, to varying degrees, in developing
Air France s videotex system.

The data processinginstallation at Valbonneis based
on a Sperry 1100/93 running Ppassenger-managemen
t
and other information services. The Valbonne syste
m
hasa front-end computer controlling 10,000 termin
als
and 4,000printers worldwidein Air France agencies.

Theinstallation at Massy is IBM-based andrunstradi-
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tional administrative data processing applications, as
well as aircraft spare-part tracking and freight
management systems.

Air France decided to becomeinvolved in videotex

as soon as the French PTT began to promoteit. Air
France s objective was to improve service and
improve image, although all projects are cost justified on two possible bases
to increase revenue
and to achieve cost savings. Air France wasinfluenced by the SNCF/AIR INTER system which offers

timetable information. It decided to allow videotex

accessto the existing Valbonne application. This pro-

vides online information aboutaircraft and passenger

movements, embarkation, reservations and seat

availability, and permits tickets to be issued. The aim

was to develop a system suitable for use by the

general public and small travel agents.

Air France chose Telesystemes private videotex system, running on Bull Mini-6 computers. The Telecommunications section of Air France provided additional
support. The project was organisedinto four phases
and wasrun jointly by the Direction Commerciale and
the Direction Informatique.
The first phase was to define the project, its costs
and benefits, and requirements. This phase wasled

by the Direction Commerciale and monitored by the
Etudes and Economiessection of the Direction Infor-

matique. The second phase addressed technical
issues, such as detailed system design and development. This phase was led by the Direction Informatique and was monitored by the Direction Commerciale. Those aspects of the project that related
to the Sperry hardware were carried out by a team
of 20 people at Valbonne. The videotex software interface was taken care of by Telesystemes.

Thethird and fourth phases comprised the handover,
testing and technical maintenance of the system.
These were the joint responsibility of the Direction
Commerciale and the Direction Informatique. How-

ever, the commercial exploitation of the system, that
is to say marketing the system to usersis the responsibility of the Direction Commerciale.

The videotex applications currently running on the
Mini 6 are:

General information including fleet details, services, publicity etc.

Flight status information, including information on
strikes and delays.

Timetables, giving all the information contained in
the existing, printed pocket timetable.

The existing system provides 100 ports and Air
France expects to increase this by 100 ports each
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year, so it expects to have somesix Mini-6s running
videotex systems by 1990.
It sees videotex as performing two services
external services and internal services. The external services, which will operate as part of Air France s other
DP systems, will extend existing branch services to
a wider public via low-cost Minitel videotex terminals. These services will be expanded to cover all
aspects of flight reservations
tariffs, availability
and bookings, and they will be accessible by keyword
or menu. The scope of the applications will be
extended, and their availability will be gradually
increased
first to small Air France offices, then
major customers, such as travel agents and hotels,
and eventually to the general public. The facilities
provided will depend heavily on the existence of adequate security provisions and they will need to use
smart cards before, for example, reservations can
be confirmed. Until then the general public will be restricted to taking optionsonflights which will need to
be confirmed separately by Air France offices. Air
France seesthe possibility of extending the service
overseasusing, for example, Prestel in the UK, where
they use the Travicom system at present.
In terms of numbers, some 1,000 travel agents had
already been equipped with Minitels by mid 1984.
By 1986, Air France hopesto offer ticket printers to
attach to the terminals. As far as cost is concerned,
Air France will charge only for hardware and communications costs.
The internal services will concentrate on messaging, principally for flight personnel on overseastrips,
but they mayalso include internal marketing information.
Air France sees considerable scopefor co-operation
in offering a multi-company, international travel service. This might include rail and ferry information as
well as interconnections for internal and international
flights. Overall it sees videotex as a means of improving its level of service and of expanding its business.
Barclays Bank SA-France

Barclays Bank SA-Franceis a subsidiary of Barclays
Bank UK and Barclays Bank International. It is 99%
ownedby these two organisations.

Barclays Bank SA employs nearly 1,400 people and
it has 41 branches in France, and 11 subsidiaries
whoseactivities include banking, leasing, property
and personal loans, property development and finan-

cial management. The bank itself has 75,000
accounts and 47,000 customers.

The bank has a data processing department which
is independent of the UK operation. It runs twin IBM
4341 Model Ils with two 3705 front-end processors.
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Most systems operate in batch mode, but the inten-

tion is that brancheswill soon have their own online

terminals. The main data processing applications are
traditional ones, such as financial accounting and
customer-account management. The system is connected to the SWIFT inter-bank clearing network.

The bank has set up a videotex department which is

responsible for choosing applications, technical
design issues, trouble-shooting and client support and
management. The bank s branches contribute to
commercial decisions affecting their customers.

The videotex service offered at present is for bank
customers, not for internal use. It is being run as an
experiment in collaboration with three other private
French banks. These banks are La Banque LouisDreyfus, Banque Veuve Morin Pons(a subsidiary of
the Dresdner Bank) and Banque N.S.M. (a subsidiary of ABN in Holland). The banks havejoined forces
to offer videotex services using a videotex service

bureau.

The service bureau they use is GFI. The main reason they decided to use a bureau was to enable them
to test the technology andlikely services, and to
gauge customer reactions without making a major
financial outlay.

GFI undertakes the technical design work and Ppro-

vides the videotex computer (in this case a Bull
Mini 6). The terminals connected tend to use both
ASCII and Antiope protocols. The standard terminal
offered by Barclays SA is a Radiotechnique terminal
and a printer, in total costing less than FF10,000
($1,000). This is the recommended configuration
which customers can obtain from Barclays SA at
preferential prices. Alternatively, they can have
access to Barclays service from any Teletelcompatible terminal.

Barclays reason for offering videotex services is
partly in response to customer demand, and partly
as a reaction to competitors offerings. The main
application offered at present is customer-account
management. Customers access the service using
the Transpac public packet-switched network. When

they haveentered their password, customers select

the service they require using service menus. They
can make account balance enquiries, monitor movements on their account, and check on paymentsin
and out. Customers can also look for specific transactions by cheque number or value.
About 50 customers were subscribing to the service
in mid 1984 and another 40 are expected to subscribe
before the end of the year. These are all business

rather than residential clients. The average system
use is less than two hours a month, representing

about30 calls. For this level of usage, customers pay

FF750 ($80) a month.
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The main benefits to Barclays SA from offering the
service are a greater competitive edge and a better
service for their customers. The aim is to encourage
customers to makebetter use of their accounts. (The
bank has, however, found that a better managed
account often meansless profit for the bank.)

The next developmentin the service is seen as being
the introductionofinteractive services, such as funds
transfers. However, to meet the bank s strict security requirements, better means of identifying terminal users are needed. GFI are proposing the use of
smart cards together with more sophisticated pass-

words. Future customer services will be dictated by

customer demand.

Although the service makes a small loss, Barclays
SA feels it is a success. The bank is preparing to
moveto using its own videotex computer, but this can
only be cost-justified once it has about 100 customers

using the service. It does, however, expect to make

this move by June 1985, by which time this target

should be reached.

OnceBarclays SAruns its own in-house videotex system, the videotex departmentplansto offer an internal service, with branches being connected directly.
This would almost certainly entail the use of dualfunction data processing/videotex terminals, connected via Transpacor the public telephone network
to both the IBM mainframes and the videotex
computer.

AGB

The viewdata service known as Fishnet wasthe result
of a joint development between two companies: AGB
Heighway Publications and AGB Cable and Viewdata.

AGB HeighwayPublicationsis well knownin the fishing industry through its publications, Fishing News
and Fishing NewsInternational. AGB Cable and Viewdata operates an in-house viewdata system (Aregon

International's IVS-3 system running on a PDP 11/70)

for a range of applications.

Fishnet was developedtofulfil an observed informa-

tion needin the fishing industry. The need wasfor:
Up-to-date fish-auction prices from a number of
locations.

Up-to-date information on quantities of fish landed
at a number of ports.

Predictions on future landings of fish.

Fish are landed at ports around the North Sea
every
day of the week. Auctions are held daily atall
of these
ports and, immediately following the auctions,th
e fish
are transported inland to buyers, and in some
cases
to wholesale markets, such as Billingsgate in
London.
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Clearly, the supply offish is unpredictable. It depends
onthe number of boats docking on any one day, and
of course the weather. Consequently, the price offish
can vary greatly at the various auctions.
Fish merchants, who can often buyfish from a num-

ber of auctions, therefore need to know the prices
of fish at these auctions very quickly to prevent them
purchasing fish at a higher price than is necessary.

Many fish merchants satisfy this need by employing
teams of people to telephone the various ports early
in the morning to check auction prices. An alterna-

tive method is for the merchants to arrange for contacts at the various ports to send telexes listing the

prices and quantities of fish landed.

Clearly both methods of obtaining information are

expensive for fish merchants, and are not always

reliable. Moreover, very few merchants receiveinformation from all of the auctions at which fish is being
sold. The Fishnet service is intended to provide com-

prehensive information on fish prices and the quantities of fish landed, at an attractive price. The applications so far implemented comprise:

Up-to-date marketprices for all types of fish at a
particular port.
Theprices for a rangeof sizes of a particular type
of fish at a particular port.

A comparison of the various prices and landings
for a particular type of fish at a number of ports.

The Fishnet service is operated by AGB Cable and
Viewdata. Representatives, one at each of the ports
covered by the service, dictate the price and landing

information to the AGB Cable and Viewdata office in

London. The information is entered into the videotex
system using specially-developed input software to
automatically update frames. Information is updated
three times a day and covers the start of the auction, as well as the closing prices.

Since May 1984, the system has covered 16 North

Sea ports in England, Scotland, Denmark and Hol-

land. These ports account for 70%of the fish landed
from the North Sea every day.

As well asthe input software, other software has been

written to enable users to convert prices between various currencies, and also to convert between the units
of weight usedin the fishing trade (stones andkilos).

AGB Cable and Viewdata expect the service to

become the prices Bible of the fishing industry over
applithe next few years, andis also looking at similar

cations in other industries.

Fishnet is a very good example of the kind of appli-
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cation that is particularly suitable for videotex: fish

merchants were unfamiliar with computer technology, so ease ofuse is important, as are inexpensive terminals. The information is of high value to fish
merchants, and is highly perishable.

Export Credits Guarantee Department (ECGD)

The ECGD is a UK government department which

employs a total of 1,800 staff at its regional offices
and in its two headquarter locations in London and
Cardiff. The ECGD performs tworoles:
The provision to exporters of insurance cover

against non-payment by overseas customers.

Assisting in the provision of finance for exporters
by providing guarantees to banks.
The ECGD installed a GEC videotex system in 1982
as part of the UK Department of Trade and Industry s (DTI s) Office Automation Pilots Programme. In
order to meet the requirements of the DTI, who was
providing someof the financefor the project, the system had to include a number of innovations. These
innovations, together with the scrutiny which the
project received as a result of being a pilot site, make
the ECGD videotex system particularly interesting.
The most impressive aspects of the system are:

The responsibility given to users to maintain the
databases.

The automatic generation of frames from information held on an IBM mainframe.

The use of a report generator to produce reports
from information held on viewdata frames.

The small number of support staff needed to operate the system.

By early 1984, over 100 videotex terminals had been
installed both in the London and Cardiff headquarters
and the regionaloffices. It is expected that more use

will be made of multifunction terminals in future. Word
processors have already been linked to the videotex
system so that text generated on a word processor
can be reformatted to produce videotex frames.

The main applications running on the ECGD videotex system are asfollows:
Case control.

Departmental/country information.
Personal diary management.

Case control

Oneof the departments of the ECGD uses the GEC
videotex system to create a database ofinformation

relating to the particular overseasprojects for which
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it is responsible. The most interesting aspect of this
application is the degree of responsibility given to the

users to create and maintain their own pagesof infor-

mation. The application dependsto a great extent on
the update field frame facility on the GEC system

which allows users to amend certain fields on a videotex frame without needingto usethe editing software

and without requiring editing keyboards on their terminals. (The system operator must provide blank
fields on frames for new cases to be entered. However, these frames can be generated in a standard
format quickly and easily.)

Oneof the innovations developed for the ECGD project wasa report generator to be used with a report
frame . Usingthis facility, a user can produce a report
from the information contained on the case control
database. The user keys in a number of conditions
on a report frame and, later that day, he or she
receives a print-out answer to the request. Such a
report might show, for example, the number of cases
handled by the ECGD, identifying loans of a specific
value relating to a particular country.

Departmental/country information
In order to evaluate the applications for guarantees
which they receive from British exporters, the staff
at the ECGD require up-to-date information on the
export markets concerned.
The videotex system therefore holds a database giving statistical information on 220 overseas markets,
as well as the terms and conditions under which the
ECGD is prepared to provide insurance cover for
those markets.
Muchofthe statistical information held on this database is updated monthly, directly from one of the
ECGD s IBM mainframes. This updating is done by
linking the IBM computer to the GEC minicomputer
on which the videotex software resides. This automatic creation of frames helps to reduce considerably the number of system support staff required.
Personal diary management
The diary application also makes useof the update
field frame facility of the GEC videotex software. It
allows senior managers to maintain their personal
diaries.on the videotex system. These diaries can
then be accessed by other members of staff.
Although this application is clearly of secondary
importance, it has proved to be extremely popular
with users.
Jetair

Jetair is a Belgian tour operator that also runs a num-

ber of travel agencies. Jetair began to introduce
videotex in 1983 for use by Belgian travel agencies.
By mid 1984, around 120travel agencies, concen-
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trated in the areas of Brussels and Antwerp, were
connected to its videotex system.
Jetair uses ICL s Bulletin videotex software, and the
main applications are those typicalin the travel indus-

try

making reservations for flights and accommo-

dation, together with an informational database of
holidaysonoffer. Jetair had bought the Bulletin system (developed byICL in the UK) as a package, but
foundit necessary to adaptit to the Belgian environment. This required making major software changes.
Reservations can be madevia the system, butfinal
confirmation is only made after manual checking of

the reservations. Jetair has found this to be neces-

Sary, as errors seemedto occur in a small number
of cases wheretravel agents had booked over the
videotex system. Training the travel agents in the use
of the system hasprovedto be a major problem for
Jetair. Despite an extensive training programme,
problemsstill arise, especially with the calculation of
fares and customer invoicing.

The absenceuntil recently of a public Belgian videotex system has proved to be another problem. The
RTT (the Belgian PTT) has foundit impossible to meet
the demandfor extra telephone lines neededto connect more travel agents in Belgium to Jetair's system. Thereis also a regulatory restriction on the use
ofprivate videotex systems. This regulation specifies
that only organisations engaging in the same type of
activity may use such a system. Therestriction has
prevented Jetair from offering its service to the public at large, although it believes there exists a demand
from the public for the type of service Jetair offers.
The forthcoming opening of the RTT s videotex system will, it is hoped, solve manyof these problems.
It will also meanthatJetair will no longer needto store
and make available a comprehensive database of
airline and rail timetables, as these will be available
on the RTT system from other service providers.

Jetair will continue to expand and improve its current
services, not only in Belgium but also abroad. In particular, it is planning to increaseits presencein the
Spanish holiday market and intends to offer videotex
services there.

Neckermann Amsterdam

Neckermann Amsterdam is the Dutch subsidiary of
Neckermann und Reisen (NUR) in Germany, which
is, in turn, a subsidiary of Neckermann Versand, the
West German mail order company.

Neckermann Amsterdam s involvement in videotex

is interesting not so much for the applications it has
implemented, which consist of fairly typical travel
applications, but becauseit is developing a directlink

with the mainframe videotex system ofits parent

company in Germany. This system uses the CEPT
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standard, whereas the Dutch subsidiary uses a
Prestel-based system.
The applications offered are booking, confirmation,
and invoicing of holidays, and the videotex system
has about 300 users.
Neckermann Amsterdam started offering services on
the Dutch PTT s Viditel system shortly after the trial
started in 1980. Initially its database comprised about
500 frames, but this was later reduced to about 100

frames, becauseit was found that user demand did
not warrant so large a database.

The direct connection from Holland to the IBM mainframe of NUR in Frankfurt was being tested as
planned and, from October 1984, a formal trial, which
should last for one month. A front-end processor at
the Frankfurt installation is used to convert the information stored in the German 8-bit CEPT standard to

the 7-bit Prestel standard used in the Netherlands.

Initially the connection will be made via the public
videotex services in Germany and the Netherlands.
Depending on technical and cost considerations, a
direct connection between the Neckermann Amsterdam and Frankfurt systems may be implemented.

ESCO

ESCOis a Swiss tour operator. It sells its tours both
through its own, and through independent, travel
agencies.
In February 1983, ESCO decided to support sales of

its holidays with information provided on videodiscs,

and with a videotex system. Videodisc was chosen
for its interactive capabilities, and was to be used to
showpictures of the tour destinations to customers.
The videotex system wasinstalled to give up-to-date
information, and in a later stage, to accept bookings.
The two technologies run in parallel on a common
workstation. The videodisc players are not controlled
by videotex control signals, but are operated independently.
In September 1983, the first videotex terminals and
videodisc players wereinstalled in travel agencies.
By the end of February 1984, over 300 travel agencies were equipped and using the system for infor-

mation retrieval. By the end of 1984, online booking
by the travel agent should be possible through

Normally, the travel agent uses the videodisc and
videotex systems in conjunction but not simultaneously. Travel agents use the videodisc system locally
(that is to say, not online to the videotex system) to
demonstrate various destinations andfacilities, and
to help the customers make their decisions. The
videodisc programmeis organised so as to lead from
general to more specific information on different
countries, resorts and hotels. Film sequencesandstill
pictures are intermingled, and are accessed entirely
under the travel agent s control.
The videotex system is used to accessspecific information, such asflight details and availability, hotel
availability, information on exchange rates, air and
water temperaturesto be expected, local excursions,
and so on. This information is normally only required
towards the end of the sales session, and after the

customer has decided on the resort and the hotel at

which he wishesto stay. However, the system does

allow easy switching between the videodisc and

videotex systems. ESCO also uses the videotex system to distribute administrative information to travel
agents, including newsof special offers, tours available at short notice, and special sales campaigns and
competitions. In the next phase of the development
of the system, travel agents will be able to use the
videotexfacility to make bookings. Again, this transaction will normally be carried out after a local session using the videodisc.
ESCO useseveral levels of hardwarein its system.
An IBM System 34 computer carries out the essential central administration andfile maintenancetasks.
A System 36 computer is linked to the System 34,
and runs the online booking system, which is
accessed from conventional computer terminals at
ESCO s head office. The videotex software (IBM s
SVS/1) runs on a Series 1 minicomputer, which is
linked to the System 36. The travel agents terminals
were developed for ESCO by Philips. All the main
components are combined in one workstation: a
screen (to display videodisc or videotex information),
a videodisc player, a videotex decoder and modem,
a controller for the two systems (which can store up
to 15 videotex pages locally), a keyboard and a
printer.
ESCO s videotex system uses the Prestel standard.
There were several reasons for this choice:

videotex.

ESCO needed a system which could beinstalled

private videotex system, and is not intended to be
accessed directly by the public. This decision was
taken for marketing reasons. ESCOfelt thatits tours
offered so many choices and options, that an expert

ESCO s applications required a fast responsetime,
which could be better achieved using Prestel

The system runs as a closed user group on ESCO s

adviser would normally be needed to help the cus-

tomer find his ideal holiday.
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during 1983. This was before the Swiss PTT
introduced its CEPT-standard service.
rather than CEPT.

ESCO s applications did not require the additional
graphics capability of CEPT.
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The system has had a verysignificant impact. Travel
agents have a much wider range of information at
their disposal while serving their customers. Theinfor-

mation includes items which weredifficult to obtain

before the system was introduced, such as weather
information, or up-to-date information on the availa-

bility of local excursions. The information is immedi-

ately available to travel agents, and the flow of sales
discussionsis not interrupted by lengthy phonecalls,
or by the travel agent needing to move away physically to consult different documents. Moreover, the
information that is presented to the customer on
videodisc is much more informative and easier to

relate to than the information available from cata-

logues and brochures.

ESCOhascarried out a surveyofits agents and cus-

tomers, which showedthat around three-quartersof
the customers felt that the system had helped them
in choosing their holiday. As a result, the level of complaints received from customers after their holidays
has been reducedsignificantly. The travel agents are
also pleased with the additional service they can give
their customers and with the support which the system providesin selling holidays.
ESCO s turnover has also increased. In thefirst year
of operation, turnover increased by about 25%, and
the increasein turnover was maintained in the second
year. These are better results than were achieved by
the Swiss travel industry generally, though it is of
course impossible to identify just how much of
ESCO s extra growth can beattributed to the videodisc/videotex system. Nevertheless, ESCO believes
thatits investmentwill be justified by increased turnover over a three-year period.

APPLICATION AND MARKET SECTOR
BREAKDOWN

Breakdownbytype of application

Our research hasprovided us with an opportunity to
examine the type of use that videotex terminals in
Western Europeare used for. Almostinvariably there
is one principal reason why a videotex terminal is
acquired and used, and this applies to both domestic and the business sectors. In the business sector,
the main purposein using a terminal might be, for
example, the ability for travel agents to book holidays,
or for car dealers to locate a particular type of car.
In the domestic sector it might be to gain accessto
games, home shopping or telesoftware services, or
an electronic telephonedirectory. This is not to say
that other applications are not usedby these users.
Merely that, barring the inevitable exceptions, potential videotex users are likely to be attracted onlyif

the medium can offer them a direct and recognisable benefit, be it tangible or intangible.

The breakdown of the European terminal base by
principal application, and in terms of business and
domestic sectors, is shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8.
Overall, we estimate that 40%of terminals in Europe
are used by businesses and 60% in homes. This
breakdownincludes France where many ofthe terminals
75%
are supplied free to residential
telephone subscribers. Excluding France, the split is
reversed: we estimate that 67%of all terminals are
installed in businesses and only 33%are in homes.

Applications in the business sector
The main business sector applications that we have
identified are:

Figure 4.7

Breakdownofvideotex applications in
Western Europe
business terminals
Messaging/

in-house

management

In this section we provide a breakdownof the video-

information
2%

tex user base in terms of the kinds of applications

implemented and users market sectors. We have
addressed these issues from two standpoints
terminals and private systems. As far as terminals are
concerned, a breakdown byindustry sectors is not
in itself very useful. (For example, a food manufacturer is, perhaps, more likely to use videotex to
accessfinancial and commodities information than
in assisting in the process of food manufacture per
se. Or a large engineering firm might use videotex
in its travel department rather than in the factory.)
However, in terms of private systems, an industry
breakdownis valuable becauseit identifies the type
of companylikely to have suitable videotex applications. It may also help to identify the financial and
competitive pressures that lead to the introduction
of videotex systems.
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Financial
information/

Education/
training Status
1%
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Broking
5%
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Telephone
directory
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33%

Novelty/

experimentation
9%
General
information
retrieval
10%

Information
providersisuppliers
10%

Bookings/

reservations
21%

Note: Percentagesrelate to the total number of business
terminal users.
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and the training departments of other business
organisations.

Breakdownof videotex applications in
Western Europe
domestic terminals
Home

shopping

Games
Telesoftware
8%

2%

Home

banking

1%

4%

Broking; which includes applications which involve
bringing together two or more parties with reciprocal interest, for example finding lorry loads and
capacity on return journeys.

Messaging
<1%

Information retrieval; which comprises access to
databasesof specific or general interest, be they
conventional databases or databases specially
developed for videotex. In France especially, this
kind of application has many users. The category
also includes the use of public-access terminals.

Experimentation,
novelty,

status
10%

Telephone
directory

75%

Note: Percentagesrelate to the total number of domestic terminals.

Electronic telephone directory; which is the most
important application in France and Denmark, but
is as yet virtually non-existent elsewhere.

Bookings, reservations, accessto stock files and
ordering; which are important especially in the
travel sector. This application is important in every
European country, especially in the Netherlands
and the UK wherea large proportion of the installed terminal baseuse this type of application. Business teleshoppingis also includedin this category.

Managementinformation and internal office systems. This type of application commonly resides

onin-house private videotex systems or on closed

user groups on PTT-operated or independent

bureau systems. Videotex used as a presentation
medium and for messaging is also included here.

Information providers (IPs) use of the system;
which comprises notonly the use ofediting terminals to input data but also the use of terminals to
accessinformation from other IPs or for demonstration purposes. It also includes terminals used
by suppliers and PTTsfor research or demonstration purposes.

Financial information and banking transactions and
prices. The use of videotex to access rapidly

changing information on prices, such as share and
commodities prices, has been one of the more
successful videotex applications and is now available in mostcountries. All other banking and insurance applications for the business sector are also

included here.

Education and training; which includes training

applications by both educational establishments,
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Experimentation, learning about videotex and
novelty; which is one of the main reasons why
videotex terminals are used before other, more
useful and specific, applications are sufficiently
developed by service providers.

Status; which is different from experimentation
in the sense that the terminal is clearly intended
as a status symbol or as a gimmick, and from
which no other benefit is ever expected.

Applications in the domestic sector

The main domestic sector applications that we have
identified are:
The electronic telephone directory; where the
same comments apply as for the business sector.

Telesoftware; which is an increasingly attractive
application for home microcomputer users. Many
domestic terminal users in the UK and Austria are
motivated to use videotex because of the availability of telesoftware.
Games (excepting telesoftware games); including
all the entertainment applications intended to
amuse the user at home.

Homeshopping; which includes mail-order applications. This kind of application is especially
mature in West Germany. Holiday bookings made
direct by the public are also included in this
category.

Homebanking; which is used in a number of countries but especially in the UK, France and West
Germany.
Messaging; by which we meandirect user-to-user
messaging.

Experimentation, novelty and status; which is still

oneofthe principal reasons why domestic terminals are acquired and used.

Breakdownbyindustry sector

A breakdownbythe industry sectors of information
providers(IPs) is not, at this stage in the development
of videotex in Europe, very meaningful given thestill
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large number of IPs who usevideotex, mainly the public PTT-run systems, principally for experimental purposesor to offer a few frames of promotional information. We have, however, analysed the industry
sectors of private systems operators, using our file
of private videotex operators containing some 400
names and making assumptions about the remainder

based on information provided by suppliers. This
breakdownis shownin Figure 4.9. (Although a number of these system operators are also involvedfor
experimental purposes, their proportion is very much
lower than for IPs on public systems.)

The most important sector in terms of the number
of systems are videotex bureaux, followed by transportation and travel and the publishing industry. Some
telecommunications authorities acquire systems from
private system suppliers, for use as public systems
and for experimental and research purposes. This
explains the relatively high percentage (4%) ofprivate systemsinstalled in this sector.
We expect bureaux to remain the dominant sector
until 1985, by which time the number of systems
installed by the travel industry will equal those
installed by bureaux. Theretail/distribution sector is
also expectedto grow rapidly in the short term. It will
be 1987 or 1988, webelieve, before the full potential
of the banking and insurance sectors begin to be rea-
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Figure 4.9

Industry breakdownof operators of private
videotex systems
Other
13%

Bureaux
15%

PITS
4%

Travel,
airlines,

Education, research,
science 4%

transport
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finance
5%

12%

Banking

6%

Retail,
distribution,

mail order
9%

Publishing
12%
.

Public

sector
10%

Manufacturing

10%

Note: Percentagesrelate to the total number of private videotex systems.

lised. The main reasons for this are the stringent
security requirements expected by organisations in

these sectors (some banks are waiting for smart

cards to become generally available in France), and
also their generally conservative and cautious
attitude.
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CHAPTER 5

THE MARKET FOR VIDEOTEX IN EUROPE

In this chapter we presentour forecasts for the market for videotex products in Europe, and the revenues
to be derived from the supply of products and the provision of services.

Assumptions

In arriving at our forecasts, we have made a number
of assumptions about the future developmentof the

market. Someof these are overall assumptions, apply-

ing to all or several products or countries, others are
specific to particular products or countries. These
assumptions are specified in detail below.
Overall assumptions
We have madethe following general assumptions:

The supply of terminals in any one country is adequate to satisfy demand. This assumptionis realistic in most cases but in those countries that are,
or will be, introducing the CEPT standard there

could be continued terminal supply difficulties for

some time yet. (Where we believe that a supply
shortfall may exist, it is covered in detail in the next
section.)

The communications system and videotex access
computersare reliable and available to a reasonable extent, although 100%reliability and availability can of course not be guaranteed. This

assumption applies to private and public videotex
systems as well as independent bureaux.

The number of available microcomputer-based
videotex terminals increases substantially and their
appeal to users (which was identified clearly in our
research) continues. This assumption applies particularly to our forecasts for the UK, Austria, the

Netherlands and Scandinavia in the shorter term,

but in the longer term the proportion of such terminalsis likely to be high in all countries. (Our forecasts of terminal installed base and annual unit
sales would be substantially lower if this assumption were not met for most countries.)

Forecasts for all countries, but especially for
France, the UK, West Germany and Austria,
assume a growing proportion of domestic terminal shipments.
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The regulatory environment affecting videotexis

relatively free in all countries, and that no signifi-

cant market protectionist measures are introduced, exceptthose that applied already in 1984.

Country-by-country assumptions
For each country we have assumedthatthe following specific assumptions apply:
@ Austria:

The full commercial public service is introduced
by early 1985.

Regulatory restrictions on home banking and shopping arelifted, at least to the extentthat these services can be provided.

® Belgium:

The new RTT service becomes available on
schedule.

Latent (and pent up) demand leadsto faster-thanaverage market take-off.
@ Denmark:

Additional applications, and especially more gateway links, are developed for the public service.

@ Finland:

The PTT system succeedsin providing a countrywide videotex networklinking the different local
videotex operations.

@ France:

Thepolicy of the French PTT to subsidise and ship
Minitel terminals in volume is continued.

@ West Germany:

The changeover to CEPT is complete by Spring

1985.

The potential terminal-supply shortfall proves only
a minor factor in the developmentof the market.
@ Ireland:

Videotex services continue to be provided by non-
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PTT organisations, and the PTT maintains its current positive, but laissez-faire, policy.

@ Italy:

to be substantially higher than in other countries.

The new public CEPT system is opened by mid
1986 but Videotel is extended in the meantime
according to plan.

2% of the installed base of terminals are replaced

modified or ignored to the extent that the private
videotex market can developin line with demand.

Average user spending on services provided by
public and independent videotex bureaux
increases slightly from $20 a year for residential
terminals in 1984, to $30 a year in 1988. For business terminals this spending increases for $150
to $170 over the same period. While these aver-

Restrictions on private videotex systemsarelifted,
@ Netherlands:

The PTT s policies to target videotex services to
specific market sectors continues, and meets with

reasonable success.

@ Norway:

The new PTT system is implemented by the end

of 1985.

@ Spain:

The new PTT system is operational by mid 1985,
but a shortage of CEPT terminals will exist until the
end of 1985.

@ Sweden:

The PTT system is enhanced to provide adequate
gateway facilities.

@ Switzerland:

The government gives the go-ahead to public
videotex services by early 1986 at the latest.

@ UK:

The PTTs policy of targeting videotex servicesat
specific trigger market sectors continues.

Suppliers of home microcomputersstart building
modemsinto their products during 1986/87.
Product and expenditure assumptions
We have madethe following specific assumptions
concerning marketpenetration, usage and spending
on products and services:

The European average price of a terminal

decreasesfrom $325 in 1984 to $250in 1988, but

prices for Minitel-type terminals will be lower than
this average, while the price for CEPT terminals
will be higher. Average prices for terminals are
assumed to be $275 in France in 1984, decreas-

ing to $215 in 1988, and $700 in West Germany

in 1984, decreasing to $340in 1978. In the UK and
the remaining countries, the average price

assumedis $450 in 1984, decreasing to $275 in

1988. Annual values of the terminal market include
the cost of any subsidies by the PTT.
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Theproportion of residential terminalsin total rises
from 65%in 1984, to 75% in 1988. The proportion of residential terminals in Francewill continue
in 1984 andthis rises to 4%in 1988. (These low

replacement rates reflect the large numbers of

newly installed devices in the installed base.)

ages may seem low,it should be remembered that
our terminal forecasts are for all videotex termi-

nals. The majority of terminals are in France,
wherethe principal application is the largely free
telephonedirectory service. Telecommunications

costs are not includedin these figures.

The proportion of user spending on services
provided by independent bureaux increases
slightly from 20% in 1984, to peak in 1985/86,
before returning to that level in 1987 and 1988.
Spend on independent bureaux will be higher than
average in France, Switzerland and some of the
smaller European countries.

The average number ofports per private system
rises from 20 in 1984, to 45 ports by 1988.

Private systems are replaced at a rate increasing
from 5%ofthe installed base in 1984, to 12.5%

in 1988.

The average cost per private system, including
hardware and software is $65,000 per system plus
$1,500 per port in 1984, decreasing to $45,000 per

system plus $1,350 per port in 1988.

The software element of private systems
represents 30% of system sales valuesin 1984,

rising to 40% in 1988.

All our forecasts are for year-ends. Most of our
research for this report was conducted between June
and September 1984, and the facts and figures contained in earlier chapters relate mostly to this period.
The endof 1984figures containedin this chapter are,
therefore, projections, though, especially in the case
of French terminal installations, we have verified our
projections against the knownterminal baseat the
time of writing. Our forecasts cover the five year
period: 1984 to 1988.

MARKET FORECASTS

In this section we present anddiscuss our forecasts
under three headings:
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Marketforecasts for private videotex systems. Our
forecasts cover the number of private videotex

systems and port capacity installed and shipped,
together with annual shipment values and geographic breakdowns.

Market forecasts for revenues from bureau
access. Our forecasts cover revenuesfor both private and public videotex bureaux.
Our forecasts do not cover telecommunications*.
Videotex terminals

In this section, we forecast the growth in the number and value of videotex terminals. The forecasts
comprise the installed base and annual shipments,
and include geographic breakdowns.
Our forecast for the total number of terminals
installed in Western Europe are presented in Figure
5.1. From 1984 the installed base of terminals will
grow from just over half a million to nearly 7.5 million in 1988. This represents a 15-fold increase in
installed base over 4 years, and represents an average annual growth rate of 95%.

Our forecasts are marginally lower than those we
produced last year, when we forecast an installed

baseof 8 million terminals by 1988. This is principally

becauseit is now quite clear that the West German
marketwill develop more slowly than we envisaged
last year. However, webelieve that the early slippage
in West Germany will begin to be made up by
1987/88, a period when growth in the other two big
European markets, France and the UK, will begin to

slow down.

Figure 5.2 provides a breakdown by country of our

terminalinstalled-base forecast. For much ofthe rest
of the 1980s, the majority of terminals installed and

shipped will be in France, but growth is also high in
the Netherlands, Belgium, West Germany and the UK.

Italy and Spain represent big potential markets, but

wedo not expect high terminal penetration in these
countries before the end of the 1980s.

Figure 5.3 presents our market forecasts for annual
shipments of terminals and the value of the ship-

ments. Annualunit sales, including replacements, will

*Readers are referred to our earlier report Private Videotheir Selection, Use and Future Prospects
tex Systems
of the market for telecommunications
estimate
an
for
services.
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thousands (log scale)

annual value of shipments, and include geographic
breakdowns. The proportion of terminals of different types and of different standards are also
reviewed.

Figure 5.1

Number of terminals installed

NMarket forecasts for videotex terminals. Our forecasts cover: installed base, annual shipments and
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Forecast ofthe installed base of videotex
terminals
Western Europe total
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rise from 345,000 in 1984 to over 2.5 million in 1988,
a 7-fold growth. Our forecasts arefor all terminals,
whether connectedto public systems or private systems or both. The relative slowdown in shipment
growth in 1987/88 reflects our view that the French
PTT is likely to modify its Minitel distribution policy
onceit has achieved its 1986 target of three million
installed terminals.
The value of annual terminal sales will rise from $112
million in 1984 to nearly $634 million by 1988, a 5-fold
growth. The fact that value growth is lower than

volume growthis a reflection offalling terminal prices.

Figures 5.4 and 5.5 provide a geographic breakdown
of our forecastsfor terminal shipments by volume and
value. The share of shipments in France is highest
in 1984, at 78% of total European shipments, butit
will still represent over half the total shipments in
1988, even though weanticipate a relative slowdown
in Minitel terminal shipments in France after 1986.
Our terminal shipment forecastfor 1988 reflects market saturation being approachedin France andin the
UK, but continuing fast growth in West Germany and

most of the other countries.
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Figure 5.2

Country-by-country market forecasts for the installed base of videotex terminals
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Figure 5.4

Geographic breakdownof terminal shipments
by number

West Germany

20,000
6%

Figure 5.5

THEMARKET FOR VIDEOTEX IN EUROPE
Geographic breakdown of annual value of
terminal shipments
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France
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17%

Total: 2,535,000
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Because of the higher unit cost of CEPT terminals
compared to Prestel terminals, West Germany s
share of terminal shipment values will exceed the

UK s by 1988.

Figure 5.6 presents our market forecasts for the
proportion of terminals of different standards shipped
eachyear. Again, the French Antiope standard dominates the standards scene, in terms of annual terminals shipped, for much of the 1980s. From 1986
onwards, CEPT-standard terminals will begin to be
shipped in greater numbers, and they will represent
over a quarter of terminals shipped in 1988. Also,

from 1986 terminals with alphageometric capability
will begin to be shippedin significant numbers and

their share of the market will rise to 6% by 1988.
Alphaphotographic terminals will have an insignificant

share of the market, even by 1988.

The share of the marketattributed to terminals with
an alphageometric capability is lower than the share
we wereforecasting last year. There are a number
of reasonsfor this. The first reason is the slowdown

in German CEPT(level 3) standard terminal ship-
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Total: $634 million
1988

ments, as a high penetration of level-3 standard terminals would have led to greater pressuresto introduce CEPT level 4 which incorporates alphageometric capabilities. The second reason is the continuFigure 5.6
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videotex standards (annual shipment volumes)
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ing uncertainty over the policieslikely to be adopted

by PTTs
particularly the French PTT
towards
enhanced-display standards, and the fact that IBM
appears to have, as yet, little enthusiasm for introducing NAPLPS-standard devices into Europe. However,
we expectthis situation to change over the next two

years.

Figure 5.7 forecasts the number of terminals of different types shipped each year. The increasing importance of microcomputer-basedterminals is reflected
in these forecasts. We expectthat nearly half ofall
terminals shipped will be microcomputer-based by

The number of installed private systems and port
capacity we forecastis slightly (around 5%) higher
than last year. Our research this year has confirmed
that private systems will be installed by more organi-

sations earlier than we then anticipated andthat pri-

1988. Thesewill by then be important in all countries,
including France, although dumb Minitel terminals will

vate systemswill have considerable port overcapacity
during the early yearsof our forecasting period, as
companies install systems in anticipation of large

Private videotex systems

Figure 5.10 presents our forecastof installed numbers of private systems by country. Duringthe initial
years, the European market will be dominated by

dominate the market during the earlier years of our
forecast.

In Figure 5.8 we presentour forecastfor the installed
base of private videotex systems. The installed base
Figure 5.7
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many. But in both France and the UK market saturation will begin to be approached by 1988, while the

marketin other countries, such as Italy and Spain,

will begin to take off.
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will grow from 1,240 systems in 1984, by over 200%,
to 3,840 systems in 1988. Figure 5.9 showsour forecastfor the installed port capacity on private systems,
and annual port shipments. Installed port capacitywill
increase from just under 25,000ports in 1984, to over
170,000 in 1988, a 7-fold growth.
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Figure 5.10

Country-by-country forecasts for the installed

base of private videotex systems
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In Figure 5.11 we provide our market forecasts for
the number of private videotex systems and ports
shipped each year, from 1984 to 1988. The number
of systems shipped each year, including replacements, will nearly double by 1988. Port capacity
shipped will grow faster (as systems are upgraded
and enhanced) from 11,640 ports in 1984, to 84,150

Total: 1,170
1988

other countries will have grown substantially andwill
represent a larger market share.
Public and independent videotex bureaux

In Figure 5.14 we provide our forecasts for the annual
spend on videotex bureaux (including both PTT-run
andprivate bureaux) for both residential and business
subscribers.
Total spend on bureaux will rise 14-fold from $34.1
million in 1984, to $482.4 million by 1988.

ports in 1988; a 7-fold growth.

The number ofinstalled residential terminalsis relatively small in the early years, which explains the low

years, while the value of videotex software sales will

However, as moreresidential terminals are installed,
this figure will rise 25-fold, to $167 million in 1988.
Revenuesfrom users of business terminals will rise
considerably too (almost 12-fold) to over $315 million

Revenuesfrom the sale of private systems (hardware
and software) will grow three-fold over the nextfive

grow four-fold.

The geographic breakdown of annual system ship-

ments by volume and value is provided in Figures

5.12 and 5.13. In terms of annual system shipment

volumes, France and the UK dominate the marketin

4984, but by 1988 the markets in West Germany and
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revenuesfrom this source, at $6.8 million, in 1984.

in 1988.

The share ofthe total user spending on bureaux that
is earned by the PTT-run public services will, we
believe, remain at around 80%overall for the next
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Figure 5.13

Geographic breakdownof forecast value of
private videotex systems shipped

Figure 5.15 Geographic breakdown of annual revenues
from bureau access
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Forecast of annual user spend on public and
independent videotex bureau access
Bureau spend ($m)

Residential
Year terminals
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988

68
16.6
54.9
90.7
167.0

Business
terminals
27.3
67.0
150.6
248.9
315.4

Total

Independent|
bureaux

Public
bureaux

34.4
83.6
205.5
339.6
482.4

68
20.9
51.4
67.9
96.5

27.3
62.7
154.1
271.7
385.9

five years, though this will vary widely between different countries. For example, it will be very much lower
in France, where the PTT has adopted policy of
encouraging independent bureaux, than it will be in
West Germany, where the Bildschirmtext system
architecture is specifically designed for the provision
of information services held on the PTT s computers.
Our forecasts refer purely to bureau access, whether
this is based on connect-time charges, frame-access
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UK
$m 96.5
20%

12%

Total $m 482.4
1988

charges or subscription-based charges. It includes
gateway calls but it does not include telecommunication charges, nor doesit include any charges made
by bureaux to information providers for the creation
and maintenance of videotex services. (To some
extent this is misleading since much information is
offered free of charge. Wherethis is the case, the
information provider is, in effect, compensating the

bureau for user-access charges.)

Figure 5.15 provides a geographic breakdownof user
spending by country. In France, independent bureaux

play an importantrole as they provide many of the

services that PTT-run public bureaux offer in other

countries. Indeed, some 20% to 25% of private

videotex systems in France in 1984 areinstalled by

bureaux. This explains therelatively high French market share of the bureau business in 1984. Compared

to France and the UK, the West German bureau market wasrelatively undeveloped in 1984, but by 1988
we expect that West German bureau revenueswill
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be higher than in any other country because of the

relatively high costs of implementing gatewaylinks

to Bildschirmtext, and the larger numbers of small
businesses operating in West Germany. In the UK,
France, Belgium and the Netherlands, many of the

early bureau users will have installed their own private systems by 1988.

OVERVIEW OF SOURCES OF REVENUE FROM
VIDEOTEX
Weestimate the total value of the videotex market
in Europe (excluding telecommunications*) to be just
over $200 million in 1984, rising more than 6-fold to
nearly $1,300 million, as shown in Figure 5.16.
But the sharesof this business held by different types
of products and services changes. Thus, private systems accountfor nearly a third of the marketin 1984

THEMARKET FOR VIDEOTEX IN EUROPE

Figure 5.16

Private Systems
$m55.3
28%

Terminals

Bureaux
$m6.8
Public

Bureau

oe

proportion of the total to 13%. By contrast, the pro-

Ind. Bureaux

56%in 1984 to 49%in 1988.

*|n our earlier report on private videotex systems, we estimated that telecommunications accounted for 7% of the
total market in 1983, rising to just over 22% in 1988.
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pees

3%

$m166.3

portion of revenues accounted for by bureau access
will grow considerably between 1984 and 1988, rising from 3% for independent bureaux and 13%for
public bureaux to 8%and 30% respectively. The proportion of the annual market held by the terminal businessis relatively stable, butit will decline slightly from

$m112.1

Ind.

in terms of the value of annual shipments. By 1988,

although the annual value ofthe private videotex marketis still high in absolute terms, it will decline as a

Breakdown of the annual value of the
videotex market

Total $m201.7
1984

Private Systems
13%

soe

Public Bureaux
$m 385.9
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Total $m1282.5
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CONCLUDING COMMENTS

This report, the eighteenth in Butler Cox s ongoing
programmeof videotex research since 1980, demonstrates that, after many years of setbacks and experimentation, videotex is at last being understood and
taken very seriously, in Europe and elsewhere. The
reasons that lie behind this optimistic view of the
future of videotex are many, but the three most important are: that the larger well-known IT companies
have stated and demonstrated their commitmentto
videotex; the increasingly buoyant North American
market and the growing awareness amongst users
of the potential of new technology in general and
videotex in particular.
The significant commitment of a number of large
computer manufacturers and especially IBM to the
videotex market and the recent entry of DEC and
AT&Tinto the private systems market signify much
more than the mere exploitation for profit by these
companies of yet another technology. Because of the
Stature and influence of these companies, data processing managers, traditionally often scathing of
videotex and more often than not rejecting it out of
hand, have begun to reappraise their position. And

as videotex becomesintegratedinto the DP function

it will benefit increasingly not only from better system experience but also from larger budgets, established procedures and professional systems management. At the same time, videotex will inevitably lose
its identity as a distinct technology, becoming merely
one of a number of alternative display and communications technologies available to system operators
and terminal users.
It is significant that manyof the large supplier companies mentioned in the preceding paragraph are
American. It is hard to say whether their growing
commitmentto videotex is the result, at least in part,
of a much greater interest in videotex in North

116

America, or whether North American interestin videotex is a result of their commitment to the technology.
However, the fact that the US has lagged some years
behind Europein its exploitation of videotex is something of an anomaly (if not unique) in the history of
information technology for almost 30 years. The fact
that it has taken videotex almost 10 years to reach
its current level of development in Europe, may be
due in part to the fact that it was not tried and tested
technology being exported from the USA by major
computer suppliers.

Finally, videotex is also being taken increasinglyseriously by users themselves. Especially as a result of
the recent microcomputer revolution , users are

becoming much more aware of how technology can

benefit them. An increasing interest in and use of
electronic media, including videotex, is one
manifestation of this heightened awareness. And
microcomputer technology will, in turn, have a fundamental impact on the videotex products thatwill
prove successful in the market over the next five

years.

Because of these and other related trends, we believe
the outlookfor videotex in Europe is extremely healthy
for the nextfive years. (It may not, however, be as
rosy as some European PTTs may believe or wish
their potential customers to believe.) The spectacular success of the French Minitel distribution programme and the flourishing market for private videotex systems endorses our view that 1983/84 has
marked the turning point for the videotex industry in
Europe.

Although substantial investmentswill still be required,
the industry has matured to the point whereit is clear

that the dominant suppliers are assured ofat least
five years of sustained rapid growth andprofitability.
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APPENDIX 1

NAMES AND ADDRESSESOF SUPPLIERS OF VIDEOTEX
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

Supplier/lagent

P. Clements

ADP Network Services
58 Halford Street
Rutland Centre, 3rd Floor
Leicester LE4 1TQ

ULK.;

Tel: (0533) 536832

a
:

:
Via Nomentana 106,

a

maitaeoeos
Tristan Evans
Air Call Computers Systems Ltd
105-111 High St. (Air Call House)
Houghton Regis, Dunstable,
Bedfordshire LU5 EL.

U.K.
Tel: 0582 603123

E. Adolph
Alldata Service
Prinzregentenplatz 11,

8000 Munich 80,
West Germany.

Tel: (089) 418070
~ Allen Computer Services
Allen House,

40-48 Bernard Street,
London WC1,
U.K.
Tel: (01) 278 4595
R.M.E. Williamson

Marketing Services Director

Aregon International Ltd
17 Lincoln s Inn Fields,

London EC2A 3EG,
U.K.
Tel: 01-831 7536
Telex: 298977
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Supplier/agent

Aria

12 Rue Colbert,
8000 Amiens,
France.
Tel: (22) 92 08 56
H.V. D. Leeuw

Consultant Special Projects

PO. Box 4077,

Assyst Raet Group
6803 EB Arnhem,
Holland.

Tel: (31) 85-246911

Telex: 45120 RAETNL

J. A. Wakeford
Sales Director
Aston Electronic Designs Ltd.
125 Deepcut Bridge Road, Deepcut,
Camberley, Surrey GU16 6SD,

U.K.
Tel: 0252 836221
Telex: 858813

Michael Winberg
Product Manager
AU-System Network AB
Box 44,
121 21 Johanneshov,
Sweden.

Tel: 08-81 13 60
Telex: 15 124

Torben Jespersen
AU-Systems Network A/S
Fredriksbergsgade 11,
1459 Copenhagen kK,
Denmark.

Tel: 1-12 38 39

K. H. von Heesen
Augur GmbH
Devil-La-Barre-Str. 101,
Postfach 56 01 48,
6000 Frankfurt-M.56,
West Germany

Tel: (069) 507 4444

Telex: 511407 wervh-d
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NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF SUPPLIERS OF VIDEOTEX PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
Supplierlagent

R. Schurter
Autophon AG
Stauffacher Str. 145,
3000 Bern 22

Switzerland.
Tel: (031) 40 0022

Mr. P. Krause
Autronic
8600 Duebendorf,

Schoerli Hus,

Supplierlagent
M. M. Van Den Boschev Marquette

Belgium Institute of Management

Kwikstraat 4,

3078 Everbere,
Brussels,
Belgium.

Bell Telephone MFG Co.

Francis Wellesplein 1,

2018 Antwerpen,

Tel: (01812) 2022

Telex: 57970-s-husch

Belgium.
Tel: 03/237.17.17 ext. 1063
Telex: 72128 Bella B

Mr. D. J. Willcox
Computer Manager
AVSIntext

Bergens Tidende
Nygardgaten 5/11,

Switzerland.

145 Oxford Street,
London W1R 1TB,

UK.

Tel: 01-434 2034

AN.S.

23 Avenue De La Gare,
La Penne Sur Huveaunne
F-13400 Aubagne
France

D. Olivey
Baric Computing Services
Forest Road,
Feltham, Middx.

U.K.

Tel: 890 1414

Postboks 875,

5000 Bergen,
Norway.

Tel: 010 475 217640
Telex: 0025 42026 BETE N
Mr. B. J. Lipari
Beston-McKinnis Skinner
PO. Box 937,
Olathe, Kansas 66061,
U.S.A.
Tel: (913) 764-1900
Telex: 910-749-6401
R. Cole

Bishopgate Terminals Ltd.
Manor Way,
Old Woking,
Surrey GU22 9JX,

P. Gabriel
BarcoIndustries
Th. Sevensiaan 106,
8500 Kortryk,
Belgium.

UK.
Tel: (04862) 27241

Beaufort C.S.

Hr. Zeug

Tel: (056) 21 1114

Renslade House,

Whitfield Street,
Gloucester GL1 1PG,

UK.
Tel: (0452) 416301
Telex: 43521

John Blackburn
Managing Director

Bee Systems Ltd
29-31 Blackcheapside,

Bolton BL1 1LT,
UK.
Tel: 0204 395440

|

|

|

Blaupunkt Werke

(PTE 2),
Postfach,

|
|

3200 Hildesheim,
West Germany.
Tel: (05121) 49 46 80
J. Fischer
BOD Datensysteme
Frankfurter Allee 45-47,
6236 Eschborn,
West Germany.

Tel: (06196) 48698
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NAMES AND ADDRESSESOF SUPPLIERS OF VIDEOTEX PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
Supplierlagent

Mr. Engquist

Supplierlagent
L. Rodrigues

A.R. Bolaget

C.E.O.1.

10244 Stockholm,

Spain.

Box 5156,
Artillerigatan 59,

Calle Muntaner 550,
Barcelona 6

Sweden.

Tel: (8) 224730

;

Mr. Cargill McKenzie

C.G.l.

84 Rue de Grenelle,

75007Paris,

Chief Executive Officer
BPI Systems Ltd
PO. Box 10-099,

Tel: (1) 544 3921

Wellington 1,
New Zealand.

CIT Alcatel

12-22 Johnston,

Tel: (04) 720-773
Geoff Watters

Marketing Executive

Brown s
Westminster Bank Chambers,
Blackheath Village,
London SE3 9RQ,

U.K.
Tel: 01-852 3299

Telex: 27652 GUS G

Burroughs
Service Commercial,
La Palette Orange,
Boulevard de I Oise, 95015 Cergy,
France.

Tel: (3) 031 9242
Telex: BUR CG 697664

Robin Mair

Product Manager
C. W. CameronLtd.
Cameron Communications,
Burnfield Road,
Glasgow GAG 7TH,

UK,
Tel: 041-633 0077
Telex: 779469

CAP-Gemini-Sogeti
17 Avenue GeorgesV,
75008Paris,
France.

Tel: (1) 723.61.85

Mr. de Bos
Central Beheer
Prinz Willem Alexanderlaan 51,
Postbus 700,
7300 Apeldoorn,
The Netherlands.

Tel: (3155) 799111
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France.

M. Frahi

Departement Commutation,

10 Rue Latéco re, B.P. 57,
78141 Velizy Cedex,

France.
Tel: (3) 902 96 20
Telex: CITCO 696 539

Kjeld Moseluno
Marketing Manager, Videotex
Christian Rovsing A/S
Lautrupvang 1,
DK-2750 Ballerup,
Denmark.

Tel: +45 265 11 44

Telex: 35111 CR DK
Christian Rovsing A/S
Kungsgatan 16,
55256 Jonkobing,
Sweden.

Tel: +4686 168610

Christian Rovsing A/S
Sagveien 23,
Sagene, N-0405,
Oslo 4,
Norway.

Tel: + 472-381690

Christian Rovsing Systems(UK)Ltd.
371 Horn Lane,
London W3 OBY,

UK.
Tel: +411 933 6466

Michel Dauvillier
CMG
Z. A. Courtaboeuf-Le Parana,
Av. du Parana, POB 38,

F-91942 les Ulis Cedex,
France.

Tel: 6/448.12.12
Telex: 692449F
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Supplierlagent
J. McHugh
Systems Director
Comdial
225 Frimley Green Road,
Frimley Green, Camberley,

U.K.
Tel: 0252 836776
ss
Telex:
858304
COMPAS GmbH

Imhofstrasse 3,
0-8000 Miinchen 40,
W. Germany.

Tel: 010 4989 362095
Telex: 003 5213958 Comp D
Tom Keefe
Managing Director

Complex Terminals Ltd
63 Milford Road,
Reading, Berkshire,
ULK.
Tel: 0734 587396

MargaretFolley
Marketing Communications

Co-ordinator

Computer Automation Ltd.

Hertford House, Denham Way,
Maple Cross, Rickmansworth,

Herts.,
U.K.
Tel: 09237 71211
Telex: 922654

CosyServices BV
Hazerswoude,

Netherlands.
Tel: 01728 7264

W. Lentzen
CTK Systeme
Langenbrtick 20,

5060 Bergisch Gladbach 1,
West Germany.
Tel: (02204) 66113
CTL
12 Rue le Chatelier,
75017 Paris,
France.

Tel: (1) 267.40.58
CTL

18 Rue de la Michodiére,
75002Paris,
France.

Tel: (1) 742 86 59
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Herr Berger
Danet GmbH
Otto Rohn Str. 71,
6100 Darmstadt,
West Germany.

Tel: (66151) 86221
Herr Scholl

Data General GmbH
Am Kronberger-Hang3,
6231 Schwalbach,
West Germany.

Tel: (06196) 805237

Datakompas APS
Hovedvejen 56,
2600 Glostrup,

Denmark.
Tel: 010 452452411
Telex: 33799

Alex Zwahlen
Networks and Communications
Marketing Europe
Value-added Networks
Program Manager
Digital Equipment
International (Europe)
12 Avenue Des Morgines,

Casse Postale 510,

1213 Petit-Lancy 1, Geneva,
Switzerland.

Tel: (022) 93 33 11
Telex: 422593

John Thoolen
Digitek Computer Systems
Helvoirtseweg 1,
Vught,
Holland.

Tel: 073 568 180

Bryan Conway
UK Marketing Manager
Disc International Ltd.
40-41 St. James Street,
Taunton, Somerset TA1 1JR,
ULK.
Tel: 0823-85292
Telex: 46568 DISC 9

G. Norman

Product Manager
D. M. England & Partners Ltd
Tudor House, 24 High Street,

Twyford, Berks. RG10 9AG,
ULK.
Tel: 0734-342666
Telex: 849323 AEGIS G
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Supplierlagent

Herr Horn/Herr Alex

Dornier-System GmbH,
Postfach 1360,
7990 Friedrichs hafen 1,
West Germany.

Tel: (07545) 83925
John G. Hall

Director
DTA Computer Systems Ltd
DTA Research Laboratory,
70 Claremont Road, Surbiton,
Surrey KT6 4RH,

U.K.
Tel: 01-390 4681
Telex: 27578
Michael J. Tyler

Director

Easydata Ltd

93-99 Benhill Road,

Sutton, Surrey SM1 3RR,

U.K.
Tel: 01-643 9400
Telex: 826542 TELETEX G
Toon Lowette
Project Manager

Editel

Gossetlaan 30,
1720 Groot Bijgaarden,
Belgium.

Tel: 02-467 24 86

H. Klarer
Egli Fischer (Loewe)

Gotthardstr. 6,
8022 Zurich,
Switzerland.

Tel: (01) 202 0234

T. Wolff
Elanders Videotex AB
Box 10238,
Kraftvagen 2,
43401 Kungsbacka,
Sweden.

Tel: 0300 50000/50207
Telex: 21234 EBAS

Matthew Cowan

Sales Manager
Computer Graphics Marketing
Electrohome Lid.,
809 Wellington St. N., Kitchener,
Ontario N2G 4J6,

Canada.

Tel: 519-744-7111
Telex: 069 55449
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Supplierlagent

Mr. Torstensen

A.S.Emma
Lars Hilles Gatan,
PO Box 4268,
5013 Nygardstangen, Bergen,

Norway.
Tel: (5) 321300
Telex: 0025 42907
Mechele Ferrara

Enidata

Via Paolo di Dona 3a,
00143 Rome,

Italy.
Tel: 01039 6 59008308

Telex: 0023610082 Enidro1
Enator Ltd.
Weybridge, Surrey,

U.K.
Tel: 0932 57033

Peter Rhodes-Dimmer
Enterprise Systems
Summer Road,
ThamesDitton,

U.K.

D. Shear
Future Technology Systems
Lochview Road,
Willowyard Industrial Estate,
Bieth, Ayrshire KA15 1JD,

U.K.
Tel: (05055) 3637
G.CAM

Tour Montparnasse,
33 Avenue du Maine,

75755 Paris Cedex 15,
France.

Tel: (1) 5838.10.26

Mr. S. Bowen
GEC Computers
Private Videotex Systems,
Kemble House, Kemble Street,
London WC2,

UK.
Tel: (01) 836 8000

Mr. H. Hubert
GEC Computers (Nederlande)
Antwerpsweg,

128 03 PB Gouda,

The Netherlands.

Tel: 31-1820-35222
Telex: 20372
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Supplierlagent

A. A. Mathews
Deputy General Sales Manager
GEC Computers Ltd
Elstree Way,
Borehamwood,
Herts.

U.K.
Tel: 01-953 2030

Telex: 22777

J. Nicholson
Geest Computers
Jupiter House,
Station Road,
Cambridge,
U.K.

Tel: (0223) 66111
Fock Michael

Headof Videotex Department
Wilhelm Geiger GmbH

Werderstr. 134,
POB 1825,
D-7100 Heilbronn,

W. Germany.

Tel: 07131-6 07 85
Telex: 728240

Dudley Miles
Market Development Manager

GEISCOLtd

GEISCO House, 25-29 High Street,
Kingston-upon-Thames, Surrey,

U.K.

Tel: 01-546 1077

GFI

Division Télématique,
Tour Neptune Cedex20,
92085Paris la Défense,
France.

Tel: (1) 776 43 13

Mr. P.N. Ball
Viewdata Manager

Granada TV Rental

PO. Box 31, Ampthill Road,

Bedford MK42 9QQ.
U.K.
Tel: 0234-55233
Telex: 82303

H. Diehm
Grundig AG
Wiurzburger-Str. 150,

8510 Firth,

West Germany.

Tel: (0911) 73301
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Supplierlagent
Hello Informatique
1 Rue de Metz,
75010 Paris,
France.
Tel: (1) 523

S. Moressoni
HH. Sarl

Via G. Murat 38,

oe
.
Honeywell Bull
Avenue Marnix 28,
1050 Bruxelles,

Belgium.
Telex: (02) 513.68.60
Theo Emke
Honeywell Bull

Vliegtuigstraat, 26,
1059 CL-Amsterdam,
Holland.
Tel: 20/510.12.87
Telex: 14221
W. Jaeger
Honeywell Bull
Linke Wienzeille 236,
1150 Wien,
Austria.

Tel: 43/222/85.36.01

Telex: 132743

M. Brunet
Honeywell Bull

94 Avenue Gambetta,

75990 Paris Cedex 20,
France.

Tel: (1) 360 02 22

Honeywell Bull AB

Sture Cato,
Sweavagen 163,
10435 Stockholm,
Sweden.

D. Levy
Honeywell Information Systems
Honeywell House,

Great West Road,
Brentford, Middx.

ULK.
Tel: 01-568 9191
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Supplierlagent

Supplierlagent

R. S. Coppock
/
Viewdata Marketing Consultant
Info. Network Ser.

ICL Belgium SA
Avenue Louise 375,
B1050 Brussels,

London W4 4AL,

Telex: 22362

IBM (U.K.) Ltd.
889 Chiswick High Road,

U.K.
Tel: 01-995 1441

IBM Deutschland
Postfach 800880,

7000 Stuttgart 80,
West Germany.

Tel: (0711) 785 3508
IBM Schweiz
IBM Rechenzentrum,
Altstetterstrasse 124,

8048 Zurich,
Switzerland.

Tel: (01) 62 70 70
IBSI-TBS
19 Av. Charles de Gaulle,

69100 Tassin la Demi-Lune,
France.

Tel: (7) 834 80 40

D. Osborne
Product Marketing Manager
International ComputersLtd.
Lovelace Road,
Bracknell, Berks. RG12 4SN,

UK:
Tel: 0344 424842
Telex: 22971
P. Spalton

ICL

Computer House,
322 Euston Road,
London NW1 3ED,

U.K.

ICL (France) Ltd
16 Cours Albert ter,

Paris 75008,
France.

Tel: 225 9304
C. Los
ICL (Holland) Ltd

Zwansvliet 20,
1081 AP Amsterdam,
The Netherlands.

Tel: (020) 424545
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Belgium.
Tel: (02) 648 9020
ICL DATA AB

Industrivagen 10-14,
S-171 88 Solna,
Sweden.
Tel: Stockholm 830700

Telex: 10793
ICL

Klampenborgvej 232,
DK-2800 Lyngby,
Denmark.
Herr Stoll

ICR

1m Altenschemel 21,
6730 Neustadt,
West Germany.

Tel: (06327) 390
Telex: 454710

Susanne Haag

IDO Instit. fur Datentechnik und

Organisation GmbH
Hirschburgweg5,
D-4000, Dusseldorf,
W. Germany.

Tel: 021 1/686631
Telex: 8584530

Infomart
164 Merton Street,
Toronto, Ontario,

M45 3A8,

Canada.

Tel: (416) 489 6640
Russell D. Evans
Managing Director
Information Technology and
Marketing Ltd.
E3 New Enterprises,
S.W. Brunswick Dock,

Liverpool L3 4AR.
UK.
Tel: 051-708 9066
Telex: 629858 CB FAT G
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Supplierlagent
S. P. Leong

Infotel Technologies (PTE) Ltd.
Keppel House,

Keppel Road,

Singapore 0208,
Singapore.

Telex: RS 38360

Alistair Crawford

Sales Manager

Intercom Data Systems Ltd.

Woodsted House,
72 Chertsey Road,

Woking, Surrey GU21 5BJ,

U.K.
Tel: 04862 296951
Telex: 884962/3

Mr Sowne
ISS Data
Kollegievej 6,
DK-2920 Charlottenlund,
Denmark.

Tel: 010 45 1 281828
Telex: 0063 19764 155 DK

Simon J. Carlton

Chris Vegoote

Software Development
Jet Air

Torchoutse Steenwei 421,
8400 Oostende,
Belgium.

Tel: 059 500 800

Telex: 81004

Wenene

Managing Director

John Lane Computer Services Ltd.

5a Charles Street,

Petersfield, Hants. GU32 3EH,

ULK.
Tel: 0730 67221

Mr. A. Lillevang
Jorgen Andersen Ingeniofirma AS
1 Produktionsvej,

DK-2600 Glostrup,
Denmark.
Tel: (02) 918888
Telex: 35378 JORGEX DX

Marketing Manager

Bent Baltzer
Jutland Telephone Co.

London WC2,

Tranbjerg,
Denmark.

Istel
95 Aldwich,

ULK.
Tel: 01-831 0361

G. Pavoni
Italtel Telematica
P. le Zavattari, 12,

20149 Milano,
Italy.

Tel: (02) 4388.1

Telex: 314840 Sitele

Mr. M. P. Nott
Viewdata Project Manager
ITCU
189 Freston Road,
London W10 6TH,
UK.
Tel: 01-969 7527
R. Watchorn
ITT Consumer Products (UK)Ltd
Chester Hall Lane,
Basildon,

Essex S14 3BW,
U.K.

Tel: Basildon 3040
Telex: 99101
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Supplierlagent

30 Sletvej-DK-8310,

Tel: + 45 627 1366
Herr von Jan

Kabelmetal Electro

Kabelkamp 20,
3000 Hannover 1,

West Germany.
Tel: (0511) 676 3152
Reinhold K6nig

Product Management
Kienzle Apparate GmbH
Prinz-Eugen Str. 20,
7730 Villingen-Schwenningen,
West Germany.

Tel: 7727867702
Telex: 792838

Teletex: 7721204
H. Vogt
Kommunales Gebietsrechenzentrum
Konrad-Adenauer-Ring 60,
6200 Wiesbaden,
West Germany.

Tel: (06121) 818280
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Supplier/agent
Barry Ashdown
Videotex Products Manager

Graham Hawker
Metrotel Viewdata Services

Systems Ltd.

Ruislip, Middlesex HA4 7AP,

Langton Electronic Publishing
133 Oxford Street,
London W1R1TD,
U.K.
Tel: 01-434 1031
Telex: 21766

Link Associates

Chesham, Bucks.,
U.K.
Tel: 0494 784922
E. Holler

Export Sales Manager

Professional Electronics
Loewe Opta GmbH,
Finkenweg 15,
D-6231 Sulzbach/TS,
West Germany.

Tel: (06196) 73920
Telex: 410375

Mannheimer Morgen

R1, 4-6,

6800 Mannheim,
West Germany.

Tel: (0621) 1702390
M. R. Clauvel
Manager Corporate Development
Branch
MATRA Communication
Direction Commerciale,
5-7 AvenueAlbert Einstein,
78190 Trappes,
France.

Tel: (3) 062 60 24
Telex: 696411 F
mbp GmbH

Semerteichstr. 47,
4600 Dortmund1,
West Germany.

Tel: (0231) 4348 150
Mr. G. Tretau

MCG

Landsbergerstrasse 478,

}

|

Supplierlagent

8000 Munich 60,
Germany.

Tel: 089 834 8071
Vtx: 36800
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6 High Street,

U.K.
Tel: 08956 77071

Gavin Leslie
Videotex Product Manager
MGS Computer Services
133 Fairlie Road,
Slough, Berks SI1 4PY,

U.K.
Tel: 0753 84702

Microdata Business Systems SA
28 Boulevard Du Pont d Arve

1205 Geneva,

Switzerland.

Tel: (022) 214235

Telex: 0064421589
Microdata Business Systems S.A.
28 Boulevard du Pont d(Arve,
1205 Geneva,
Switzerland.

Tel: (022) 214235

Telex: 00644 21589
Ralph Timpe
Microdata GmbH

Hahnstrasse 70,

Lyoner Stern,
6000 Frankfurt-am-Main 71,
West Germany.

Tel: (0611) 66 4160
Telex: 416505

Sue Clacher

Microdata Info Systems Ltd
Sovereign House, Marted Road,
Hemel Hempstead, Herts.,

U.K.
Tel: 0442 42171
Telex: 82416
Ivor Share

Product Marketing Manager

Microdata Information Systems Ltd
Maylands House, Maylands Avenue,
Hemel Hempstead, Herts. HP2 4RL,

WK:
Tel: 0442 61266
Telex: 825968
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Supplierlagent

Mark Roberts
Sales/Marketing Executive
Micro Scope Ltd

Mill Lane, Taplow,
Maidenhead, Berks. SL6 OAA,
U.K.
Tel: 0628 72047
Telex: MSCOPE G 846103

D. Howe
Modcomp
The Business Centre,
Molly Millars Lane,

Wokingham, Berks. RG11 2JQ,
U.K.
Tel: (0734) 786808
Mr. Poul Skovgaard
Municipal Telephone Co. of Funen
16 Klingenberg,

DK-5100 Odense,
Denmark.

Tel: +4590019

NCR France
98 Rue de Paris,
91301 Massey Cedex,

France.

Mr. M. Greb

NCR GmbH

Ulmer Strasse 160,
8900 Augsburg,
Germany.

Tel: 0821/405575

Mr. J. Aeschback
NCRSwitzerland
Postfach 579,

8301-Glatizentrum,
Switzerland.

Tel: 01-8321111

Herr Motza
Nixdorf Computer AG

Joachimstaler Str. 15,
1000 Berlin 15,
West Germany.

Lienart Xavier

Tel: (030) 882675

Bergstaat 2B2A,
3000 Leuven,
Belgium.

F. Hareter
Nixdorf Computer AG
Obsigartenstr. 25,
8302 Kloten,
Switzerland.

Marketing Director

Multisoft NV

Tel: 016 22 6797
Meir Alter
NCC

23 Zamenhoff St,
Tel Aviv,

Israel.
Tel: 010 97 23227310
Telex: 361192
Mr. W Gotz

Export Sales

MUPID Computer Gesellschaft GmbH

Munzgrabenstrasse 11,

A-8010 Graz,
Austria.

Tel: 0316 71514
Telex: 032 476

A. Trousset
Product Specialist
NCRNederland N.V.

Buitenveldertselaan 3,
Postbus 7944,
1008 Ac Amsterdam,
Holland.

Tel: 020-442922
Telex: 13075
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Supplierlagent

Tel: (01) 814 3434

C. P.M. de Rooij
Manager Publishing Department
Nob Wegtransport Holding BV
Huis Te Landelaan 492,

2283 VJ Rijswijk,
Netherlands.

|

Tel: 070-94 9307
Telex: 32372

Tom Sperrey
Norsk Data
Strawberry Hill House,
Bath Road, Newbury,

Berks.,
ULK.
Tel: 0635 35544
Telex: 849819

Odd Haugstveit
Marketing Manager
Norsk Senter for Informatikk A/J

PO. Box 350, Blindern,
0314 Oslo 3,
Norway.

Tel: 02/452010
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Supplierlagent
René Egli

i

Managing Director

Supplierlagent
Mr. P. M. Gardner

Managing Director

Nova Automation AG

Owl Micro-CommunicationsLtd.

Tel: 01/461 5166

Herts. CM21 9LY,
U.K.
Tel: 0279 723848

Zweierstrasse 129,
8003 Zurich,
Switzerland.

Peter Manot
Nova Computer Software BV
Dukatenburg 72,
NL-3437 AE Nieunwegein,
Netherlands.

Tel: 3402-39724
Telex: 70497

Jan Mosebeku
NTV Consult A/S

Stromsveien 124,
0663 Oslo 6,
Norway.

Tel: (02) 683330
Telex: 71223 NTV N
Ghekiere Dirk

Chief R&D Laboratory

NV Devionics

Industrielaan 5,
87 AC Heule,

W-VL,

The Maltings,
Station Road,
Sawbridgeworth,

James B. Slade
Product Manager
Panasonic Industrial Co.
One Panasonic Way,
Secaucus,
N.J.07094,

U.S.A.
Tel: (201) 392-4460
Telex: 710 992 8920
Mr Jorma Halonen
Paragon Group Oy
Paragon AB,
Makelankatu 84,

00610 Helsinki 61,

Finland.
Tel: 75 661
Telex: 121427

Tel: 056/356557

Henry Kennedy
Patric Videotex
Airton Road,

D. Kabergs-J. Pilot

Dublin,
Eire.
Tel: 01515711

Belgium.

Telex: 85643

ORDA-B

Interleuvenlaan, 27,
3030 Leuven,
Belgium.

Tel: 016/20.09.44
Telex: 62154

J. Bosman
ORDA-B

Edisonweg 15,
3440 AC Woeden,

Netherlands.

Claus M. Anderson
Over Ovej 5
2840 Holte,
Denmark.

Tel: 02-425055
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Tallacht,

Rob Van Kesteren/K. van der Meulen
Perkin-Elmer BV
Hanzeweg16,
2800 Al Gouda,
Holland.

Tel: 01820-28122
Telex: 28146

Erwin Braun/Reinhard Jung
Sales Special Projects
Perkin-Elmer Data Systems

Seidistr 8,

D-8000 Munchen 2,
W. Germany.

Tel: 089 155 83 91
Telex: 521 30 30
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Mr. Brian Hawley

Jan Shearer

Slough, Berks. SL1,
ULK.
Tel: 0753 34511

Telephone House,
Temple Avenue,
London EC4 OHL,

Perkin-Elmer Data SystemsLtd

227 Bath Road,

p-J. Roache

Publicity Officer

Prestel

U.K.

Tel: 01-583 9811

Philips Business Systems - Viewdata

Telex: 261040

Bucks. SL7 1AU,

B. Lineham

37 High Street,

Harlow,

ULK.
Tel: (06284) 75881
Pekka Sarvela
Research Manager
PG-Group/Oy Systek AB
PO. Box 18,

00601 Helsinki 60,
Finland.
Tel: 358-0-75661

Helex:121427
H. Rusche

Philips AG
5900 Siegen-Weidenau,

West Germany.
Tel:
(0271) 404 263

2
pideiDede
Videotex Products Manager

Philips Spa-Divisione

.

Prism Technology
18-29 MoraStreet,
London EC1V 8BT,

ULK.
Tel: 01 253 2277

os wake
:

one ns

i

Tel: (91) 2488 205
D. W. Burman
Quinto

5 Wongala Crescent
Boe

N.S.W. 2119,
Australia.

Tel: 02-848-0318

Telecomunicazioni

Telex: QUINTO AA26577

Italy.

Viewdata Executive

Via Faravelli 14,
20149 Milano,

Tel: 02-31001
Telex: 332610

Graham Walker
Plessey Office Systems
Beeston,
Nottingham,

UK.
Tel: 0602254831

Arvid Brandberg
Postel
10500 Stockholm,
Sweden.

Tel: + 46-8-7811475
Telex: 14197

Poulter Group
Poulter House,
2 Burley Road,

Leeds,
ULK.
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Supplierlagent

Mark Scott

Radio Rentals Contracts Ltd.

Astronaut House,
Hounslow Road, Feltham,
Middlesex TW14 9AD,

ULK.
Tel: 01-844 1000

Telex: 935559
A. Sermet

Radio Schweiz AG

Schwarztorstr. 61,
3000 Bern 14,
Switzerland.

Tel: (031) 6593 81

Rafi-Eurokey
Ravensburgerstr. 128-134,

7981 Berg,

West Germany.

Tel: (0751) 8928 9
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Supplierlagent
H. Brunner
Rafi-Tetora

Industriestrasse 6,

Supplierlagent

Mogens Hansen

Salora A/S

8305Dietlikon,

Vallensbakvet 35,
2600 Glostrup,
Denmark.

George Bulmer
Product Manager Videotex
Rediffusion Computers Ltd.
Kelvin Way, Crawley,

Dag Lundin
Salora AB
Virkesvagen 7,

Switzerland.
Tel: (01) 833 0301

Sussex RH10 2LY,
UK.
Tel: 0293-31211

Telex: 877369
T. D. Gill

Resource Computer Systems

The Old Coach House,
Sheffield Park,
E. Sussex TN22 3QY,

U.K.
Tel: Danehill 790916
Telex: 957 492 RCSLG
Richard Cumming & Associates,

7 Holtwood Road,

Oxshott, Leatherhead,
Surrey KT22 0QL,

ULK.
Tel: (037) 284 2345

Mr K. B. Spencer
Road Haulage Association Ltd.

104 New Kings Road,
London SW4 LN,
UK.
H. Fleisch

SABA GmbH

Postfach 2060,
7730 VS-Villingen,
West Germany.

Tel: (07721) 852568
Don Duggan

Salora (UK)Ltd.

25a Techno Trading Estate,
Swindon,

Wiltshire SN2 6EZ,
U.K.
Tel: 793 46321

Telex: 444402 sarag
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Tel: 2-457 800
Telex: 33308 SALOP DK

Box 81023,

10481 Stockholm,
Sweden.

Tel: (8) 714680
Telex: 17025 SALOR S
Klaus Merten
Salora GmbH
Eiffelstrasse 600,
2000 Hamburg 26,
West Germany.

Tel: (40) 211 501
Telex: 2173677

Kari Miettinen
SaloraItalia S.p.A.

Via Monte Grappa 28,
24240Lallio,
Italy.

Tel: (35) 690 290

Telex: 43-340571 salo it
Karl-Henry Johnsen
Salora Norge A/S
Hvamstubben 8,
2013 Skjetten,
Norway.
Tel: 2-740 210
Telex: 17408 saran
Roy Herold
Sales Manager

Salora Oy

Salorankatu 5-7,
SF-24100, Salo,
Finland.
Tel: (9)-24-6151

Telex: 6818 SARA SF
Scan Computers
Storrington,
WestSussex,

ULK.
Tel: 09066 5432
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Supplierlagent

H. J. Caarls

Division Manager

Schoonderbeek Elektro BV
Hoofdstraat 122,
Postbus 216,

2180 AE Hillegom,
Netherlands.

Tel: 02520 16648
Mr Rind
Sat Schrack

Schrack Automatisierungs

Gesellschaft mbH

Rotenmuehlgasse26,
A-1120 Vienna,
Austria.

Tel: 010 43 222 858541
Telex: 0053 134 676 SATUO A
Jean Eyre
Senior Consultant
SciconLtd.
Brick Close, Kiln Farm,
Milton Keynes,

Bucks. MK11 3Eu,
UK.
Tel: 0908 565656

Telex: 826693 Scicon G
SDL Incorporated
1900 N. Beauregard Street,
Alexandria,

Virginia 22311,
U.S.A.
H. Dietl
SEL

Hellmuth-Hirth-Str. 42,
7000Stuttgart 40,
West Germany.

Tel: (0711) 8340 530
Mr. G. Boschi
SELCECO(Zanussi)
PO. Box 227,

H. Kalt/F. Brunner

Siemens AG

Hofmannstr. 51,
8000 Miinchen 70,

West Germany.
Tel: (089) 722 47304
J. Muller

Siemens-Albis AG
Freilagerstrasse 28,

8047 Zurich,
Switzerland.
Tel: (1) 495 42 02

Sitintel
9 Rue d Arcueil,
94 257 Gentilly Cedex,
France.

Tel: (1) 664 1470

Tom Carling
Manager
Softplan
Italahden Katu 18,

)

Finland.

|

00210 Helsinki,

Tel: 358-0-6926611
Telex: 123548 SPLAN SF

|

.

J. Michael Berkley
Service Manager

Softwords

235-560 Johnson Street,
Victoria BC,

|

V8W 3CG,

Canada.

Tel: (604) 381 5502
Richard Holt

Product Manager-Viewdata

Sony (UK) Ltd.
Sony House,

South Street, Staines,

Middlesex TW18 4PF,

UK.
Tel: 0784 61688

33170 Pordenone,
Italy.

Telex: 266371

SEMAInformatique

Mr. E. Schulday
Sony Deutschland GmbH
Hugo-Eckener Strasse 20,

Tel: (0434) 3981
Telex: 450 360

16-18 Rue Barbés,
92126 Montrouge Cedex,
France.

Tel: (1) 657.13.00
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Supplierlagent

500 Kdin 30,

West Germany.

Tel: (0221) 5966-1
Telex: 8881626
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NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF SUPPLIERS OF VIDEOTEX PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
Supplierlagent

Mr. H. Nagakubo
Sony Distribution Centre
Edisonweg 4,

4124 PC Hagestein,
Netherlands.
Tel: 03473-75522
Telex: 40040

C. H. Jacobs/R. Wightman
Videotex Product Manager
WWProduct Marketing
Sperry Computer Systems,
Sperry Centre, Stonebridge Park,
London NW10 8LS,

ULK.
Tel: (441) 965 0511
Telex: 8951141
D. Prewe

Geschaeftsbereich

Supplierlagent
S.R.Cain
Marketing Manager
STC Telecommunications Ltd
Hollingbury,
Brighton,

U.K.

Tel: 0273 507111
Telex: 87169
P.O. Henningsohn

STV Konsult AB

Hamarbyvagen 28,
108-80 Stockholm,
Sweden.

Tel: 08/7140020
Telex: 17592 STVS
Christopher Liddell
Syscorp Pty. Ltd.
24 Carr Street,

North Sydney,
N.S.W. 2060,

Sperry
Postbox 1110,
Finkenweg,
D-6 231 Sulzbach,

Australia.

S. Myklebust

2-6 Albert Street,

West Germany.

Director of Marketing
Sperry Computer Systems
Sandakerveien 74,
PO. Box 4340,

Oslo 4,

Norway.
Adrian Baer
Sales Manager
Standard Telephon und Radio AG

(STR)
Friesenbergstr. 75,
8055 Zurich,
Switzerland.

Tel: (01) 465.21.11
Telex: 813219
F. Creteaux
Ingénieur en Chef

Steria

Immeuble Pereire,

147 Rue de Courcelles,
75017 Paris,
France.

Tel: 763 11 83

Telex: 642 762F
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Tel: 010 612 92 1907
Telex: 007 71 20149

W.T. Patterson
Sales and Marketing Manager
Systems DesignersLtd.
Fleet, Hants,

UK.

Tel: 0252 22171
Gareth Parkinson
Systime Ltd.
Millshaw Park,
Leeds,

U.K.
Tel: 0532 702277
Simo Andersson

Marketing
TampereTelset
Box 409,
33101 Tampere,
Finland.
Tel: 358-31-115177
Peter J. Dodds

Sales Director

Tandata Marketing Ltd.
Albert Road North,
Malvern,
Worcs. WR14 2TL,

UK.
Tel: 06845 68421
Telex: 337617
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Supplierlagent

Supplierlagent

Tandem Computers EuropeInc.
13-14 Buckingham Gate,

London SW1E 6LB,
U.K.

Fritz Jorn
Marketing Manager

Business Telecommunication
Management

Télécommunications Radioéléctriques
et Téléphoniques(T.R.T.)
88 Rue Brillat Savarin,
75640 Paris Cedex 13,
France.

Tandem Computers GmbH
Ben-Gurion-Ring 164,

Tel: 581 11 12

West Germany.

Telemedia

Postfach 560214,

6000 Frankfurt/Main 56,

Tel: 0611/50 07-217

Telex: 4 16 247 tacud
Mr. A.Vianini
TELAVInternational SRL

Via Leonardo DeVinci 43,

20090 Trezzanosul,
Naviglio, Milan,
Italy.
Tel: 4455741

Telex: 312827 TELINT |
Mr. Harwalik
Tele-Control
Wolkersbergenstrasse 14,
1130 Wien,

Austria.

Tel: 0222/845597 840928
Telex: 13 6680 ETAGWA
Mr Sass

Managing Director

Tele-Datasoft GmbH

Péseldorfer Weg 20-22,
2000 Hamburg,
West Germany.

Tel: 40/414108-0
Telex: 403108-TDS

Mr Von Reknowsky
Tele-Datasoft GmbH
Otto-Suhr-Allee 59,

1000Berlin 10,

West Germany.

Tel: 30-3413053
Mr Bertschinger

Tele-Hansa

Aunaukatu 29 A11,

00100 Helsinki 10,
Finland.

Tel: 80-6947641
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H. Robert Dias Gama

Telex: 250 838 F
Mr. Van Heule

Lloyd George Avenue 7,
B-1050 Brussels,
Belgium.

Tel: 010 32 2 6499651
Telex: 0026 22721 INTSYSB

J. Bovay
Téléphonie S.A.

9 Chemin desDelices,
1006 Lausanne,

Switzerland.
Tel: (021) 269393

Telic-Alcatel

4 Rue de Chevilly,
Cerisaie 216,

94267 Fresnes Cedex,
France.

Tel: (1) 666.21.19
Telex: 260037

A. Vanden Berghen
Marketing Director

Telindus
Kroonlaan 357,
B-1050 Brussels,

Belgium.

Tel: (2) 648 4470

Telex: 22760

Steve Coleman
Marketing Manager
Thorn EMI Datasolve Ltd.
Grosvenor House, A-7 Station Road,
Sunbury on Thames,
Middlesex,

UK.
Tel: (09327) 81266

P. Harris
Torch Computers Ltd.
Abborley House, GranhamsRoad,
Great Shelford,
Cambridge,

U.K.
Tel: (0223) 841000
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Supplierlagent

Pierre Binggeli

Trans Video

Rue de Monibrillant 28,
CH 1201, Geneva,

Switzerland.
Tel: (4122) 348029

Telex: 289066 TVID CH
Mr. Marc Anne
Transtext
Oosterweelscsteenweg 202,
2030 Antwerp,
Belgium.
Ladislav Rezek
Typlan Swiss
Weststrasse 75,
Postfach 8035,
Zurich,
Switzerland.

UPSInternational

Bristol,
Avon,

UK.
Tel: 0272 276140
Matti Hallivuori

Product Manager

VTT TechnologyInc.
Lehtisaarentie 2 A,
SF-00340 Helsinki,
Finland.
Tel: 3580 4561
Telex: 122972 VITHA SF
Dr. Carl F. Ritter
Managing Director

Vicorp Videotex Corp. AG
Vicorp Sales Organisation,
Hirschburgweg 5,
D-4000 Dusseldorf 12,

West Germany.
Tel: 0211/686631

Telex: 8584530 sapc d

Robert H. Gillman
President

Videotex SystemsInc.

5612 Yale Blvd,
Suite 209,

Dallas TX 75206,

U.S.A.
Tel: (214) 373 8868
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Supplierlagent
Brian Rumbles
Sales & Marketing Director
Viewdata Systems Ltd.

13 Pall Mall,

London SW1,

U.K.
Tel: 01-930 4884
Simon Carlton

Marketing Manager
Viewshare

92 Aldwych,
London WC2,
U.K.
Tel: 01-831 0361

lan Wallace
Sales Manager
ViewtextLtd.
7 Vale Avenue,
Tunbridge Wells,
Kent TN1 1DJ,

U.K.
Tel: 0892 45178
Telex: 8952387

R. Norman
Marketing Manager
Visionhire-Videotex

Videotex

Station Way,

Crawley,
West Sussex RH10 HA,
U.K.
Tel: 0293 31251
Telex: 878238
Mr Stengel
Visual Data SA
Calle Aragon 418,
Barcelona 13,
Spain.

Tel: 010 34 3 2465508
Telex: 0061 50810 LUXE E
Mr. Mike Walsh

Walsh Electronics

3 Boulevard Neu,
75018 Paris,
France.

Tel: 238 80 27
Telex: WALSH 220582F
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Supplierlagent

Wegner Technologie GmbH
Steinweg 1,
D-6393 Wehrheim 3,

K. J. Carter
Marketing Manager
Wordplex Ltd.

Telex: 410 985

Reading, Berks. RG1 8LP,

West Germany.
Tel: (06081) 3070/3079

Excel House,
De Montford Road,
Uk

Tel: 0734 585242
Telex: 848560

Ann Riordan
WordplexIreland Ltd.
Segrave House,
Earlsfort Terrace,

Rene Desserieres
Product Manager
XCON-

Eire.
Tel: 0001608844

38240 Neylan,
France.

Dublin 2,

Telex: 25867
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Supplierlagent

Chemin desPres,
Tel: (76) 41 00 20
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APPENDIX 2

PRIVATE VIDEOTEX SYSTEM OPERATORS

This appendix lists the names of some 280 private
videotex system operators in Western Europe together
with details of each organisation s industry sector,
location and system/supplier details.
The list has been drawn up from information provided
by private system suppliers and from Butler Cox s own
research. Not all suppliers were willing to allow us to
publish the namesof organisations that have bought
their systems and several werewilling to release a few
names only as reference sales. For confidentiality
reasons we can therefore only publish those names
that suppliers have openly released and thosethat are
common knowledge (eg, from press reports, conferences, etc.).
Wehavealso not included private systems used by
system suppliers themselves except where a system
is used by another part of the same group of companies
as the supplier (eg, a parent company).
Therefore, the list represents about 70%of the names
of private videotex system operators knownto Butler

Cox.

Organisation

Industrylactivity Country

ABT

Tourism

Bureau

Netherlands

ADIDAS

Distribution

France

AAAA

ADP
AGBCable & Viewdata
Aerztekasse
Aircall
Allied Breweries
Alldata
AllenC.s.

Alsothom
American Express

ANPE de Marseille

Anglia Timesharing
Airel
Arke Reizen
Assedic de l'Est

Bureau
Services
Medical
Bureau
Brewing
Bureau
Bureau

Credit

Bureau
Bureau
Travel

Netherlands

UK
UK
Switzerland
UK
UK
Germany
UK

France
UK

France

UK
France
Netherlands
France

France
Netherlands

Assemble Nationale
Assyst RAET

Government
Bureau

Avis

Car rental

UK

BACS
Bank of England
Bank Clearing Centre

Finance
Banking
Banking

UK
UK
Switzerland

AUS Intext

Bureau

Banking
Barclays
Banking
Barclays
Bayerische Landesbank Banking

Bass UK

Brewing

Butler Cox 8: Partners Limited
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UK

UK
Denmark
Germany

UK

System details

Systel

Langton PIII/
Videogate
Videopac

IGS
IVS-3
Betex
Betex
Syfatel

Computex

Télésystémes
Rediffusion
Videopac

Rediffusion
Arcom
NCRVideotex
Videopac
Télésystémes
Betex,

Videotex 100
Syfatel

Mistel

VSI
NCR Videotex

Rediffusion
C. Rovsing
J

Viewbase

Organisation

Beaufort
Beecham

Belgian Inst. of
Management

Bertelsmann
Berliner Volksbank
BHW
BNP
Bonair
BP Minerals
British Airports
Authority

British Home Stores
British Gas

British Leyland

British Nuclear Fuels
British Telecom
British Steel
BUE
Butlins

CAI
CAS
CCF
CCTA
Central Beheer
Centre-File
cGl

City of Bier!
CODHOR

Cognotec

col
Commercial Union
Compas

Control Data
Courage

Courrier Picard
CSPB
CTL
CXP.

Cycles Peugeot

DAAT
Datasolve
Datema
DBS

Industrylactivity Country
Bureau
UK
Chemicals
UK
Association

Belgium

Finance

Germany

Publishing
Banking
Banking

Travel

Mining

Didot Bottin-Duplex
Distriphar
Dornier
Drac Besangon
Dresdner Bank
DRFP

ECGD

Computex

UK
UK

Telecommunications
Steel
Tourism
Bureau
Govt.agency

Bureau
Bureau
Bureau

Local govt.

Distribution
Bureau
Government
Insurance

UK

UK

UK

UK

France

UK

Sweden

Germany

France
UK

Netherlands
UK
France
Switzerland

France
Ireland
UK
UK

Bureau
Bureau
Brewing
Publishing

Germany
Germany
UK
France

Manufacturing

France

Bureau

Distribution
Bureau/

publishing

Bureau
Credit

Btx-lris

UK

Gas
Motor

Energy

Computex

Videopac

Netherlands
UK

Retail

Thorntel
IBM

France

Airports

France
France
France
France
UK

Sweden
Netherlands

Bulletin

Telemachus
Microdata,
Viewbase
IVS, MGS
IVS-3
Bulletin
Computex,

Mistel
Thorntel

Télésystémes
Computex

Btx-lris
Dabit
CAP-Gemini
Rediffusion
IVS
Rediffusion
IBM
NCRVideotex
Videopac

Mistel
Rediffussion

LangtonPIll/
Videogate

IVS
CAP-Gemini
MGS
Videopac

CAP-Gemini
HP9000
Videopac
Videopac

Videopac

Miracle

Systel
Megaview
(Systel)

Sweden

Siemens
Btx-lris
ND Videotex
Viewbase
Mistel

Electronics

Germany

Multitel
ICLiIOwn
Btxlris

Banking
Local govt.

Germany
France

Govt.agency

UK

Banking
Deutsche Bank
Deutsche Postreklame Advertising
DER/AS
TV rentals
Debenhams
Retail
Dextel
Publishing
Education
DFPT
Government
DHSS
Diapason

Germany
Germany

System details

Germany
Germany

Denmark
UK

France
UK
France
Bureau
France
Pharmaceuticals France

Tourism

France

Videopac
Computex
Videopac

Videopac
Videopac

GEC
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Organisation
Elanders
Enidata

English China Clays

Esselte

Industry/activity Country

System details

Systems
Manufacturer

IVS
Thorntel

Printing

Printing

Factors Trust
Fernuniversitat

Finance
Education
Finsbury Data Services Bureau
Foote Cone & Belding Advertising
Ford
Motor
French Lawyers Assoc. Association
Friends Provident
Insurance

GAD
Gateshead Borough
Council
GCAM-Artemis

Geest Computers

GFI
GIZ
GSI
Gites Rurale du
Limousin

Glamorgan Library

Global
Gotabanken

Grand Metropolitan

Greater Manchester
Youth Authority
Greenwich Borough
Council
Gruner & Jahr

Bureau

Local govt.

Bureau
Bureau
Bureau
Bureau
Bureau

Local govt.

Travel
Banking
Tourism
Charity

Local govt.

Publishing

Hanger Lane Computing Bureau

Helsingin Telset
Henkel
Horizon
Host Group
Hotel Vision

Howson Algraphy

ICC

Fin. publishing

Retail
Bureau

Agriculture

Bureau

Telecommunications
International Commodities Finance
Clearing House

Kent County Council

Keski Suomen
Kirfavalitys Oy
KLM

Kopke Banking

Kreditkassen,

Landwirtschaftsministerium Bayern
La Redoute
Legal & General

Les 3 Suisses
Liber
Littlewoods
Liverpool Garden
Festival

Travel

Banking

Retail

Local govt.

Bureau
Wholesale
Airline
Banking
Banking

Government
Insurance

Mail order
Bureau
Mail order
Exhibition

Publishing
LondonStock Exchange Stock exchange
Loewe-Opta
Electronics
LRCProducts
Manufacturing
Lloyd Anversois
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Germany
UK

France
UK
France
Germany
France
France

UK
UK
Sweden
UK
UK
UK

Germany
UK
Finland

Germany
UK

Imperial Brewing &

Kansallis-Osake-Panki
Kaufhof

UK
Germany
UK
UK
UKlothers
France
UK

Tourism
Bureau

Brewing

Property
Brewing

Jetair

UK
Sweden

Germany

Publishing
Chemicals

Leisure
InovaInstr.
Institute for Industrial
Research
Italtel

Italy

Bureau
Manufacturer
Travel

ICI Agriculture

ICV
IDETA
IDO
Immovideo

Sweden

UK
UK

UK
UK
UK
Netherlands
Germany
Belgium
UK
UK
Ireland
Italy

Langton PIll/
Videogate

Langton PIll/

Videogate

Bulletin
IBM
IVS

Computex

Rediffusion
Betex
IBM

Rediffusion

BRS
Bulletin
Télésource
Siemens

Télésystémes

Viewbase
Bulletin
Avi-Net
IVS
Viewbase
Viewbase
Betex

IVS, Pill
Mistel

Rediffusion
Microdata,
Viewbase
Boclris
Incotel
Alphavision

Rediffusion
Mistel
Mistel
Betex
Mistel
MGS
Miracle
IVS

HIS, Modcomp.

UK

Rediffusion

Belgium

Bulletin/Own

Finland
Germany
UK

Systel
Computex,

Bulletin
Mistel

Finland
Finland
Netherlands
Finland

Systel
Modcomp.
Systel

Germany

'BM/own

Norway

France
UK
France
Sweden
UK
UK

Belgium

UK
Germany
UK

Mistel

CAP-Gemini

CAP-Gemini

IVS
ITM Rotaview
IVS
Modcomp
Boclris
Brown's Box

Organisation
LTU
Lucas

Mairie de Nantes
Mairie de Hetz
Manchester Inter-

national Airport
Manpower Services

Commission
Mecca
Medicall

Meteorological

Midland Bank

Industrylactivity Country

Tourism
Manufacturing

Germany
UK

Airport

UK

Local govt.
Local govt.

France
France

Govt.agency

UK

Medical

Belgium

Bookmakers
Meteorology

Banking

UK

Finland
UK

System details

Bte-lris
Rediffusion

Videopac
Videopac
Computex
Miracle

Mistel
Mistel

Migros

Various
Local govt.

Switzerland
Italy

Videopac

National Homes
Network
NCM
NCR
Neckermann
Newham Borough
Council

Property

UK

Computex

Milan City

NOBWegtransport

Nokia
NMBP.
NorskaTeleverket

Norsk Senter for
Informatikk A/S
NSI
Northamptonshire
County Council
Northern Dairies
North Sea Ferries
Nottinghamshire
Building Society

NVA Skala

Insurance
Netherlands
Electronics
Switzerland
Mail order/travel Germany
Local govt.

Transport
Various
Bureau
Telecommunications
Bureau

Netherlands
Finland
France
Norway

Local govt.

UK

Bureau

Distribution
Transport
Finance

TV Rentals

Oesterr. Postsparkasse Banking

Oesterr. Raiffeissenbank Banking
Ogilvy & Mather
Advertising
OKO Bank
Banking
Olympic Holidays
Travel
Orda-B
Bureau
Otto-Versand
Mail order
Paijat-Visio

Parc dela Villette
Patric Videotex
Parisien Libere
PE Holland
PG Group
Philips
Philips
Pilkingtons
PK Banken
Postel
Provinzial
Prudential
Prysesa

Quelle
Questel

Rabobank
Radio Rentals
RATP.
Reading University
Reiffeisen

Bureau
Education
Bureau

Electronics
Systems

Electronics
Electronics
Manufacturer

Sanoma
Scottish Mutual
Scottish & Newcastle

Norway
Norway

Mistel
NCR Videotex
IBM
Viewbase
Systel
Mistel

Avi-Net
Mistel

Mistel
Bulletin

UK
Netherlands
UK

Computex
Pll
Bulletin

Austria
Austria
UK
Finland
UK
Belgium
Germany

Btx-lris
Boclris
Metrotel
Mistel

Belgium

Finland
France
Ireland
France
Netherlands
Finland

Germany
Netherlands
UK

ND Videotex

Sparta (Own)

Mistel

Mistel

Videopac

Rediffusion

Télésysteémes

Systel
Systel
Boclris, Dabit

Systel

Sweden

Telemachus
Mistel

Travel

Spain

Mail order
Bureau

Germany
France

Videogate, IBM
Modcomp

Banking

Bureau
Insurance
Insurance

Banking
TV rentals
Transport
Education
Banking

Bureau
Ribers Kreditinformation Credit
Ringier/Agentur 1818
Bureau
Robert GordonInstitute Education
Rockford District
Local govt.
Council
Royal HollowayCollege Education
Royal Infirmary,
Edinburgh
Health
Rumbelows
Retail
Resource Computers

UK

Betex

Publishing
Insurance

Brewing

Sweden
Germany
UK

Netherlands
France
UK

Germany

UK
Denmark
Switzerland
UK
UK
UK

UK
UK

Finland
UK

UK

Systel

IBM

Télésystemes

Betex
Thorntel

Meta (SMT)

Computex
Siemens
Vision 32
C. Rovsing
STR
Mistel
Bulletin
Miracle

PillNideogate

Mistel

Syfatel

Pill
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Scottish Council for
Educational
Technology
SE Banken
Searveg

SGB
SGIP
Shell
SGZ
SHB Bank
SIP

sits
Skala Televisie
Skala TV
SKOP Bank
SLIGOS
SNCF
Sok

Sony
Space Time Systems
Sparkassenverlag
Sporteus

Stockholm Fondbérs

Talbot

Tampere Telset

TargetLife
TDU
Telecontrol
Teledatai Norr
Telehansa
Telemedia
Telepress AG
Teletietopalveli
Televerket
T&N

Industrylactivity Country

System details

Education

UK

Computex

Banking

Sweden
Switzerland
Belgium
France
Netherlands
France
Sweden
Italy

Avi-Net
NCR-Videotex
IVS
Intertechnique
Rediffusion
Multitel
Mistel
Mistel

Bureau

Banking

Bureau
Oil
Bureau

Banking

Telecommunications
Health
TV rentals
TV rentals
Banking
Bureau

France
Netherlands
Spain
Sweden
France
Transport
France
Wholesale
Finland
Electronics
UK
Theatre systems UK
Publishing
Germany
France
Stock exchange Sweden.
Motor
Bureau
Insurance

Publishing

Distribution
Bureau
Distribution

Systems
El. publishing

Bureau
Telecommunications
Electronics
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UK
Finland
UK
Sweden
Austria
Sweden
Finland

Belgium

Switzerland
Finland
Sweden
Germany

Télésystémes

ND Videotex
ND Videotex
Mistel
Videopac

Mistel
Mistel
Miracle
Boclris

Télésystemes

Avi-Net

Rediffusion
Systel

Viewbase
Mistel
Btxtris
Avi-Net
Boclris
IVS
STR
Mistel
Avi-Net, Syste!
Btxlris

PRIVATE VIDEOTEX SYSTEM OPERATORS

Organisation

Thomas Cook

Thomson Holidays

Thorn-EMI Hyr-TV
AIS Thorn-EMI Leie TV
OYThorn-Video TV
Toeristik
Townsend Thoresen
Tradicom
Transpotel

Travicom
TU!
Turun Sanomat
UCSL
UDAC
UKAEA

UK ArmySignals

United Dairies
Université de Nancy
University of Surrey

Verbraucherbank
Viniprix

Viotex
VISEA TV
Vola
Volksbanken

Volkswagen Audi

Volvo

Wales Gas
Wastel
Wehkamp

WestYorkshire Police
Wings/OSL

Zeda

Industrylactivity Country

Travel
Travel
TV rentals
TV rentals
TV rentals
Travel
Transport

Transport

Travel
Travel
Publishing
Bureau
Education
Energy

Government
Distribution
Education
Education
Banking

Retail
Bureau
TV Rentals
Banking
Motor
Motor
Gas
Bureau
Police
Travel

UK
UK
Sweden
Norway

Finland
Netherlands
UK
Netherlands
Netherlands
UK

Germany

Finland

UK
Sweden
UK
UK
UK
France
UK
Germany

France
Switzerland
France
Netherlands
Germany
UK
UK

UK
Finland
Netherlands

System details

IVS-3, Videogate
Own+ Videogate
ND Videotex
ND Videotex
ND Videotex
NCRVideotex
Modcomp

Megaview
(Systel)

IBM

Videogate

IBM
Mistel
I@s
Mistel

Computex

Computex
Betex
Videopac

Miracle
IBM

Videopac

NCRVideotex
ND Videotex
Mistel
Siemens
Computex
Computex

UK

Mistel
Mistel
Viewbase

Germany

Dabit

UK

Computex
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APPENDIX 3

VIDEOTEX INDUSTRY ASSOCIATIONS

Asociacion Espafiola de Proveedores de Servicios
Videotex
Aragon 418-1-1a

Barcelona 13
SPAIN
Tel: (0034) 32465508

Association Frangaise de Télématique (AFTEL)
131 Avenue de Wagram
75017 Paris

FRANCE
Tel: 763.12.50

Associazione Nazionale Fornitore di Videoinformazione (A.N.Fo.V.)
Via Aurelio Saffi, 18
10138 Torino

ITALY
Tel: (011) 446093

Bildschirmtext Anbieter-Vereinigung
Bischoffgasse 26/28

1120 Vienna
AUSTRIA
Tel: (0222) 87 15 10

Bildschirmtext Anbieter-Vereinigung
Hardenbergstrasse 16/18
1000 Berlin 12

GERMANY
Tel: (030) 317064
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Swiss Viewdata Information Providers Association
(SVIPA)

Loewenstrasse 51
CH-8021 Zurich

SWITZERLAND
Tel: (01) 221 3187

Verenigung Nederlandse Videotex
Informatieleveranciers

PO Box 90154

5000 LG Tilburg

THE NETHERLANDS
Tel: (013) 654247
Videotexforeningen i Svenge
c/o Telebild AB
S-10517 Stockholm

SWEDEN
Tel: (08) 135800

Videotex Industry Association (VIA)
177 Temple Chambers
Temple Avenue
London EC4 ODT

Tel: (01) 583 0113

Videotex Industry Association (VIA)
1901 N. Fort Myer Drive
Suite 200
Rosslyn, Virginia 22209

U.S.A.
Tel: (703) 522 0883
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APPENDIX 4

NAMES AND ADDRESSESOF PTT VIDEOTEX
SYSTEM OPERATORS

Austria:
Austrian PTT

Btx Stelle-Fernmeldetechnisches

Zentralamt
Arsenal
Wien 3

Austria
Tel: (0222) 78 15 11

Belgium:

RIT

Dept. Planning and Data Processing
Project Team Videotex

Carlistraat
1140 Brussels
Belgium

Tel: (02) 215 9392
Telex: 25341 IFBRU B

Denmark:

Danish PTT
21 HP Hanssensgade
DK 6200 Aabenraa
Denmark
Tel: +45 962 2411 ext 433

France:
DGT(Intelmatique)
98 Rue de Sevres,
Paris 7°
France

Tel: (1) 306.16.36

Finland:
General Directorate of Post and

Telecommunications
Telecommunications Department
PO Box 526

00101 Helsinki
Finland
Tel: 358 0 7041

Telex: (57) 122151

L

Germany:

|

|
i]

i

Deutsche Bundespost

Referat Bildschirmtext
Adenaueralle 81

Postfach 8001
5300 Bonn 1

West Germany

Tel: (0228) 142510
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Italy:

SiR!

Videotel
Via Paisiello 34
Roma 00198
Italy

Tek: (06) 36883428

Norway:
Teledata
Postboks 6701
St. Olavspl.
N-Oslo 1

Tel: + 47 2 48 89 90

Telex: 71203 gentel n

Netherlands:
Netherlands PTT

Viditel
PO Box 30000
Netherlands

Tel: 707 53195

Spain:
C.T.N.E.
Promocidén de NuevosServicios
Departamento Comercial de Telematica
Avda. del Brasil, 17

Madrid-20
Spain

Tel: 456 68 44

Telex: CTNE E-48906

Sweden:
Televerket
Datavision
S-12385 Farsta
Sweden

Tel: + 46 8 7131000

Switzerland:

Generaldirektion PTT
Unterabteilung Teleinformatik

Viktoria strasse 21
3030 Berne

Tel: (031) 62 4374

UK:
Prestel
Telephone House
Temple Avenue

London EC4Y OHL
Tel: 583 9811
Telex: 261040
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THE BUTLER COX REPORT SERIES
The Butler Cox Report Series consists of nineteen reports,

researched and issued since 1980.

VRS x. An Introduction to Videotex.
Issued March 1980
An introductory volumedescribing videotex andits origins;
its technological elementsandits relations to other technologies; its raison d etre and main applications. Although
nowover three yearsold, this reportis still one of the best

introductions to videotex thatis available.
VRS-1. Videotex:

The Key Issues.

Issued July 1980
This report focuseson the keyrole for videotex in the information technology market, and its strengths and weaknesses, problems and opportunities. It examines the factors that are conditioning the market's responseto videotex;
technical issues concerned with terminals, systems and
interworking; and the commercial prospects for suppliers.
The key issues raised are as relevant now as they were

in mid-1980.

VRS-2. Videotex: International Standardisation.
Issued October 1980
International

standardisation

issues

and

efforts

are

described, at the peak of the standardisation battles that
raged in Europe and North America in 1980. The report examinesthe technical, commercial and regulatory pressures
leading to standardisation; it describes the dominant videotex standards, and looks to the future prospects for international standardisation. Although it does not describe
NAPLP, this report is a concise summaryof the issues that

are still involved, and describes the main European standards, clearly and comprehensively.
VRS-3. The Economic Realities of Videotex.
Issued November 1980

This reportis still unquestionably the clearest analysis of

the costs and economics of public videotex services, as

they are offered in Europe. Based on a mathematical model
of public system operations, it examines cost and revenue
flows from the point of view of system operators, information providers and users. It is directly relevantto all organisations who are, or are contemplating, providing informa-

tion on public videotex services.

VRS-4. Human Factors in Videotex.

Issued January 1981
This report examines the ergonomic and human factorsthat
will determine end-user acceptance, or rejection, of videotex. It looks at end users needs, terminal design criteria
and system design considerations. It clearly identifies the
weaknessesand strengths of conventional videotex database design and access techniques, and gives guidelines

for the design of systems that more closely meet users
needs. It is particularly relevant now. The move towards
specially designed interactive applications for private videotex systems has highlighted the need to train systems
designers and programmers to implement easy-to-use

videotex applications.

VRS-5. Competing and Complementary Systems.
Issued March 1981
This report describes the services and products, aimed
primarily at the home market, with which videotex is competing, and with which it has the potential to react synergistically. They range from cable TV to videodiscs; and
from teletext to home computers. The report also describes

the relationship of videotex to database and messaging
services for the business market.
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VRS-6. Private and In-house Videotex Systems.

Issued May 1981
This report wasthe first to publicly identify, describe and

analyse private videotex systems and closed-user-group

bureau services, and to identify their relevance to the

development of the videotex market. It also identifies the

convergence and overlap between public and private systems. Its case histories include Barclays Bank, British Leyland, the London Stock Exchange, Quelle and Verbraucherbank; all systems operators that have proved to have a

major influence on the developmentof the private videotex system market in Europe.

VRS-7. Regulatory and Policy Issues.

Issued July 1981

A definitive study of national and international regulatory

and policy issues, and their actual and potential influence
on the development of videotex in Europe and North
America. Issues that are addressed include: communications and broadcasting regulations, privacy and data-

interchangelegislation, and copyright issues. The report
examines these issues andtheir effect on the different
industries involved in videotex; from newspapersto PTTs.
It also sets out the regulatory policies that apply in the US,

Canada, France and the UK.

VRS-8. Videotex Networks.
Issued September 1981
This report clearly describes and analysesalternative videotex network and gatewayarchitectures, andtheir implications. It reviews the existing and planned public videotex

networks in the UK, West Germany and France, and
describes telephone and cable-network developments in
Canada and the US.
VRS-9. Videotex Applications and the Market Response.
Issued October 1987
With its emphasis primarily on public videotex services for

the residential and business markets, this report describes
the main services offered in Europe, North America and

Japan, and analyses the market's responseto the services
on offer. It identifies the types of services mostlikely to
prove profitable in the short term, and the shareoftotal
revenues likely to accrue from information provision and
advertising-based services in the long term. It identifies
alternative strategies for overcoming the problemsofcriti-

cal massin the residential market.It is still as relevant today
as it was in late 1981.

VRS-10. The Future of Videotex.
Issued December 1981
This report addressesthe key issuesraisedin thefirst report
(VRS-1) of the Series. It highlights and summarisesthe main
trends andforcesidentified in the earlier reports, and goes

on to predict how videotex will develop and grow in the
future. These predictions are proving remarkably accurate.

One, in particular, is worth quoting: Beyond about 1986,
videotex will becomeless easily identified . . . as it becomes
moreof a generalpurposeutility; linking terminal users to
. . . external service computers, and as it becomes more
closely integrated with other information services in business and in the home .

VRS 82-1. Technology, Standards and Networking.
Issued May 1982

This report draws together, extends and updates reports
2 and 8 in the original Series. It examines technologies,
standards and networking alternatives, within the context
of an overall network architecture for open systems

Butler Cox & Partners Limited
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THE BUTLER COX REPORT SERIES
interconnection. Communication media and standards,

presentation alternatives and the support structures
necessary to implementapplications, are each discussed
in turn. The main managementimplications are drawn out
for those responsible for developing videotex services. This

report remains a clear, concise and relevant statement
of the main issues in the fields it addresses.

VRS 82-2. Relationship with Other New Media.
Issued July 1982
This report builds on report 5 in the original Series. It
addresses the major developmentsin products, delivery

vehicles and services that are applicable in the residential and business markets, and which arelikely to have
an impact on videotex during the next 10 years. Important trials and services using these new media, from Japan,

France, West Germany and the US, are described. This
report also evaluates the implications of these new

developments for videotex, and examines the threats and
opportunities that they represent for the main participants

in the videotex industry.

VRS 82-3. Private and In-house Videotex Systems.
Issued October 1982

This report, published one year before the VRS 83report,
addresses the same subject. It provides a link between

the earlier report (VRS-6) and the latest report. It also provides the basis for charting the progress of the industry

and market, and for making year-on-year comparisons. The
report examinesthe current (and future) trends in the technology of private videotex systems, and catalogues the
commercially available systems on the market. It examines
in-house and external applications and services, with referenceto case histories from Europe and North America.
Finally, it reviews the forces shaping the market, and
projects its growth in the 1980s. Throughout the report,
the main managementimplications for system operators
and suppliers are highlighted and discussed.

VRS 82-4. The Costs and Economics of Videotex.
Issued November 1982

This report goes muchfurther than Report 3 in the original Series, and it takes a wider perspective than public
videotex services. Beginning with the basic costs of terminals, communications, and computer equipment and
software
the componentsof videotex systems
the
report goes on to examine the economic perspectives of

videotex. These are viewed from the vantage points of the
business user, the residential user and the service
provider, and areillustrated with case histories of exist-

ing services. The report discusses strategies for approaching the market, and analyses someof the obstacles facing
the prospective supplier of videotex services.

VRS 82-5. Videotex Services and the Market Response.
Issued December 1982

This report extends the earlier research and analysis of

Report 9 in the original Series. It examines 17 public and
private videotex services, being offered in Europe and

North America, and the market s response to them. It
reviewstheir business objectives, market strategies and
future plans, andidentifies some of the important lessons
emerging from them. It focuses, particularly, on the appli-

cations being offered, and users responseto them. Finally,

it reviews the three main market sectors for videotex ser-

vices, and examinestheir future marketpotential, before

closing with a discussion of the key strategic issues facing videotex industry participants.

VRS 83. Private Videotex Systems
Use and Future Prospects.
Issued October 1983

Their Selection,

This report, the seventeenth in Butler Cox s Videotex
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Report Series, is a definitive analysis of the European
private videotex system market. It surveys the offerings
from 62 system suppliers, 60 videotex bureaux and 127
terminal manufacturers and distributors. It describes
product and service features, and offers potential buyers
guidelines on keyselection criteria. It examines how private videotex systems are being applied, and offers a
proven application selection and evaluation methodology.

It describes 10 representative casehistories, from four

European countries, and identifies the strengths and weaknessesof videotex, compared with other media and technologies. It analyses the costs of hardware, software, terminals, and application implementation, operation and
support. It also reviews the sources of revenue and benefit
that are neededto justify investments in service provision.
Finally, the report analyses the factors which are result-

ing in evolutionary product changes andto the growth of

the market. It identifies and describes the main product
generations likely to evolve over the next 10 years, and
projects the size of the market for them. The marketforecasts are broken downby the main country-market groups,
and cover most products and services, by value and
volume for shipments andinstallations.
ITMS. Information Technology:Its Impact on

Marketing andSelling.
Issued December 1984

By 1995, sales and marketing teamswill be fighting the
competitive battle with new tools. Information technology
using computers, communications and screens
will
presentthe value andutility of products to a wider yet more
carefully selected customer base. We face the most important developmentsin sales and marketing since the advent
of TV advertising. Companies who ignore these developments, whose sales and marketing strategies remain
embeddedin the pre-electronic past, face dwindling market share, rising costs and eventual eclipse. The most
knowledgeable companiesare planning now, asking themselves this simple but profound question: how do wesell
to the institutions and citizens of the information society?

This report examines both current andlikely applications
for information technology products and services, and
identifies the key threats and new business opportunities
likely to emerge in the future.

VRS 85. Videotex in Europe.
Issued January 1985

This report, the nineteenth in Butler Cox s Report Series,

provides

A review of the current status and likely future outlook
for videotex in Europe on a country-by-country basis

An examination of the main developments in the North
American videotex market, andtheir likely impact upon
Europe
A complete review of the videotex productandservice
supply industry in Europe, including product reviews
and supplier market shares
An analysis of the state of the industry in 1984, including shipmentsandinstalled-basestatistics; the results
of a major barometer survey amongstusers, to determinetheir attitudes, future plans and perception of key
issues, and nine selected casehistories

Forecasts by product and country, for the period 1984
to 1988

Thereport, which is based on extensive and new research
amongst suppliers, users and European PTTs, complements and extendsthe factual information and geographic
coverage of Butler Cox's earlier report Private Videotex

Systems

their Selection, Use and Future Prospects .
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